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Dr. Miller

The Union College story is one
of vision, struggle, and service.

It has been told well by
Professors E. S. Bradley and
W. G. Marigold.

The College's visionary

founders, all local citizens,

acquired the needed start-up

capital by selling stock in the

Union College Corporation. It

was a shaky beginning,

however, and bankruptcy
soon followed. Sold at public

auction, the College began
anew under the auspices of

The Methodist Episcopal
Church, now The United
Methodist Church.

Like the Appalachians it

serves and in whose midst it

lives. Union College has

always been zealously
independent and wealthy in

human resources. The oldest

senior college in the mountains
of eastern Kentucky, Union
has grown and matured to

include a sizeable graduate
program. It stands tall in

academic quality, dedication

to Christian ideals, and a broad
range of community outreach
activities.

This Centennial volume is

an exciting story of heroic

eftorts on the part of many,
efforts that have yielded the

satisfactions of success.

Mahlon A. Miller

President, Union College
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PREFACE

Xcame to Union College in 1955, just one year after the seventy-fifth anniversary

celebration. Although the excitement of the Diamond Jubilee was still in the air,

there were some who already were anticipating the College's Centennial. I had not

been on campus more than a few days, for example, when President Conway
Boatman first mentioned to me that great plans should be made for the Centennial.

When I was named to succeed Dr. Boatman in 1959, one ofmy unannounced but
really only semi-private personal goals was to remain for twenty years and see the

College through its Centennial. The prospect of jumping from one position to

another has never held any attraction for me. As this is being written in June, 1979,

that twenty-year goal has been achieved.

The history of the first seventy-five years of Union College was chronicled in

Union College 1879-1954 by Dr. Erwin S. Bradley. An updated volume covering the

100-year history of the College was an essential Centennial project. For a decade or

more I gave serious consideration to undertaking the writing of this updated
volume myself. The truth is that I would have liked very much to do it. My personal

files contain several folders full of accumulated notes and chapter outlines. The
notion was ultimately abandoned, however, when it became clear that time for the

task simply was not available.

The demands on college presidents have changed greatly during the twenty

years of my administration. This is probably true at most or all colleges and

universities; it is certainly true at Union College. The time for reading, reflection,

writing, and speaking that was available to me in the fifties and early sixties simply

no longer exists. The relative independence, the financial stability, and the program
and facilities expansion that were generally characteristic of the private liberal arts

colleges throughout the fifties and early sixties gave way in the mid and later sixties

to extensive regulation, financial stringency, the end of most facilities expansion,

and the need to plan for major program adjustments. Retrenchment and program

adjustments are not synonymous although some faculty members involved in

program cutbacks find it difficult to make the distinction. Overall, Union College

has been able to adjust its programs, cutting back here and adding there, thus

avoiding serious retrenchment. The headcount enrollments that have been

establishing new records for the past several years testify to this. But program

adjustments to respond to changing student interests and societal needs are

demanding on time. My once full schedule of speaking engagements, for example,

has been totally abandoned for a number of years. Time to prepare for speaking

just does not exist. All thoughts of authoring an update of the history of Union

College, therefore, evaporated by the mid-seventies when Centennial planning

began to get under way.

The history of twenty out of the last twenty-five years at Union College is the

history of my administration. If I had been the chronicler of these events, no matter

how hard I might have struggled to achieve objectivity, my efforts would have

been less than completely successful. Had I authored the updated volume,

accusations of having written from a self-serving perspective would have been

k
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inevitable. This would have placed an unnecessary burden on the book. The self-

serving implications would have diminished its credibility. It is good, therefore,

that I abandoned my authorship aspirations.

The history of the College's first seventy-five years having been written from the

perspective of a faculty member, Dr. Bradley, it is appropriate to have the

consistency provided by maintaining this approach. Dr. W. Gordon Marigold,

Professor of Languages and Head of the Department of Languages, has been at

Union College since 1956, only one year less than myself. Thus he has been a

participant in all but two years of the last quarter century, the new years to be added
to the existing volume. Furthermore, Dr. Marigold is an experienced writer and the

most published member of the current faculty. The logic of his assuming the

authorship role is clear. And, fortunately, he had time that could be made available

for this purpose. Equally fortuitously, Mrs. Virginia B. Saddler, Assistant Librarian,

had time that could be made available for research. It was a happy set of

circumstances and it has produced fine results.

In addition to Dr. Marigold and Mrs. Saddler, thanks are due to Mr. Billy M.
Stallcup, Associate Professor of English, for his significant assistance as detailed by
Dr. Marigold in his Introduction. And thanks also to all others who helped Dr.

Marigold in any way to fulfill his task.

The private publication of a volume such as this entails a financial commitment of

considerable magnitude. The total printing bill had to be paid upon receipt of the

completed printing order. This was possible thanks to the generous financial

assistance of John P. McGovem, M.D., a friend of the College and a personal friend,

and the support of the Texas Allergy Research Foundation. The latter is a

philanthropic foundation whose resources are dedicated to support a broader

range of charitable purposes than the foundation name implies. Dr. McGovern is a

physician, professor, author, entrepreneur, and humanist whose massive

productivity boggles the mind. His friendship and support have been one of the

joys of my administration.

Thanks are due alsotoallthose who made a prepublication purchase of the book.

Their cooperation substantially assisted in the accumulation of the needed funds.

The Preface is not a place where one normally expects to find substantive

historical information recorded. Since the completion of the text, however, an

event with deep historical roots has taken place that should not be left to the next

rewriting of the volume some twenty-five or fifty years hence. As mentioned in

Chapter III, Dr. James Perry Faulkner, one of L^nion's first two baccalaureate

graduates and president of the college from 1897 to 1905, bequeathed to L^nion

College several parcels of county land. This land was recently sold and with the

cooperation of his daughter, Maureen, the proceeds from the sale have been used to

establish an endowment memorializing Dr. Faulkner. The annual income from the

endowment has been dedicated to help support the salary of the professor of

philosophy at Union College. Dr. Faulkner, a resident of Barbourville, was a

graduate of both Union College and Harvard University. Quite appropriately, the

public announcement of the establishment of this memorial endowment was made
during the Campus-Community Centennial kickoff weekend in early 1979. It has

been the thoroughgoing support of persons like Dr. Faulkner that has nurtured

Union College through the years.



At this near midpoint in the Centennial Year, as Century I draws to a close and its

Century II emerges, Union College looks to the past with gratitude and to the future

with hope. The United Methodist Church, the citizens of Barbourville and Knox
County, alumni and alumnae, students and their parents, business and industry,

philanthropic foundations, and a great host of friends have all upheld Union

College through the years with service and gifts. Literally tens of thousands have

contributed to the achievements of Union's first century. It is a privilege to record

heartfelt thanks in this Centennial volume. Union's achievements are the

consequence of the devotion and support of many; its hope is based on the faith that

such devotion and support will continue.

June 1979 Mahlon A. Miller

President
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INTRODUCTION

Xhe present work is in every sense a composite, and some explanation of its

origins seems in order. Erwin S. Bradley's Union College 1879-1954 was published

in 1954 as part of the celebration of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the founding of

the college. As early as 1975, thought was being given to updating the book for the

centennial celebrations in 1979. Virginia B. Saddler devoted much time during the

winter, spring, and summer of 1977 to research into the past and present history of

the college, and her work has been of inestimable help in completing this book. The
present author was able, thanks to PresidentM Uler, to devote part of his time during

the spring semester, 1978, and two months during the summer of that year, to

completing and editing the college history.

Dr. Bradley produced a most remarkable work under very trying conditions. It

was necessary for him to locate virtually all of the historical source material—most

of which was known to no one at the time. Because of his very full teaching and

administrative schedule, he was able to devote only his spare time to the project.

Nevertheless, the book was written in fifteen months, only four months being

devoted entirely to the work. Furthermore, Dr. Bradley did not realize until March
of 1954 that the results of his investigations were to be published. Two months later,

orders for the book—which was by no means completed—were being taken. The
text was completed at the end of July, 1954, and the book was published in the fall

of that year. The haste to publish during the Diamond Jubilee Year precluded

normal scholarly apparatus or an index.

It is a tribute to Dr. Bradley's work that no serious consideration was given to

rewriting the history of Union College for the period from its founding to 1954.

Such a rewriting would be pointless and, in fact, probably impossible, for some of

the historical sources and, naturally, most of Dr. Bradley's informants, are no longer

available. Part I of the present book and Appendices I—V remain in all essentials

Dr. Bradley's work. A number of changes suggested by Dr. Bradley himself have

been made. Mrs. Saddler's research unearthed some additional information and led

to various corrections, and I have gratefully incorporated much of the information

she was able to gather. After some hesitation, it was decided not to employ

hindsight to update Dr. Bradley's text, although some editorial additions, clearly

indicated as such, seemed necessary. His text and the footnotes have been edited to

remove the inconsistencies and typographical errors that marred the hastily printed

edition of 1954.

The two parts of this history are quite different in style and approach. Dr.

Bradley's work was a historical chronicle based on the rather minimal available

sources. The author of the second part joined the Union College faculty in 1956 and

is describing people and events that are, in most cases, familiar to him. This has its

advantages but also, of course, its disadvantages. Furthermore, instead of a scarcity

of sources, there is a plethora of material, much of it, however, of a rather

ephemeral nature. The amount of material available, as well as the necessity of

being highly selective in using it, poses special problems.

In the course of writing the history of Union College it has become quite clear

that ideally there would have to be at least four histories, preferably to be read
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simultaneously! A trustee, the president, a faculty member, and a student would all

produce quite different histories of the same years in the life of the same college.

While no writer, least of all one who has lived through the period under discussion,

can reduce the various viewpoints to one that will satisfy everyone, an attempt has

been made to find a point somewhere in the middle that allows a reasonably

objective discussion of the college and its history. It should not be necessary to

emphasize that the book does not reflect in toto the ideas or viewpoint of any group

or any individual, either the author or anyone else.

Inevitably, the introduction must include brief mention of various problems.

Chief of these is the question of source material and its location. Part II is based

almost entirely on the various "internal sources" available at the college: minutes of

various kinds, newsletters, memos, annual reports (some of them tucked away in

larger annual reports), publicity materials, and the proceedings of various groups

and committees. There is no central collecting point for much of this material, but

every effort has been made to identify it clearly. Much of the printed pubUcity

material is, unfortunately, undated. Once again, we have tried to identify such

sources adequately, if occasionally unscientifically.

A peculiar difficulty exists with regard to some of the older documents and

records referred to in Part I. Dr. Bradley's footnotes frequently gave the actual

location of these ("President's Office," for example). Such references were
removed since they are, in most cases, no longer accurate. There are plans to house

older materials in the recently constructed Heritage Room of the library. At

present, however, it seems wiser to omit any reference to exact locations.

Occasionally it seemed best to adopt a pragmatic rather than a pedantic

approach. One example of this is the index, which is a compromise between a

complete, scholarly index and a shorter, usable one. In general, it is restricted to

proper names (people and organizations) and does not attempt to provide a subject

index. However, the desire to be helpful has led to occasional inconsistencies.

A different kind of pragmatism can be found in the references to the college

catalogue. During the 100 years of the college's existence, this annual publication

has appeared as Catalogue or Catalog, Bulletin, Program, and various

combinations of these. Quite arbitrarily, it was decided to refer consistently to the

Union College Catalogue (followed, of course, by the year), since pedantic

accuracy would serve no useful purpose and since identification is, in this case, not a

problem.

Quotations have, of course, been given as far as possible in their original form and

have not been edited. In one case, minor changes were made at the request of the

writer in question.

Throughout the second part of the book, I have referred to the period from 1954

to 1979, and the story has been carried, wherever possible, to the beginning of the

centennial year. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the manuscript was

completed during the summer of 1978 and that the latest reports and figures

available were, therefore, from the academic year 1977-1978.

In dealing with the recent history of the college, the author was very dependent

on the help of friends and colleagues, and the book would not have been possible

without the records and the memories of numerous individuals. A complete list of

these individuals would be impossible, and it is hoped that all those who have
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helped in any way realize that their assistance is truly appreciated. Friends and

neighbors in Barbourville were kind enough to answer all sorts of questions. A
special word of thanks is due the former students who replied to my request for

reminiscences of their days at Union. Most of them will recognize their

contributions!

My deepest gratitude goes to Virginia Saddler, who is responsible for the

additional research on Part I and whose work provided a great deal of material for

Part II, particularly for the years 1954-1959. She unselfishly turned all of her work
over to me with no restrictions whatever—a gesture that I much appreciated.

President Miller has facilitated my work in every possible way, from making files

and records of all kinds available to me to reading and commenting on portions of

the text. It was comforting to reahze soon after beginning work on the history of the

college that no restrictions of any kind would hamper the work and that the only

records and sources that could not be used were those that could not be located!

The president's secretary. Sue Tuggle Carr, deserves sincere thanks for the

patience with which she has searched for old and forgotten records, answered

questions, and solved problems. It is really unfair to single out members of the

college staff for individual mention, but I am particularly grateful for the help

provided by Sandra Blevins, Freda New, Mary Walker, and Cynthia Ammerman.
Colleagues in many departments provided facts, figures, and often memories,

and I am grateful to people like Ed Black, Ray Gibson, Allan Green, Doris Mays,

Kevin McCullen, Jim McFerrin, Pete Moore, and Boyd Todd for furnishing data

not easily available to me. Milton Townsend has helped not only with his extensive

knowledge of the college but also with his records and files. His help in selecting

and reproducing the illustrations has been invaluable. Steve Rose, student assistant

in Mr. Townsend's office, took photographs to order and turned old pictures into

usable illustrations. Frances Patridge acted as a check on my own memory and was
kind enough to read portions of the manuscript. Very special thanks are due

Catherine Singer, who answered endless questions patiently, accu ately, and

completely, located the originals for the early pictures of the college, and in general

placed her encyclopedic knowledge of Union College at my disposal. Within ten

days of her unexpected death in July, 1978, she was still helping!

My friend and colleague, Bill Stallcup, has patiently gone over every word of the

text and the footnotes, functioning as writer's conscience as well as proofreader. He
also worked on the list of faculty and took over the thankless task of assembling the

index. I am deeply grateful for his help.

The book would probably have been delayed, and it would certainly be less

valuable, without the collaboration of my wife Connie. She acted as researcher and

editorial assistant, whipped the manuscript for the entire book into proper form,

and typed it. With Mr. Stallcup's help, she produced the lengthy list of faculty. This,

of course, in addition to providing me with encouragement and constructive

criticism!

If the book is successful in bringing memories of Union College back to those

who know it and making it known to those who do not, the efforts of all those

involved in its production will have been amply repaid.

July 1978 W. G. Marigold
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CHAPTER I

The Successful Failure

X he Barbourville of the post-bellum decades differed little in appearance from
other numerous small southern towns nestled in the western hills of the Appalachian

divide. This "metropolis" of southeastern Kentucky boasted a population of

approximately 450 souls, three brick buildings, a new courthouse, and at least two
churches. Dust governed the summer and fall seasons, with "King Mud" reigning

the remainder of the year. What passed for sidewalks consisted of parallel planks or

split logs thrown lengthwise in the oozing mud, and street crossings were built of

stepping stones set on edge which only the nimble and daring could use. A few
kerosene street lamps, rarely lighted, threw a few meager beams for those willing to

accept the hazards of night excursions. Communication by telegraph or telephone

had not yet been established with the outside world. People still had to travel many
miles to hear the scream of the iron horse, and transportation could be had only by
hack, sled, horseback, or on foot.

However, Barbourville did differ from many small towns in one striking

respect—the unusual character of its citizenry. No town in southeastern Kentucky

could match the quality of its leaders or the eloquence of its bar. For years its

citizens had occupied the leading legislative and judicial offices of the region. "The
recurring election day never failed to arouse to high pitch the followers of opposing

candidates for office. The men would fight for their poHtical faith, and they often

did. They loathed the cowards, and so did the women, but the women did not

fight."'

From one of its small law offices there had gone forth Silas Woodson, later to

become Governor of Missouri, and Samuel Miller, an appointee to the highest court

of the land. Green Adams served as circuit judge, congressman, and assistant

treasurer of the United States. James H. Tinsley rose to become a judge of the

circuit court and federal district attorney for eastern Kentucky. Richard Herndon
and Steve Golden were prominent members of the bar. Seated in the editorial

office of the Barbourville Mountain Echo was John Henry Wilson, later to represent

the area in Congress.
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Here lay a small town, isolated and deprived of the cultural and educational

opportunities possessed by the larger centers of population. Its leaders were self-

made men—individuals who had achieved distinction mainly through ambition,

energy, and self-education. Could their children possibly maintain the leadership

that had been theirs, or would the flood of progress see them stranded and by-

passed, with Barbourville reverting to the status of a culturally barren isle?

It is true that a public system of education had been in vogue for many years in

Kentucky, and advances were made when the public school system was converted

into a free school system in the decade before the Civil War. Changes in the mode of

taxation had not improved conditions; if anything, they were worse. Without

adequate support, the many public schools became in reality ephemeral, transient

institutions, manned by underpaid, discouraged, and poorly prepared teachers.

Barbourville, along with many other communities, shared this cultural

barrenness. An old log building had long been serving double duty as the "old

Baptist church" and as the "free School."^ This building was sold in 1876, and the

free school again began making its rounds. Sometimes subscription schools were

opened after the free school closed and functioned until such time as their patrons

failed to make further contributions.

Besides the unsatisfactory features already enumerated, the people of

Barbourville had another reason to feel dissatisfied. At best, the old system

provided only the elements of a desirable education. No work approaching the

academy level was offered, and young folk who aspired to get ahead and "make
something of themselves" found, for the future, only frustration. Both college and

preparation for it had to be sought at some distant center of culture—something

which few could afford in the depression years of the 1870's. H. C. Faulkner, one of

Union's earhest students, gave an adequate picture of the situation when he said:

. . .it had always been difficult to obtain a liberal education in southeastern Kentucky, and
the difficulties were seemingly multiplied after the war. The old academies, at best a

makeshift, were no more. The private tutor and good private schools were almost a thing of

the past; and the public schools, while improving from year to year, failed to keep pace not

only with other sections of the Republic, but failed to keep pace with other sections of

Kentucky. The generation that grew up during and next after the Civil War found itself left

behind in the march of progress, from every point of view.^

Caught in their dilemma, the citizens of Barbourville attempted to solve it by

bringing in to the town not only a satisfactory elementary and secondary school but

also a program of studies on the collegiate level. For five years they talked, without

doing much about it, but these years were not spent in vain because when the

opportune moment arrived, the seed that had been sown bore fruit, and it seemed

as if the child was to spring forth full grown.

Apparently the first public notice of this determination of Barbourville's leaders

for something better was inserted in an 1874 issue of the Central Methodist, under

the heading, "Barbourville College." The article pointed out the town's

advantageous position as the "metropolis of twelve counties in Kentucky, Virginia,

and Tennessee," all destitute of a college, and also that the Normal department

needed for training teachers of the area would in itself sustain a college. The article

went on to describe other apparent opportunities in glowing terms:

There is a property in Barbourville for sale at low figure, adapted to the occupancy of a

family and thirty to forty female boarders. We want a professional educator to come here

and purchase or build, with the co-operation of its citizens, and establish an institution for
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the mountains. . . .We are satisfied that the enterprise will pay readily. It is the best opening

for a college we ever saw."*

All persons interested in the educational project were requested to contact the

Reverend W. B. Godby of Highland, or the Reverend J. W. Sageser, pastor of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, of Barbourville. Although this advertisement

was repeated several times during the year, the ministers failed to find anyone with

the initiative required for starting such an enterprise.

Almost a year later, W. B. Godby, the presiding elder of the London District,

announced triumphantly:

...we had the signal picture [fortune?] to cultivate an acquaintance with the

accomplished Prof. Wilson of Carlisle, Pa., who having visited Barbourville and being

favorably impressed, readily acquiesced in our solicitations to rent and fit a suitable room
and open a High School department September next anticipative of erecting or purchasing

a suitable building for regular operation of a number one college at Barbourville. Come to

Barbourville, September next.^

This first attempt to establish an institution of secondary grade in Barbourville

led by ministers of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, proved to be abortive.

Professor Thomas Wilson of Carlisle, Pennsylvania, did come south as he had
promised, but the reason for his inability to open his school in Barbourville as

scheduled is likely to remain a mystery. When J. M. Clyde, the new principal of the

Laurel Seminary at London, Kentucky, failed to appear, Wilson was elected to the

position.^

This failure spurred the efforts of another religious group, the Baptists. At

meetings held in October, 1875, at Flat Lick and Barbourville, suggestions were
made to erect a college at the former place because a free site had been offered, but

no decision was reached regarding its location.'^ Within a month's time, the

Grangers were quoted as willing "to aid in building and sustaining a college in the

county."* After the foregoing attempts came to naught, the editors of the Echo
suggested, rather facetiously, the calling in of Catholics, if necessary, in order to get

a college started in Barbourville. A college there must be in the town, regardless of

cost to civic pride.

After several years of fruitless discussion and futile attempts, the school had
failed to become a reality. This did not lessen the discontent that continued to grow
as restless ten-dollars-a-month teachers quit their jobs in disgust, and school sessions

were cut to two and one-half months. School commissioners were accused of

incompetence in their management of public schools and in the examining of

prospective teachers.^ Nevertheless, in the autumn of 1879, "Soda Water," the

Echo's correspondent, announced the opening of a free school in Barbourville.''*

In this same fall of 1879, the well-known educator, Professor T. C. H. Vance of

Carlisle, Kentucky, fresh from holding a successful teachers' institute at London,

arrived in Barbourville September 20 to take charge of Knox County's institute.

Formerly, the annual institute had been held in the new courthouse, but this year it

met (Sept. 23) in the Christian Church, with John O. Davis, one of the county school

commissioners, presiding. RoU call brought responses from sixty-five teachers or

prospects, of whom forty-nine possessed certificates to teach. After music by a

choir and class drill in vocal music, a "Prof. Harriett" [sic], reputedly from

Cincinnati, was introduced to the institute. The professor presented a difficult

problem, and proceeded to solve it for the group's elucidation. '^

Abraham H. Harritt, a traveling salesman for a school supply company, was in
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the habit of visiting institutes over the state and of making himself known to school

men, teachers, and school commissioners as '"guest instructor." He was a tall, dark-

haired, rather heavily built individual who wore a pointed professional-cut beard to

enhance his appearance.'^ He seems to have been a glib speaker—one who could

answer questions directed at him in a quick and confident manner.

Harritt, having made the acquaintance of James T. Gibson, one of the school

commissioners and a leading merchant of Barbourville, engaged him in

conversation regarding the deplorable school situation and suggested the launching

of a subscription school in Barbourville. The story goes that Gibson agreed to

furnish the space and buy the desks from Harritt on condition that the latter take

charge of the school.'^ This is ver>' likely true, but there was much more involved

than the planning of just another elementary subscription school. If not, it meant a

precarious day-by-day existence, dependent upon the capriciousness of the

school's chentele.

First, it must be noted that Harritt was not the type of man to suddenly settle

down to become an obscure small-town schoolmaster; second, one is confronted

with the astounding fact that in exactly one month from the time Harritt appeared

in town, a corporation, organized by the leading citizens of Barbourville, had been

formed under the title "Union College Corporation." According to a traditional

account, Harritt had informed his wife before leavinghome of his intentions to give

up his travelings when he stumbled upon the "right spot" suitable for a college.'^

The new school at Barbourville was conceived from the first as a college, and its

quick acceptance by Barbourvilles citizenry is a tribute first of all to those who laid

the groundwork in the preceding years, 1875-1879. Harritt's ability to talk and

willingness to assume leadership quickly brought him the community's recognition

as the man best fitted to make a dream come true.

Details were worked out at meetings held at Judge Tinsley's office and at the

residence of W. W. Sawyers, where, it is said, the name Union College was adopted

upon the suggestion of James D. Black. '^

Judge Black, in writing about this incident, states that he was led to make this suggestion

because of the fact that the movement was receiving the unanimous support of the citizens

of the town and county- regardless of church or political differences, and he wanted the

name to negative any thought of sectarian or party division. ^^

No doubt the well-known legal talents of Tinsley, Sawyers, Dishman, and Black

were utiHzed in the drawing up of the Articles of Incorporation (Oct. 18), which
included ten clauses. These Articles (see Appendix II) provided for the issuance of

$20,000 worth of capital stock to be sold in shares of $20 each; the life of the

corporation was set at twenty-five years. Its affairs were to be conducted by a seven

man Board of Directors, to be elected after the first year by the stockholders.

Thirty-five names were listed as subscribers.'' Officers elected for the first year

were A. H. Harritt, president; W. VV. Sawyers, vice-president; James D. Black,

secretary; Green Elliott, treasurer; and John Dishman, attorney.

The London Echo of December 12, 1879, carrying its first announcement of

Union College (see Appendix IV), hsted the Corporation as having stock of $70,000

and of being "designed to fill a long felt want in Eastern Kentucky, East Tennessee

and Western Virginia." Plans were announced for the "erection of suitable college

buildings" expected to be finished at an early date. The term Union College was
used to designate the combining of three departments: classical, business, and
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Normal. This coeducational school was declared to be free of all political or

sectarian control, and members of all denominations were invited to attend. A
semiannual session of the new college was announced for January 5, 1880.

The announcement of a session to begin in January, 1880, has led to no little

confusion as to the date of the first session of Union College. Semiannual

announcements were quite common, so no conclusions may be reached from the

information. James P. Faulkner was quite certain that a session was held in 1879, but

if so it must have been late in the year, as Mr. Gibson's desks had to be ordered,

shipped, and installed in two rooms on the floor above his place of business. Mr.

Gibson's investment in these desks must have been considerable, but no doubt it

was understood that the desks should be sold to the corporation when the new
building was completed. Gibson graciously charged no rent for the use of his rooms

and, in addition, raised money among his merchant friends in Lousiville.'^

Contrary to Faulkner's contention of a session in 1879, there is evidence to show
that the school did not open until 1880. Mrs. Harritt, who is always listed as one of

the first teachers by those who attended, did not come with her husband in

September but remained at her home in Indianapolis. Sometime before December
12, 1879, Harritt passed through London, Kentucky, on his way to Indiana. He
evidently stopped at the office of the Echo and had a chat with the editor, who
referred to Harritt as the one "who is to take charge" of Union College and quoted

Harritt as being "well pleased with the present prospects of his school" and his

intentions of going there to stay.^^ From the context of such a report, one would
infer that Harritt was on his way to Indianapolis to spend Christmas with his family,

with the intention of bringing them back for the January session. James Tuggle

remembered the school as opening "in the middle of the [school] year.''^" A later

notice in the London Echo announcing the "4th session of Union College to begin

September 5, 1881," supports Mr. Tuggle's view.

A formal opening of the school was held over Gibson's store,^^ with James D.

Black delivering the address of the occasion. Two rooms were found to be
inadequate, and a third one for primary grades was established in an old

storeroom^^ across High Street, belonging to Mr. Pitzer, the postmaster. The first

faculty consisted of A. H. Harritt, Edwin O. Bland, Josephine Harritt, and Jessie

Chapman. Bland, who allegedly held an M.A. from the University of Virginia, had
the reputation of being a fine Latin scholar. Besides the ordinary common-school
subjects, instruction was offered in Latin and algebra. It seems, therefore, that

Union's first session was on the academy level.

One of the striking features of Union's curriculum throughout its history is its

offerings in the fine arts. Piano lessons were given by Miss Chapman of Richmond,

Indiana, who is still remembered as a vivacious, flaming red-head. As the school

possessed no piano, instruction was carried on at the home of Mrs. M. S. Costellow,

where Miss Chapman boarded."

The citizens of Barbourville hospitably opened their doors to both faculty and

students. LIpon the arrival of Mr. Harritt with his wife and two sons, Burt and Frank,

Mrs. Costellow welcomed them into her home for the "munificent monetary

consideration of. . .$10.00 per week for the four—room and board. "^^ Colonel

Dishman showed equal hospitality to Professor Bland.

And when students from out of town began to arrive, nearly everybody took boarders.
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They simply had to, if the school was to succeed, and the prices ranged from $2.00 per week
down to nothing in some instances. Even the Methodist Circuit Rider, S. F. Kelley, carried

in beans, potatoes, and occasionally a ham from McClellans, Trace Branch, Fighting Creek,

or Friendship, the currency- in which his salary was paid, in order to meet the deficit, at the

end of the week, of a table of eight or ten. This was the spirit of Barbourville in the 70's and
80's—a people united in a great purpose— the founding of a school that would give their

children and their neighbor's children a better opportunity' than their fathers and mothers
had known.

^

It is not known exactly how many students attended Union's first session in the

Gibson Building and Annex, but at least ninety-six are known to have attended

between January and June, 1880.^^ In 1929, James P.Faulkner, with the assistance of

former students and friends, compiled a list of these pupils. At least twenty from

outside Knox County were boarding students. The Howard family from Harlan

and the Whites from Manchester had several in attendance.

A group of thirt>'-six citizens signed the original Articles of Incorporation.^' This

does not include some who later bought stock in the Corporation. There was a total

(through 1886) of fifty-eight contributors including three corporations. Nine

individuals listed on the "Founders' "entrance posts on the front campus failed to

make any payments for stock, and eleven citizens were unable to pay as much as

$25—the amount required for one share of stock. At least 171 shares were sold at $25

each— a total of $4,275. However, the treasurer's books recorded a grand total of

$4,005 collected during the life of the Corporation.^* Seven shares were sold on the

first day of issue, May 5, 1880. These first subscribers were Mrs. Harritt, Green

Elliott, W. W. Sawyers and W. E. Grimstead and Company of Louisville.

According to Green Elliott's account book, the seven leading stockholders up to

1886, in terms of payments made, were W. W. Sawyers (and Company), J. T.

Gibson, Green Elliott, J. Dishman, J. A. Black, J. H. Tinsley, and A. H. Harritt, in the

order named. While much credit is due to the ones named above, who purchased

almost one half of all the stock, it must be kept in mind that many of the

stockholders who bought only one share were likely investing to the extent of their

financial abihty.

The founders had signed the Articles with the idea of selecting a site and erecting

a suitable building thereon. As it happened. Union's first building was built in an old

apple orchard bordered on two sides by "burying grounds"—the favorite

rendezvous, so it was rumored, of gobhns and ghosts. One cemetery began at the

corner of what is now Coyt and College Streets and extended in the direction of the

Methodist Church. The Anderson-Dowis graveyard ran along the curve of what is

now the road leading from the east end of Stevenson Hall to the Memorial

Gymnasium.-^ On trees along the lane leading to Manchester Street, criminals had

been hanged and allegedly buried on the spot. During the Civil War, a recruiting

station was established near the present site of Pfeiffer and Speed Halls, for the

purpose of enlisting newly escaped Union sympathizers. "Oldtimers" told Elmer
Decker, the local historian, about graves near the rows of tents. ^^

Only two buildings existed on what is now the main Union Campus. One was a

four-room dwelling, known as the Stickley House, located near the present site of

Speed Hall; the other was the small Dishman cottage where Baldwin Place is now
located. On the opposite side of the lane (College Street), W. W. Sawyers had his

stables.^'
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Union's first building — erected 1880; destroyed by fire 1906

After the Corporation was granted its charter by a special act of the legislature,

February 7, 1880, Union received its first grant of land from Thomas J . Wyatt, a son-

in-law of W. W. Sawyers. Wyatt did not possess an unencumbered deed to the plot,

and this was purchased at a cost of $132 to the Corporation.^^ This strip, fronting

approximately 100 yards on College Street, extended northeast to the edge of a

pond. Early the next year, the Corporation bought two small additional tracts from
Sally Hinkle and Mahala P. Do wis for $53.33 and $75.00, respectively. The first plot

of about one-half acre lay on the east side of the Wyatt tract; the second plot, slightly

larger, had a frontage of about fifty feet on College Street and ran parallel to the

original Wyatt grant. ^^

Sometime after February 7, 1880, a little pamphlet issued by the Corporation

announced the erection of a "new and commodious building." W. W. Sawyers, the

leading stockholder and vice-president of the Corporation, stopped work on his

own residence and began construction about April 1.^'' Two sturdy men, set to work
on the campus, burned several thousand brilliant red bricks in a day.^^ The new
type of steam sawmills of John and Isaac Catron, only two miles away on Smokey
Creek, turned out the finest grade of yellow poplar for inside construction.^^
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Subscribers of stock were failing to make payments, and the first of Union's

many financial crises loomed for solution. Without sufficient funds to pay for

materials and the wages of workmen, it looked as though construction must be
suspended. W. W. Sawyers, as agent for the Union College Corporation, arranged

for a loan of $3,000 from a bank at Stanford, Kentucky. Elbert E. Sawyers, his son,

made the three-day trip to the bank on horseback and returned with the badly

needed cash; thereupon construction was resumed. Eventually, W. W. Sawyers and

Company was paid $3,363 for services and construction costs.
^^

The building as first erected had a long, wide corridor on the first floor leading

from the tower to the rear. As one entered, there were two classrooms on the left

and a large one on the right, the latter becoming known as the "Normal" room. The
second floor contained a long chapel or auditorium, located above the Normal
room, and two rooms on the left. The interior of the third floor remained

uncompleted. There was no inside plumbing or water. Coal stoves served for

heating and kerosene lamps for lighting. A coal house and two "privies" were
erected at a respectable distance in the rear. The narrow front campus, devoid of

grass, boasted one or two stunted trees. A few planks thrown across the muddiest

spots supplemented the narrow path leading from the front lane.

The ceremony of laying the cornerstone of the building was combined with the

closing exercises for the year 1879-1880. James P. Faulkner remembered the

occasion as one of the most "notable school exhibitions ever staged in Barbourville

or Eastern Kentucky. "^^ Advertisements were inserted in the papers of the

surrounding territory by local businessmen. For example, "Boss Anderson" advised

the folk from London to be sure to stop at his hotel where both man and beast would

be cared for in the best style. ^^ Announcement was made that great preparations

were being made by the people of Barbourville and Union College of that place for

the commencement exercise to be given June 4, and for the "laying of the

cornerstone of the new college now in course of construction."'"'

Shortly before the great day arrived, a temporary stage was erected on the

campus at the front of a natural amphitheatre. A leafy tabernacle composed of

freshly cut tree boughs enclosed the area on three sides. On the appointed day, June

4, 1880, while preliminary speeches were in progress, John R. Hicks, the town's

favorite stone mason, sat at the footsteps of the platform, mechanically polishing his

trowel in preparation for his important part on the program. When the time arrived

for the Honorable David Lyttle of Manchester to deliver the main dedicatory

address, he could not be found. The large crowd was becoming impatient and only

quick action could save the day. Suddenly, some member of the audience cried to

young Ben Hemdon, Union's premier orator, requesting him to give his literary

oration on "Education." Others took up the cry, and Ben was ushered to the

platform, where he acquitted himself nobly. Just as he descended from the

platform, the distinguished Mr. Lyttle pushed his way through the crowd and made
his way to the rostrum. The "man of the occasion" must have performed in great

style, but the loud guffaws and knowing looks that greeted his address should have

told him something was in error—because he had delivered Ben Hemdon's address

verbatim. "^

Officers of Mountain Lodge 187, F & A Masons of Barbourville, officiated at the

cornerstone laying. Among the articles contained in a little black walnut box to be

sealed within the stone were a certified copy of the act chartering Union College
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and signed by the governor, a copy of the bylaws of the Lodge, and seven coins. ''^

Union's first commencement program was composed of orations, readings,

tableaux, and a farce. The salutatory and valedictory addresses were delivered by
Ella Culton and W. L. Engle, respectively.

Just before Ada Helton rose to give her reading, a townsman rushed on the stage asking

whether or not a certain man and his wife were in the audience; he announced that the

daughter of this couple had just been burned to death at home. This was an impressive
introduction to Miss Helton's reading, for the reading told a story of child-tragedy.'*^

The highlight of the literary program was a farce, A Regular Fix. The preceding

evening, a "pathetic" drama. Out in the Streets, produced the desired effect of

bringing tears to almost every member of the audience.''^

In preparation for Union's first year on the new campus, a bulletin, Union

College, Male and Female, was distributed. The chief aim of the course of study "as

far as possible [was] to secure a full development of all mental faculties, thereby

qualifying the student to grapple with the problem of life." The bulletin listed

collegiate, Normal, business, music, and primary departments, and two
preparatory "courses," classical and scientific. The primary department was
introduced for the "time being," in order to prepare pupils for the preparatory

work. The classical course offered the standard four-year academy curriculum,

including higher algebra, spherical trigonometry, calculus, ethics, and political

economy, of which college students of later generations might well stand in awe.
No degrees were offered, and it is doubtful if, at that time, any students in

attendance were capable of doing work of college grade. Pupils were admitted to

the college on the basis of written examinations given biannually.

Tuition fees, depending upon the department, ran from $12.50 to $20.00 per

session. Board and room could be obtained from "good families" at $1.25 to $1.50

per week. It seems that a boarding student could attend school for a little more than

$100 per year.

Although the college catered to no particular sectarian group, the religious life of

the student was given proper consideration, all pupils being required to attend

"Chapel exercises each morning through the week and Bible class [on] Sunday

afternoon." In addition, all "scholars" were expected to attend the Union Sabbath

School in the village. ^^

Literary and debating societies formed the core of Union's extracurricular

activities. Two hterary societies, "one by young ladies and one by young

gentlemen," were organized in the autumn of 1881.''^ It is doubtful whether these

societies had any particular names— if so. Union College's correspondent to the

Echo would likely have named them. According to A. M. Decker, one of its

members, Union's first dramatics club organized in the school year 1879-1880.''^ A
program of this club for 1881 announced "dramatic entertainment" by members of

the Thespian Society . The play. Not So Bad After All, was followed by a concluding

tableau, "Rock of Ages."'***

From the first, the school was a cultural and civic center for the community.

Pubhc debates were held on the campus, and Teachers' Associations, organized by

Harritt, received instruction from him. Entertainment was provided by Lilhan B.

Mayes, Union's "beautiful and accomphshed" music teacher. ^^ A Christmas

entertainment was staged for the benefit of the Union Sabbath School, which at that

time met in the Methodist Church.
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With about 100 students from eight counties in attendance, the school year 1880-

1881 may be considered a successful one. The new college was boasting of its

"eight-thousand-dollar building and 1540 pound bell,"^" the clear and mellow tones

of which could be heard in Flat Lick, six miles distant. Its professors were reputedly

"finished scholars," who promised to make Union one of the "best [schools] in the

state.
"^'

At the opening of the third year of school, storm clouds were already appearing

on the horizon. Only fifty students enrolled on September 5, 1881, fewer than the

free school enrolled at the Christian Church. ^^ President Harritt found himself the

center of a mounting controversy that affected not only the life of the college but

the entire religious and social life of the community as well.

This controversy, beginning as a journalistic feud, ended in Harritt's total

embarrassment and exodus from the community. Sometime in February, 1881,

Harritt published the first issue of his weekly, the Cumberland Chronicle. A few
weeks later, when numerous subscribers complained of not having received their

copies, the editor placed the blame for nondelivery of papers on Pitzer, the village

postmaster.

Thomas J. Pitzer, who was not the type of man to allow such attacks to continue

unanswered, replied to Harritt with a withering blast in the London Echo, after he

found the "P.M." [himself] characterized in the Chronicle as Haman. The
postmaster responded as follows:

Sir, you have in your great stretch of mind misconceived your object, and your

father. . .and your kinsman, Bellzabub [sic] would blush to own you as a legitimate

offspring, and you, holding yourself in this community as the Professor of Union College,

with all your labored efforts of three solid months, it has been a tissue of false words and
scandals to injure innocent men. You came into this community with all the unblushing

effrontery of a mule. . . .You have brought young ladies into this community and

represented them as competent teachers which no one doubts, and you have turned them
off without pay. I have never broken open the private letter of a lady teacher and sought to

destroy her reputation as a music teacher by denouncing her in public houses as disqualified

and an imposition and a squab. . . .You have proven to be a traitor to the community .^^

The editor of the Echo, accusing Harritt of shielding himself behind the college,

took up Pitzer's cause and insisted that the president either reform his character or

go. After Harritt likened the editor's appearance to something like "Moonshine on

stilts," the latter found that Harritt's appearance was certainly "by no means
prepossessing." His legs were shaped "precisely right to clamp sheep," and all were

satisfied that Harritt was a good shearer from the way he had "fleeced the people in

these parts. "^^

Probably Harritt suffered his greatest embarrassment when the London editor

questioned the president's right to call himself a Master of Arts. Harritt dodged the

issue and failed to announce pubHcly which university had conferred that honor

upon him. The London editor slyly suggested Harritt's retaining the title A.M., if it

meant "After Money."

With the president under fire from all directions, conditions deteriorated rapidly.

Professor Edwin Bland, L'nion's most popular professor, took up new duties as

principal of Laurel Seminary at London, Kentucky. Apparently three music

teachers were on Union's campus within a period of one year. The London
journalist reported with glee the resignations of Professors Greathouse, Harris, and

Frasey, all within twelve months. He "wondered" why young ladies were quitting
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Union and also why Harritt's Sunday School class had greatly diminished in size.

Harritt gave up the fight in the spring of 1882. His paper suspended publication

about March 1, and a month later the college "suspended operation." President

Harritt left Union about the first week in April, allegedly because of urgent

"business" in the "cities,"^^ and apparently he never returned.

Members of his family left Barbourville the following summer to make their

home in Indianapolis. His defunct printing establishment was sold at a

commissioner's sale about a year later in order to satisfy the claims of creditors. So

departed a man who had "executive ability" and a "vast amount of energy. "^^ In

spite of all his apparent faults, Union will always be grateful to its prime mover,

Abraham H. Harritt.^
''

In spite of the disheartening state of affairs in the spring of 1882, what with a

mounting debt, unpaid teachers, a closed school, plus a demoralized community,

the Board of Trustees decided to keep the college open. James D. Black, the Board's

attorney, recommended for president T. C. Poynter, a graduate of Kentucky

VVesleyan College, who had a reputation as a fine teacher. Poynter was a brother of

Dr. W. T. Poynter, a Methodist clergyman who had lately purchased Science Hill

Academy, the oldest school for girls in the old southwest.^** Thus it was through the

influence of Mr. Black that Poynter was elected Union's second president. ^^

Thomas Clay Poynter, a native of Frankfort, Kentucky, brought with him his

sister, Sara Griffing, and her daughter, Blanche. Mrs. Griffing acted as Poynter's

assistant, and Mary Hultz had charge of the primary grades. The family stayed at

Black's, a small hotel run by John Brogan and wife.

In line with a tradition already established at Union, it was decided to provide

proper instruction in music. A large Emerson square piano, transported from

London in a wagon, was installed in the chapel, and Sara (Anna?) Gordon of

Winchester began instruction in music.^°

About 100 pupils were in attendance during the year, which seems to have been

rather uneventful except for an epidemic of mumps, and for "high waters" that

temporarily isolated Barbourville. Major Mat Adams, one of Barbourville's leading

citizens, succumbed to the charms of Miss Gordon, married her, and afterwards

succeeded in getting himself elected to Congress—the only member to list his

occupation "Gentleman."

At the mid-June commencement, visitors from as far away as Rose Hill and

Abingdon, Virginia, came to hear the Honorable J. Proctor Knott dehver the

principal address, but he did not appear because of his wife's illness, and there was

no Ben Herndon to take his place. At the end of the school year, Poynter was hired

to give county examinations for teaching certificates. Annie Costellow, Union's star

pupil, only fourteen years of age, took the exam just for fun and "received a first-

class certificate." She made a much higher grade than teachers with many years of

service. ^^

The second term of the school year 1883-1884 saw the biggest enrollment to date.

Over 155 students were reported in January, and more enrolled later. As a goodly

proportion of the student body came from a distance, one can see that the boarding

facilities of a village of only 400 people must have been taxed. At the closing

exercises. May 28-29, "entertainment" was given; Katie Craig read the "Maidens

Martyr" [s/c] and Annie Costellow delivered the valedictory.^^

In June, 1884, the Board of Trustees decided to use a different method of running

UttCHCaUffitMW!*^
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the school in order to make it pay by offering the property for annual rental.

Evidently Poynter did not care to bind himself in any way, and the lease was
granted to a new man, H. P. Grider, who obligated himself to pay $250 in rent and to

assume liability for any damages to the college property. ^^

Hartford P. Grider, bom in 1858 at Germantown, Pennsylvania, had graduated

from Centre College (1881) as valedictorian of his class. This powerfully built man,
over six feet in height, had gained a reputation as an athlete, musician, and orator at

his alma mater.^'' Before coming to Union he served two years as head of Riverside

Seminary in Kentucky.

Besides his wife, Mollie, who had charge of the primary department, Grider

secured the services of J. H. Clagett and his sister, Annie Clagett, who organized a

class in drawing and painting. Annie Clagett later became a missionary to China. J.

H. Clagett married the music teacher, Miss Northcott (Northcut?), and left at the

end of the year 1884-1885 to become head of Laurel Seminary at London. ^^
J. P.

Faulkner remembered Clagett as a "splendid teacher," and his leaving was a blow
to the college.

At the beginning of the school year 1885-1886, the whole community was excited

over the coming of Professor Francis Goetz to Union. Goetz, who came south

hoping to improve his failing health, was a graduate of the famous Berlin

Conservatory of Music. His wife, also an accomplished musician, assisted him and

organized a comet band. Later in the year, Professor Grider's brother, John, came
to replace Mrs. Grider in the primary department.

John P. Grider has written an amusing tale of his first coming to Barbourville

before the advent of the locomotive in this section. Although pulled by four sturdy

horses, the rig in which he was riding bogged down in the mud after leaving

Woodbine. The driver had to wade through the mud and procure fence rails for the

exodus of his passengers, before he finally succeeded in extricating the axle which

had caught on a hidden rock.^^

The school under Grider was popular, and attendance again rose to 150 students.

Grider renewed his contract for another year, and the London Echo announced the

community's satisfaction under the "present Corpse" [sic] of teachers. ^^

The LTnion Literary Society had continued its work under Poynter, giving a

"public entertainment" which was pronounced a "smasher. "^^ Its success under

Grider seems due chiefly to the efforts of John C. Eversole of Perry County.

Literary and musical programs still constituted the bulk of Union's extracurricular

activities—athletics had not yet made its appearance at Union.

The period from the ides of March until April 1, 1885, proved to be the most

exciting one of the era. Students turned out with smoked glasses to enjoy an eclipse

of the sun and, about a week later, John Sexton was hanged for murder. Perhaps the

condemned man taught a more impressive lesson on his gallows than any professor

at Union has succeeded in doing. Sexton must have presented a gruesome spectacle

as, seated on his rough coffin, and surrounded by fifty picked men, he was slowly

drawn to the gibbet. Over 3,000 people listened to his long harangue, in which he

exhorted the boys "to obey their parents and let cards and whiskey alone.
"^^

Union was now at the end of its first era. Professor Grider had been financially

unable to fulfill the terms of his contract to the Trustees. At the end of two years, he

had been able to pay only $80 of the $500 owed the Corporation. W. W. Sawyers,
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now president of the Union College Corporation, presented a petition^" in Knox
Circuit Court against Grider, but as the defendant had no tangible assets, the matter

was dropped.

Grider had tried hard to make the school a success, but he failed financially and

was glad to leave. The following year he served as principal of Ayers Academy
under the supervision of the Board of Education of the Kentucky Methodist

Episcopal Conference. He did not like teaching, and after one year became
associated with the old Ft. Scott and Memphis Railroad. Later he entered the grain

business in Kansas City. His father, Frederick Grider, was a famous Methodist

minister who later served a pastorate at Barbourville and greatly strengthened the

local church with his evangelistic services.

In Barbourville the harried Board of Trustees saw no way out of its dilemma.

Income had not been sufficient to pay half the interest due, stockholders were

failing to pay their subscriptions, and the bank at Stanford was pushing for

collection of its notes. For almost two years rumor had it that the college building

would be sold. At one time a movement was on foot at the local Methodist Church

to raise a fund to buy it. As late as January, 1886, John A. Black made a final attempt

to sustain the Corporation with his purchase of twelve shares of stock. All these

efforts proved unavailing, and it looked as if nothing could stay the auctioneer's

hammer.

It is a later development—the coming of Dr. Stevenson to Union—which makes
it possible to describe Union's first epoch as a "Sucessful Failure." J. P. Faulkner

gave an excellent exposition of this interpretation:

Union College, under the original charter, had no distinctive religious purpose or appeal.

Its Founders never intended it to be irreligious but so-called "schooling" was its major aim.

The sheriff's sale, therefore, proved a blessing in two respects, it cleared the way for

emphasis upon that alone which makes education worthwhile—religious instruction—and

at the same time it gave better equipment for the "schooling" function. . .

."'

It was the failure of the first that made the second possible, and it is the success of the

latter that has rescued the original from oblivion. ^^
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President Daniel Stevenson

CHAPTER II

Union Rescued From Oblivion

xXlmost anyone with a slight knowledge of Union's history can recite glibly that

Dr. Daniel Stevenson bought the property of a bankrupt college corporation in

Barbourville. Actually the facts cannot be stated in such simple fashion, and the

story of Union's purchase must include the names of the Reverend Samuel F.

Kelley, Green Elliott, Mahala Dowis, and Fanny Speed, along with Dr. Stevenson's.

It is doubtful whether Union's property would have been acquired by the Kentucky
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church if any of the foregoing individuals

had failed to play his or her little part in the drama.

Samuel F. Kelley, a veteran of the Union army, became converted at the end of

the war and united with the Methodist Episcopal Church. He was received on trial

into the Conference' at the same time that Professor Harritt was opening the school

in Barbourville. Kelley came to Barbourville in the autumn of 1880 as pastor of the

Methodist Episcopal Church. The local church had been organized at the end of the

Civil War, and the struggling congregation had succeeded in erecting a small

sanctuary on the site of the present United Methodist Church. Its members in the
'

1870's included some of the town's prominent citizens—T. J. Pitzer, W. W. Tinsley,

T. J. Wyatt, W. B. Anderson, J. D. Black, and Mahala Dowis.

1
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The richest person in Barbourville in 1885 was probably the widow, Mrs. Dowis,

hose husband had accumulated a considerable fortune during the war. At church

le occupied a prominent seat apart from the pews, in a position where her rich

3wns and fans might be admired by the less fortunate ladies of the congregation,

reen Elliott, who ran the local drug store, "looked after" the affairs of Mrs.

•owis—often escorting her to business and social engagements. Her husband was

uried on the site of Union's campus in the cemetery that bore his name.^

During his three-year pastorate at Barbourville, Kelley became acquainted with

le problems of the struggling college, and no doubt it was his influence that

ersuaded the small congregation to hope that it might be able to buy the school

roperty when it was sold—a gigantic task for a village church with less than

'venty-five members. When Kelley left Barbourville in September, 1883, to

ecome pastor of the Williamsburg charge, he still retained his interest in the

arbourville church, often returning to assist in revivals. After retirement from the

linistry, Kelley made Barbourville his home; when he passed to his reward in 1925,

resident E. T. Franklin and Dr. John Owen Gross assisted in conducting his funeral

;rvices.

In the autumn of 1883, the Annual Session of the Kentucky Conference was held

: Barbourville. This furnished the Reverend Mr. Kelley the occasion for pointing

it to Dr. Stevenson, the leader of the Board of Education of the Kentucky

bnference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, the probable opportunity for

squiring a school for the Conference. Dr. Stevenson remembered this particular

isembly at Barbourville as the one where "a prominent layman" succeeded in

reventing him from being elected to the General Conference, showing "that a

resent interest is with ordinary man more patent than a great principle."^

At the Annual Conference of 1886, held in Lexington, Kelley called the Board of

ducation's attention to the advertised sale of Union's property at public auction

le third week in October'' and urged Dr. Stevenson to buy it for the Conference,

he decision rendered by the Board of Education presented Dr. Stevenson with a

lost distressing dilemma. He was "instructed" to attend the sale "without authority

> assume any financial obligation on behalf of the Conference."^ Obviously, it

ould be of little advantage to Dr. Stevenson to stand by helplessly, simply as an

Fficial eye-witness to the passing of a great opportunity. He saw no promising

iture for his school at Augusta and realized that he must make an immediate

ecision on his own responsibility.

With magnificent courage, Stevenson decided to confront the Conference with

1 accomplished fact, trusting to the better judgment and common sense of its

lembers to vindicate him and relieve him of his charge. The Reverend J. G. Bruce,

ho had been appointed to go along with him to the sale, could not attend, and

tevenson, with little time on his hands, made arrangements through Judge J. H.

insley, a Methodist adviser, to have Green Elliott do the bidding while Mahala
'owis furnished the financial backing.^ It is hard to believe that Stevenson would
ive taken this bold step without some nod of approval from his good friend Fanny
peed of Louisville.

On the day of the sale, October 25, 1886, the property was "cried off" to Green
lliott for the sum of $4,425. At first the public did not understand the significance

F the sale, it being supposed that Green Elliott had plans for use of the building. In

is journal Dr. Stevenson related: "At once I drew up a paper, wherein it was agreed
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that the school. . . should be reopened. . . under my direction, and under the

patronage of the Kentucky Conference."^

It was further agreed that the Conference should have two years to take the

property off the hands of the buyer. The Conference still trod cautiously, being

very careful not to become involved in litigation or to accept too heavy a financial

obligation. Under state law the right of redemption remained for one year, because

the sale had amounted to less than two thirds of the property's appraised value of

$7,500. About three weeks before the date of the redemption sale, the Conference,

upon the recommendation of the Board of Education, authorized Stevenson to raise

money in order to pay for the purchase, in case the redemption right should be cried

off to him.^

On October 24, 1887, Dr. Stevenson purchased the right of redemption for one

dollar and gave his personal note to Green Elliott and Mrs. Dowis. He set to work at

once to raise the money. The Conference agreed to sell some bank stock and apply

the proceeds towards the purchase. As agent for the Board of Education, Stevenson

had the authority to sohcit money, make necessary repairs, and conduct the school.

In the surprisingly short time of five months, Stevenson had raised the full sum
and satisfied all creditors, including himself. On March 18, 1888, the Judge of the

Circuit Court sitting in Knox County ordered that a deed be made for the Board of

Education of the Kentucky Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church.^ It is

said that W. F. Costellow presented the deed to Dr. Stevenson in open court. Dr.

Stevenson in turn presented the deed to the Conference at its annual fall meeting.

"That event marks the beginning of what has become a most significant adventure

in Christian education."'"

The new regime did not find the same sleepy town that A. H. Harritt had entered

in 1879. In 1886, Barbourville's "modem history" began. This new era was ushered

in with the coming of the railroad. In October, work began near Barbourville on the

extension of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad from Corbin.'' Two years later,

the line extended through Pineville, with an extension projected through

Cumberland Gap.

For two short periods of time, Barbourville became a boom town. With the

coming of the railroad over sixty houses were built within two years. A huge

structure, the Queen City Hotel, rose on Allison Avenue, but transient clientele

failed to maintain it. In the late nineties, the town experienced another boom when
oil was struck. Some work on the paving and grading of streets began in 1890, and

contracts for electric lights were let. '^ Barbourville soon boasted a poorly managed
bank, and the publishers of the London Echo decided to set up a branch organ, the

Cumberland Valley News. The year 1890 saw also the coming of Barbourville's

famed street railway which continued until that nostalgic day in July, 1919, when
"Uncle" Ike Golden unhitched old Dob from car 288 for the last time. Dr. Stevenson

had reasons for feeling sanguine over the possibilities of his purchase.

Dr. Daniel Stevenson, agent for the Board of Education, was one of Kentucky's

best-known educators. In 1786, his grandfather, Thomas Stevenson, migrated with

his wife and children from Maryland to Kentucky via a flatboat on the Ohio River.

His father, Daniel Stevenson, had moved to Versailles, Kentucky, where Daniel

junior was born on November 12, 1823. The timid, sickly lad grew into young
manhood unhappy and discouraged, doubting his ability to find his rightful place in

society.

J
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A Methodist minister was responsible for pointing the way that rescued young

Itevenson from obscurity. He took the discouraged waif along with him to attend

he commencement exercises at Augusta College. Here he viewed "the life

)eautiful." One thing was settled—he would go to college. Using what little spare

ime was available to an apprentice, Stevenson studied Latin and other subjects in

(reparation for college. Entering Transylvania College poorly prepared, he forged

the front and delivered the Greek oration at the commencement exercises—an

lonor reserved for the finest scholar in that field. Stevenson later became proficient

Q Hebrew, and so it was told proudly by his friends that the scholar could read the

Jible in four languages.

After graduation he taught in three states within three years. In 1849, Stevenson

Qarried Sarah Corwine, a sister of one of his college chums. The new Mrs.

Itevenson could boast of an ancestry running back to John Winthrop of early New
England fame. The following years, Stevenson combined teaching with the duties

if a circuit rider. Now twenty-eight years of age, he reached the decision to give

limself "wholly to God" and was admitted into the Kentucky Conference of the

/lethodist Episcopal Church, South.

The coming of the Civil War had its terrible effects on the churches of Kentucky

s well as upon its other institutions. Stevenson cast his lot with the Unionists and in

863 became the candidate of the Union Party for the office of Superintendent of

*ublic Instruction. He served in that capacity until 1867 when he was defeated for

e-election.

During the conflict, Stevenson remained within the Methodist Episcopal Church,

iouth. At the war's end in 1865 he became a leader of the famous "Loyal

Eighteen"—the nucleus of the new Kentucky Conference. This group withdrew

rom the southern branch of the church because of the bitter opposition to its

•roposal to reunite with the Methodist Episcopal Church in order to help heal the

^^ounds opened by slavery and the Great Rebellion.

Stevenson served a three-year pastorate in Louisville as minister of Trinity

>hurch, where he captured the lasting friendship of Fanny Speed. Later, Stevenson

pent four years in New England, and when he returned to his native Kentucky in

879, it was for the purpose of administering Augusta—the school that had made a

isting impression upon him in his youth.

For many years Daniel Stevenson had fought vigorously for an educated

ninistry. Opposed to him within the Conference was a strong group which

>eheved that consecration to God's service enabled anyone to preach the gospel

>roperly. Stevenson determined to secure an educational institution for the training

if young ministers in the new Kentucky Conference. He would achieve his aim by
eviving old Augusta College.

Upon his arrival in Kentucky from New Hampshire, Stevenson found himself

lisillusioned. The Trustees of Augusta had failed in their promise to make suitable

epairs to the plant. Stevenson decided not to wait until repairs were completed and
eopened the old school in the middle of September, 1879. Historic Augusta

Ilollege had suffered the full impact of the slavery controversy. It closed in 1844

nd lost its charter five years later. Other schools bearing slightly different names
vere opened in its buildings in 1851 and 1863. The Methodist Episcopal Church,

iouth, was bargaining for Augusta's buildings when Stevenson secured a five-year

ease.'''
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Stevenson purposed from the first to have the Kentucky Conference accept

Augusta as a Conference school. In September, 1882, at the Annual Conference

held in Louisville, Stevenson presented the matter, and a year later the contract

became effective. Stevenson's dream had come true; the Kentucky Conference

now had an institution of higher learning useful for the preparation of ministers

—

the Augusta Collegiate Institute.

Dr. Stevenson left to posterity no direct evidence as to why he decided to leave

Augusta and embark upon a new project to revive the school at Barbourville, but J.

P. Faulkner gives as his reason "the conclusion that success was impossible at the

revived or new Augusta College. . .

."•'' However, in his report for the school year

1886-1887, Stevenson listed enrollment at Augusta as greater than either of the past

two years and described the "general condition" of the school as good.^^

The Board of Education gave no hint of relinquishing Augusta while Stevenson

was bargaining for Union's property. In October, 1886, it resolved "that we will do

all we can to sustain this institution [Augusta] by speaking in its favor, and

endeavoring to secure to it the patronage of the members and friends of our

church."'^ Stevenson's resignation as president at a meeting of the Board of

Education held at Augusta, June 4, 1887,^^ placed the situation in an entirely new
light. The contract between the Conference and the Trustees of Bracken Academy
at Augusta was to be effective only during the period of Stevenson's presidency.^*

Upon his resignation, the Board decided to adopt Union as the Conference college,

if possible, and to allow Augusta to revert into the hands of the Bracken Academy
Trustees. The same year Augusta became a public grade and high school. ^^

For many years, the statement that "Union College is a continuation of Augusta"

has gone unchallenged. No evidence has been found to sustain the idea that the

school at Auguata had simply moved into new quarters. If such had been the case,

why did the Board of Education not adopt the name "Augusta" for the school at

Barbourville? WTiat actually happened is this: Augusta College collapsed for want
of a sponsor when the contract expired in 1887. Union College was reopened in

Barbourville under new management and with added objectives.

Certainly W. W. Sawyers, Union's heaviest stockholder and president of the

defunct Union College Corporation, must have thought of the transaction in terms

of a revived Union. In spite of heavy losses already sustained. Senator Sawyers

donated five rooms of desks to the new Union, ^^ bringing his contribution to

approximately $3,000.^^ It would be hard to believe that one of Union's original

founders had unwittingly contributed so much to another institution without

reahzing it.

Again, it is dangerous to assume that Union's reopening depended entirely upon
Stevenson's actions. The need for educational facilities in southeastern Kentucky

was greater than ever. Possibly some other sect or group would have purchased the

bargain for a similar purpose. In 1891, a short-lived "college," Union Normal School

College, was opened at Flat Lick, and in 1899, the Barbourville Baptist Institute was
organized in Barbourville.

In December of 1886, the London Echo proudly announced the reopening of

Union College "last Monday [December 13]. "^^ Stevenson was still president of

Augusta, and he found it necessary to send one of his professors, George H. Dains,

to take charge at Barbourville. Other members of the faculty were Emma Wykes,

Francis Goetz, the famous musician, and Dains's stepmother. Stevenson's hurried
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trip for commencement exercises in June, 1887, had unfortunate results. An
inebriated sot at Corbin almost broke his leg, requiring him to use crutches for

several weeks.

Stevenson was present part of the school year 1887-1888, but it was not until

September 17, 1888, that he was officially made president of Union College and

"Conductor of Ministerial Institutes," with the added title of "member of

Barbourville Quarterly Conference. "^^ As president, he served as his own
bookkeeper and stenographer, administered college affairs, and taught up to five

periods a day, none of which seemed dull to J. P. Faulkner. ^^

The account which Delia Rankin has written of her life at Union during

Stevenson's regime is so vivid that any attempt to paraphrase it could result only in

loss of its flavor and setting. She relates:

My earliest recollections of Union College are of some sixty odd years ago when as a little

tot I was in the primary grades under a most beloved teacher— Miss—Gardner. Nothing
much except the usual school day memories of a happy childhood stands out—except that

she was tall and gray haired, remarkably gentle and sweet, and that one day before the

terrified eyes of a roomfull of children she sank to the floor and as I have always thought

died there in our presence. Union College in those days was a somewhat unique institution,

in that it not only set the pattern of our scholastic life, but in an almost unbelievable measure
dominated the mores of the little community, and pretty well regulated every phase of our

(the students') lives. The teachers of those early years I recall as persons highly dedicated to

a cause in which they were whole-heartedly interested. The school had something of the

missionary aspect, for that section of the state was then quite "primitive" (tho" we didn't like

the "furriners" to tell us so). Certainly it could not have been for financial gain that those

teachers came. The then President was Dr. Stevenson, "old Doctor" we called him, not in

disparagement for everyone respected him, and many, of whom I was one, loved him. I

always (and so did everyone else pretty nearly) stood in awe of him, and many is the time I

have skittered across the street to keep from meeting him as I knew he would ask where had
I been—or where was I going—and what for etc. etc. and he took it as his privilege to stop

our mothers at any chance meeting and give them little counselling talks on how they were
to raise us—discipline and the like. And no one thought of him as a meddler in something not

his business, but rather as a patriarchal overseer of his domain. Among some of the

restrictions imposed upon us students were—no dancing, no card playing (these were
prohibitions of most of the churches then), no gum chewing, and of course no drinking. And
on Monday morning roll call in chapel we must answer with "present" or "church." The
latter was the acceptable answer and meant we had attended a minimum of two services the

previous day (Sunday). Itcouldbeany two, as Sunday School and one church service. If the

answer was "present" we had to report immediately after "chapel" to "Old Doctor's"

private office and give a good reason why! That "chapel" gathering is one of my most
impressionable memories. The College at the time I attended consisted physically of one
Administration Bldg. and a small frame cottage, known as the President's home, . . . The
Administration Building was a rather austere red brick building with a large centre hall

running full length, on each side of which were classrooms, and a bell tower sticking up at

the centre front—This College bell was quite a feature of local life. . . . The large assembly
room where "chapel" was held each morning extended over the North (I believe) side of the

second floor—music lessons and occasionally other classes were held in it too. Miss Ella

Tinsley (later Mrs. Fred Rector), a very beautiful young woman, and the "Belle " of the

town, was the music teacher, and after assembling in our classrooms we marched up to

chapel to the rather militant marches she played for us and afterwards marched down again

to the stirring music, in perfect order. Chapel exercises, as did much of our school life then,

had definite reHgious overtones. There was always responsive Scripture reading, singing,

not necessarily a hymn. I recall one special favorite of "Old Doctor's"— Felicia Hemans'
"The Breaking Waves Dashed High—On a Stem and Rock Bound Coast. " I could still sing it

for you—after all these years, were you present and had the courage to listen! On Monday
morning we had to recite the ten commandments (no peeping in the book, either!) Then
followed a talk, usually by Dr. S.—of an inspirational nature. In one of his favorite themes
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he would quote Pope (I believe) "\'ice is a monster of so frightful mien— etc. etc." and I am
sure all of us of that period can quote the passage \'erbatim. How profound an influence

those talks had on our characters and subsequent \i\es I am sure we also appreciate.

Sometimes a student participated, maybe with a "recitation," something original or a

musical feature. The stage sat very high and I am sure mine were not the onl\- spindly legs

that knocked together as we mounted it. "Old Doctor" as I remember him was a small man
in stature—but might\- in his personaht\-. He had rather hea\v- iron-gra>- hair, ver> keen e\es

(that saw ever>thing!) and I belie\e wore a pointed beard (you can \ erify from pictures).

He had a little habit of sniffing his nose and twisting it with his mouth from side to side. This

alwa\s meant he was displeased—probabh had seen someone misbeha\ ing in class or

whate\er—and this little mannerism was often the onh' expression of his displeasure—but

the culprit was wise enough to straighten up and beha\e himself. He was a firm belie\er in

the \alue of the "dead" languages (Greek and Latin) in education. He, himself, taught a

beginner's "oral" class in Latin. \\ hen I was 10 \ears old he passed m\' desk, tapped me on

the shoulder and said "I want this little girl in m\- Latin class." Quaking in m\- shoes I went. It

turned out to be fun. Doctor's method must ha\e been original \\ith him. He drew a sort of

"hop-skotch " diagram on the floor—and I can see him now hopping and tapping with his

cane and in a sing-song rh\thm going thro the declensions and conjugations hie - haec -

hoc—tap - tap - tap; hujus - hujus - hujus—tap - tap - tap—and so on and on—and we learned

it so that it stuck with us. The date of Dr. Stevenson's death, which I do not recall, is a matter

of record. In his going Barbour\ille lost one of its truly great citizens—a man whose rather

brusque exterior hid a heart that was warm with kindly and human impulses. ^^

The rigid code of moral and religious conduct prevailing at Union was not

peculiar to that institution alone but merely reflected the standards accepted by
society as a whole. For instance, in Knox county court a bench warrant was issued

for William Fore who "maliciously engaged in a game of cards for profit and

amusement on the Sabbath da\'—the same not being a work of necessit\' or

charity." From the school's first days the better citizens of Barbourville had

thundered in vain against the town's saloons. Under the sponsorship of Senator W.
\\ . Sawyers of Barbourxille, a state law was passed making it "unlawful to sell

li(}uor in any quantities less than half a barrel within four miles of Union College."^

ITiis special legislation was somewhat nullified by the issuance of federal licenses

permitting the hawking of liquor in the area.

The absence in the early L^nion College catalogues of official bans against

drinking indicates but one thing— it was taken for granted that no tipplers would be
tolerated on the campus. \o student was admitted who used tobacco unless he first

pledged himself to discontinue its use.^' This effort to enforce rightful conduct on

the part of students extended into the realm of speech: "all profanity, all vulgarity"

were "kept as far away from the college as possible."^*

As Mrs. Rankin has previously written, attendance at chapel and church was
rigidly enforced because "secular knowledge is not enough for the duties of life."

The Bible was held to be "the standard of truth, and the fear of the Lord the

beginning of wisdom." Daily chapel consisted of "reading of the Sacred Scriptures

responsively, of singing and of prayer." Each Monday morning all students were
required to "repeat the Ten Commandments."^^

The social life existing on the campus found its place in religious and hterary

activities. Literary- societies had existed since 1880, but the coming of the college

curriculum to Union brought about a new awakening. Under the leadership of

William E. Shaw, a realh- great teacher, -^^ two literary societies were organized, the

Philoneikean and the Invincibles. Dr. Stevenson thought the latter title hardly

suitable for a female organization, and it was changed to the Fanny Speed Society.
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The girls countered by making "Invincible" their motto. Presumably, the male
Philoneikeans were lovers of strife. ^^ They took for their motto a Greek saying,

which translated meant "Find a way or make one."

The purpose of these two societies was to enable their members "to practice

without restraint the lessons they had learned in the classroom, thereby making
college less theoretical and more practical." There was great rivalry between the

two societies, but naturally the feeling was not bad—one was composed of girls, the

other of boys.

The Philos "stuck their necks out" by offering to debate the subject: "Resolved

that women should have equal rights with men." The Fanny Speeds accepted the

challenge and upset the carefully laid plans of the opposition by choosing the

negative side of the proposition—and they won. The Philos wore gold buttons on
their lapels as distinguishing badges, while the Fanny Speeds wore pins.^^ After the

third floor of the administration building was completed about 1892, a nice room
known as "Speed Memorial Hall"was "commodiously furnished and set aside for

the use of the societies. "^•^

Although there were no series of lyceum programs, special lectures were

dehvered by faculty members and guest speakers. In 1891, Dr. Stevenson's son,

Richard, gave a series of three lectures on "Old Rome in New Italy," "Shakespeare

as a Moralist," and "Clive." The next year, B. D. Mansfield presented a series of

lectures on Wolfe, Livingstone, Gordon, and Stanley. Special lectures, societies,

and clubs were undoubtedly of great value and interest, but the focal point of the

school's activities lay elsewhere—in the classical college curriculum.

Dr. Stevenson's coming to Union marked the beginning of class work on a true

college basis, and the granting of degrees. The best Union could offer during the

years 1879-1886 was college preparatory in nature. In fact, when the school closed

in June of 1886, it was little above a grade school, though special tutoring was given

to students on the academic (college preparatory) level. Stevenson's plan was to

begin classes of academic grade and, when he had a freshman "class" ready, to

follow through year by year with a college program.

The curriculum as listed in 1893-1894 consisted of four grades: primary,

intermediate, academic, and collegiate. These levels took two, four, three, and four

years, respectively, to complete. Besides preparation in the classical languages,

grammar, and mathematics, the academic program included today's grade-school

subjects of reading, history, arithmetic, and geography.

The first year of the collegiate level overlapped the academic level. Three years

of Greek, Latin, and mathematics were required, and two terms each of Bible,

philosophy, and political science. One term each was devoted to astronomy,

geology, botany, physics, and logic. The college curriculum consisted of one

course, the "old-time classical course," leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree.

Beginning in 1895-1896, an advanced degree of A.M. in cursu was offered. Students

aspiring to this degree had to take one year of advanced work and submit an

original thesis of not less than 3,000 words. J. P. Faulkner (1896) and George E.

Hancock (1900) were the only recipients of this degree.

An improved course of study was announced for 1895-1896 with the intention of

bringing courses into conformity with the requirements of the University Senate of

the Methodist Episcopal Church. In 1896-1897 the primary program was
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lengthened to three years, and two years later was increased to four years.

The year 1893 marked an important milestone in the history of Union's academic

progress, when, on June 8, President Stevenson conferred the A.B. degree upon
Union's first college graduates, James Perry Faulkner and John Elbert Thomas.^''

Dr. Stevenson's carefully prepared address, delivered in Latin, congratulated the

two upon receiving the rewards of their labor and admonished them, as Union's

"first-grown sons," to set an example "for all her younger children."^^ An
examination of the lives of Union's first two college graduates reveals that they did

not betray their trust. On this same day. Union's first honorary degree—that of

Mistress of Enghsh Literature—was conferred upon Wesleyana Gardiner, a

member of the faculty. ^^

The commencement week program of June, 1894, furnishes an example of

Union's early exercises. On Sunday morning, June 3, the president delivered his

"annual sermon," followed by the "Love Feast" in the afternoon. From June 4-6,

examinations were the daily schedule, with nightly programs of literary societies,

entertainments, addresses, and exhibitions. Graduation on Thursday morning

concluded the exercises. The A.B. degree was conferred upon John H. Byrely,

Charles Gibson, and James S. Lock. Charles W. Sutton received the honorary

degree of Master of Arts.^'

This successful carrying through of a college curriculum brought with it heavy

financial burdens. President Stevenson's account for 1892, reporting the college

free of debt, seems almost miraculous when one considers that the total assets of the

Board of Education in 1887 consisted of eleven shares of bank stock in Covington in

addition to $130 in cash.^** Stevenson, as agent for the Educational Fund, reported

receipts totaling $7,571.76 for the year 1888. Of this amount, $1,300 was contributed

by pastoral charges— the Barbourville church alone contributing almost $400. The

Board of Education's share, amounting to over $2,000, probably was raised through

the sale of its bank stock. Fanny Speed of Louisville was by far the heaviest

contributor.

As already stated. Dr. Stevenson would probably not have dared to assume such

heavy financial responsibility in 1886 had not some individual given him assurance

of underwriting the project. This could have come only from Fanny Speed. On the

ver\' day in 1887 when Dr. Stevenson redeemed the sale of Union's property, Mrs.

Speed gave $1,000. Within the next seven months her donations totaled over $7,500,

about half of which was applied on the building debt. The records of Dr. Stevenson

and the Kentucky Conference for this period listed contributions from Mrs. Speed

amounting to $14,647, not counting her gifts for ministerial students, Stevenson's

salary, and preachers' institutes. By 1895, L^nion had a small endowment of $7,400

of which $5,200 had been donated by Mrs. Speed. This early endowment became
known as the Fanny Speed Fund. After Mrs. Speed's death, a member of the Board

of Education estimated her total gifts during Stevenson's administration as

amounting to $60,000.^9

This relati\'el>' eas\' income of Dr. Stevenson's administration also made possible

some growth of the physical properties of the college. During the period 1886-1897,

this growth consisted of repairs, completion of the main college building, a

president's residence, and the acquisition of added acreage to the original campus.

The total cost of grounds, buildings, bell, interest, insurance, and all im-
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provements up to September, 1888, amounted to $6,571. At the same time the total

estimated worth of Union's property was set at $10,000.^" The main building had

never been completed— the "chapel remained unwainscoted and unplastered. " No
work had been done on the third floor interior. Within two years the chapel was

completed, damage was repaired, two flights of stairs were run to the third story,

new windows were cut, and five usable rooms were added. In addition, a piano was
purchased and a well was sunk. A total of over $2,000 had been expended on repairs

and improvements.

The first addition to Union's campus after 1886 was brought about wholly on the

initiative of President Stevenson. Upon coming to Barbourville he had taken up

quarters at the Anderson Hotel. Afterwards, he lived with his family in a little

cottage on High Street alongside the site of the present Christian Church. ''^ Desiring

to live closer to his place of work, Stevenson, in 1892, purchased the "Stickley

property," a small tract of land about sixty feet wide lying northwest of the college

plot, for the sum of $330 and one share of Cumberland Valley Bank stock. "^^ On this

plot Stevenson erected a five-room dwelling known at first as the President's home
but in later years as "Campus Cottage.""*^ The following year, the Board of

Education agreed to buy the property and made Stevenson agent for raising the

amount set at $1,600. In 1896, Dr. Stevenson was paid in full and the deed

transferred. The president had given $100 toward payment on his own residence,

and Fanny Speed contributed $732.49.'*''

The most striking difference between the administration of the new Union

College and that of the old was in its aims and objectives. The charter or

corporation school had for its goal a well-rounded education for the individual,

and, while religious instruction was included, the school's primary objectives were
not Christian in nature. The new Union under Stevenson retained all the old aims

and placed the goal of Christian education for Christian living in the forefront of its

objectives.

These Christian goals were sought through the media of classroom instruction,

the training of prospective Christian workers, ministerial institutes, chapel

exercises, participation in church work, and daily Christian living as exempHfied in

the lives of the faculty and student body.

One of Union College's first advertisements mentioned the "special attention

given to the training of young men for the ministry, and of young women for

usefulness in the church." The Board of Education of the Kentucky Conference

emphasized repeatedly the opportunities at Union for those preparing for the

ministry. Although no theological department was established at Union until

shortly after Dr. Stevenson's death, special classes were conducted by him during

his regime. His first class consisted of J. P. Faulkner and J. Elbert Thomas.

It increased gradually and later there were eight or ten. Sometimes other students came in

for certain lectures, and occasionally a faculty member. The courses were all of a practical

nature and the talks or readings interesting and inspirational. After a while a few. . .were

given instruction in sermon building. ^^

In 1895, Union had seven students preparing for the ministry. President Stevenson

extended these ministerial services to different districts of the Conference. As
previously noted, all these ministerial institutes were financed by Fanny Speed.

Frequently these institutes failed because not many students could afford to attend,

and often the ones who could have benefited most were the least concerned.
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After four years of hard work on behalf of his college, Stevenson determined to

spend a much-needed vacation in Europe. His party of thirteen included his son

Richard and Mrs. Belle Speed, an aunt of his daughter-in-law. Their itinerary

included Britain, France, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, and Holland. Richard

Stevenson lost his wallet containing 2,500 francs and Dr. Stevenson likewise his

letter of credit, whereupon the party retired to Westminster Abbey to hear the

Reverend Robinson Duckworth preach on the text, "Blessed is he that considereth

the poor."''^ Stevenson returned in September in time for the opening of the new
school year.

During Dr. Stevenson's tenure of office, a total of fifteen students received the

A.B. degree. The class of 1895, six in number, was not exceeded in size until thirty

years later. ''^ The attendance through the years 1891-1896 varied from 93 to 105

students. The maximum number enrolled in the college and academic curriculums

was eighteen and thirty, respectively. About one third of the school attended

primary grades. The early interest in musical instruction continued throughout the

years.

On November 13, 1893, Dr. Stevenson made the last entry in his journal. He
wrote, "Yesterday was my birthday, I have now reached the age of seventy, but it is

hard for me to realize it, as I feel as if I were not more than forty or fifty years of

age." But Stevenson's body had never been strong and four years later, after an

attack of erysipelas, he weakened rapidly and died on the second day of the new
year, 1897. His faithful wife followed him the next year and was laid to rest by his

side in Lexington, Kentucky.

All the tributes paid to Dr. Stevenson would fill many pages—many more than

this work can devote to him. The following are illustrative of the love and esteem in

which this great and good man was held:

In the death of Daniel Stevenson, D.D., the Board of Educatfon of the Kentucky
Conference, Methodist Episcopal Church, has lost its most faithful member. Ever
watchful, ever faithful and ever working. In his integrity and energy in business he has left

to his co-laborers and successors on the Board. . . a life to imitate.'**

He was above all else a teacher of men. He had an ambition to educate a strong class of
young men for the church he loved. The Kentucky Conference was very dear to him and he
returned to it with a devout purpose to give it his last as he had given it his first efforts to

promote its higher interests.''^

When I entered Union College forty years ago, it was small with but meagre equipment
but it had Dr. Daniel Stevenson—a virile personality, distinguished in appearance. Courtly,

radiating good humor, full of wisdom, rather austere but extremely just and kind, a

Christian educator and leader, who recognized as his responsibility all who came within his

environment, either in school, church, or community. He had supreme respect for human
personality.

He was clean in his life, pure in heart and mind, cultured, intellectual, a scholar, a

wonderfully high type of the consecrated follower and worker with the Lord Jesus in his

Kingdom's enterprise. I do not remember many new facts I learned there— there were some
of course—but the spell of his character led me, very soon, to want to give my life to the

same service in which he had enlisted. The sermon he preached at our graduation was from
Philippians IV, 8-9, and it seems to me now as it did then that he was a superb example of the

result of following Paul's suggestions.^"

But what of his work? Shall it end with his death or shall it continue? I ask you the question.
You know it is sometimes said that the youngest child is the most loved of all. Union College
was the last and youngest of all his works; and so, we think, the dearest to his heart. What
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shall be its history? Shall it be dear to us because loved by him? Letme answer the question

for you, for I think I know your minds in this matter. I say, no, it shall not die; it shall live and
shall continue to grow and shall add luster to his name.^'

Such are the tributes paid to this servant of the Almighty who said: "No man is fit

to preach that does not tremble [before God] as he enters the pulpit."
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President James P. Faulkner

CHAPTER III

In The Footsteps Of President Stevenson 1897-1905

A he Board of Education found itself unprepared for such a blow as the passing

of Dr. Stevenson. To many it seemed that Union, shorn of its great captain, was
bound to be broken upon the surrounding rocks of adversity. In this period of

gloom the Board turned to its patron saint, Fanny Speed, for her opinion on
continuance of the school and for some reassurance of financial support.

Her answer came as a great relief to all concerned. She was quite willing to

"continue her aid to the school in its present condition" but could not contribute as

heavily to student aid as she had in the past. She was also willing to pay Faulkner's

salary should he be retained permanently as president. Dr. Stevenson's death had

brought Mrs. Speed much distress, but her prayers were asking for the "carrying out

of his great purpose of doing good to the Kentucky Conference."^

Judge J. H. Tinsley, who had served as Stevenson's legal adviser at the time

Union's property was sold, was now president pro tempore of the Board of

Education. In this capacity he became the principal "spokesman for the policies of

Dr. Stevenson in the trying days following his death. . .
.^ In the opinion of J. P.

Faulkner, Judge Tinsley performed his greatest services to Union at this period.
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On March 22, 1897, the Board of Education elected J. P. Faulkner president of

Union College for the balance of the school year 1897-1898. The Board placed

entire financial responsibility upon the young new president. From the income

received for tuition he was to remunerate the instructors, carry the insurance, and

pay $125 annual rent, which might be expended "in necessary repairs and

improvements." Faulkner's salary was set at $700 per annum, in addition to use of

the president's house. '^

James Perry Faulkner, upon whom these burdens fell, was a native of Knox
County, Kentucky, an alumnus of the college, and assistant to the president at the

time of Stevenson's death. His Virginian ancestors were among the early Methodists

of America. He was born in a one-room log cabin at Swan Pond (near Barbourville)

in 1869, the youngest of five children. Bom into poverty and sickness, and deprived

of parental care at an early age, the youngster was received into the home of an aunt

for rearing. The scant fare of education received in the public and subscription

schools of the period served to whet his appetite for more learning. His first contact

with Union took place when he visited the school over Gibson's store in 1880. Later,

on his trips to the grist mill, he "had seen the walls of the college building rise to

completion," and during the Grider administration had "been to college," as he

termed it."*

When Union reopened in 1886, Faulkner could see little hope of attending

because of financial difficulties. "In 1887 he became acquainted with Dr.

Stevenson, who, perceiving him to be a young man of more than ordinary promise,

succeeded in persuading him to attend college.
"^

Faulkner had joined the Methodist Church under the Reverend S. F. Kelley

during the days when that pioneer evangelist was serving as a circuit rider, and it

thrilled him to be able to attend a school sponsored by leaders of his faith. He was
received into the home of Gordon P. Bain, one of Union's founders, was the

recipient of a ministerial grant from Fanny Speed, and helped to earn his own way
by performing janitorial services after school in addition to clerking in the local

drugstore. It is said that he laid Union's first brick walk and planted trees which now
form part of Union's beautiful campus. As he progressed in his studies, Faulkner

became student assistant and, upon his graduation in 1893, was made an instructor

in science and mathematics. He continued his studies at Union while teaching and in

1896 took the A.M. degree in cursu. At the time of Dr. Stevenson's death he had

worked up to the vice-presidency. Faulkner's succession to the presidency of Union

was in fulfillment of Daniel Stevenson's wishes.

President Faulkner had been steeped in the philosophy of his "spiritual father,"

Dr. Stevenson, and it was his determination to follow in his predecessor's footsteps.

The school should continue to maintain a collegiate curriculum, to foster Christian

education, to take care of the needs of prospective teachers, to add courses of a

utilitarian nature, and to go forward with a building program.

The collegiate curriculum underwent a slight revision in compliance with the

wishes of the University Senate of the Methodist Episcopal Church in order to

enable Union's graduates to stand "on a level with those of colleges of like grade."^

President Faulkner added the Normal department in 1900 in accordance with the

need for a teacher-training program. Its three courses of instruction were the county

certificate, the commercial, and the preparatory. The first mentioned led to a

teaching certificate in the common schools, the second qualified one for admission
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) the collegiate course, and the third, a three-year course, granted a Normal

)iploma, provided one held a first-class certificate. The county course consisted

lainly of common-school subjects, with the addition of civil government and

entucky history/ Because the long room on the first floor was used mainly by the

lormal department, it became known as the Normal room.

The cost of attending Union had gone up considerably since its founding. Board

[id room now cost from $2.50 to $3.00 weekly, and a year's tuition on the collegiate

(vel cost $45. The total yearly cost came to approximately $150.

A definitely organized college library was one of the achievements of Faulkner's

?gime. Dr. Stevenson had a small private library near his office on the second floor

f the administration building, but it was not available for general use by the

udents.* In 1898, the long "library room" on the second floor was furnished with

ibles, desks, chairs, and bookcases. This combination library and waiting room
'as christened the "Speed-Stevenson Library," in honor of Fanny Speed and Mrs.

>aniel Stevenson. The three leading contributors to Union's first library were
anny Speed, Mrs. Daniel Stevenson, and Professor George H. Dains. The latter,

'ho had served as acting president in Stevenson's absence, had married Emma
/ykes, one of Union's instructors, and gone to Middlesboro to enter the newspaper

usiness. The first year, over 1,000 books were catalogued and labeled with the

ames of the donors, and 150 more volumes were added the following year.^

Later, a room was furnished on the third floor for use of the literary societies. This

)om was known as Speed Memorial Hall. A LInion College catalogue of the period

escribed the societies as the "pulse of the school since they are. . . indicators of its

audition. " They were reputedly the "centers of its best elements, moral and

itellectual," but an examination of some of their programs indicates an interest in

le lighter side of life. A Philoneikean program for April, 1899, listed such subjects

5 "A Boy's First Love, ' "How it Feels to be in Love, " and "Advice to Persons not in

ove and About to Get in Love.

"

The literary societies paid for their own lighting bills. One finds such items as

fteen cents spent for oil and twenty cents expended for a lamp chimney,

reasuries were maintained by fining each member five cents for each unexcused

bsence. No student was allowed to enter the society hall unless he could give the

?cret password, which was changed each term for reasons of security. "Excelsior"

'as a password for one term.'" The societies were supposed to be under faculty

iperv'ision, but once, during the term of Dr. Stevenson, he entered a Philoneikean

leeting unannounced to find a "Kangaroo" court in session. '^ Evidently, hazing

5tablished itself early in Union's history.

The facilities of the one-building college were now becoming strained by the

veiling enrollment. At the turn of the century. Union enrolled 184 students— the

irgest number to date. But dangerous symptoms were already appearing. The
ollegiate department had shrunk to only six students, while the newly organized

lormal department boasted fifty-three. The academic department was also

illing, while the lower grammar and primary departments were swelling.

Jthough 200 pupils were enrolled at the end of Faulkner's administration, the

ombined collegiate and academic departments counted only twenty-five

udents.

With no housing available on the campus for the out-of-town "Young Ladies," the

dministration was compelled to make arrangements for properly supervised
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rooms in town. An apartment over the Cumberland Valley Bank, now the residence

of George W. Tye [since demolished, Ed.], was secured for use as a boarding hall.

Mrs. Ellen Thomas, President Faulkner's sister, acted as matron, and now the

parents of the young ladies no longer had any fears that their daughters would not

"have proper restraints thrown around them."

Added advantages were advertised by the college in order to lure prospective

ministerial students. By 1899, eight scholarships were being offered to worthy

students, and the Kentucky Conference was encouraging prospective ministers to

avail themselves of these unusual opportunities. The direction of ministerial work at

the college had formerly rested exclusively in the hands of Presidents Stevenson

and Faulkner. President Faulkner was relieved of this added burden in 1898, when
John Elbert Thomas, his classmate at Union, returned from Boston Theological

Seminary to take charge of this work. Union now had, for the first time, a full-time

teacher and director of religious education.

Faulkner and Thomas were not the only Union graduates serving their alma

mater during this period. George H. Wilson, May E. Lock, and Daisy C. Tinsley also

taught. This is the only period in Union's history when the faculty was composed
mainly of Union graduates and natives of Barbourville. With the coming of a new
regime im 1905, an entire new faculty was selected, with one exception. Union can

be justly proud of her early graduates, several of whom rose to places of high

distinction.

During the period 1897-1904, a great deal was heard of a proposed new
dormitory for women and the part Fanny Speed would play in its erection and

completion. This lady's name has already been mentioned frequently in this work,

and it behooves us well at this point to leam more about Union's early benefactress.

Fanny Henning Speed was born near Louisville, Kentucky, in 1820. She was

descended from some of the first families of Virginia. As a young woman she

attended a boarding school for young ladies conducted by the Reverend John Tevis

at Science Hill. Her selection as the school's Queen of the May was a tribute to her

girlish charm and beauty. But alas, Her Majesty never reigned—for even monarchs
fall prey to measles—and a proxy mounted the throne for that auspicious occasion.

At twenty-five years of age, she married Joshua Speed, an intimate friend of

Abraham Lincoln, and the couple settled down for a quiet life on a country estate.

Later, Joshua moved to Louisville and acquired a sizable fortune in real estate and

stocks.

It was Fanny Speed's decision of 1865 to follow the "Loyal Eighteen," and her

association with Dr. Stevenson, when he was her pastor at Trinity Church, that

paved the way for her long period of Christian service to the Kentucky Conference

and Union College. Her interest in Dr. Stevenson's projected buying of Union's

property in 1886 made possible the fulfillment of his dream of establishing a

Methodist college in the area he considered in the greatest need of service. As

previously noted, she helped to pay for Union's original building, assisted needy

students, paid the salaries of Stevenson and Faulkner, maintained ministerial

institutes, and started Union's first endowment.

However, this good woman was yet to perform her greatest service to Union

College—the establishment of a large endowment sufficient to guarantee some
degree of permanence to the college. In addition, she donated and promised
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additional funds to make possible the completion of the first important building

program set in motion since the founding of the college.

The first positive move to provide a girls' dormitory for Union took place (June 7,

1897) only a few months after Dr. Stevenson's death. At a meeting of the Board of

Education, J. H. Tinsley and President Faulkner were made a committee "to secure

additional ground upon which to erect a dormitory for girls," and Faulkner was
"authorized to raise funds by solicitations from individuals and congregations. "^^

The Board decided to solicit the aid of Fanny Speed and wrote her a letter to that

effect.

Fanny Speed's reply, read at a board meeting held in the early spring of 1898, was
most disheartening—she "could do nothing on a new building. "^^ At this critical

stage, the courage manifested by President Faulkner, J. H. Tinsley, A. M. Decker,

and others will stand as a testimony to the indomitable will of Union's leaders and

supporters in Barbourville. Encouraged by the urging of these gentlemen, the

Board, after a waiting period of two years, determined to go ahead without the aid

of Mrs. Speed. In September, 1900, Faulkner was given authorization to solicit

funds for the proposed dormitory. A year later a building committee was appointed

to "purchase grounds, secure funds, and build a dormitory." Two of the committee

resigned because they could not see how purchases of any kind could be made
without funds.

At a board meeting held September 26, 1901, President Faulkner presented the

deed to a "small parcel" of land adjoining the college property, for which he paid

$62.50.'^ At the same time, Faulkner was requested to buy the Stickley property if it

could be acquired for not more than $1,000. On December 3, 1901, this plot, about

650 by 100 feet bordering on College Street, was purchased from J. G. and Manda
Stickley at the maximum price set by the Board. ^^ This was the tract on which Speed
Hall was later erected. One more addition to Union's campus was made near the

end of Faulkner's administration with the purchase of five acres acquired at auction

for $901. This acquisition later became the site of the dairy farm and a portion of the

athletic field. ^**

When the Kentucky Conference met in the autumn of 1901, the Board of

Education gave an enthusiastic report of the progress made to date. Over $8,000 in

bona fide pledges had been secured. In the meantime, Mrs. Speed, having changed
her mind regarding her abiUty to help, had contributed $2,500 and orally promised

President Faulkner to give $2,500 more.'" It is very likely that Mrs. Speed's $5,000

was included in the $8,000 worth of bona fide subscriptions mentioned in the

report. Construction was to begin as soon as the full estimated cost of $10,000 was
subscribed.'^

The passing of Fanny Speed in August, 1902, precipitated a crisis. The Board ot

Education attended in a body to hear the reading of her will, under the terms of

which the Board of Education fell heir to one half of her estimated $500,000 estate.

The Henning heirs took steps at once in the courts to have the will declared void.'^

The Board, faced with a long drawn-out period of litigation, hired (Oct. 16) the law

firm of Helm, Bruce, and Helm at a maximum fee of ten percent of the net proceeds

should the firm be successful in establishing the validity of Fanny Speed's will.^"

In the meantime. President Faulkner and the Building Committee had prepared

plans and awarded contracts for construction of the dormitory; work had begun.
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The Board of Education, irked by what it considered unauthorized assumption of

authority on the part of the committee, passed a resolution of censure against

Faulkner and his associates. This resolution disclaimed "any liability for the

construction of said Building [on the part of the Board] and direct [ed] Mr.

Faulkner and the said Building Committee to report at once. . . the amount and

nature of the work and contracts entered into, and to discontinue work on said

building until further action" was taken by the Board. ^'

In a letter to the Board the following day. President Faulkner countered by asking

for his release at the end of the school year in June, 1903, allegedly because of Mrs.

Speed's death and the question of his salary. ^^ Faulkner considered his annual

stipend of $700 inadequate compared to that of $1,500 paid President Stevenson.

The Board voted with alacrity to grant Faulkner's release, and at its next meeting on

February 4, 1903, appointed a nominating committee to secure a new president for

Union. This committee's report (March 3) recommended no one, merely stating

that Faulkner could be secured under new terms.

After accepting Faulkner's resignation, the Board gave permission to the Building

Committee to proceed according to the erstwhile "unauthorized plans." Evidently

the Board was now ready to sanction construction without waiting for the outcome
of its litigation with the Speed heirs. President Faulkner now proved to be

recalcitrant and let it be known that he would not accept a new contract until an

additional $1,050 had been subscribed—the minimum sum he considered necessary

to insure completion of the dormitory.

This amount set by Faulkner was reached by April, 1903. The former drive had

actually netted about $500. Faulkner's new drive of 1902-1903 added about $2,000.

Fanny Speed's old church. Trinity of Louisville, contributed $1,000, and Faulkner

raised $500 among the citizens of Barbourville. In addition, the Building Committee
was authorized to mortgage the new dormitory and the Stickley lot up to $3,000.

It must be kept in mind that in this period following Mrs. Speed's death the school

was deprived of its annual payments from her. Speaking many years later of this

crisis of 1903, Faulkner said:

There were two elements of danger in this instance—the possibility that the school would
have to close to await the outcome of the court proceedings, in which case the morale and
accomplishments of the past would be quickly dissipated; and secondly, the danger that the

will would be broken. In this event, the friends of the institution could hope for no better

fate than that which awaited the original founders. The necessity of closing the school was
averted by contributions from a number of the citizens of the town, which, with the income
from tuition, made it possible to pay all the faculty salaries except that of the President, who
agreed to stand at his post without salary in case the court decision was adverse, but in the

event of a fa\orable decision the salary was to be paid with interest. This was a year when
not much consideration could be given either to the past or the future. The present status

was all engrossing.^''

Announcements made at the annual meeting of the Kentucky Conference held at

Union College, September 28, 1904, were among the most momentous in Union's

history. The Barbourville Mountain Advocate recognized this in its October 3 issue.

The main announcement as given to the conference ran as follows: "We are glad to

report that after litigation extending through county, circuit, and court of appeals,

the \'alidity of the will of Sister Speed was sustained, and we are happy to announce
that the dormitory known as 'Fanny Speed Hall' will be completed by January 1,

1905.
"24
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On June 30, 1904, the assets of the Fanny Speed estate were set at $544,736. At the

final settlement agreed upon with the heirs, August 15, the Board of Education was

to get $262,372.02. This was $10,000 less than the original estimate. According to the

agreement made with Helm, Bruce, and Helm, $25,000 would go for attorney's

fees.

Work, which had been suspended since early summer, was again resumed on

Speed Hall, but it was not ready for occupancy on January 1, 1905, as scheduled.

Not until the beginning of the next administration under President Easley was it

available for use. A central power and heating plant was likewise started in the last

days of the Faulkner regime but was not completed.

Faulkner again resigned at the end of the school year 1903-1904. The Board
promptly elected George H. Wilson, the vice-president, as his successor, but that

gentlemen declined the honor. The Board then made arrangements for Faulkner to

stay one more year.^^

George H. Wilson ranks among Union's top graduates. Before his birth in

Barbourville, Thomas Wilson, his father, and John H. Wilson, his uncle and part

owner of the local Echo, were agitating for a college. Wilson spent long years at

Union as a student, graduating in its third class, that of '95. He served as a tutor at

Union before graduation and became a regular member of the faculty, occupying

the chair of Latin, English, and American Literature, and the vice-presidency. His

alma mater honored him with two additional degrees after graduation— that of

A.M. in 1902, and LL.D. in 1938. After leaving LTnion he graduated from Harvard

Law School and practiced his profession in several states. In the meantime he

married Sarah Lock, one of his classmates at Union. In 1910, he became general

counsel of the Fidelity^ Mutual Life Insurance Company in Philadelphia. He worked
himself up to a vice-presidency and directorship in the company.

Although Faulkner was re-elected president in 1905, he again resigned, wishing to

enter divinity school. Also "he came into some disfavor with the church by
embracing some of the newer ideas which were branded as heretical. . . and being

perhaps too frank about it."^^ In September, 1905, Faulkner left with his wife and

baby, Maureen, for Boston to enroll in the divinity school. He transferred to

Harvard and graduated in 1908. Faulkner had long wished to do work in adult

education among the folk of eastern Kentucky. He presented his plan to Berea

College, had it accepted, and received an appointment as field instructor.

Equipped with a stereopticon, slides, rope, wire, lantern, horseshoes, hatchet, and

hand ax, he traveled about in a wagon, lecturing on sanitation, health, education,

and various religious subjects. In 1913, he organized a state campaign against

tuberculosis and in 1915 was called to direct the Raoul Foundation in Georgia. For
thirty years he served as executive director of the Georgia Tuberculosis Association,

besides filling, for one term, the position of state Director of Public Welfare.

For twenty-five years Faulkner worked on "his philosophy"—his great opus. At

his death [in 1947] it was still undergoing revision. "Reactions by. . . readers range

from excessive praise to amazement that this mild-mannered, quiet man had been

harboring theories that tantalized him almost to the extent of an obsession." He was
the universal scholar to the end, interested in everything: his Greek or Hebrew,
Einstein's theory of relativity, a radio, an old apple tree, or a new design for a

dormitory window.
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It was one of his dreams to develop a memorial park or forest reserve for Union

College. Before his death he deeded his tract of land in Knox County to the college,

hoping it might at some time furnish funds for a professorship.^^ He performed

another great service to Union College by collecting historical data on its early

history. This work on Union owes a larger debt to him than it does to any other

person.

The building of Speed Hall and the large endowment left by Fanny Speed
constituted the major achievements of Faulkner's administration. Behind it all,

however, one can see the kindly guiding hand of Daniel Stevenson. Had there been

no Dr. Stevenson, it is hard to see how there could have been a Speed Hall or a

Speed endowment. There is good reason to believe that before Dr. Stevenson's

demise, Fanny Speed had already given him assurance of a major bequest. In a

letter written to J. D. Walsh shortly after Stevenson's death, she wrote: "All I

promise will be provided for should I pass away from this earth. "^*
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President James W. Easley

CHAPTER IV

Retrenchment And Expansion, 1905-1910

An 1904, it was generally known that President Faulkner would not remain at

Union for another school year, and, consequently, early in the following year, the

Board of Education sought a successor. Late in January, 1905, Faulkner announced
Dr. W. I. Watkins, the man of his choice, as the new president of Union College.'

Dr. Watkins visited Union a week later, delivered an address to the students, and

announced plans for the new year. The primary department would be turned over

to the town, the faculty increased, and modern foreign languages added to the

curriculum. The most important question—his acceptance of Union's presidency

—

remained unanswered.^ After Watkins' rejection of the position some time later, the

Board of Education again set to work to select Faulkner's successor. On May 5,

1905, the citizens of Barbourville learned of the new president, J. W. Easley, of

Wilmington, Delaware.^

The details of Easley 's coming to Union are unknown, but undoubtedly he had

made contacts during his early life in Kentucky which now stood him in good stead.

Some members of the Kentucky Conference called his abilities to the attention of

the group, and Easley was approached with the offer of a five-year contract and the

power to select an entirely new faculty.
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James Warren Easley was bom at Eminence, Kentucky, in 1853. The young lad

helped to support the large family during the later years of the war, while his father

was serving in the Union forces. Using the same methods as many self-made

Americans of the period, he prepared himself by arduous study for entrance into

college. He graduated from Eminence College and received his Bachelor of

Divinity degree a few years later from Drew Seminary, followed by a Master of

Arts from Dickinson College, granted him "for distinction in Languages and Liberal

Arts."

In 1885, following his chosen profession, he entered the Wilmington Methodist

Conference, serving eleven churches prior to his coming to Union. Of his ministry.

Dr. Henry G. Budd said: "Mr. Easley was a forceful man in every field he entered.

His goodness was never questioned. Sinners accepted his instructions in matters

religious, and saints loved him for what they saw at the weekly ministry and the

daily living." He married Joanna Matthews, a Louisville teacher, and reared a

family of seven. Two of his sons followed the ministry and a third served on the

faculty of Syracuse University. Two daughters became teachers in the Philadelphia

public schools.''

President Easley has been remembered as a tall, well-built man, with graying

hair. Although possessed of an affable manner, he always retained a certain amount
of reserve. He was of the school that believed in the old-time methods of dealing

with "recalcitrant scholars." At his first faculty meeting, teachers were admonished
to require "strict obedience" from the pupils.^ It was also his intention to uphold

high scholastic standards.

President Easley wished to continue the Christian aims and goals established by
his predecessors. The first coUege catalogue published during his regime stated:

The aim of Union College has for its purpose the development of life and formation of

character. Right standards of life are placed before the student, and-Christian principles of

living are given emphasis which is their due and will give force in character building.

The college assumed responsibility for "the preservation and developing of the

moral life." Although no sectarian principles were taught, the Bible was "believed in

and used as a text book."^ We find first mention of the Y.M.C. A. in 1906, when over

one half of the young men belonged. This new Christian organization fostered

evening Bible study classes and Saturday evening devotional meetings.^

President Easley 's administration is generally remembered as a period of

physical expansion. Speed Hall was made ready for occupancy, a new
administration building was erected, and a men's dormitory—a very pressing

need—was built. In addition, central heating and power plants came into existence,

and a new well was sunk. It was Fanny Speed's bequest that made it possible to

complete this program, part of which had been projected during Faulkner's term of

office.

Speed Hall, the much publicized women's dormitory, was finally made ready for

the opening of the school year 1905-1906. Work on this structure had previously

progressed in direct ratio to the added probabilities of receiving the Fanny Speed

inheritance. The three-story building, from the outside, did not have the aspects of

an austere dormitory but resembled rather a mammoth residence of the nouveaux

riches. It is said that Fanny Speed requested the erection of a homelike residence for

girls.
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Union College before the fire—newly erected Speed Hall and remodeled Administration

Building (1905)

For years, beginning with Dr. Stevenson's regime, the administration building

had undergone steady improvements and repairs. In 1905, the third story was
completely redone, with the idea of using this space for science laboratories and a

meeting place for the literary societies. A new slate roof was also added.

^

An "Act of God" decreed that the newly finished edifice should be reduced to

ashes. On August 24, 1906, a fire, caused by lightning, consumed the structure. Two
letters written by eye-witnesses on the very day of the catastrophe have survived.

They read as follows:

Mr. Faulkner:

Some one has sent you a telegram about the burning of the college, but I will write you a

few of the particulars. It was struck by lightning about 3:30 P.M. today and is now burning
to the ground. A dreadful storm came up; it rained for a while, then stopped, but the

electrical storm continued. The Hghtning was very keen and finally one fearful crash came
and we knew something was struck. We ran out and found many running up the street

saying "Union College has been struck. " It was only a little puff of smoke on the very top of

the cupola. We said it could be easily extinguished, and so it could, had there been the least

means of throwing just one bucket of water on it! Of those present, 19 out of every 20 just

stood and would not offer to carry even a book. Mr. Tohn A. Black offered money to them,
to no purpose. Most of those refusing to help were men from the country. J. W. Black,

Ernest Faulkner, Prof. Heibold, Mr. Sevier, Ed England, Mr. McDermott and many others,

whom I cannot mention, worked like three men in one; they begged piteously for more
water, but could not get it carried. President Easley and Mr. Decker were both out of town,

Mr. Decker getting in on the evening train.

I must omit much that you would like to know, for I have only a few minutes to write. The
building is valued at more than $20,000, but the insurance is only $4,500. Both pianos, church
organ, church table, and Library, and most of the college books were saved, but the books
were tossed out windows and badly damaged. Most of the benches were tossed out of

windows and badly saved [sic]. The Laboratory was destroyed and perhaps that kept many
from helping, as a report had spread that it contained many deadly explosives, and I think a

slight explosion was what threw the walls down. It is still burning. It was a great blow to us,

for we feel that it could have been saved.

^

My Dear Miss Weeks:
LInion College is no more. Lightning struck the tower this afternoon and the building is
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now in ashes. Most of the furniture was saved. Vernon Faulkner and Alex Tinsley came near

losing their lives; they were working in the chapel and had just reached the ground when the

second floor fell. Several men were burned but not seriously.

The County Fair is in full blast and it was therefore almost impossible to get help on the

grounds until too late to save the building.'"

The loss of the administration building created the third of Union's crises within a

few years. The first was the doubtful outcome of the litigation to establish the

validity of Fanny Speed's will; and the successful conclusion of this contest led to

the second crisis, because Mrs. Speed's will bequeathed the endowment to the

Kentucky Conference, rather than specifically to Union College. There was a

strong movement within the Conference to close Union and use the funds for the

establishment of a new college in Louisville. In January of 1905, at a meeting of the

Board of Education held in Covington, it was decided to use the funds for Union
and to erect a men's dormitory.'' Plans were also under way to add a wing to the

administration building.'^

The crisis of 1906 was greater than that of 1905 because of the loss of Union's

major building.

There followed nearly a year of doubt and agitation for the removal of the school to some
location near the central part of the State. This movement was frustrated, however, largely

by the citizens of Barbourville and the local members of the Board, Judge James D. Black
introducing the resolution, which, being approved, finally fixed Barbourville as the seat of

the College.'^

The Board of Education drew up what amounted to an ultimatum regarding the

terms on which a new administration building would be constructed and the

college retained at Barbourville. According to its terms, $10,000 must be raised by
popular subscription within a set period of time.''' This amount, together with the

insurance, would constitute approximately one half of the amount required to erect

the new building.

The citizens of Barbourville, primarily under the leadership of A. M. Decker,

Judge Flem D. Sampson, and John A. Black, responded magnificently to the call for

help. A group of about thirty men subdivided into minor committees to canvass

Barbourville and the surrounding area. Judge Sampson and James D. Black each

contributed $350, and John A. Black gave $500. Speeches were made at the

courthouse in order to arouse the citizenry of Barbourville.'^ The $10,000 was
subscribed'^ and work begun on the new administration building.

In the meantime. President Easley announced the opening of school as usual.

Newly constructed Speed Hall proved a godsend. Easley had moved his family into

Speed Hall, and Stevenson cottage was converted into a classroom building. Some
rooms on the first floor of Speed Hall served as quarters for girls and faculty

members. The boys had a little "dormitory" of their own downtown in Dishman
Flat. Oscar Wesley related of life at Dishman's: ".

. . there was a fine spirit among
the fellows. We made our own rules about keeping clean and took turns in sweeping

in the hallway. We used small dirty coal stoves. Toilet facilities [were available]

across the street."'^ Grade students were taken to the town schools because there

was no room for them on the campus.'® There was much discontent among both

faculty and students, but strangely this was more apparent at the end of 1906-1907,

when the building program was under way, than during the period of indecision.

Students were discouraged and many did not return when school opened in

September, 1907.
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The cornerstone of the new administration building was laid with appropriate

ceremonies on June 29, 1907. Now that twenty-seven years had passed since the

historic cornerstone laying of 1880, it is little wonder that the small black walnut box

had almost been forgotten. A few days previous to the ceremony, the old

cornerstone was opened, the box removed, and its contents noted. Professor Ports

approved the new list of articles to be deposited, which included a small Bible,

current issues of the Mountain Advocate and the Union College Catalogue, and a

few coins. '^ After the Reverend T. B. Stratton of Barbourville and President Easley

had placed the stone, appropriate short talks were delivered by Judges Faulkner,

Dishman, Sampson, Black, and others. Many who had witnessed the impressive

ceremonies of 1880 returned to exchange reminiscences of "Ye Olden Days." This

celebration had something the first had lacked—a cornet band composed of

members of the Noble Order of Red Men. James P. Faulkner said that this

ceremony had linked the new with the old, "giving the institution a continuous

historical background and justifying the faith, the foresight, and the sacrifices of the

Founders of 1879."2o

Early in January, 1908, the Board of Education, together with 200 loyal citizens of

Barbourville, joined in a great banquet at the new administration building, with the

young Judge Flem D. Sampson presiding as toastmaster.^' These friendly ties were
again demonstrated in the fall of 1908, when the people of Barbourville gave a

reception to the ministers of the Kentucky Conference.

The following description of the new administration building appeared in the

1911-1912 Union College Catalogue:

This is a magnificent and spacious three-story building, constructed of brick and concrete,

and trimmed with Tennessee marble. The building is steam-heated and lighted by
electricity. . . and is scientifically ventilated to insure plenty of good fresh air. In it are the

classrooms, the library, the President's office, the chapel, and laboratories. The classrooms

are fifteen in number. Each is equipped with single desks and slate blackboards of ample
size. From the President's office are speaking-tubes to each room, and also electrical

connections, so that a modern program clock situated in the office rings automatically in

each room the bells for the change of classes and other signals. The chapel is commodious
and is seated with comfortable opera chairs. There are three laboratories—Chemical,
Physical, and Biological. These are equipped throughout with modern apparatus and
enable the student to do unusually thorough work in science.

In the same bulletin, Fanny Speed Hall was described as a three-story building of

unique design with spacious halls and parlors. The rooms were "elegantly

furnished," and the hall was possessed of every advantage for the work of the

student.

A new men's dormitory was the most pressing need on the campus in 1905-1906.

Plans were formulated for one and announced in January, 1906. The loss of the

administration building in the summer of 1906 stopped any further progress on the

project until the Board of Education announced its intention of rebuilding the

administration building. During the summer of 1907, work was pushed on both the

administration building and Stevenson Hall, the former being rushed to completion

first. Construction was awarded to contractors, and both the bricks and lumber
were imported, mostly from Knoxville. About three or four bricklayers were kept

busy, together with the same number of carpenters. Erection was uneventful on

both buildings, everything working out according to plan.^^ When school opened in

September, 1907, boys were quartered in the unfinished edifice. The dormitory

was erected on a lot newly purchased in 1904.
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This "men's College Home" answered the following description:

It is a fine brick structure, three stories high. It has a large number of finished rooms,
accommodating two students each. Nothing is lacking for convenience, comfort, or

health. . . . The furniture is equal to the best in use among boarding schools. This building is

fitted with toilet rooms and ample baths with cold and hot water. ^^

Other worthwhile improvements of the period were the heating plant, a

generating plant, a campus water supply, and proper sewage disposal. The heating

plant, which was begun in 1905, first furnished steam heat in Speed Hall and the old

administration building. The electric power plant came next; then followed the

huge standpipe, insuring water pressure on the top floors; and, finally, came the

college sewage system which carried the waste to the Cumberland River. ^^

Old Stevenson Cottage served a multiplicity of purposes. In the fall of 1905,

President Easley took up his new quarters in Speed Hall and the revered cottage

was named "Music Hall." After the fire of 1906 it was used for classrooms, and in

1908 again became Music Hall. This was Union's first fine arts building—serving

also for art classes. ^^

Another building program related to Union College was progressing in

Barbourville during the years 1906-1907. The old wooden Methodist Episcopal

church building, which had seen service since 1855, was razed and replaced with a

brick edifice. The cornerstone was laid on June 2, 1906, but the sanctuary was not

dedicated until spring of the next year. When it first opened for service under the

Reverend T. B. Stratton, all but $1,700 of the required $8,000 had been subscribed. ^^

Union's building and refurnishing program of 1906-1908 cost a huge sum for that

day—perhaps a total of $68,000. Newly completed Speed Hall had already cost in

the neighborhood of $20,000. The cost of the new administration building and the

men's dormitory was approximately $30,000 and $20,000, respectively. The
heating, power, water, and sewerage improvements added another $10,000. This

large expenditure confronted the Board of Education with two alternatives: either a

portion of the Fanny Speed estate could be sold, or the Board of Education could

borrow, offering the bequest as security for a loan. At that time the Kenyon
Building, valued at $208,000, was producing an annual income of $12,000.^^ It was
therefore decided to keep this valuable asset in Louisville and borrow $50,000 from

the Fidelity Trust Company. Unfortunately for the future years of Union College,

the Fanny Speed endowment was handicapped almost from the first with a large

encumbrance that annually consumed about a quarter of the income. The "running

expenses" of the school from 1907-1910 averaged $9,000 yearly ,^^ but tuition was
producing only $3,000 annually.

Although school costs were constantly mounting, the administration slashed the

expense of attending the college in an attempt to attract more students. College
tuition was reduced $4.00 per year, while board and room totaled only $2.50

weekly. In addition, incidental and small laboratory fees were charged. In 1908, the

college took the unprecedented step of offering free room rent, including "light and
heat.

"2^

In spite of these added inducements, the trend begun during President Faulkner's
administration continued. Fewer students enrolled at the collegiate level and only
five graduates received degrees during the two school years 1905-1907. About 200
pupils were enrolled in 1905-1906, almost all of them in the academy. Normal, or the

elementary curriculums. Beginning in 1908, after the college curriculum was
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dropped, the academy, Normal, and grammar groups counted seventy-two, fifty-

three, and twenty-five, respectively.

When President Easley came to Union, it was his desire to broaden the college

curriculum in line with trends prevailing in other liberal arts colleges. Beginning

with the school year 1905-1906, two baccalaureate degrees, Ph.B. and B.S., were

offered in addition to the classical A.B. The Latin-scientific course leading to the

Ph.B. degree was the same as required for the A.B., except that biology or German
was substituted for Greek. The scientific B.S. degree placed more emphasis upon

biology, geology, chemistry, and astronomy, and allowed twelve or more
electives.^'' At the same time, the discontinuance of "any grade work of a primary or

intermediate character" at the end of the school year 1906-1907 was announced.^'

President Easley brought with him an entirely new collegiate faculty of well-

prepared instructors, three of whom were graduates of Dickinson College in

Pennsylvania, and three graduates of Ohio Wesleyan. Among the new teachers

were Abigail E. Weeks and Katherine V. Sutphen, both of whom gave many years

of service to Union College. The old faculty, several of whom wished to continue

their graduate studies, apparently resigned en masse. Regarding this exodus, the

town paper merely commented: "No reason has been made public for the action of

the teachers. ""^^

President Easley's forward plans came to naught. In 1905, no college student

registered beyond the sophomore year. What with an enlarged college faculty to

pay, a reduction in the number of college students, a broadened college curriculum

to maintain, a huge building debt, and an inadequate income, his whole program
collapsed. The college curriculum was entirely discontinued in 1907-1908,^^ and

Union reverted to a college preparatory and Normal school. In addition, the grades

were reintroduced after the completion of the new administration building.

In order to compensate for the loss of a college program. President Easley

continued the fine arts,^"* strengthened the Normal course, and added a high-grade

commercial department. The new four-year Normal course was offered, with the

object of meeting "the growing demand for skilled teachers" and of answering the

crying question of county boards, "Where can we get well-equipped teachers for

the public schools?" After a prospective teacher qualified for a first-class

certificate, he was to be admitted to the second year of the Normal course. Upon
graduation, the student received a Normal Diploma, entitling him to complete the

curriculum of the hberal arts in three years. The idea that a collegiate curriculum

might some time be reinstituted had not been lost, and when that day arrived, fully

prepared freshmen and sophomore classes would be available to initiate the

program.

The new commercial department consisted of two courses of study: the business

and the shorthand-typing. It aimed "to develop business men and women, and to

prepare them for immediate entrance into the business world. Graduation from
these departments was dependent upon achieving a standard of skills rather than

upon the time required. ^^

The erection of a "men's" dormitory brought new disciplinary problems to the

campus. The building was occupied by a group of immature adolescent lads of

academy level who required close supervision. At one time, three faculty members
were on assigned duty in the hall to help maintain order. From faculty minutes one
can cull such amusing items as the case of the three rogues that purloined wine from
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Mrs. Dishman's smokehouse; or the intractabiUty of ,^^ who was
"reprimanded for having in his possession a pistol, for carelessly handling it and

accidently discharging the same during chapel exercises." After two more incidents

of "pistol discharging" in the dormitory, the president issued an ultimatum

requiring all firearms to be checked at his office. So marked was the reign of

bedlam during chapel periods that three faculty members were deputized to sit on

the platform each morning "for the purpose of disciplining disorderly or inattentive

students." Seven incorrigible students were expelled in one school year. A decade

earlier, Tilly Wilson, brother of Professor George Wilson, had gained local

notoriety by dropping a pistol during a class session.

Student life was somewhat regimented. At 6:30 the ringing of an old-fashioned

hand bell aroused everyone for breakfast, which was served promptly at 7:00 in the

basement of the administration building. Boys and girls entered the room from

different ends and ate in separate groups. Following breakfast, students were

expected to "tidy their rooms" and prepare for class. At the end of the school day,

boys could do "pretty much" as they pleased, but girls were not allowed to leave the

campus. Not long after the evening meal, all students had to be in their rooms for

study. Permission to go into another room could be granted only by the faculty

member in charge. Girls were allowed out one night per week—chaperoned, of

course. Only girls with a straight "A" average could spend time with a young man or

have any kind of special privileges. Myrtle Minton remembered having been called

into the president's office for the offense of waving her hand at a boy. The famous

walk extending from the administration building to the street had served as a

dividing line between male and female since the days of President Stevenson.

Oscar Wesley related an interesting account of his life at Union:

Because of the strict rules about courtship, there were many cases of "boy meets girl" on
the QT. Smoking was not allowed and we had but few cases. Some of us were shocked
when we learned that even some of the faculty "played cards." There was a great deal of

swearing and rough talk among the students. There was some unpleasant rivalry between
town boys and dormitory boys. One night I was severely stoned. A large gash was cut in my
head, I supposed by a group of town boys. The police came into the dormitory the next day
to see me and get leads on the guilty, when to my great surprise, some of the dormitory boys
admitted that they were guilty, just tr\'ing to scare me. They were arrested right in the class

room and a trial was held in police court. Since they pleaded guilty a light fine was imposed
then suspended.

One mountain boy was asked about his ancestors. It was quickly seen that he did not

know the meaning of ancestors. He thought it was some kind of disease. So the fellows

concocted a remedy made of shoe-polish, bay rum, salve and several other ingredients and
had him taking "doses" till the faculty found out what the trouble was.^"

Life was not entirely droll during the late collegiate days. The literary societies

continued their activities and a new one, the Photozetean, appeared. And an

entirely new feature arose at Union—the appearance of organized athletics in the

form of football, basketball, baseball, and tennis.

Much of this new interest may be attributed to a young faculty member fresh

from college. Percy L. Ports entered Union in 1905 as head of the science

department. He was a man of many hobbies—athletics, photography, and music.

Although no money was available for subsidizing football. Ports sent out a call for
'

practice, and Union's first football team was born. The boys bought their own
uniforms with orange and black jerseys.-^* This seems to be the first recognition of

Union's school colors. None of the members had ever participated in a game.

i
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Union's first football team 1906: 1. Chas. G. Cole, 2. Wendell Stratton, 3. Will D. Jarvis, 4. P. L.

Ports, 5. W. E. Faulkner, 6. W. M. Dishman, 7. Chas. G. Black, 8. Clarence R. Faulkner, 9. Lee
Vanhoose, 10. R. R. Remarks, 11. A. M. Decker, Jr., 12. Ray S. Fellows, 13. Robert Howes, 14.

J. Alex Tinsley, 15. S. B. Dishman, Jr., 16. Tom Woods, 17. V.C. McDonald, 18. Jack Hale.

except Mr. Ports, and little could have been expected of them, but morale was
running high. The first game was played October 16, against Williamsburg

Institute, on the present site of Stevenson Hall; the second, a week later, was played

at Williamsburg—Union losing both games 37-0 and 49-0. Union had its revenge,

beating Williamsburg 27-0 on November 4.^^ In April of 1906 a call went out for

spring training, but the fire of 1906, the discontinuance of a collegiate program, and
the injury of Ports early in the fall of 1906, were all factors which led to the

discontinuance of football. In 1906-1907 men's basketball was substituted.

During the winter of 1905-1906, the girls organized Union's first basketball team.

Frank Hunsinger was manager, Lena Wilson, captain, and Mrs. Percy Ports was the

coach. Katherine Sutphen, a faculty member, played on this team. Two tennis

courts were laid out in the spring of 1906, but there is no record of intercollegiate

competition in tennis at this date. This same spring marked the beginning of Union's

second baseball team, which suffered an 11-0 defeat from Williamsburg. All

athletics were "carefully fostered under the control of a student and faculty

organization known as the Athletic Association."^'*

President Easley completed his five-year contract in 1910. In his semiannual

report of 1909, the president expressed his desire to change his work, and, in line

with that statement, tendered his resignation to become effective at the end of the

college year 1909-1910. The Board of Education regretfully accepted his

resignation and took immediate steps to fill the office. On January 18, 1910, a list of

six candidates was presented for the Board of Education's consideration. Heading
the list was Judge James D. Black of Barbourville, whose name was presented

through a petition of the leading citizens of Barbourville.^' The Reverend F. C.
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English of Cincinnati also received favorable consideration. On March 11, 1910, the

Barbourville Advocate announced Black's election.

President Easley returned to a regular pastorate in the Wilmington Conference,

serving until his retirement in 1919. He died in Philadelphia, November 25, 1935.

Mr. Easley was an instinctive teacher with lofty standards in both his educational pursuits

and in his way of living. He possessed the ability to recognize high potentialities in young
people and at all times followed their successes with deep gratification. This interest in his

former students endured to the very end of his life.''^

The era 1905-1910 presented an anomaly—a period of retrenchment but at the i

same time one of expansion. Not until thirty years later did Union embark upon a

program of physical expansion echpsing that of this epoch. This expansion was
more than physical, extending into fields of added service. But Dr. Stevenson's

dream of a full collegiate program, which he had inaugurated and seen realized,

had passed away, and none could foretell its return. Union was entering its "dark

ages," a period of indecision and of uncertainty but still one of great service.
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President James D. Black.

CHAPTER V

The Years of Indecision, 1910-1915

James Dixon Black, Union's president from 1910 to 1912, and one of its original

founders, was born (1849) on Big Richland Creek in Knox County, Kentucky. His

grandfather, Alexander Black, who was of Scotch-Irish lineage, migrated to

America, settled first in South Carolina, later in Tennessee, and finally in Knox
County. As a lad, James attended rural and subscription schools in and near

Barbourville. In 1872, he received his A. B. degree from Tusculum College. Almost

forty years later, his alma mater conferred the LL.D. degree upon him in

recognition of his distinguished public service.

After graduation from college. Black taught school, using his spare time for the

study of law. In 1874, he was admitted to the Kentucky bar and worked his way to a

place of acknowledged leadership in his profession. He took an early interest in

politics, serving in the lower house of Kentucky's legislature. Black recognized the

great educational needs of southeastern Kentucky—always working for the

betterment of its schools. His services in connection with the founding of Union

have already been noted.

Immediately upon taking office as Union's president, Black listed the

deficiencies in the administration of the school and attempted to create more
interest on the part of the Board of Education. His arguments followed a logical

sequence. Union could not hope to survive permanently even as a high school,
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because as free public high schools grew in the territory, students would be weaned

away from Union's academy. Secondly, because Union did not possess any legal

status, it could not borrow money or act as a legal person. Only the Kentucky

Conference Board of Education had a right to act in this capacity for the college.

The dangers of this system had already been demonstrated when the Board of

Education came into possession of Fanny Speed's bequest. Obviously, it was unfair

not to allow gifts to be made directly to the college. However, Black's great plea for

Union's incorporation fell upon deaf ears, and this great need remained unfilled for

a dozen years.

President Black had already requested all members of the Board of Education to

use their influence in securing one student each for the school. When he failed to

receive responses from any of them, the new administrator naturally concluded

that a lack of interest in Union was being manifested by the Board. Although the

people of Barbourville, stated Black, had given $10,000 toward a new building, they

had "very little voice at Union College."^ Using a phrase which to him must have

been a truism. Black concluded: "Union College must be made a college in the true

sense."

Black also pointed out the need for additions to the physical plant. Union must

have three things: land, a library, and a gymnasium. Basketball was conducted as an

open-air sport until the old Christian Church was secured, but this was a poor

substitute for an athletic building. The library was housed in a room of the

administration building.

The Board made no response to Black's cry for physical expansion. In March,

1912, near the end of Black's regime, Abigail E. Weeks sought to whip up

enthusiasm for a new gymnasium by making the first donation—twenty-seven

cents. ^ However, some work was done on improving the grounds. Almost $1,000

was spent for new concrete walks, two of which ran from College Street to Speed

Hall and to the men's dormitory. A. M. Decker and Percy Ports gave much of their

time in assisting with these projects. The latter donated part of his summer vacation

to painting and superintending repairs.

The Board of Education on its part reminded President Black of the "shameful

call for money from Barbourville," stated flatly that repairs could not be made on

the valuable Kenyon Building in Louisville because of "enormous and unwarranted

bills payable at Barbourville," and set $6,000 as the maximum amount to be paid by
the Board of Education during the school year 1910-1911.^ A year later. President

Black surprised the Board by refunding to it $1,000, which represented the amount
"over and above the expenses" of conducting Union for the year 1910-1911.''

During these years, approximately $15,000 was required annually to support the

school. Income from tuition and board varied from eight to nine thousand dollars.

Salaries for the faculty, including the president, totaled about $7,300. The better-

paid teachers residing on the campus received $600 annually in addition to board

and room. At the end of his second year. Black reported another small surplus.

In line with Black's resolve that Union must eventually become a true college,

junior college work was offered for the year 1911-1912. Starting only with the

freshman year, it was hoped that the sophomore year could be added. Completion
of two years of work would entitle the student to a Junior College Diploma. Two
students enrolled as freshmen under the new program.^
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Mandolin Club, 1911

Much had been expected of the new business course offered under President

Easley, but lack of student response had forced the closing of this department.^ The
Black administration turned to a new field— that of domestic science. In 1911-1912

this department was introduced with the understanding that it would be continued

only if tuition rates were sufficient to maintain it.

The Normal and academy departments continued as the mainstay of the school,

the former undergoing considerable growth. Desire was expressed to offer courses

in the history of education, psychology, and methods of teaching. Over 100 students

were enrolled in the Normal department and about sixty-five in the academy
curriculum. Instruction was continued in the primary and intermediate

departments, but students of lower grades were not considered mature enough to

room on the campus. A total of 256 pupils enrolled for the year 1911-1912.

These years brought an added interest in extracurricular musical activities. For

the first time we hear of the popular Mandolin Club of twelve pieces, and also of a

college Glee Club. The busy Professor Ports, who was already directing athletic

activities, organized Union's first band" of about twenty pieces. The administration

supported Ports's efforts with the purchase of fourteen Conn band instruments.

When Professor Ports found himself unable to maintain his football team, he

concentrated on baseball. In 1910 he had a successful season, and the following

year, for the first time, an athletic team from Union went "on the road," winning

seven games and losing three.^

Early in 1912, President Black became interested in the position of assistant

attorney-general for the Commonwealth of Kentucky. In February, 1912, he

notified the Board of Education of his willingness to continue as president of Union,
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contingent upon an advance in salary to $2,500. This was $500 more than he had

received the previous year. A committee of the Board of Education commented on

President Black's frequent absences from the campus and hesitated in giving a

reply; thereupon Black (February 20) declined the presidency for another year.

^

After leaving Union, James D. Black served as first assistant attorney-general of

Kentucky. In 1915 he was elected lieutenant-governor, and, upon the resignation of

Governor A. Owsley Stanley in 1919, he succeeded to the office of Governor for the

balance of the term. In 1920 he served as chief prohibition inspector of the state. He
continued to maintain his interest in Union College during the remainder of his

life.'" During his presidency he had strongly urged the only path possible for Union,

should it hope to eventually survive.

Within a month after President Black's resignation, the Committee on Education
met to select his successor. Although half a dozen names were presented for

consideration, Percy L. Ports received every vote except one. At the time of his

election, Mr. Ports was serving as vice-president.

The new president was bom in

Sunbury, Ohio, in 1878. After

graduation from the local high

school, he worked in a store for three

years and then entered Ohio
Wesleyan University, from which he

graduated in 1905. He had the

unusual experience of working at

both the Pan-American Exposition at

Buffalo and the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition at St. Louis. Shortly

before coming to LInion (1905), he

married Bessie E. Wood, a local

acquaintance. As head of the science

department, he worked hard

arranging the laboratories in the

newly refurnished quarters on the

third floor of the administration

building. After the disastrous fire of

1906, he had the whole work to do
over again in the new administration

building. From the first, Ports

showed a great deal of initiative,

pioneering in both athletics and music at Union. His work in promoting these

extracurricular activities has already been noted. He hadseen seven years of service

on the faculty in the capacity of teacher of natural science, and two years as vice-

president.

The strength of Union's new biology department was recognized by the

Kentucky State Board of Health, and Mr. Ports consented to cooperate in the

Board's fight against hookworm and pellagra. As a result, the first hookworm clinic

in the state of Kentucky was established in Union's laboratories. Ports also assisted

James P. Faulkner, who was representing the Russell Sage Foundation, "in a

campaign against tuberculosis and other pulmonary diseases. Mr. Ports prepared

President Percy L. Ports
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lantern slides for him and operated the college stereopticon when Dr. Faulkner

lectured at Middlesboro, Pineville and other places where he needed a more
powerful projector than the one he carried with him.""

Before the end of Ports's first year of office, Union College was confronted with

its worst crisis since the closing of the school in 1886. At a meeting of the Committee

on Schools, held February 3, 1913, C. B. Nordeman, of the Board of Education,

recommended the closing of Union (September 3, 1913) for an indefinite period.

One unacquainted with the true financial picture would question such a move in

light of a "productive" endowment of $400,000 and an accustomed annual income

of over $12,000.

The total indebtedness of the Board of Education amounted to $45,000, on which

an annual interest of $2,250 had to be paid. This amount included $28,000 owed the

Fidelity Trust Company, $4,000 on Sandy Valley Seminary, and $10,000 to the

Callihan estate. The amount owed the Fidelity Trust Company came about as a

result of the building program of 1907-1908. The Board of Education had found the

Sandy Valley Seminary a white elephant and had agreed to pay $4,000 in order to

have the West Virginia Conference take it off its hands. It appears that the Callihan

payments resulted from a court decree invalidating a $10,000 inheritance that the

Board had already spent.

The Kenyon Building of Louisville had been the Board's chief source of income.

Erection of new buildings in Louisville had lowered rentals and reduced the income

by one third. The Board could expect a total surplus of only $2,000 annually, and

this would be needed for insurance. Nordeman closed his arguments with the

following statement:

It seems to me that there is but one course open and that is to close the school at Barbourville

at the close of the present contract for a period of two years or until such time as the income
of the Board is such to justify your again resuming operations at Union College.'^

The Committee then passed a resolution not to take any action in the matter of

contracts with the teachers of LTnion College for the next school year until it

received further instructions from the Board of Education. A call was issued for an

early meeting of the Board. When the Board met on February 12, 1913, it accepted

Nordeman's recommendations of February 3 and appointed a board of five

members to see if sufficient funds might be raised to continue the college's

operations.

Again the citizens of Barbourville responded in order to keep the school in

operation. A petition, with twenty-six signatures affixed, requested that the Board

of Education enter into a written contract with five of its members, granting the

local committee the right to operate the school for one year. The petition listed as its

reason the action of the Board of Education in making it known that it was not able

to maintain and finance the college during the school year 1913-1914.^^

On June 26, the Board of Education signed a contract with J. D. Black, J. M.

Robsion, George W. Tye, A. W. Hopper, and A. M. Decker, with the understanding

that the Board "is not now and will not be in condition to finance" the school for

another year. The contract empowered the local committee to have full use of the

college properties, to accept subscriptions, pay salaries, and handle all fees secured

from students. It was also bound to maintain and conduct said school on the proper

Christian and educational lines. . .

.^'' Besides the local committee, twenty-one

other citizens of Barbourville were bound by the contract.
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The committee went to work raising the amount needed to open and maintain the

school. Subscriptions did not have to be paid in a lump sum but were spread out

over a period of one year. A total of $2,117 was subscribed by sixty-six persons. A.

M. Decker, John A. Black, and T. J. Asher led with $100 each; $75 was subscribed by

J. E. Golden and by J. H. Turner.'^ When the Board of Education met at the Annual
Conference on September 3, it commended the local trustees for their action and
rejoiced in the announcement that Union College was "to continue its noble mission

of furnishing enlightenment and equipment to our worthy young people." It also

recorded its appreciation of the liberality of the people of Barbourville.'^

The treasurer's report for the year 1912-1913 showed a deficit of $5,581 in the

accounts of the Board of Education, chiefly because income from the Kenyon
Building had fallen to $4,551 . Interest, insurance, and payments to the Fidelity Trust

Company amounted to over $6,000, and Union College received $5,926. It looked,

therefore, as if the $2,000 raised by the citizens of Barbourville would prove
insufficient to enable Union to pay its own way.

Ports had continued to serve as president under the direction of the local board
and when the Board of Education indicated its intention of reassuming

responsibility for the administration of the school during the coming years, it was
understood that the president should remain in office. When the Annual

Conference met in 1914, the treasurer's report showed a disbursement of $2,908 to

Union, evidently the amount needed to cover the deficit. At the same time, the

Board made no promises of accepting financial responsibility for the school year

1914-1915.

Under these circumstances it is little wonder that confusion arose as to the exact

position of the Board of Education. It is doubtful whether the members themselves

were in agreement. According to E. R. Overley and A. M. Decker, the outgoing

president of the Board, Dr. Boreing, told them he would sign contracts for teachers

for the year 1914-1915. President Ports and A. M. Decker then proceeded to hire

faculty for the coming year, thinking that the Board of Education would sign the

contracts. To their amazement. Dr. Boreing denied having made such a statement,

and G. W. Bunton, the new president of the Board, asked for Ports's resignation

(October 1) on the basis of assumption of authority. Ports immediately resigned

with "good grace and spirits."'^ An examination of the Board's minutes leads one to

conclude that the Board was interested primarily in getting rid of Ports and used the

charge as a pretext. At any rate, after Ports's resignation, the Board signed the

contracts.

President Ports followed a distinguished career after leaving Union. He attended

graduate school, supervised the administration of public schools in Ohio, did

special work for the Government during the war years, and in 1920 prepared a

special government report on oil reserves in Texas. Shortly afterward he worked as

a geologist seeking oil in Bolivia. From 1938 to 1948 he served as a conferee on the

commissioner's technical staff wihh the Bureau of Mines. In his retirement, Mr.

Ports has pursued his hobbies—shopwork and photography—and has been a leader

in civic affairs in Arlington, Virginia.'^

In view of the financial crisis, the Board wished to have a "businessman" in active

charge of adminstration. Under a rather peculiar arrangement, the Reverend E. R.

Overley was elected nominal head of Union and field agent, with no administrative
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responsibility, while B. C. Lewis,formerheadof the Normal department, acquired

the title of vice-president and business manager, with direct administrative

responsibiHty . For this reason, the period 1914-1915 is remembered as the regime of

Overley and Lewis.

Emery R. Overley, Union's nominal head, was serving at the time of his election

as vice-president and as professor of Bible at the college. In addition, he was filling a

pastorate at the Barbourville Methodist Episcopal Church. He had entered the

Kentucky Conference in 1908, served a pastorate at Maysville, and come to

Barbourville as minister in 1912. At the end of the school year 1914-1915, the

Reverend Mr. Overley became superintendent of the Covington District and later,

in 1926, of the Ashland District. He devoted twenty years of service to evangehstic

work.^^

The Board of Education now proceeded to take responsibility from the local

trustees. It "estimated" that it could give $1,000 for the year 1914-1915 and that the

New York Board would contribute the same amount. In addition, $1,000 in pledges

was expected from Barbourville. G. W. Bunton, the president of the Board,

reported: "If we do not make good at Union this year, then I am in favor of closing

indefinitely."^"

In the meantime, school had been going on in much the same fashion. The
attempt to revive the business department proved temporarily successful. Largely

through the influence of A. M. Decker, a branch of the Bryant and Stratton Business

College was established at Union beginning September, 1913. This department

enrolled almost 100 students its first year but fell to forty-seven in 1914-15.

Registration in the Normal and grammar departments continued to rise, while the

academy lost ground with only about fifty enrolled. The junior college department

enrolled only four students in 1913-1914 and was discontinued the following year.

Only one student, Charles L. Howes, graduated (1913) from the junior collegiate

department. Only four faculty members were employed above the Normal or

grammar grades.

Extracurricular clubs and activities continued to function. The oldPhilos and the

Fanny Speed Society put on programs for the last time in 1914-1915. A new one, the

Kiadelphic, organized in 1914, had an ephemeral existence. The school still had its

basketball and baseball teams, but competed, of course, only on the academy level.

The basketball team had been able to practice only in the outdoors up to 1914. In

that year the old Christian Church was moved back of its former location and used

for a few years as the college "gymnasium."^' The first formal physical education

classes for women were being taught in a course listed as "Expression and Physical

Culture. "^^

During these years of adversity, the primary objectives established by Dr.

Stevenson were not forgotten. Efforts were always made to assist worthy students

and especially those expecting to enter the ministry. In 1911, the Conference,

realizing that many needy and deserving students did not have sufficient funds to

enter LInion, resolved:

That we, the preachers of the Conference seek, by collections and personal gifts, to procure

a fund each year to be used by said Board of Education to assist worthy young people to

obtain their education in said college. ^^
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"he preceding year, the Reverend J. Taylor donated the Joshua S. Taylor Fund of

1,500, for the purpose of aiding worthy students studying for the ministry.

Union College was nearing the end of its period of indecision, but the struggle

Aas far from over. The Reverend E. R. Overley took office with the understanding

lat a new man would be selected in 1915. The general Board of Education of the

lethodist Episcopal Church became interested in the college, and Union's

atalogue interpreted this as an omen of brighter days: "The darkest hour is just

efore the dawn. The outlook. . . for the future is the brightest in its history."
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President Ezra T. Franklin

CHAPTER VI

On The Road Back

An the spring of 1915, Union College reached the nadir of its existence. The
academy faculty, which had been teaching without pay since the preceding

October, resolved to leave. "The [Kentucky] Annual Conference had next to no

interest in the school."' At a meeting of the Board of Education held April 20, Dr. J.

D. Walsh offered the resolution and C. B. Nordeman seconded it that Union be

:

closed because "No one stands ready to assume the burden of financing the school

as the people of Barbourville generously did two years ago. This Board does not see

how it can afford to do it now. . .

."^ This resolution, one of the most momentous in

Union's history, was debated hotly for several hours before being withdrawn.

Perhaps only the arrival on the scene of Dr. Thomas Nicholson, corresponding

secretary of the general Board of Education of the Methodist Episcopal Church,^

who had already manifested his interest in Union's welfare, saved the day. Dr.

Nicholson immediately presented five points for discussion, all of which were

related to Union's future. Among several plans studied, one was adopted calling for

the selection of a field agent to raise $2,500 annually in cash. In addition, the New
York Board of Education could be expected to make yearly contributions. A local

committee, the "Prudential " of five members, was to have detailed supervision of
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the school.'' Dr. Nicholson let it be known that he was willing to furnish counsel and

aid through the New York Board on condition of his approving the nomination of

Union's new president. The Board of Education readily agreed to accept Dr.

Nicholson's terms.

The Board's next problem was to find an able man willing to accept the challenge

offered by these precarious circumstances. Such an individual the Board found in

the person of E. T. Franklin, vice-president of Asbury College. E. R. Overley

interviewed Franklin regarding his interest in the presidency, and after a visit to the

college and "careful and prayerful consideration," Franklin indicated his

willingness to accept. Thereupon the Board promptly elected him president.

About two months after assuming his new position, Franklin was called to

Cincinnati to confer with Dr. Nicholson and several members of the Board of

Education. Here, for the first time, the new president learned of the agreement

between the Board and Dr. Nicholson—most embarrassing information for an

executive who had already, as he thought, assumed office and entered upon a

definite program. Worst of all, Franklin's program for Union was directly opposed

to that of the secretary. It was Franklin's bitter experience to learn that Dr.

Nicholson envisaged nothing higher for Union than an academic (high-school)

program. It was the secretary's "carefully formed judgment that an effort to

establish a college in that remote mountain section was a waste of time and

money—that all one could hope for, all that was needed by such a community was a

good high school with a commercial department."^

The story of this historic Cincinnati conference, upon which the future of Union

lay, hanging, as it were, from a thread, can best be told in Dr. Franklin's own words:

Dr. Nicholson began by asking what kind of program I had in mind for Union College. I

replied that I proposed to establish a four year accredited College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences with the object of furnishing leadership for that section of the mountains with

many of the graduated becoming teachers, ministers, doctors, lawyers, government leaders

and directors of business. He looked at me in utter astonishment and began trying to let me
down with as little shock and humiliation as possible.

Dr. Nicholson had been a college president. He had studied carefully a recent

educational survey of the Kentucky mountains made by the Rockefeller Foundation. Based
upon that survey and upon his own study he said that the most that should be attempted in

addition to the Academy would be some commercial subjects such as bookkeeping,
typewriting and stenography. When he had explained his ideas and ideals of such a school, I

replied that I was not interested in so limited a service since I believed the larger service

could be developed. I had thought it through and had dedicated myself to the task.

At this point I waited to hear him say, "We cannot use this man. His proposed program is

both impracticable and impossible. " But he didn't. All who knew Dr. Nicholson knew him
as a most thorough interviewer, open-minded, and eagerly seeking to get the full picture

and significance of the things as seen and felt by those whom he interviewed. He never

belittled an honest soul.

For the next hour and a half Dr. Nicholson covered every important step in the

development of a standard College, asking how it could be done at Barbourville. He went
into great detail. I answered all questions as the answer seemed clear to me, never doubting
the supreme importance of the proposed program, nor thepossibility of its achievement.

When the probing was over Dr. Nicholson turned to the members of the Board and said;

"Well, I like the young man. He knows what he wants to do, and I am going to let him try it."^

This young man, Ezra T. Franklin, who had just received permission to attempt

the "impossible"— the converting of Union from a high school into a bona fide

institution of college grade—possessed an excellent educational and professional
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background for his difficult task. He was a native Kentuckian, born atGlensboro,

February 24, 1881. He received the two baccalaureate degrees of A.B. and B.Pd.

from Asbury College and Valparaiso University, respectively. At Indiana

University two more degrees were conferred upon him, the A.B. and A.M. He
continued his graduate studies at Columbia during summer sessions and the school

year 1913-1914 as a research scholar.

He began his teaching career in the grade schools and later served as a city

superintendent of schools. In 1908, Franklin went to his alma mater, Asbury

College, as dean and professor of philosophy. He transferred to Olivet for two
years and then went back to Asbury in 1912 as vice-president and professor of

philosophy and systematic theology. Franklin came directly to Union from Asbury

in June, 1915. Before Franklin had completed his first year at Union, the Board of

Education awarded him a five-year contract.

President Franklin's delayed inauguration program ran through a three-day

period, February 4-6, 1917. Bishop Bristol and others spoke on the first day, the

academic procession took place on the second, and the inauguration proper was on

the third. Greetings were extended by Lieutenant Governor Black and Professor J.

T. C. Noe, representing Kentucky's colleges. On Tuesday evening, February 6, the

Board of Education concluded the festivities with a reception for the new president

and his lady.

Long before his inauguration Franklin was working hard on plans to achieve his

goals. He sat down at his office for the first time in the summer of 1915 without a

dollar's worth of operating assets. Besides the presidency, he inherited the positions

of treasurer, bookkeeper, dean, and registrar, together with an overdrawn bank

account. Money was needed at once to publish catalogues, to buy stamps and

stationery, and for other operating costs. A. M. Decker, LInion's faithful friend, lent

$20 for stamps, and W. S. Hudson did the printing on credit. Traveling had to be

done at Franklin's own expense. At the opening of the school year, the Board of

Education set an appropriation of $2,500 as the limit of its contribution to the school

budget. Although his predecessors had experienced deficits from appropriations

over twice this amount,^ Franklin hung Fanny Speed's portrait across from his desk,

accepted the realities of the situation, and set out to make use of Dr. Nicholson's

carte blanche.

In January, 1916, at a meeting of the Board of Education, Franklin argued for the

first concrete move in the direction of a "real college." He pointed out that in 1916

there were over 100 four-year high schools in Kentucky, whereas in 1906 there were

less than a dozen. In Barbourville a public high school was being developed, and the

Baptist Institute was offering work on that level. Here was LInion's opportunity to

offer service beyond the high-school level. President Franklin concluded his

arguments with a request "that a college course of standard grade be put on one

year at a time, and that every effort be made toward building a real college; . . .if,

after two years have been put on, the income will not carry more, then let it run as a

first-class Junior college until further help can be secured and the other two years

added.'"*

The Board consented to FrankHn's suggestions on the same day they received-

them, but unfortunately the rebuilding of Union into a college involved something

much vaster and infinitely more complex than the mere addition of college classes.
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In order for Union to become a "real" college, it must become an accredited one. To
achieve this accreditation, President Franklin inaugurated a long-range program

including the following six points: (1) restoration of the college curriculum, (2) a

building program which must include a gymnasium, (3) improvement of library

and laboratory facilities, (4) addition of $200,000 to the college endowment, (5)

removal of the grades and the academy, (6) incorporation of Union College.

The people of "quality" in and around Barbourville had long been in the habit of

sending their children to a private school, securing excellent instruction for them at

low cost. They could not harbor the thought of sending their sons and daughters

into the squalid, crowded, and poorly equipped schools of the town and county,

there to mingle with the unclean progeny of the common herd. Mrs. Franklin, the

president's wife, admitted her reluctance to send her children to the public schools.^

Nevertheless, Franklin began at the bottom by lopping off the first six grades. A
local committee, composed of Franklin, A. M. Decker, J. D. Black, and F. W.
Harrop, prepared the way by conferring with the citizens "concerning the

elimination of the grades." Two months after this action. President Franklin, in a

letter (November 13, 1917) to the Board of Education, reported the move as wise

because it met the "approval of all the people of Barbourville, and it has made room
for the extra classes that we have due to the increase in the student body." Even with

the dropping of sixty primary and intermediate students, the enrollment would
"probably surpass" that of last year.'^

The next cutting from the bottom did not take place until 1923, when the seventh

and eighth grades were dropped. These had been retained because of their

usefulness in preparing retarded students for the academy. The final lopping, that

of the academy, began in the fall of 1926, when no academy freshmen were
admitted. This was necessary if Union were to receive recognition from the

University of Kentucky as a grade "A" college. The last academy class graduated in

1930. This was a blow to the total enrollment, as the academy had increased from
thirty-nine in 1915-1916 to 247 in 1925-1926. Beginning with September, 1926, the

academy dropped to 177. Fortunately, this loss of seventy students was mostly

offset by an increase of fifty-seven in the college department.

When Samuel P. Franklin graduated in 1919, Union conferred its first degree

since 1908." Because this one-man "class" had finished its work in three years with

an average of ninety-four per cent, it petitioned the faculty for exemption from all

final examinations, and the privilege was granted. The new freshman class, which

entered in September, 1916, with eight members, graduated as a class of three in

1920.

The second battle that President Franklin had to fight was not directly connected

with reestablishment of the college curriculum but concerned, rather, the spheres

of service that the college might offer. For many years the Normal department at

Union functioned in turning out teachers for southeastern Kentucky by preparing

students for state examinations. In 1916-1917, county and state certificates could be
acquired in the foregoing manner.

With the coming of the state Normal schools, and the Normal certificates which

they granted not on a basis of examination but upon completion of a specified

curriculum, the picture changed. No liberal arts college could hope to compete

with state schools in the training of teachers unless their graduates were likewise

certified by the state upon completion of Normal courses. This battle was fought in
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the state legislature, and a furious one it was, as the proponents of the state

institutions fought zealously to preserve a monopoly on the issuance of Normal
diplomas. The fight presented two phases: first, the passing of general legislation i

that would allow private institutions to have their graduates certified, and second,

the individual fight of each institution to secure recognition under the general law.
|

Speaking of the terrific struggle that was won only through "great skill and i

strategv," President Franklin relates:
\

I

The first thing was the securing of the approval of the State Board of Regents to do standard
j

Normal School work and have our graduates certificated the same as those graduating from
I

the State Normals. In the first place, it took a long and hard fight to get the law passed!

making it possible; in the second place, the private schools had to fight for their rights under
]

the law, and there were many very interesting battles in which, if you will excuse thei

apparent boast, your president played a prominent part.'^
]

In 1921, Union's graduates could qualify only for the elementary Normal
i

certificate. By 1925, the Kentucky state department of education had added its
i

approval to the issuance of teaching certificates at the intermediate and high-school

level. Union was now fully accredited to issue teaching certificates for all grades.

Union could qualify as a teacher training institution only if prospective teachers
j

could engage in practice teaching and undergo observation under properly trained

supervision. This brought on a local struggle in Barbourville when Union College

applied for use of the city grades as a "model school." At that time there existed in

Barbourville another institution of learning operating under sectarian auspices. At

first, proponents of this school were afraid that Union was seeking to gain an unfair

advantage over it. But after the situation was thoroughly explained, the privilege of

establishing a model school for Union's purpose was granted, and apparently all

parties concerned were well satisfied with the results.
|

Another important phase of Franklin's program leading toward recognition was

a drive for expansion of the physical plant. Now that Union was already possessed

of an administration building and dormitories for both boys and girls, it was
apparent that a gymnasium constituted Union's most pressing need—although at

this time over fifty girls were "jammed" into Speed Hall,'^ and the president was
citing the need for four additional buildings.^''

The need for a gymnasium had long been recognized, but funds had never been

available. Abigail E. Weeks had sought to work up enthusiasm with her token

contribution of twenty-seven cents, but this move likewise came to naught. In his

first annual report (September 5, 1916), President Franklin named the gymnasium
as Union's first need, estimating its cost at $20,000. In addition, more land would

have to be acquired on which to lay out an athletic field. The Board of Education

agreed with the president, but no action was taken.

The following spring (May 31, 1917), at a special meeting of the Board, A. M.

Decker introduced a resolution authorizing the Property Committee to buy an

athletic field. The motion was carried, and C. B. Nordeman was authorized to

negotiate with Alexander Sevier for rent or lease of his property until such time as a

permanent field could be secured. In February, 1918, a committee was authorized

to rent a field at not over $100 per annum. On May 28, the committee reported that q

field had been secured for $50 rent, which could "partly be repaid by rent as a

pasture field. "^^
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Almost three years passed by and still no direct action had been taken toward

building a gymnasium. The student body, exasperated at what it considered

criminal procrastination on the part of the powers that be, descended like a plague

of locusts upon the Board of Education as it sat in the president's office on Union's

campus and presented that Board with a petition signed by virtually every member
ji the student body. This direct action, led by Horace Barker, produced immediate

results. '^ President Franklin was authorized to contact an architect in Knoxville for

plans.

Breaking of ground for the gymnasium took place during commencement week,

Vlay 28, 1919. The Board of Education requested all of Barbourville's merchants to

:lose their stores from 2:00 to 3:00 P.M., "incident to the breaking of ground," and

promised to serve refreshments. On the appointed day, following speeches by
President Franklin, Dr. Walsh, and A.' M. Decker, who reviewed the history of

Union College, a plow was set in motion by four "Reverends." "F. W. Harrop made
:he motion that the new gymnasium be a memorial to the soldiers and sailors of

Knox County, and the service men of the M. E. Church," from the state of

tCentucky.'^ To help defray the expense of construction, each charge was asked to

donate $5.00 for each enlisted man serving from its local circuit. In addition, a

mbscription campaign was set in motion by students, faculty, and friends of the

college.

The contract for the gymnasium was let on August 9 to Mr. Perkins of Woodbine
:or the sum of $34,829. This did not include plumbing, wiring, or inside furnishings,

rhe total was expected to come to $45,000, or over twice as much as the original

estimate. '^ Thanksgiving Day, 1919, was the occasion for another round of

estivities when the cornerstone was laid. The building was not finished in every

detail until late in the fall of 1920.

It is said that the gymnasium had been "a thing of imagination" so long that the

students could hardly believe their eyes when it came into being. It was reputedly

:he finest building of its type in the state, constructed of brick and Bedford stone. A
college catalogue of the period describes the interior as follows:

The basement has a swimming pool, showers, toilets, lockers, and dressing rooms. The
playing floor is 90 x 60 feet and gives ample room for all kinds of indoor athletics and

physical exercises. The balcony is fixed for a running track. The whole building is well

equipped.

Along with the gymnasium came a financial crisis. Besides the building program.

President Franklin and the Board had to cope with the problem of raising the

endowment sufficiently to secure recognition. In his first message to the Board of

Education in January, 1916, President Franklin discussed financial needs and the

basis on which he should appeal for funds. A loosely conceived policy meant

failure, or only partial success at best. In order for one to ask for help, the school's

mission must be succulently set forth. Franklin's survey of the situation had

convinced him that Union "must be fostered wholeheartedly by Kentucky

Methodism if she is to be a source of blessing in any large measure," and should it

"lose its church connection it would with the greatest probability pass away as fifty

or more other private schools have done in Kentucky within the past twenty or

thirty years." All .should agree "that Kentucky Methodism owes the State, the

Church, and the world a good college of first class standing."'^ The Conference

responded with a resolution "calling upon the various members of the Conference
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and the people of their charges to make a contribution for the current expenses of

the college. "^°

Union's position was firmly defined, but that did not alleviate the immediate,

acute financial distress. In September, 1916, the family of R. T. Miller, a noted

layman of the Kentucky Conference, presented Union with a check for $5,000 to be

used as needed. This saved Franklin much embarrassment during the school year,
i

but it was always his hope to replace the amount and use it for an improvement
|

fund. In addition, $1,000 was raised in Barbourville, one half of it coming from the
(

local Methodist Church.^'

When the Annual Conference took place in Maysville in the autumn of 1917, the

leaders of the Kentucky Conference awakened to the distressing financial situation.
|

Franklin expressed his doubts as to whether another college year could be added !

unless a larger source of income was found. His plan of the past year calling for each '

individual charge to raise a set amount had not been carried out, and he had been

forced to spend a great deal of time visiting these charges.

Under the leadership of Dr. John W. Hancher, associate secretary of the Board of

Education of the Methodist Episcopal Church in New York, who addressed the

Conference (September 3, 1917) at length on the subject, the Conference voted to

put on a drive known as the Educational Jubilee Movement, which was expected to

net $200,000 less two and one-half percent for the general [i.e., New York] Board of

Education. ^^ This was the first time in Union's history that the Kentucky
Conference had backed a great drive for Union College and was indicative of its

new interest in the college's welfare.

The Educational Jubilee Movement had barely begun when two factors

temporarily brought about its abandonment. Its greatest moving spirit. Dr.

Hancher, became ill, and, in addition, concentration on the war effort—the

subscribing of war bonds—diverted public attention from the movement. In

February, 1918, the Board of Education voted unanimously to postpone the Jubilee

drive because of the war effort. A. M. Decker, one of Union's ardent supporters

through fifty years of its history, revived the question of the drive at a Board

meeting in May, 1918, and urged a new drive with a goal of $100,000. Decker's

motion was carried, and September, 1918, was set as the starting date of the new
drive. When the Conference met in September, President Franklin made a strong

appeal to it for immediate action. Again the Conference voted to sustain a drive for

$100,000, with a reminder to its members that "this task is the present task of every

preacher and church in our Conference. "^^

Before much progress could be made on the drive, two other problems loomed
which made the task much more formidable and threatened to kill the Jubilee

Movement. The building of the gymnasium called for an immediate outlay of

$25,000, and at the same time the Boards of Home and Foreign Missions

inaugurated their Centenary drive throughout the forty-eight states. Because it was
virtually impossible to put on two drives within the Kentucky Conference at the

same time, the promoters of the Centenary requested "that all other proposed

finance campaigns in the church be sidetracked for the Centenary."-'' The members
of the Board of Education were reluctant to accede to the request, and, under the"

leadership of President Franklin, determined to have Union included in the

Centenary drive.
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The ensuing struggle marked another milestone on Union's road back. Inclusion

of Union, or of any private college for that matter, was contrary to the policy laid

down by the Centenary's manager. The Board members, under constant pressure

from top people of the church, yielded regretfully one by one, but President

Franklin continued the struggle. "In great anguish and argument," Franklin insisted

that to delay the college program would mean "the sacrifice of the proposed
Standard Union College."^

The victory, according to Franklin, was a hard one and "was gained through

much hard persuasion and continued insistence that Union College be included in

some way in the Centenary campaign, and we were taken in for one fifth of the total

subscriptions from our Conference. "^^ The total expected to be realized by Union

from the drive was $35,000, ^^ which was much below the goal set by the Jubilee

Drive. The actual amount subscribed, $80,000,^^ far above Franklin's estimate, was
expected to be appHed on the endowment. In the meantime. Union's productive

assets had fallen from $296,000 to $266,000 in two years because of the disposal of

the Kenyon Building. This drop had in advance the effect of largely nullifying the

recent gains.

Realizing the inadequacy of the returns expected from the Centenary

Movement, the Board of Education recommended another drive with the object of

raising $750,000. Enough was to be set aside from its proceeds to increase the

endowment to $500,000. The remainder was to be applied to physical expansion,

maintenance of the yearly budget, and the expense of the campaign. The
Conference accepted the challenge, authorized the drive, and asked Governor

Black to assume (September 19) the chairmanship.^^

President Franklin realized that $300,000 was the minimum that dared be applied

to the endowment; at the same time, there was good reason to believe that $300,000

represented the total that could be raised for any purpose. Franklin's solution for

this dilemma was to have the general Board of Education promise $200,000 should

the Kentucky Conference raise the $300,000 for endowment purposes in five years.

President Franklin knew this was an unusual request and gave his reasons in a

special paragraph:

We understand that the General Board does not ordinarily assist institutions that are not

already well established as colleges, but Union College is in a section far removed from a

good college of Liberal Arts and the topography is such that it is difficult to get any

appreciable number of people over the mountain ranges into Tennessee or out into the blue-

grass for higher education.^"

Although Franklin's plea struck no responsive chords on the part of the general

Board of Education, it did have the effect of calling the Board's attention to Union's

needs and helped to insure a small annual contribution from the New York Board.

Actually, the local Kentucky campaign results exceeded the expectations of its

leaders. True, $750,000 had been set as the goal, but hardly half that amount was
expected.

The Kentucky Conference was scheduled to hold its annual meeting that year

(1922) at Barbourville. This furnished the opportunity for celebrating the successful

completion of the drive. On the second night of the Conference, E. R. Overley,

president of the Board of Trustees, spoke on the results of the campaign recently

closed and announced the subscription of $452,000 up to July, 1922, when the
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campaign closed.^' A. M. Decker, treasurer of the Board of Education of the

Kentucky Conference, requested President FrankUn to stand "so the audience

could see the man who said 'We can do it,' when most, if not all the board didn't

know whether it could be done or not." Other addresses were delivered by the

Reverend F. W. Harrop and President Franklin. John Owen Gross, pastor of the

local church, addressed the Conference on September 27, "in commemoration of

Union College's successful endowment endeavor."

In 1924, the Conference expressed its gratitude, first to the Board of Education

"for the assistance it had rendered in both council [sic] and finance, " and second,

"to our people and constituents for their subscriptions to the endowment fund

which, if collected in full, will enable the college to hold to the program laid out for

it the next few years. . .

."^^ The fears expressed by the Board regarding collection

of pledges were realized. As late as 1927, the Board was considering the cases of

seven people who had given estate pledges, or subscriptions, some as high as $500.

Various excuses were offered by the people themselves or their heirs.-''' At any rate,

this drive put Union within "shooting distance of its four-year college rating with

the University of Kentucky."-''*

Another great victory for Union College, simultaneous with the completion of its

great drive in 1922, was its recognition as a legal entity—in other words, a corporate

person. Governor Black had pointed out the legal dangers under the system

whereby a gift intended for Union College could be given only to the Board of

Education of the Kentucky Conference, which acted as a kind of guardian or

godmother for the college. It must be kept in mind that the original Board of

Trustees had passed out of existence when the Corporation became defunct in

1886. The local Board of Trustees, instituted in 1914 when the Board of Education

withdrew financial support from the college, had only such powers as were

delegated to it by the Board of Education and was, of course, only temporary in

nature.

Regarding the "battle of incorporation," Dr. Franklin wrote:

I
I began early to point out that in order for the college to be successful it should b&

incorporated and given full corporate rights within itself to operate as a college. This was an

educational process. . . . This proposal to incorporate the college carried with it the

proposition to transfer the Speed properties to the college. This required a lot of persuasion

based upon sound procedure. Patience and reason finally pre\'ailed.''

E. T. Franklin presented his resolution for incorporation at the annual meeting

(September 24, 1921) of the Kentucky Conference and had the great satisfaction of

seeing it adopted. His resolution called for a group of twelve men, assisted by "one

or more experts, to be designated by our General Board of Education, . . . [to]

incorporate Union College, at Barbourville, Kentucky."-*^ The resolution included

two provisions with respect to the trustees: first, two thirds of the trustees of Union

College were to be members also of the Board of Education of the Kentucky

Methodist Episcopal Church; second, the Board of Education was to transfer all of

its "property, lands, buildings, and equipment. . .at Barbourville" to the trustees of

Union College.^'

According to the Third Article of Incorporation, the purpose of such

incorporation was "to make and constitute Union College a legal entity and

corporate person, that it may. . . manage, operate and administer Union
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College. . . for the promotion of liberal education, devote its efforts and being to

the interests of Christian education and to qualify and equip men and women to

engage in the several employments. . .
." The college was authorizd to confer

collegiate and honorary degrees, to make contracts, to acquire property, to accept

gifts, and to borrow money.

As a nonprofit organization, not being "used or employed for gain," or for "any

private pecuniary profit," Union College was exempt from taxation as provided by
Section 170 of the constitution of Kentucky. The Seventh Article limited

indebtedness to $100,000 and exempted the private and individual property of the

trustees from corporate indebtedness. It also provided that in case the college

should "cease to function," all properties of Union should revert to the Board of

Education.

The trustees, rather than the president, had authority to run the school. They
could appoint the faculty, fix rates of tuition and other college expenses, fix all

salaries, and "make rules for the general management of the affairs of the college

and for the regulation of the conduct of the students. . .
." The Board of Trustees

was to consist of not less than eighteen or more than twenty-seven members. Two
thirds of them were to be elected by the Conference from the Board of Education

(Conference Trustees). Of the remainder, one third was to be elected by the

Alumni (Alumni Trustees), and two thirds by the Board of Trustees (Trustees at

Large).

The first Board of Trustees of Union College, appointed by the Board of

Education, met at Union Church in Covington, April 26, 1922, for the purpose of

organizing the Board. E. R. Overley was elected president, and A. M. Decker

treasurer.^** Less than two weeks later (May 8, 1922), the secretary of state of the

Commonwealth of Kentucky issued a certificate authorizing Union College

Corporation to do business under its charter, subject of course to restrictions

imposed by Kentucky state statutes.^^

Near the end of Franklin's administration, at a meeting held in Pikeville

(September 23, 1927), Article III of Union's charter was amended to permit the

issuance of "annuity bonds and to pay annuity thereon. . .
."'"' The Articles were

amended again in 1931. The Board of Trustees was divided into the executive,

finance, education, endowment, and building and grounds committees.

The last important step on the way back was accreditation. It was extremely

difficult to ask students to attend a college, the credits of which were not

recognized, and at the same time secure enough students to achieve recognition. In

1921 , the president stated that, with a heavier endowment, entrance could be had at

once into the University Senate. He predicted recognition from the Kentucky

College Association within two years if the campaign proved successful. A year

later, Franklin said the time had come to ask for admission into the Association of

Colleges and Universities of Kentucky and into the University Senate of the

Methodist Episcopal Church. As it happened, however, first recognition came
from the LIniversity of Kentucky in 1925, when that institution granted Union the

rating of a standard four-year college.'*' This meant LInion's graduates were
accepted on condition.

In May, 1927, Franklin appeared before the University of Kentucky Accrediting

Committee to prove that Union deserved the rating of a grade "A" college. First, the
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committee was told that the academy and college faculties were entirely separate''^

and that 135 students were enrolled in the college department—more than the

minimum number required. Next, he had to show that Union's graduates were
already proving their worth. This Franklin did by presenting statistics showing how
about one half of Union's graduates since 1919 had earned advanced degrees or

were working on them—two already had Ph.D. degrees. Union's faculty was
represented as being well prepared. Franklin related how he spent two hours

before the committee using five points as the basis of his arguments. At the

conclusion of his arguments the committee agreed to grant grade "A" accreditation

on condition that the library be enlarged. On the following day, May 18, 1927, Ezra

Gillis, the registrar, wrote President Franklin as follows:

I take pleasure in reporting to you that the Committee on Accredited Relations of the

University of Kentucky at the House Meeting of May 17, rated Union College as an "A"
grade four-year college. Graduates of Union beginning with the class of 1927 will be
admitted to our graduate school the same as our own graduates.''^

It was wonderful to know that Union's graduates could now enter unquestioned

into the largest graduate school in the state.

President Franklin likewise realized that recognition could not be had from the

Kentucky Association nor the Southern Association as long as the academy was
located on the same grounds and in the same buildings as the college. Union could

not afford a new campus with new buildings for the academy and that meant it

must be sacrificed for the sake of complete accreditation.

Although the college had been moving logically in that direction, the Board of

Trustees hesitated when the fateful time arrived. The members were "not

enthusiastic, perhaps some were even opposed to the idea, but having committed

themselves to the plan of building a college far in the past, agreed to go ahead."

Almost none of the faculty, related Mrs. Franklin, approved the plan to abolish the

academy. Likewise many businessmen in town opposed it—seeing a falling off in

their trade. Following his announcement that no academy freshman class could

ever again be admitted to Union, President Franklin found himself perhaps the

most unpopular man in town. But the last great battle on the way back had been

won, and before Franklin left Union in 1928, he had the satisfaction of seeing the

college gain admission to membership in the Association of Colleges and

Universities of Kentucky.

The course had now been set. There could be no retrenchment. Most of President

Franklin's six-point program had been realized with thirteen years of hard labor,

and only a few more years would be needed to reach the ultimate goal. In 1928,

President Franklin stood upon Mt. Nebo looking into the land of Canaan.
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CHAPTER VII

General Growth and Activities, 1915-1928

J7inance was certainly the most confusing problem during this whole period. It is

next to impossible to ascertain the real assets of the Board of Education at a given

time. The Kenyon Building juggling brought confusion during the early period, and
during the later period it was brought about by the stock marketboom that spiraled

merrily upward until the crash of 1929.

Out of approximately $250,000 received from the Fanny Speed estate, $200,000

was represented by the Kenyon Building of Louisville. Although this building

continued to decrease in value and income over a period of years, at the end of the

fiscal year 1915-1916 it was listed on paper as worth $206,000 out of a total

"productive" endowment of $290,000. During President Ports's administration, C.

B. Nordeman had begged for authority to sell the building when an opportune

moment presented itself— this the Board refused to grant.' For years the Board had

proposed to dispose of the building and invest the receipts in stocks. At first

(Januar>' 29, 1918), the minimum price was set at $90,000,- but when an offer was
made at a much lower figure, C. B. Nordeman was authorized to sell at a minimum
net price of $75,000.

In March, 1919, Walter S. Adams, agent, agreed to pay $28,000 for the Kenyon
Building within five years and a balance of $50,000 within ten years, or a total of

$78,000. The Board accepted the offer and borrowed $25,000 from the Lincoln

Savings Bank and Trust Company to pay off the Kenyon mortgage owed the

Fidelity and Trust Company of Louisville. It will be remembered that the Kenyon
mortgage originated because of the building program of 1907-1908.

Although the Kenyon "notes" were listed in 1919 as worth only $48,000 (a loss of

over $150,000), the treasurer of the Board of Education reported Union's

productive endowment at $266,000, or onl>' $30,000 less than reported in 1916, when
the Kenyon Building was "v\'orth" $206,000. This meant that some time between
1916 and 1919, the Board of Education had mysteriously acquired $120,000. The
myster>' deepens further when one finds in 1921 the "productive assets" of Union

set at $163,000,3 or $100,000 less than five years before— this after a drive that is

supposed to have netted $80,000 (not including $25,000 subscribed for the

gymnasium). Seventeen years after Fanny Speed's death. Union's productive

endowment had decreased by $100,000.
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Further study of fiscal reports throws httle Hght on Union's financial labyrinth.

The financial report for 1925 hsts productive endowment at almost $360,000,

including $200,000 worth of Louisville Cement stock. But by July, 1922, over

$450,000 had been subscribed for Union's endowment in a single drive. Counting

off $25,000 for the gymnasium and $20,000 for the president's home. Union's assets

should seemingly have been worth over $200,000 additional, or at least $560,000.

When one discovers that the Louisville Cement stock had a face value of only

$53,333,^ he is left further confounded.

This same year (1925) the total indebtedness of $46,000, of which $30,000

remained on the gymnasium, was reduced by $11,000, and the president's new
residence was completed and paid for. Starting out with an annual budget of

$10,000, Franklin gradually increased the amount to $20,000 when he began hiring a

full college faculty, and tripled the amount by the end of his administration.

As the income from the Kenyon Building gradually decreased annually from

$12,000 to a deficit of $2,000, other sources gradually took its place. The chief "God-

send" proved to be the Louisville Cement Company's stock, which netted $6,500 in

1917-1918. The income from the Seelbach Realty Company, the Southern Pacific

Railroad, and the Louisville Hotel Company totaled about $2,500 annually. In

addition, the New York Board of Education of the Methodist Episcopal Church
usually contributed $1,500 to $2,000 each year. After completion of the president's

home and the gymnasium, LInion's property was valued at $300,000.

The chief bequests of the period were the Miller fund of $5,000, already

mentioned, the John D. Heame estate valued at $23,000, and the Wilson and

Baldwin contributions, which will be discussed later. Union's income from the

Conference and outside sources gradually increased from $3,000 in 1916 to about

$20,000 in 1927-1928. The Louisville Cement Company stock alone was netting

$9,000 annually. At the end of Franklin's administration, income from tuition

exceeded $14,000 per annum compared with $3,500 in 1915-1916.

Student costs doubled during the same period. Within a dozen years, board and

room at the college increased from $85 a year to $180. The academy student's

tuition had increased from $30 to $50. Tuition for college students usually amounted

to about $20 more than that of the academy. In 1915-1916, a boarding student in the

Union academy could attend one year for $125; in 1927-1928, the cost had risen to

$265.

In order to arrive at an understanding of this extraordinary rise in costs, one must

think in terms of national growth. The period of the 1920's following the first World
War was one of inflation and rising prices. Another factor in the increased costs was
the maintaining of a full collegiate faculty. Before the war, most of the boarding

faculty was working for $450 per annum plus board and room—or exactly the same
salary paid in 1905 to the "professors." Better-paid instructors like Miss Weeks were
earning $600. The number on the faculty from 1915 to 1928, varying from twelve to

twenty, fell to its minimum during the war years. Following the war, when Union

was offering four years of training in both the academy and the college with

expanded curriculums, the faculty increased to its maximum. When the academy
program was dropped, the faculty decreased to fifteen, or to approximately the

same size as when the collegiate program began.

Restoration of the collegiate program called for a better trained faculty, and after
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the war there was a sparse sprinkHng of professors with Ph.D. degrees. This rarity

of advanced degrees was quite common to small colleges of the period. The
academy faculty was unusually strong for the era—most of those teaching had

acquired the Master of Arts degree— a situation one was not likely to find in many
Kentucky high schools of the 1920's.

The duties of the faculty were not limited to the dissemination of knowledge in a

secular world but extended into the moral and spiritual realms as well. They
exercised these duties in their capacity as spiritual leaders, teachers, advisers, and

custodians of morals. With the reestablishment of the college curriculum and the

increased number of "young ladies" coming to Union as boarding students, it was
imperative that the school accept the responsibility for upholding the strict moral

codes and mores common to Kentucky and the South. Parents of the period would
have been extremely reluctant to send their daughters away from home to a school

where promiscuous mixing of the sexes was permitted.

Franklin's administration had inherited many rules and customs regarding boy-

girl relations. In the spring of 1915, three girls were punished for playing tennis with

boys while unchaperoned and for going on the boys' side of the campus. At the

same time a faculty resolution read "that thereafter in accordance with a long-

established precedent in the school, the girls shall not be allowed to go to the boys'

side of the campus for any purpose whatever."^

Girls under eighteen could not receive calls from the boys except by "written

request from the parents addressed to the preceptress." Under the new president,

Franklin, girls were allowed two "social evenings" per week in Speed Hall, on

Wednesday and Saturday evenings. These were known as "informal socials." In

1923-1924 we find the first recorded "open house." At the first one, held in

September, 1923, the girls were "at home" to the Stevenson Hall boys from 7:00 to

8:00 P.M. A program of "pieces," dialect stories, singing, piano playing, and games
for all, such as "Bird, Beast, or Fish," was presented. At the second, in January, 1924,

the boys "inspected" from 6:00 to 7:00 o'clock. "They were ushered into the parlor,

where, after being divided into three groups, their explorations began under

competent feminine guides. A hostess in each room received the guests and 'shooed'

them out when they had stayed long enough."^ In 1925, girls were allowed to go

downtown during the daytime unchaperoned, provided they "checked out." They
were likewise allowed dates to "appointed functions," if chaperoned.

Before 1920, the school did "not care to adopt uniforms for girls to insure

economy and balance," if it could secure these results otherwise. Girls were asked to

wear "coat-suits or blouses and skirts for church and school wear." Fancy dresses

could not be permitted for school wear, and at no time were "extreme low necks

and sleeves above the elbows" permitted. In the early 1920's, correct dress for

young ladies was more clearly defined:

1. Dresses and waists in the neck must not be lower than one and one half inches below the

collar-bone in front and correspondingly low in the back and should be near the neck on the

shoulders. 2. Sleeves must be long enough to come at least to the elbow.'

During the late 1920's, dress specifications for girls were dropped, and the young

ladies were admonished only to dress in a simple manner
—

"not elaborate or

faddish."**

Boys were naturally given more freedom than girls, but even they were required

to be in their rooms by 7:00 P.M. They could get special permission to stay out
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"week nights" and were always allowed to stay out until 10:00 or 11:00 on Saturday

nights. In the middle 1920's, Sunday night privileges were considered debatable.

Throughout the presidency of President Franklin, regulations against the use of

tobacco and intoxicating liquors were in force. One has only to glance at the faculty

minutes to realize how frequently these rules were broken. When a student was
caught drinking, he was usually severely reprimanded for his conduct, perhaps

temporarily dismissed from the campus, and the faculty made haste to pass a

resolution providing for expulsion from school in the future in such cases.

Amusingly enough, the faculty would repeat this process year after year, with the

idea that somehow they were establishing precedents for future action in such

cases. Actually, very few students were permanently expelled for drinking. The
fight against the use of tobacco was a losing one— at least apparently so to one

willing to face the realities of the situation. Smoking (covertly of course) had long

been going on in the men's dormitory. In 1923, the faculty voted to expel students

for smoking after the first offense. The next year, at a special meeting, the faculty

changed its mind and decided to try fines: $10 for the first offense and $25 for the

second. In the late 1920's, the situation was compromised by permitting smoking

off the campus. Other prohibitions included the breaking and defacing of property,

profanity, obscene language, and the reading of "trashy" literature.

There was nothing approaching true student government, although student

councils were organized by the dean, and representatives of the students consulted

with the deans in regard to regulations. Under Dean Carl Vogel, the academy had
its own separate council apart from the collegiate. Student government for the girls

of Speed Hall under the leadership of Abigail E. Weeks was announced for 1918,

but this seems to have been short-lived. In 1925, an administration demerit system

was in force. Twenty demerits for a campus student and fifteen for a day student

meant automatic dismissal.

The large study hall kept for academy students always presented disciplinary

problems. A "self-controlled" study hall underwent experimentation in 1922, with a

committee of two from each class establishing the rules. According to an article in

the Orange and Black, the study hall was failing in its noble object of exercising self-

control. The school paper asked for a study hall so well conducted that when "a

professor looks in he will not have to dodge to keep from getting his head cracked

with chalk." The paper issued a warning— it might be necessary to have the faculty

control it once again.^

One of the best examples of the ideas on discipline prevailing at Union was the

case of Robert Peters, editor of the Orange and Black, during the school year 1924-

1925. In an editorial dated April 29, 1925, Peters asked several questions: Why there

was no school spirit, why four fifths of Union's students were new each year, and

why students, almost without exception, were dissatisfied with Union. Peters then

proceeded to give the answers to his own questions. All academy study hall students

had been punished because a few had broken the rules, work had to be done on the

Orange and Black at night, and social privileges were looked upon as a "necessary

evil." He could see no reason why boys and girls should be separated so completely,

or why a girl had committed a crime by talking to a boy "around a tennis court."

Peters concluded his editorial by castigating, first, the faculty for looking upon
"dates, twice a week," as a waste of time, and second, the administration for

maintaining attitudes "ten years behind the times." In order to grow, wrote editor
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Peters, Union "must change."

The editorial caused much excitement among both the faculty and student body.

By vote of the faculty, Peters was asked to resign as editor of the school paper, and
the "Scribblers Club" accepted responsibility for the Orange and Black. An
editorial, evidently prepared by a faculty committee, refuted Peters under the

caption, "A CAT STORY." The article termed Peters' charges gross exaggeration

and pointed out that at the beginning of the past year, sixty percent of the college

department returned and, likewise, fifty percent of the academy, notwithstanding

the fact that many graduated or went into teaching.

In spite of all of the restrictions on boy-girl relations, Dan Cupid seems to have

held his own very well on the campus. President Franklin's brother "lost his

bachelor's degree" three days after graduation, and the following year's class had

fifty percent "casualties." When one speaks of such a high proportion of marriages

for one class, we must keep in mind the smallness of the college classes in the period

1915-1928. From 1919 through 1927 the total number receiving degrees was thirty-

eight, an average of about four per year. Franklin's last commencement in 1928

must have been a joy to him when he saw seventeen graduates receive degrees

—

two more than received diplomas from the academy.

When President Franklin first came to Union, "primary entertainment" by the

lower grades was a part of the commencement exercises. Later, the intermediate

and finally the grammar grades had this part of the final program for the school

year. Community receptions and art exhibits were usually planned, and during the

1920's, orchestra, band, and voice recitals became a part of the commencement
festivities. Something new for commencement week was added in 1920 when fifty

alumni appeared for the first "annual" alumni banquet.'" The Alumni Association,

although formed in 1894, had remained dormant through most of the years but had

undergone a revival in 1919 due to the influence of Abigail E. Weeks. Another

interesting commencement took place in 1924 when Union presented its first

diploma in voice to Lila Vincent, and the Reverend E. P. Hall achieved the

distinction of being Union's first graduate to preach a Baccalaureate sermon at

Union.'' During these years, the academy senior class established the precedent of

tree planting. Other features of commencement in the 1920's were dramatic

productions, and exhibitions by the swimming classes, usually under the direction

of Cora Sevier.

The building of the gymnasium in 1919 brought with it an added interest in

athletics— especially basketball and swimming. In addition, the revival of the

college curriculum meant the eventual return of intercollegiate athletics.

During the thirteen years of Franklin's regime, basketball was the major sport at

Union. An academy team was maintained at a time when there was no gymnasium.
In November, 1917, Franklin reported the basketball team as "doubtless the best in

the entire section."'- Intercollegiate basketball was revived in 1917 and continued

with successful seasons through 1923. Union was especially proud of its academy
teams of 1921 and 1922. In 1921, the academy team was undefeated in regular

season play and was beaten only in the finals of the state tournament by Manual

Training High School of Louisville. In 1922, the team won both the southeastern

Kentucky championship and the state tournament. The girls' varsity team almost

matched the boys' record this same year. It captured the championship of

.southeastern Kentucky and counted the University of Tennessee among its
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victims.''^

Baseball, likewise, was continued as a popular sport. Union had winning teams

from 1918 to 1921. Football had not been played since its first season in 1905.

Although Union's catalogues gave one the impression that the administration was
not sympathetic toward intercollegiate athletics, it must be kept in mind that

collegiate football could not have been reintroduced until the twenties because of

the very small enrollment in that department. September 1922 saw Union's first

football in seventeen years. The team, under W. B. Trosper, was green, and most of

the games were played against high-school teams. Within two years. Union was

playing almost entirely a collegiate schedule. With the coming of coach John B.

Wolfe in 1926, the caliber of Union's teams improved, but college enrollment was

too small to support a first-class team.

Two new sports, swimming and tennis, came to Union in the early 1920's. With

the completion of the new gymnasium, equipped with a swimming pool, all

students of Union College were required to be able to swim. The school boasted

many expert swimmers and fancy divers. Yearly swimming exhibitions were given

from 1920 to 1926, under the direction of Cora Sevier.

Tennis, for the first time in the history of Union, became an intercollegiate sport

in 1925, under the direction of Dr. John B. Rippere. This first team played two
matches with Williamsburg and split the honors. The second year (1926), Union's

mixed team of boys and girls had a perfect season— five victories and no defeats.

Again in 1928 the team won the Cumberland Valley Tennis Tournament.

If it is true that the period of the "Golden Twenties" was marked by an increased

interest in athletics, the same can be said for increased interest in the fine arts. As has

been already pointed out. Union, from the first, offered instruction in music, and

often a goodly proportion of all the students was taking music lessons. It seemed
that Union was "hitching its wagon to a star" when it aspired to contain a

conservatory of music.

Union's conservatory opened in 1918. Its seven departments (open to students

from the college and the community) were voice; piano; children's; teacher's

training; theory, harmony and composition; stringed instruments and orchestra;

wind instruments and band. Students of the conservatory could take the

Conservatory Diploma or the Bachelor of Music degree (first offered 1920-1921) by
following a special course and majoring in piano, voice, or violin. Since 1907, Union

had graduated six students from her music department.'"* Although students

continued to receive certificates from the various departments, none received the

coveted degree in music. The interest manifested in that subject, however, is shown
by a registration of fifty-five students in music courses for the year 1922-1923.

Perhaps the school attempted too much in the way of musical organizations. It

had a band, orchestra, saxophone club, mandolin chub, the Treble Clef Club, and

Apollo Glee Club, besides an excellent girls' quartet—the Kentucky Cardinals

—

which toured eastern Kentucky on behalf of the endowment drive. '^ The moving
spirit of the conservatory was Charles E. Abler, who left Union in 1922. He was
succeeded by Francis A. Nunvar, a graduate of the Berlin Conservatory, who
remained two years. With Nunvar's going, the conservatory became defunct, and
only a music department remained. Near the end of his administration. President

Franklin complained that the tuition from this department was not sufficient to

maintain a full-time music teacher because of the low rates offered by music
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teachers in town.'^

If one seeks recompense for the nostalgic days of Union's conservatory which are

no more, he can find it elsewhere in the solid lasting literary achievements of the

period. Two "traditional" student publications, the Orange and Black and the

Stespean, rose almost simultaneously in 1921. The latter has suffered many
vicissitudes due to war emergencies, rascally printers, and financial troubles, but

the former has been able to maintain an almost unbroken line of publication from its

first issue. Strangely, the school catalogues of the period gave no recognition to

these two publications except to note that the "Scribblers Club" contributed articles

to the "school paper."

The Orange and Black owed its beginning to the suggestion of George E. Ryder,

a junior in the academy. The first issue appeared on Washington's birthday, 1921 . A
week earlier, Ben Haynes, a student, had given a special talk in chapel concerning

the new paper. The first volume consisted of a four-page paper, 8x11 inches in size,

published biweekly by the junior academy class. ^" The first editor-in-chief was Ben

Haynes, with Miss Weeks as faculty censor. The purpose of this new paper was

explained in George Ryder's own words:

. . . when we put this paper into the hands of the pubhc we hope to feel that we are not only

giving an account of the daily happenings on the campus from the right point of view, but

that we are gi\ing a Httle paper chuck full of articles of good literar> \alue. . . . \\'ith this

initial edition of the Orange and Black we greet all and kindly ask \our loyal support for the

Orange and Black for all time to come.''*

The paper's first motto, that of the junior class. Labor Omnia Vincit, appeared

under the title. Beginning with the second volume in September, 1921, the paper

was slightly increased in size, and the second number changed the motto to "We
must not stop here; yonder lies the port. " Later, other mottos were used and then

finalK dropped altogether. In 1925, the Orange and Black became the college

paper rather than a class paper.

The Fledgling of 1920 represented Union's pioneer efforts in class annuals.

Portrayed on its front green paper was a newly bom fledgling, drawn by Robert

Blair. This first annual was dedicated to President E. T. Franklin "as an expression

of gratitude for the interest he has shown in the upbuilding of Union College. " Its

editor was Anna Mae Sloan, one of I' nion's four college graduates for that year. And
so the puny Fledgling set forth on its trial flight:

The Fledgling flieth forth!

Long li\e the FledglingP'^

When the time came for publication of Union's second annual, the editors were
presented with the dilemma of selecting a permanent name. The Fledgling was
bound to grow into something, perhaps "a Cardinal or Mocking Bird," but the

editors felt that in giving a "permanent name" to the annual, "they should in some
way do honor to those who, years ago, did so much to make the Union College of

today possible. "-'^ The name Stespean was derived from the first three letters of the

names Stevenson and Speed, with the suffix an . X'iolet Humfleet, associate editor of

the first Stespean, is credited with the "happy coinage."

The first Stespean was dedicated to Abigail E. Weeks, in appreciation of the

sympathy, good ad\ice, high ideals, true friendship, help, and other virtues

exemplified in her life. In this first issue, there appeared photographs of the main
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number also contained the photographs of academy seniors like Robert Blair,

Kenneth Tuggle, Josh Faulkner, and James Blair, who became well known for their

success in later life.

The older literary societies were somewhat eclipsed by thesenew literary efforts,

but some continued on their way, and new ones rose to vie for membership. The
early years of Franklin's administration were plagued with "delphic" societies. In

1915, the Kiadelphic died, and the Diadelphic was born. Early the next year.

President Franklin discovered that no literary societies were functioning on the

campus and called the students together for the purpose of organizing one. This

organization, known at first simply as the "Literary Society" of Union College, was

shortly rechristened the Adelphian Literary Society and allegedly merged with the

Diadelphic, which already had ceased to function. The Utopian Society was then

added as a competitor to the Adelphian. Every student was expected to join one of

them. One can understand why interest might languish—meetings were held in lieu

of Saturday afternoon classes from 3:00 to 4:00 P.M.

The next year, seven alumni petitioned for the revival of the old Philoneikean

Society. Union's most famous society had died along with the junior collegiate

curriculum. S. P. Franklin, who had lately returned from Northwestern University

with an advanced degree to serve on Union's faculty, was largely instrumental in

bringing about its reorganization. The resurrected club remained active through

1923-1924.

Other clubs tracing their origin or revival to the 1920's were the Demosthenes

(1921), Philomathean (1922), Stevensonian (1924), French (1924), 2' Latin (1925),

Three W. Circle (1926), the "U" (1926), and the Playlikers (1927). The "U" Club

appeared with the revival of collegiate athletics. It was organized during the winter

of 1925-1926 by Coach Funk for men who won their varsity letter in any branch of

athletics. 22 Both the Stevensonian Literary Society and the Demosthenes Debating

Club ceased to exist with the passing of the academy.

Another club, the Playlikers, underwent a revival in the late 1920's. Such a club

had been organized as early as 1881, and there may have been various dramatic

clubs after that time. One source^^ states that the Playlikers revived in 1921, but

there is no mention of them in the college catalogue, Stespean, or Orange and Black

before the middle twenties. In 1927, they became active and the club was named
the Playlikers.24

The revival of athletics, musical organizations, and dramatics did not mean that

the college was turning away from the ideals of its new founders, Mrs. Speed and
Dr. Stevenson. On the contrary, no president of Union has exceeded President

Franklin in his strong religious convictions or in the desire to further Christian

education at L^nion. The letterheads that President Franklin used were captioned,

"Union College—A School That Likes to Serve—Founded and Sustained for

Christian Education. " In his annual reports he delighted in reviewing the religious

life of the school during the preceding year and would usually list the number of

conversions achieved through semiannual revivals. For instance, in his first annual

report he noted "two gracious revivals " netting at least seventy-five conversions. He
considered no part of the year's work "more encouraging than this religious

development among the students and faculty."

It was one of Franklin's goals to have Union College endeavor "to do a class of
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work" justifying the support of the "Methodist Church and Christian people in

general as well as other philanthropists who want a specific moral and Christian

atmosphere about student life."^ In his first catalogue, President Franklin named as

his specific aim for Union College,"the development of life and the formation of

genuine substantial character. It [Union] interprets the meaning of life and sets

itself to the task of fitting young men for the manifold and responsible duties the age

demands."

Chapel was held five days a week from Tuesday through Saturday. Attendance,

of course, was compulsory. As a rule, either President Franklin or a faculty member
delivered the address, although occasionally there were guest speakers. During the

early years of Franklin's regime, chapel lasted forty minutes. For a period of one

year, divided chapel for the sexes was held two days a week. The new dean, Francis

E. Matheny, had suggested such a move in order to work on problems peculiar to

the different sexes. At one of these sessions, Mrs. Gunn gave a talk to the girls on the

"Old-Fashioned Virtues. "^^

Besides chapel, students were also required to attend revivals, Sunday School,

Sunday preaching services, and one weekly evening worship usually held on

Thursday. In 1923, compulsory night services were discontinued by the president

because of the "strain" and the "unnatural attitude connected with them."^^ Each

Tuesday at the beginning of the chapel period, individual cards were turned in

reporting church attendance on Sunday.

Union's work in the preparation of ministers was still going forward. When the

Kentucky Annual Conference met at Barbourville in 1922, it was discovered that

about twenty-five of its members (almost half) had been connected with Union

College at one time or another. ^^ Union had been charging only one half the regular

tuition rates to ministerial and missionary students and children of ministers.

Beginning with the fall term of 1919, ministerial students of the Methodist

Episcopal Church and children of members of that church were given "free

Literary tuition. "^^ The Joshua Taylor fund was another source of aid to ministerial

students. ^° Students of other faiths continued with favored rates.

With the coming of Frankhn, a "theological department" was reestablished at

Union. This was described as not intended to give a theological seminary course but

was offered in order to give training that would meet the needs of one wanting

"some help in Christian work before going to a theological seminary." The course

was also recommended to any student as a "mind and character builder."

Since the days of President Faulkner, the presidents had shouldered most of the

burden of providing instruction in Bible and theology. With the leaving of the

Reverend E. R. Overley, President Franklin provided instruction in philosophy,

Bible, and systematic theology. During the early years of Franklin's regime, the

local Methodist ministers assisted him. Beginning in 1920, the college dean assumed

this duty.

Up to this time, no special fund solely for the purpose of providing instruction in

religious education had been established at Union. In 1926, friends of the college

were overjoyed to hear of a bequest of $50,000 for the purpose of endowing "a

professorship of Ethics, for teaching by lecture, class instruction, or otherwise, the

fundamental principles of morality and good conduct. "^^

The donor of this bequest, Amanda Landrum Wilson (Mrs. Obed J.), of

Cincinnati, who had died recently at the advanced age of ninety-four, at one time
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was a student of Augusta College. The endowment was in honor of her father, the

Reverend Francis Landrum, a trustee of Augusta. Mrs. Wilson became interested in

Union because of its historical connection with Augusta College. The Reverend F.

W. Harrop, a former Union faculty member, "called on Mrs. Wilson a number of

times and furnished a great deal of historical information together with things of

personal interest to Mrs. Wilson. Bishop Anderson also made a very effective and

urgent appeal to Mrs. Wilson. ..." President Franklin finally persuaded Mrs.

Wilson to include Union in her will only two years before her death. ^^

On June 7, 1927, Union received the Mrs. Obed J. Wilson bequest of $46,362.50.

The professorhsip so endowed became known as the Francis Landrum Memorial

Professorship of Ethics and Moral Conduct. The first professor to occupy this chair

was the Reverend Charles Clark Smith, A.M., S.T.M., D.D., who at the same time

was dean of Union College and professor of Bible and Moral Philosophy.

There is no record of the number of ministerial students attending Union from
1919 to 1927, nor are there any ministerial or religious groups featured in the school

annuals, except in the Fledgling,^^ but in the fall of 1917, the number of ministerial

students increased from nine to seventeen, of which four had been recommended
for entrance to the Conference.^'* During the next two years, a dozen students are

listed in the college catalogues as ministerial prospects. Without question. President

Franklin was instrumental in attracting such students and made special efforts to

induce them to attend Union.

In the preceding chapter, mention was made of Union's main physical

achievement of the period—the new gymnasium. However, there was other

growth of the physical properties during this period, the most important of which

was the president's home. After the completion of Speed Hall, Dr. Stevenson's

cottage was abandoned as the president's home, and thereafter the administrators

had lived generally in Speed or in the Stevenson Hall apartments. In 1916, President

Franklin spoke of a president's home as one of Union's "pressing needs." Three

years later the college acquired the Dishman cottage and property comprising

about ten acres, at a cost of $7,775.^^ A portion of the gymnasium was built on this

land.^^ On January 23, 1922, the school received a check from F. E. Baldwin for

$4,750. This was applied to the debt on the Dishman lot and practically freed it of all

encumbrances.^^

In 1923, the Board of Trustees took definite action to erect the president's

residence on the Dishman property. E. T. Franklin, W. W. Shepherd, and A. M.
Decker composed a building committee. The contract, signed on November 19,

1923, called for construction of the building for the sum of $4,000. The Union
College Corporation was required to furnish all materials. ^^ It was hoped to

complete the building for a total cost of $15,000, but as experience has proven in

almost all cases of like nature, the contractor's estimate of materials was far below
the actual costs. In addition, extras like water and sewage pipes had not been taken

into consideration. Final estimates brought the total costs to almost $20,000. It is

amusing to note that the edifice was listed in 1935 as being worth $7,364, although it

would cost $15,000 to replace it.^^

The Franklins moved into their new home early in 1925. On February 9, 1925,

they gave the first president's reception to faculty members at the present Baldwin

Place. In 1934, almost a decade had passed since the erection of the president's

home and still it bore no name of particular significance. Then an annuity of $12,000
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from the Baldwin family was announced. The Board of Education invested the

amount in securities and determined to show its gratitude by naming the president's

home Baldwin Place in honor of the two donors, Francis E. and Anna G. Baldwin. ^°

Franklin's administration achieved one more important item of growth—that of

the library. In the twenty years after its founding, it had grown slowly, adding less

than a thousand volumes to the original one thousand housed in one room over the

first floor of the administration building. In 1917, the library received two
important contributions: one from Mrs. J. H. Good of Ashland and the other from

Mrs. E. J. Langdon, who contributed the late Professor Langdon's private library.

The following year, Dr. E. C. Wareing, editor of the Western Christian Advocate,

presented the college with "several hundred splendid volumes." In addition, Mrs.

F. E. Baldwin of Elmira, New York, and Mrs. Mary E. Means, of Ashland,

Kentucky, gave $1,000 each, to be paid in installments, for the acquisition of new
books. In 1925, the college received $5,000 to be used for the library and for the

science laboratories. Mention must also be made of the 200 valuable and out-of-

print history books contributed by Dr. A. M. Hyde, professor of history at Union.

In 1927, Union's one-room library was literally bursting. At that time an

additional adjoining classroom was utilized. In it were placed the volumes seldom

used and the French collection. For this reason the new library room was known as

the French room. In one of his last reports. President Franklin suggested the

building of a combined library and science hall. Speed-Stevenson Library had now
grown to contain 7,000 volumes together with numerous magazines.

The time of Franklin's stay at Union was now fast drawing to a close. A few more
years and he could expect to get complete accreditation from the Southern

Association, but, as his wife has aptly stated, he, like Moses, could not enter the

promised land. ITieir eldest daughter had developed an asthmatic and bronchial

condition that gave little indication of clearing up. So, upon the advice of their

physician, they decided in the summer of 1928 to leave Union. Franklin found a

new position in the fall of 1928 and resigned on October 11, the resignation to take

effect November 5, 1928.^^ The news of Franklin's resignation did not reach the

campus until the third week in October.''^ The Board of Trustees accepted his

resignation on October 18, and passed a resolution in his honor which read:

WHEREAS:
Thirteen years ago during a critical period in the life of Union College, the Board of

Education selected Rev. E. T. Franklin for its president. The wisdom of that choice has

been fully vindicated by the development of the institution during the past thirteen years.

From a graded school and academy with serious and financial problems to an "A" grade

college of liberal arts, now firmly established with growing endowment is evidence

sufficient of his wise administration and prophetic vision.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED
That in accepting the resignation of President Franklin we deeply regret his passing from

us, are truly grateful to the beneficent providence that brought him to our institution and
wish for him divine guidance and abundant success in his new field. ''^

The Franklins left the middle of November for Southwestern College in Kansas.

The following February, President Franklin became the recipient of Union's first

honorary doctor's degree. The Board of Trustees voted him the Doctor of Divinity

degree and declared it effective immediately.^"*

The Orange and Black had given an excellent summary of Dr. Franklin's

achievements at Union.
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Thirteen years ago Union College was nothing more than a high school with a very dark

future. Its founders were no longer sure of its possibilities; its teachers were never sure of its

finances, and its board of trustees were almost ready to become discouraged. . . .

The new president of the College evidently had a vision of the future; . . . Soon the

college course was revived, the grades dropped, and Southeastern Kentucky saw a new
beginning of an old institution.

During the past thirteen years under the careful leadership of President Franklin, our

College has received additional endowments which now total well over $400,000, and the

standing of the college has been raised until our graduates are accepted as equal to those of

the other colleges of the state. . . . Its present condition is due in no small way to the faithful,

earnest efforts of President Franklin. Union College has always had first place in his thought

and affections. ^^
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I

President John Owen Gross

CHAPTER VIII

Union Finds Its Place

U.nion's new president, John Owen Gross, was no stranger to Union's campus.

For eight years he had served in the Barbourville area, first as pastor of the local

Methodist Episcopal Church and later as district superintendent. He was born at

Folsom, Kentucky, in Grant Count>% on July 9, 1894. He received his A.B. degree at

Asbur>' College in 1918, and the S.T.B. degree three years later from Boston

University. In addition he had studied in the graduate schools of the University of

Kentucky and the University of Cincinnati. The next year, after his elevation to

Union's presidency, John O. Gross was called back to his alma mater, Asbury, to

have the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity conferred upon him.

Before graduation from college, Gross determined to follow the ministry. He was
received on trial into the Kentucky Conference in 1916, ordained as deacon in 1918,

and came to Barbourville as pastor in 1920. While attending divinity school at

Boston, he had married Harriet Bletzer. During the 1920's Gross often appeared on

Union's programs, and his long association with the school provided him with an

excellent key to the proper understanding of Union's problems.

Following President Frankhn's departure from Union, the college had remained

without a head for a period of two months. Finally, when the Board of Trustees met
at Union College (January 30, 1929), the nominating committee, upon the motion of
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Governor Black, recommended Gross's name for the presidency. After several

conferences that same day with Gross, the committee passed Black's motion

without dissent. The next day, upon motion of Bishop Theodore S. Henderson,

Gross was elected unanimously by the Board of Trustees and was instructed to

begin his duties at once, February 1, 1929.^

Completion of former President Franklin's drive for full recognition was viewed
by the new president as Union's immediate goal, and he set to work to attain it. With

the graduation of Union's academy class of 1930, work of high-school grade was no
longer taught on the college campus. This action cleared one major stumbling block

toward full recognition. According to President Gross, such recognition could be
secured by (1) securing a slight addition to the endowment, (2) reorganization of

the library with employment of a full-time librarian, (3) additions to the science

equipment of Union's laboratory, and (4) strengthening of Union's faculty.

All the foregoing obstacles were removed during the school year 1930-1931.

Abigail E. Weeks was relieved of her duties as part-time librarian, and a full-time

librarian took charge of the library'. At the same time, a drive was inaugurated to

increase the endowment. New science equipment was added to the laboratories,

and an additional lecture room was provided. For the second time in Union's

history', three professors holding the degree of Doctor of Philosophy appeared on

the faculty.

Union's first petition for membership in the Association of Colleges and

Secondary Schools of the Southern States was rejected, but this rebuff was
somewhat softened by Union's recent election to the American Association of

Colleges, at Cincinnati on January 21, 1932,^ and by the assurance that membership
in the Southern Association could be secured when deficiencies in standards were
overcome. \\'hen the Southern Association held its annual meeting at New Orleans

in late November, 1932, Union was again a candidate for accreditation. President

Gross presented Union's case at the sessions, and on December 1, 1932,^ the dream
of many years came true—Union was elected to membership in the Association of

Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States. This insured full

recognition of Union's credits at any college or university in the United States.^

The students, faculty, and friends of Union planned a huge ovation for President

Gross on his return from New Orleans, and when he arrived at the Louisville and

Nashville railroad station in Barbourville on Saturday afternoon, December 3, he

was greeted by an enthusiastic crowd. Seated upon the town's fire engine. Union's

president rode to the town square, followed by a long line of cars and marching

students. Flowing pennants bearing the slogans, "Watch Union Grow," "Union
Fully Accredited," and "Union Second to None," were attached to many of the

cars.^

Upon arrival at the square. Mayor Jarvis, County Agent Mayhew, Governor

Black, and the Reverend CM. Thompson gave short talks on what accreditation

meant to Union and Barbourville. Dr. Gross concluded the impromptu program
with a long address on the late happenings at New Orleans. The following Monday,
chapel was devoted to a program celebrating the event of the year— fuU

accreditation. At the next meeting of the Board of Trustees, President Gross

reiterated the importance of Union's achievement of the year 1932.

Three other important celebrations took place during the administration of Dr.

Gross. The first was held in 1929 to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary' of the founding
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of Union College; the second in 1931 to dedicate a memorial to Union's founders;

and the third in 1936 to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of Dr. Stevenson's

coming to Union College.

Before the end of Dr. Franklin's regime, a motion had been adopted by the Board

of Trustees to make plans for the celebration of a semi-centennial at the proper

time. Dr. Gross, who had presented the motion, was placed on a program

committee along with President Franklin, A. M. Decker, James D. Black, and J. L.

Fort.6

This Fiftieth Anniversary Jubilee Celebration took place from Saturday, May 25

to May 29, 1929. The first day was used for a combined founders' and alumni day,

the second for the Baccalaureate, the third for the meeting of trustees and the

historical pageant, the fourth for the academy commencement, and the fifth for a

special address in the morning on Union's future, followed by commencement
exercises at night. James P. Faulkner delivered the principal Founders' Day
address, and A. M. Decker gave a talk on Union's early history.

The historical pageant, written by Professor James Watt Raine of Berea, was
divided into six episodes, each of which was directed by a member of Union's

faculty. None of the episodes was relevant to the history of Union College except

the last, "Union's Gift to Appalachia." Other persons taking a prominent part in the

celebration besides the ones already mentioned were James D. Black, who gave the

address of welcome, Governor F. D. Sampson, Bishop H. Lester Smith, and the

ministers W. S. Bovard, J. L. Fort, E. P. Hall, and H. E. Trent.

J. P. Faulkner's lengthy address was a fine contribution to Union's history; in fact,

it is the finest single source bearing on that period. Speaking of Barbourville's part in

the building of Union he said:

And now lest some one should think that I am playing favorites in claiming that Barbourville

built Union College, I am quick to claim, and justly, that Dr. Stevenson built it, with equal

justice that Mrs. Fanny Speed built it, and I believe that some of you know that it would not

be fair to my own and other administrations not to give them credit for the part they have
played in its development. However, this is Barbourville's day in court and no one will dare

now to question the original, the lasting and the significant contributions made by her

citizens— b>' such a large number of her citizens that we are justified in not speaking of them
individually but collectively— justified in speaking of Barbourville's contribution—in

saying that Barbourville built Union College.

Four of Union's original founders, E. E. Sawyers, John H. Catron, James D.

Black, and Gordon P. Bain, were present for the impressive ceremonies, but five

other survivors were unable to attend the celebration. Some of Union's first

students, A. M. Decker, T. F. Faulkner, Mrs. A. M. Decker, Mrs. E. E. Sawyers,

Salhe Hoskins, and Annie Albright, were in attendance.''

Although Union's founders had been honored with a special ceremony, it was felt

that there should be more tangible and lasting evidence of Union's gratitude

—

perhaps a memorial. As J. P. Faulkner aptly described the situation, something was
wanted that might not lie hidden away in a library but rather a memorial "that

would arrest attention and keep alive the memory of their service, their sacrifice,

their vision and their faith. . .
." For years, Faulkner had "timidly hoped" for such a

memorial, but President Gross was the first to make the suggestion.

By late summer of 1929, the type of memorial—a gateway—had been selected,

and a drive for contributing donors begun under the direction of President Gross.

The memorial was to consist of two entrance posts of carved stone with the names
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of the founders inscribed on the stone.* Thomas D . Tinsley suggested a bronze plate

rather than cutting into the stone, and his ideas were adopted with modifications

—

marble plates being used instead of bronze. The marble plate on the left pillar (as

one entered) described the purpose of the memorial, and the one on the right listed

the founders' names. ^ Each pillar is surmounted with a concrete slab and a large

globe light. About 1,500 bulletins were mailed to former students, graduates, and

friends of the college asking for contributions. ^° Response was poor, and at the end

of two years only $150 had been subscribed, over half of which had been given by J.

P. Faulkner, George H. Wilson, and Katherine X. Sutphen." The next year, after the

dedication of the gateway, $75 of the total cost of $450 remained to be paid.

The Founders' Memorial Dedication exercises were held November 7, 1931.

President Gross delivered the welcoming address, James P. Faulkner presented the

memorial, and A. M. Decker of the Board of Education accepted on behalf of the

seven surviving founders.'^ Again, J. P. Faulkner was the orator of the day. An
attempt, said Faulkner, was being made to make amends for delayed appreciation

of the founders. Some gave more than others, but each had given according to his

ability. "The outstanding thought back of their effort was the Union of purpose—

a

Union so evident and so strong that it suggested the name which the institution still

bears and perhaps will ever continue to bear."^^

ckrfv

Classroom Building and Founders' Gates
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President Gross, wishing to pay annual tribute to Union's founders, designated

the week of October 23 as Founders' Week. Its first observance was held October

23, 1933, when six of Union's founders attended Union's chapel services to hear

Judge T. D. Tinsley deliver an address on Knox County pioneers. Since that date.

Founders' Week has not been observed regularly at Union.

The year 1936 brought with it the fiftieth anniversary of President Stevenson's

coming to Union College.'^ The celebration was held in connection with the

commencement week program, May 24-28. On May 27, James P. Faulkner gave the

commemoration address, speaking on the subject, "Dr. Stevenson As I Knew Him."

Dr. W. E. Shaw followed Faulkner with a talk on the first commencement address

(1893). "The college of today," said Faulkner, "is a growing monument to the genius

of Dr. Daniel Stevenson, hence this fiftieth anniversary celebration."^^

When the Kentucky Annual Conference met at Maysville in September, another

commemoration service was held in Stevenson's honor. Among those participating

were President Gross, Governor Flem D. Sampson, Dr. E. P. Hall, and James P.

Faulkner, who delivered another fine eulogistic address on Dr. Stevenson's

character and services. The Board of Education, meeting at the same conference,

recorded the following tribute to Dr. Stevenson:

The adventure made by Dr. Daniel Stevenson in 1886 in the purchase of Union College for

$4,425 is an epoch in the history, not only of our Conference, but of the educational

movement in Kentucky. For fifty years the college has given itself to constant and efficient

service for the people of the conference. It has trained more than half as many ministers as

now compose the Kentucky Conference, as well as many teachers and other professional

men and women. '^

Dr. Gross suggested that a chair of education be established at Union in Dr.

Stevenson's honor, but no action was taken on the proposal.

In addition to paying tribute to Dr. Stevenson, Union was called upon to pay its

last respects to another great name associated with the college, Andrew M. Decker,

Sr. Andrew M. Decker's death on June 20, 1933, at the age of 72, was a blow to

Union College. For half a century this staunch friend of Union's stood in the

vanguard of those always ready to support Union in her times of stress. While

Andrew was still a young lad, his parents. Dr. Andrew and Eliza J. Decker from

Claiborne County, Tennessee, moved to Stinking Creek, where the boy shortly

became the sole support of his widowed mother and three sisters.

Speaking of Decker's early contacts with Union College, President Faulkner said:

Mr. Decker had a triple relation to the school. His connection began with the session over

the Gibson store when he was a student, who accepted nothing as true or proved on the

word of the teacher. He had to be shown. This was a habit that sometimes proved rather

annoying to professorial dignity. I am sure my authority for this statement, my brother, was
equally guilty and took equal pride in his teacher's discomforture [sic] and got a great deal

of enjoyment out of the many pranks which they together played on any innocents. During
the summer of 1880, Mr. Decker carried bricks to the masons, as the college building was
being erected, and, when the school opened in the fall, he entered as a student and acted as

janitor in order to pay his tuition. It \\'as while acting in this dual capacity that he was also

assistant in the Primary Department. There is no further record but it is presumed that he
left the pranks to his former accomplice when he was elected to the faculty.''

During the winter of 1880-1881, while attending Union, Decker met Lida

Sawyers, daughter of W. W. Sawyers, whose services to Union have already been

[
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noted, and not long afterwards made her his wife. In June, 1883, Decker accepted a

position with the Swann-Abram Hat Company of Louisville,''' a firm with which he

maintained connections for almost half a century and which appropriately dubbed
him "Andy—the Million-Dollar Salesman!" Actually, during his lifetime he sold

almost two milHon dollars worth of his wares. '^

Beginning with the early 1900's, Mr. Decker was elected to the Board of

Education, serving in the capacities of secretar>' and treasurer. In 1922, he was
elected to Union's first Board of Trustees for the long term and later, being

reelected, served until his death. His home was always open to facult>', students,

and friends of Union College. His many ser\ices to the school have already been

discussed. At its next meeting, the Board of Trustees resolved that:

\\ HEREAS Andrew M. Decker was during his life time a student of Union College and
later by his staunch friendship to the institution and ser\ice in its behalf merited and was
elected to a place of responsibility' upon its Board of Trustees serving its interests more than

a score of years with untiring energy- and zeal, having endeared himself to all the Board
members and proven of great worth to the faculty and student bod>' is greatly missed in this

meeting.

THEREFORE be it resolved that the Board of Trustees of Union College assembled this

20th da>- of February-, 19.34, at Barboursille, Kentucky, express its sincere svTnpathy to the

members of his family and deep appreciation for his valuable service. ^"^

Early in 1935, another of Union's leading founders, James T. Gibson, passed

away. In 1922, when the Kentucky Annual Conference convened at Barbourville,

Mr. Decker asked Mr. Gibson together with the Reverend S. F. Kelley to stand, so

the Conference might meet two men who had helped "to build the first Union

College."^'

The same Conference that sent a note of sympathy to Mrs. Decker in 1933 made
James D. Black an honorary' hfe member of the Board of Trustees, with the power
to vote. Five years later, on August 5, 1938, this best known of Union's founders and

one of its presidents passed to his reward. The same meeting which elected a new
president for Union College on November 4, 1938, also adopted a resolution that:

The Board of Trustees of Union College has suffered irreparable loss in the death. . . of

James D. Black. His passing removes from our ranks one of Union's best friends. We shall

miss his wise counsel and leadership. \N e shall think of him when we speak of Union
College, as being the one who insisted that it be called "Union. "^^

"The name. . .according to Governor Black was not one selected at random but

very carefully selected. . . . Through the years the name has given the college

direction. . .

."^^

During this same period in which Union was seeking to find her place and

honoring her founders, she was also attempting to keep pace with the trends current

in the modem educational world. In college educational circles it was beginning to

be realized that the average college freshman needed a great deal of guidance to

help him orient himself to his new surroundings. For the first time at Union, a

freshman orientation program was held in September, 1931 . This preliminary- to the

f)pening of the college year— so very important to its success—has become a

regular, established feature at Union College.

When this freshman guidance program began, there was only one type of

beginning student on the campus— the college freshman. With the passing of the

primary, intermediate, and academy curriculums, which were often integrated

with studies in the Normal, business, and mu.sic departments, the different plans of
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tiid\" became easier to understand, and the pessimists that had foreseen a big drop

n enroUment in the fall of 1930 because there was no longer a l^nion academ>- were
lisappointed, because in spite of the business depression, total enrolbiient

ncreased from 260 to 400.

Only one degree was offered in 1929-1930, the same one first offered at l^nion

Jmost fift>- \ears before when President Ste\enson inaugurated the first college

'luriculum. .\lthough the curriculum was no longer "classical," e\er>- student had to

•omplete tweh'e semester hours of foreign languages in order to graduate. For

nan\- \ears, two foreign languages, Latin and French, were offered, but the closing

)f the academy and lack of interest in "dead languages" brought about the remo\"al

)f Latin, which was taught for the last time in 1931. Graduation requirements

ncluded one major field and tsvo minors. Most majors required a minimum of

went>-four semester hours, although thirts^ hours were required in education and

'hemistr>-. Most minors required not less than eighteen hours of work. A minimum
lumber of semester hours was required in English (12), foreign language (12),

iistor>- and political science (12), the sciences (2 years), physical education (4),

iible (6), religious education (3), and psycholog>- (3).-"* The requirements for the

^.B. degree were to change but little in the next tvvent>- years.

I'nion's Normal program for the training of teachers continued, with the

iarbourville city schools sensing as training schools for the grades. After the last

icademy class graduated (1930), arrangements also had to be made for practice

eaching in the cit>" schools on the high-school le\el. I'pon satisfactory- completion

)f \arious curriculums, or minimum number of hours, the state department issued

our t>pes of elementan,- certificates and three t>pes of high-school or

uperintendent's certificates. A model training school for rural teachers was
naintained for almost a >ear.

l^nion continued its traditional instruction in music. Se%en grades of piano and

our of \oice were offered. In addition, instruction was gi^'en in public-school

nusic, theor\', and three types of instruments—reed, brass, and strings. In 1931-

932, the music department, offering ten hours of work acceptable toward a

legree, was reclassified as a "di\ision," with one teacher.

Ihider Dr. Gross, two additional degrees, the Bachelor of Science in Education
nd the Bachelor of Science, were offered. -^^ This was in line with efforts to place

^acher training on a higher academic le\el, to "liberalize" the curriculum, and to

ilfill the needs of the college as shown by a study conducted b>- Dr. Gross. In 1929

e said:

\n anahsis of our curriculum is to be made this >ear to discoxer whether our courses ;ire in

their proper sequence. We must pre\ent our graduates from lea\ ing with bits of knowledge
instead of comprehensive training. I'nion College is still in its infancy. . . ourde\elopments
ha\e come \\ithin a comparatixeh' short time. Some of the established precedents ha\e
pro\ed faultv- and must be abandoned. It will help us to keep e\ er in mind the fact of the

\outhfulness of Ihiion College.-*

The new B.S. in Education degree, first offered in 1931-1932, did not require any

.ork in foreign languages; otherwise graduation requirements were the same as

lose for the A.B. degree. Two majors, one professional and one teaching, each

onsisting of a minimum of twent>-four semester hours, were required. In 1932, one
lird of the graduation class took this degree. The following \ear. the class of forty-

>vo graduates was e\enly divided between the .\.B. and B.S. in Education
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curriculums. In 1937-1938, the new B.S. degree required twelve hours in a foreign

language. The student had to complete at least one major and one minor in science.

The first group to receive this degree, five in number, graduated in 1939.

In 1930-1931, it was possible to list definitely the departments of instruction at

Union. The departments, nine in number, were Bible and Moral Philosophy,

Economics and Sociology, Education, English, Foreign Languages, History,

Natural Science, Physical Science, and Physical Education. In 1937, the

departments were reduced to eight in number by combining French and English

into one, i.e., Language. A "division" of Fine Arts, which included music and art,

was added in 1935-1936. The terms "division" and "department" are likely to cause

confusion if some attempt is not made to define or at least to differentiate between

them. A division, although not a subdivision of a department, ranked below it

because neither a major nor a minor was offered in any field.

The emergence of physical education as a bona fide study in the college

instruction was one of the most striking features of the change in the college

curriculum. No courses in physical education were listed in the college catalogue

for 1928-1929, but such courses were recommended for graduation. The following

year, three physical education courses were listed, one of them in the technique of

coaching basketball. By 1932-1933, eleven courses were offered in physical

education, and four semester hours of it were required for graduation.

Honors standards underwent a change in the early 1930's. Before 1932-1933 honor

students graduated either cum laude or magna cum laude. High honors were won
upon completion of 100 semester hours of work with a grade of "A" in sixty hours,

besides a few minor conditions. With the addition oisumma cum laude, graduation

honors were based on an averaged point system (3-point system) ranging from 2.0

for honors {cum. laude) to 2.8 for the highest honors (summ.a cum. laude).

In spite of the emphasis placed upon scholarship, it is doubtful whether the

academic quality of the student coming to Union was improving. In 1938, a faculty

personnel committee found that thirty-nine out of 130 freshmen would have been

placed on probation under the former ruling system, and the freshman class of that

year ranked as high-school juniors under the Kentucky classification tests.
^'

The number of students attending Union continued to spiral upward until the

middle 1930's, declined slightly, and then maintained a "plateau." College

enrollment increased from 262 to 405 students in 1930-1931. This is remarkable

indeed when one stops to consider the onslaught caused by the depression upon
college enrollment throughout the L^nited States. The all-time high was achieved in

the spring of 1935, when the spring session swelled enrollment to a total of 497

students. This did not include fifty-nine taking extension work.^* Almost 400

enrolled for the first summer term.^^ It should be added that a deadline requirement

for certain types of certification in Kentucky was the greatest factor contributing to

this unusually high enrollment.

The cost of attending LInion continued to rise, but the depression and "hard

times" tended to keep it at a minimum. In fact, the total cost of attending Union in

1937-1938 was only about $30 per semester more than it was in 1929-1930. Tuition

had increased from $45 to $60, and board and room from $90 to $102. According to"

college advertisements, economical schooling constituted one of the major

attractions of L^nion College.'"' To a nation or state in the throes of its worst panic in
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history, such attractions must have played their part in maintaining Union's high

enrollment for the period.

NOTES (Chapter VIII)
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CHAPTER IX

Struggling Through The Depression Years

N,ext to Union's final recognition as a college and the honoring of her founders,

perhaps the most discussed subject at Union during these years was her athletic

program. During Franklin's administration, the enrollment in the collegiate

department would not support first-class collegiate teams, which called for many
players or substitutes. As a result the football teams were of poor caliber.

In 1928, Union's football team broke even. The following year under its new
coach, James R. Bacon, Union had its best season to date, winning five games out of

eight with one tie. In 1931, "the Bulldogs, hard hit by graduation. . . faced their

schedule with the smallest and most inexperienced team in the history of the

school, " and won only two games. The years 1933 and 1934 marked the zenith of

performance in football, when the team was undefeated in conference play.

Union's admission into the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association

(S.I. A. A.) took place in December, 1932, shortly after its recognition by the

Southern Association of Colleges, and after serving a probationary period. In

anticipation of larger crowds at games because of conference participation, a fence

was erected around the athletic field and lights installed for night football, at a cost

of $1,243. Union lost its first game of night football against Lincoln Memorial
University, 13-12, on September 25, 1931.

Plans for a stadium had been under way for several years, but nothing was done
until the spring of 1934 when a campaign was started to erect one unit seating 1,000

people. Everyone who contributed $1.00 received a free ticket to the first game,

and about $1,000 was raised in this manner.^ It was hoped to build six units or

sections, but construction never passed beyond the first unit, which was completed

in September in time for the first game.^

Union's first year of participation in Conference play was highlighted by its

victory over the University of Louisville, 32-6. Approximately one thousand fans

accompanied the team to witness the victory sparked by the 130-pound

quarterback, "Runt" Patterson.^ In 1935, Union registered another victory over

Louisville.

L^nion was successful in the other sports as well, her basketball teams registering

winning seasons from 1929-1930 through 1934-1935.'' Union's tennis teams, likewise,

were supreme. In 1929, the team won the Sutcliffe Cup for the third straight year

and retained permanent possession. The same year Union defeated the University

of Kentucky. In its second year of S.I.A.A. participation, 1934, the football team was
undefeated.^ Only interest in baseball lagged. In 1931, finding only two
intercollegiate teams in Kentucky, the college decided to drop baseball for the year.

The preceding year. Union's baseball team had gone undefeated.^ An interesting

sidelight in sports was furnished by T. G. Lewis who won the amateur welterweight,

title of Kentucky at Louisville, February 19, 1935." Beginning with the school year

1936-1937, Union first participated in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic

Conference (K.I.A.C.).
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If one examines the lists of clubs and societies operating at Union from 1935 to

1939, he might well wonder whether athletics really stole the show. Approximately

thirty clubs or societies, not counting athletic teams, were in existence during this

period. One college annual (1935) pictures seventeen of them.

Five new clubs—History, Journalism, Science, Education, and Vocational

Guidance— all came into existence in 1935.^ The next two years marked the

installation of three local chapters of national honorary fraternities. The honorary

scholastic fraternity of Iota Sigma Nu was established at Union on May 26, 1936, for

those graduating with honors. On March 6, 1937, Alpha Psi Omega, national

honorary dramatic society, presented a charter to the newZeta Chi cast at Union.

This chapter was recruited from members of the Playlikers Club. Stella Ward, the

dramatics instructor, was largely instrumental in winning this recognition.^ Dr.

Wayne T. Gray secured the chartering of the local Omicron chapter of Zeta Sigma

Pi, honorary social science fraternity. Membership was based on scholarship,

especially in the field of the social sciences, and the qualities of character, service,

and leadership. Beta Chi Alpha (BXA), a social sorority stressing artistic and

cultural development, made its first appearance on the campus in 1932.

The two leading student publications, the Orange and Black and the Stespean,

continued to grow in size and quality. In fact, the Orange and Black grew almost too

large—beginning in February, 1933, as a full-size newspaper sheet. The Golden

Stespean, issued in 1929, featured Union's growth of half a century. Its several

books are prefaced with beautiful color plates and quotations from the Rubaiyat of

Omar Khayyam. This same issue contains photographs of the presidents of Union

College from 1888 to 1929, and of early students. The Stespean of 1936, besides

having an unusually attractive cover, contains many snapshots that graphically

depict campus life of that period. No Stespean was published in 1937 because of the

fact that the press that was contracted to print the 1937 issue, upon receiving

payment for expenses, was never heard from, nor heard of, again.

Two more literary efforts of the period deserve mention. On May 25, 1931, the

Constance Literary Club, under the sponsorship of Constance Whiteside, began the

publication of the club Echo. The club wished to encourage the writing of literary

essays. It seems that publication of the little paper never developed beyond its first

number. The other was "A History of Union College" by Sillous G. Hembree, who
did the work as a thesis as part of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts

at the University of Kentucky. The history contains a great deal of statistical matter

and is especially valuable for one wishing to trace the development of Union's

curriculum.'" The Board of Trustees of Union College voted its thanks to Mr.

Hembree, class of 1931, for his labors and hoped "that he might find time to gather

material for a more detailed history.""

Changes in social regulations came about gradually during the 1930's. At the

beginning of the period, special rules regarding the conduct of students were
itemized in the college catalogues. Hours were listed during which all students on

the campus were expected to be engaged in study, and Union College still regarded

"promiscuous mixing of the sexes as detrimental to good work" and insisted that "all

social privileges be regulated according to. . . formulated rules," presented to

every newly enrolled student at Union. '^ The transitions of the early 1930's are well

described in a letter by Catherine Faulkner Singer:

I
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I entered Union College as a freshman in the fall of 1928, a member of a class that saw the

end of one era and the beginning of another. It was not by any means my first contact with

the college as I had attended two high school summer sessions previously and had lived in

Barbourville all of my life. Our class was small compared with present day classes. But we
were as noisy and vivacious as most freshmen are. As president we elected a boy from Wise,

Va. He came to Union named Earl Kilboume, but a receding hairline earned him the

nickname of "Von" and from that day to this, he has never been anything else to those who
knew him at Union. I'm sure he never expected to be elected class president, but he did a

good job, and furthermore he stayed with us through the four years and was a member of

the graduating class of 1932. There were not many of us who stayed throughout the four

years. Dean Charles C. Smith was dean of the college, and Dr. E. T. Franklin was president.

In addition to the four years of college there were at that time still two years of the

Academy, although it was in the process of elimination. That was a time of demerits and the

accumulation of a certain number of these black marks in the dean's office brought about

expulsion. Of course they could be acquired for things which seem very funny to the

present generation of students. For instance, the campus was then divided by the main walk
into two sections— the Boys' Side and the Girls' Side. Social life was restricted to such an

extent that the boys were not allowed on the girls' side of the campus during the day except

for strictly business purposes. Neither boys nor girls residing on the campus were supposed
to leave the dormitories earlier than 10 minutes before classes in the morning or at noon. The
same restrictions also applied to town students, and to make it easier, a 10 minute bell was
rung— the Big Bell in the Administration Building Tower—so that the town students could

know how they stood. In fact, we stood on the corner across the street from the campus or

across from the dormitories if we happened to arrive too early. There was some leniency on
rainy days, but not much. Wasting time by getting to school too early was something of a sin

in those days. I am sure that Es Davis '31 will not mind my telling of the time he was dating

one of the lovely young ladies in the dormitory and they met on the Big Walk one sunny day
somewhat earlier than 10 minutes before class time. It wasn't much fun standing there on the

walk, so they wandered a little way over on the girls' side of the campus. Es had not counted

on the fact that Dean Smith had unusually good eyesight, and needless to say, he was
spotted and recognized! He was called to the Dean's Office, given a severe reprimand and a

specified number of demerits! Can't you just see today's students under that sort of

regulation! Many a day have large groups of us been "bawled out" for congregating on the

Ad. Bldg. steps before classes. And gathering in the halls was just as bad! The division of the

campus extended into the building. The steps on the Speed Hall side were for the girls, and
the steps on the Stevenson Hall side were for the boys, and it was a long time after the rules

were relaxed in that respect before I could remember that the stairs could be used equally.

If we had classes upstairs on the Stevenson Hall side (the Chemistry, Physics, and Math
classes were held there then) , we girls cHmbed the steps on the girls' side, went through the

chapel and to the classrooms. The boys reversed the procedure! Chapel was compulsory
then, every day, and the chapel was divided down the middle, with the only "lucky " ones

being those who sat in the center section and in the middle of it. Usually the faculty

members who assigned chapel seats tried to see that the "man-haters" sat next to the

"woman-haters" in chapel, so that the temptations would not be too great! But we had our

good times nevertheless. The old pump stood then just outside Speed Hall, and there was no
lovely Library there then. For some reason pump water was judged to be better for

drinking purposes than tap water, so each room was supplied with a pitcher and glasses for

its occupants. The boys had to come to the pump to get water, and if you were enamoured
with certain Speed Hall occupants, it was very easy for both to get thirsty at the same time,

and casually wander to the pump to fill the pitchers! Many a romance flourished around the

Pump! Of course chaperones were very necessary in those days. The parlor was
consistently chaperoned, and there just were not any movie dates in pairs. All the Speed
Hall girls who had dates went in a group with their dates to the movies. The group was
chaperoned by a faculty member or a senior who was specifically designated as a

chaperone. After my graduation, as a staff member of the college, although a very young
one, I was qualified to act as a chaperone for any of the Speed Hall girls who were allowed'

out in town over night or for automobile rides; and I must confess that I wasn't too bad a

chaperone! At least by that time we chaperones were allowed to have dates—the chaperone
wasn't a fifth whe.el.
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Classes were conducted just as they have been for years. And there were some good
udents, and some poor ones, and some dropped out because they could not make the

rade, and with the depression coming some dropped out because of finances. But it was no
isgrace to have to work for part of one's college education, even if the pay was only about
)<!' per hour. And many of our graduates put in hours doing kitchen work, waiting tables,

oing janitor work in both dorms, working in the library, and working at manual labor on

le farm or the campus. Most of the work was hand done, not machine done, and Col.

ender was the "campus boss." Prof. Peavy taught biology, also plane and solid geometry in

le academy, and at times certain courses in education. He had a heart of gold, and many a

oy or girl took his classes because he was too soft-hearted to "flunk" anyone,

cademically, that probably was not such a good idea, but the students loved him while

ley took advantage of him. I think a person must have been well-nigh incorrigible for Prof,

eavy to say there was no hope for him. He and his wife were real "saints," not only at the

allege but in the community. They went among the underprivileged and brought them to

unday School, and they bought many a meal for those who needed it. Mrs. Peavy's class

'as a never-to-be-forgotten one at the Methodist Church, and even today I occasionally run

:ross someone who remembers it. I have always remembered him telling me that it would

ot rain if there were spider webs on the hedges in the morning. He was a wonderful person.

Another faculty member who was an inspiration to all her students was Miss Abigail

/eeks, for whom the Library was named. She was at Union for many years, and even

Lught some of the children of her former students. She had a marvelous insight into human
ature, and although she was known as a strict teacher, she always left something more than

lere subject matter. There is no student who had her, no matter what grades he made, who
'as not able to say many years later that she had left something worthwhile with him even if

e could not remember a single thing that she taught. During the last years she was at Union,

le enjoyed telling how things had changed since she had come. She liked to tell of the time

'hen the front stairs at Speed Hall were reserved only for Sundays and special occasions. At
ther times one used the back stairs. Also, ladies were supposed to wear high-necked

resses and blouses with long sleeves. She never forgot the first time the president caught

er descending the front stairs on a weekday, with a short-sleeved dress on! But she kept up
'ith the times, and she stayed young in heart even though her body grew frail, and she

nally had to give up her beloved teaching. She did not live many years after that, but no
ne really expected her to, for her teaching and her students were her life.

We had athletics then, too. There were not only boys' basketball teams, but girls' teams
Iso. Coach Wolfe was Athletic Coach my freshman year, and as he was unattached, he
lade many a feminine heart turn over. I don't remember him too well, except that he had
lond curly hair! Where he went, I have no idea! In my sophomore year, Dick Bacon came
•om Corbin High School to be Athletic Coach, and he stayed throughout the entire time I

'as connnected with I'nion, as student, and later on the staff. He was a bachelor when he
rrived at Union, and I am sure many of the young ladies had dreams of capturing his heart,

ut it was not too long before a young lady down in western Kentucky had become Mrs.

ichard Bacon, and the undergraduates could go back to their books! As for me, I had to

ike Physical Education, and even if they gave me the basketball and put me under the

asket with positively no opposition, I couldn't put it in, so I was never very fond of the

ourse. At that time, the girls in gym class wore white middies and black bloomers. We were
;ally a sight! For some reason, most of the girls managed to escape Physical Education, but
never could. Our class was quite small—at times not more than ten of us—and I know
^oach Bacon often wondered why on earth he had to be burdened with ten such useless bits

f femininity! But our teams were good—we did not have great numbers of reserves, but
^oach Bacon always managed to turn out a reasonably good team with what material he
ad. Until I got into the office and worked with the student personnel, I did not realize what
ifficulties often beset a coach who tries to put out a good team in spite of financial and
:holastic difficulties.

In the late fall of 1928, Dr. Franklin announced that he was going to accept the presidency

f Southwestern College in Winfield, Kansas. In the spring of 1929, Dr. John Owen Gross,

/ho was then District Superintendent of the Barbourville District of the Methodist Church,

lecame president of Union College. So ended one era and began another which was to last
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until the fall of 1938, when Dr. Gross left to become president of Simpson College,

Indianola, Iowa. It is inevitable that a new presidency brings new faculty members and
changes in policy and procedure. So the coming of Dr. Gross marked the end of the demerit
system, the end of the division of the campus into Boys' and Girls' sides, and some relaxation

of the chaperonage system, although that continued, along with the 10 o'clock "lights out" in i

the dormitories, throughout the period while he was president. The rule of "No Smoking"
on the campus was strictly enforced, except for outsiders at the athletic contests. Many a

dormitory resident, boys that is, sat on the log across from Stevenson Hall or leaned against

the telephone pole, or occasionally walked around the block in order to smoke. If the girls

smoked, they did it more secretly.

Social events were highlighted by Chautauqua programs, the semester receptions for the

students, class hikes and parties, the Halloween Party, always put on by the Junior Class,

ending usually with the Spooks Walk throughout the basement of the Gym before coming
upstairs. Masking was the rule. I never could fool anyone. But there were many clever

costumes, and we had wonderful times! Even then, lest the present generation think it is the

only one beset with troubles, we were much concerned because social dancing was
outlawed on the campus. We always thought it would come "someday," but actually none
of us really expected to be on the campus when it did! Of course we too thought the older

generation was made up of "old fogies." And it really came as a shock to some of us in a

recent alumni meeting when a graduate of 1950 made the statement that the Alumni
Association was being run by old folks who had graduated in the '30's! The clubs and the

organizations were much the same as now. There was a French Club

—

Le Cercle

Francois—two Glee Clubs, the Playlikers Club (which probably is the oldest club on the

campus in continuous existence), the YMCA and the Y\\'CA with its branch called the

"PoUyanna Club " (an organization much like the Secret Pals of today—we drew names
every two weeks, and we endeavored to get acquainted with other girls whom we did not

know), the "U" Club, the Pen Club, the county clubs: Harlan County, Clay County, and the

Corbin Club. I belonged to many of them. In fact, during my senior year, it was somewhat
of a joke that I belonged to everything on the campus except the YMCA, the Men's Glee

Club, and the "U" Club! Needless to say, I didn't miss much!
In the spring of 1929, l^nion celebrated its 50th Anniversary. We had a pageant too, and it

was in preparing for that that I got my first experience with stage make-up and grease paint.

My love for it continued throughout my four years in college. Dr. James Watt Raines from

Berea College, in collaborationwithMiss Abigail Weeks, wrote and directed the pageant. It

was presented in the old chapel in the Administration Building. In 1936, the Fiftieth

Anniversary of the College's association with the Methodist Church was celebrated. Scenes

from the original pageant were used, and also some which were based on Dr. Stevenson's

Journal, which we had been able to borrow and use by then. The ke>'note of the celebration

then was held more to the theme of its connection with the church, and that fall thej

Kentucky Conference held its session on the campus.

During the years before 1932, the Baccalaureate Ser\'ices were always held in the

Methodist Church. The Commencement Exercises were held in the chapel. On at least one

occasion, lightning struck the tower during the commencement services! Insofar as I can at

present remember, the last time Commencement Exercises were held in the chapel was for

the class of 1932. The class of 1933 may have used the chapel, but I believe not. At any rate,

after that, the Baccalaureate and Commencement programs were held in the Gym. On at

least one occasion the Commencement program was held on the campus with the side

porch of Stevenson Hall serving as the rostrum. Many prominent men have appeared on the

platforms of Union College, at special services, at Baccalaureate and at Commencement.
Especially have we been fortunate in obtaining many of the outstanding religious leaders,

not only of the Unites States, but of the world as well. We have seen men who came to our

campus as ministers become Bishops, and others become prominent in political circles and

economic circles.

In 1932, I added A.B. to my name, and took a quarter of postgraduate work at the

University of Chicago, intending to become a teacher, since 1 had completed requirements

for a teaching certificate. But depression was deep, and in 1933 the Bank Holida>' made life

uncertain for manv* of us. In the late summer of 1933, Dr. Gross asked me to become his

secretary, and I came back to I'nion campus in a somewhat different capacity, but still with
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a deep love for it. Because of my job on the staff, first as his secretary, and later as Secretary
of Admissions and Director of Student Labor, I stayed at Union College until my marriage
in 1937. Of course it was only natural that I should meet my husband at Union College—but
strange to say, it was not until after I had graduated and was in the office. The fall of 1932
had brought many changes to the faculty and staff of Union College. It was that fall that Dr.

C. R. Wimmer came to be dean of men and head of the chemistry dept. He brought with
him a brand new bride, and they lixed in the faculty apt. in Stevenson Hall. Dr. and Mrs.

Harwell Sturdivant and Dr. Byron Gibson also were among those present that fall. Dr.

Gibson was so young-looking that Owen Wiley, who was working in the Dean's Office,

tried desperately to make him take the registration papers for freshmen, as he arrived in the

midst of Freshman Orientation!. . .The year of 1933-19.34 brought a faculty romance. A
new English teacher arrived to take care of the unusually large number of freshmen who
had appeared. Before school was out, she became Mrs. Byron Gibson.

Before World War II marriages among undergraduates were not only discouraged—they

were forbidden. Any couple who was married during the school year was automatically

expelled immediately. There were several secret marriages, which were not announced

until the end of school, but the faculty and staff never knew about them. They ma\' have

suspected, but they had no proof. What a contrast to the young folks today who marry and

go right on to school! But then our colleges thought that marriage and school just would not

mix. College undergraduates were supposed to be carefree and footloose and fancy-free, or

at least they were not supposed to be able to carry a college load and take care of a home. Of
course there was no such thing as a GI Bill then, either, and workships went to deserving

young people who were having a struggle just keeping themselves in school, without trying

to keep two people there.

It was about 1933 and 1934 that the campus began to bristle with baby buggies. With a

young faculty, and many of them not long married, there came many infants. Dr. and Mrs.

Wayne Gray were ahead of the rest, for their twins—Lois and Lowell—had arrived in the

summer of 1931. But then there was Marty Blair, Molly Wimmer, Barr>' Bacon, Jack Gibson,

Douglas Laymon, Betty Sturdivant. In the President's home were three youngsters: George,

Bimey, and Lucille Gross. And the Blairs had an older daughter, Ina.

Although we talked much about new buildings, and we were bulging at the seams with an

unusually large enrollment, there was not too much we could do because of the economic
condition of the country as a whole. We did acquire property across from the college

campus and relieved the faculty housing situation to some extent. We also acquired a large

two-story house which for a while was known simply as 420 College, and which housed an

overflow of boys. (It is now Dean Smith's home). [See footnote 35.] A little cottage which
sat where Pfeiffer Hall now is, housed the Fine Arts Dept. And the Ad. Building was
remodelled somewhat. The offices were changed around some, and the library was
enlarged. It had started in the corner room on the first floor, and by 1934 or 1935 occupied
three rooms which are now classrooms. It was a good library, under the direction first of

Miss Weeks, then Mrs. Arva Stackhouse, and then Miss Euphemia Corwin with Mrs.

Florence Ridgway as her assistant. Miss Perma Rich came later to take over the direction of

the library. But it was not until the economic condition of the country began to show signs of

improvement that the congestion in the buildings could be relieved. The Old Water Tower
came down and the Maintenance Building was erected to replace the old Power Plant. This

was in 1936-1937. We were getting started at least. In 1934 our football team was really

good, and we were so proud of the new concrete stadium which had been erected that

summer. I do believe however that it was either that year or the next that we were
"Holbrooked" and the present coach (who came from Holbrook College, I believe) could

probably tell something about that! At any rate, we were beating everything in the SIAA,
and here comes this college from Ohio and we get beat! We didn't forget that for a long,

long time! In the fall of 1935 we did win the SIAA championship in football, and we were
really proud of it! While we were having to forego new buildings, we did manage to be
accepted by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in the fall of 1932,

and as it was customary to announce everything big by ringing the Big Bell, it rang and rang
and rang when the news came! Of course it rang every time we won a victory in football or

basketball. Homecoming was always held in the fall, with one of the home football games
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as the drawing card. Another big event in the fall was the meeting of the UCEA which
always brought back many former students and graduates who were teaching in the Upper

|

Cumberland Valley. We always arranged to have a good football game for that weekend
[

too, and it and Homecoming were big weekends for all of us.

The Alumni Association had been organized in 1913, but it limped along through the

years because there were so few to hold it together. But there was a banquet every spring at I

Commencement time, and because there were so few, the>' were more loyal, and there was
j

a larger percentage of them in attendance. It was not until about 1940 that the number of
\

graduates became large enough to make taking care of the alumni roll much of a job.

My direct association with the college ended almost at the end of that era. I was married

in June 1937, and in the fall of the following year. Dr. Gross left Union College to go to

Simpson College. He was followed by Dr. Conway Boatman, who has been president of

Union College since that time. And, as I said long ago— a new presidency brings changes in

faculty, in staff, and in the physical plant of a college, and we can look at the campus today

and see that changes have come through the years of his presidency. Each presidency has

brought something. I would say that Dr. Franklin's presidency brought the realization that

Union could be a college and could exist without the academy. It was a period of growth
toward scholastic maturity. Dr. Gross' presidency brought accreditation, maturity of

academic standards, and increasing enrollment, along with an awareness that Union
College had a specific place to play in Southeastern Kentucky. Dr. Boatman's presidency

has brought new buildings, an improved physical plant, a continued increase in enrollment,

and an ever-widening horizon among the student bod>' which comes each year from farther

away. Through all the years the emphasis on a Christian education, as well as a college

education, has been stressed.'^

A student of economics may well ponder how a college, with only a slight!

increase in income, could be maintained with the faculty, curriculum, and physical
|

expenses all in the process of expansion. In fact, tuition rates provided the only

increase in income, because Union's endowment, based as it was primarily on
|

public securities, suffered as did all such investments after the market crash of 1929.

1

Union's era of depression actually antedated the national depression by one year, i

When school opened in September, 1929, President Gross expected to havei

difficulty in meeting faculty salaries and expenses. Because one of Union's chief!

investments, sufficient to pay a full-time professor, had defaulted and because, in
j

addition, needed repairs to the physical plant had brought unanticipated expense, I

Dr. Gross reported a probable deficit of $7,000.'"*

The dangers to Union's endowment were recognized long before the bubble

burst. At a meeting of the Board of Trustees in May, 1928, the treasurer's report

showed that Union's investment in the Louisville Cement Company had a market

value of $200,000, with a face value of only $53,000. The stock market boom had

pushed Union's Procter and Gamble stock from $20,000 to $45,000, and some bank

stock had likewise doubled its value of $21,000.'^ At this time, Union had a "paper"

endowment of over $600,000. Legal advisers asked for the sale of the Procter and

Gamble stock, with no further purchases in industrial stock. A year later, Union's

stock in Procter and Gamble had soared to $100,450, but it couldn't be sold because

Mr. Gamble had "restricted sales until September, 1930."'^ By that time, of course, it

was too late, and LInion was caught in a flood which threatened to engulf it. The
reestablishment of the Seelbach Hotel in 1929 had already brought a loss of almost

$10,000.

The treasurer's report covering the period from May, 1929, to January, 1930;

presented a picture of the financial maelstrom into which Union had fallen. The
total value of stocks and bonds was listed at $275,906 and $107,900, respectively.'^
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By May, 1932, Union's book value of $415,000 in stocks and bonds actually was
worth only $155,000 on the market. Bottom was reached in 1934 when the entire

income from Union's endowment stood at only $2,931.'^ This amount represented a

decrease of eight-five percent in six years. Actually, this was less than Union's

outside income for 1913-1914, when the Board of Education withdrew its financial

support. Union was now beset, said President Gross, by the most disastrous storm

ever to visit its economic life.'^ Union ended the school year with a deficit of

$15,123, half of which was due the faculty for unpaid salaries.

The Board of Trustees, seeming not to realize that financial stress at Union was
not peculiar to that institution alone and that identical situations were being

duplicated in dozens of educational institutions throughout the country, sought to

place the blame upon poor financial management and proceeded to employ fiscal

experts to direct Union's financial policies. The Fidelity and Columbia Trust

Company was chosen for this delicate task and assumed financial management in

1932. Three years later this responsibility was transferred to the First National Bank

of Chicago.

To add to the Board's financial woes, that old white elephant, the Kenyon
Building, reappeared again to haunt it. For over a decade, the Kenyon notes were
listed annually at $48,000— the amount owed Union. In 1935, the Eustace A. Hail

Estate confessed its inability to honor the notes and offered to deliver the building

back into the hands of Union's trustees, free of encumbrance except for a lien of

$25,000. At the end of a year's haggling, the Board agreed to repossess the building

and authorized its treasurer to borrow not more than $13,000 to pay for the Kenyon
Building bonds. This magnificent gift from Fanny Speed, valued at one time at

$208,000, had shrunk in value to $48,000.

Near the end of President Gross's administration, Union's financial picture

became much clearer. Stocks and bonds tended to remain steady, and income from
the endowment climbed steadily. In August, 1937, Union's endowment stood at

$373,000—a decline of approximately $50,000 within a decade—only $100,000

more than it possessed after coming into the Fanny Speed bequest. The worst panic
in the nation's history must bear the primary responsibility for reducing Union's

endowment by almost twenty percent. At the end of Dr. Gross's regime, the

endowment had climbed to $414,000, of which approximately $300,000

represented investments in stocks and bonds.

In 1938, Union's total annual income stood at $133,214, of which $18,000 and

$15,000, respectively, represented income from endowment and gifts. Other

sources of income are listed as follows: room rent, $6,562; board, $24,000; athletics,

3,425. Student fees amounted to almost $55,000. "Unproductive" assets included

the campus buildings valued at $242,000. ^^

Leading expenses were faculty salaries, plant operation, and the dining hall,

listed respectively at $43,000, $17,000, and $16,000. Less than $2,000 was spent on

public relations and publicity.^' The college had an indebtedness of approximately

$30,000, about twice the amount owed in the early 1930's.^^

Financial woes of the student body added to those of the college. When the

effects of the depression began to be felt, the college started the practice of

allowing students to defer their payments. In five or six years' time, it looked as if

many former students wished to have the moratorium made permanent. By June 1,
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1937, accounts of this nature totaled almost $33,000, and the college was forced to

terminate its costly program. ^^

Throughout the depression years the college made every effort, both

independently and in cooperation with the federal agencies, to assist needy

students at Union. For example, sixty scholarships were awarded for the school

year 1931-1932. Under the National Youth Administration (NYA) and other

agencies, from twenty-five to fifty students were employed on various projects.

Beginning under the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA), extra

classes were conducted in music, carpentry, and woodworking. One of the biggest

FERA projects was the landscaping of Union's campus under the direction of Dr.

Harwell P. Sturdivant, Mrs. F. D. Sampson, and E. A. Bender. Besides the

Lombardy poplars, arbor vitae, dogwood and redbud trees planted, some of the

hedges now seen on Union's beautiful campus were planned and begun at this

time. 24

Under NYA, landscaping continued, together with many other worthy

enterprises. Miscellaneous printing issued from a press secured through the

generosity of the Pikeville Hospital. During the year 1935-1936, 264 pieces of

furniture were rebuilt, and thirty-five new pieces added. Some students typed

manuscripts of historical value, while others were doing social work in the

community. At one time, eleven student assistants were employed in the library,

most of them employed through federal funds. ^^ Such grants-in-aid made possible

Union's first resident nurse in 1935-1936. Loan funds were available, especially for

students preparing for the ministry or Christian service. The John A. Black fund of

$5,000 and the Elizabeth Gates Memorial fund were both established for students

expecting to do Christian work. The Anna G. Williams loan fund gave aid to

students whose scholarship was above average.

Another device used to cut expenses at Union during the depression years and to

furnish employment for needy students was the school farm and dairy. Under the

direction of Roy Faulkner, over twenty acres were placed under cultivation.

Canning equipment was installed for the use of Aunt Mae Wallace, "Mistress of

Union's scullery knaves." Mrs. Wallace had already become a legendary figure at

Union College. Her good humor and ability to direct a prodigious amount of work
endeared her to both the faculty and student body. Repeated articles appeared in

the Orange and Black, commenting on the virtues of Aunt Mae. In the fall of 1936,

this good woman had preserved in the school larder 475 gallons of string beans,

1,100 quarts of corn, 260 quarts of "sauer kraut," and 100 quarts of chow-chow. ^^

What with a debt-ridden college, radically reduced endowment income, and an

unpaid faculty, Dr. Gross could hardly be expected to embark upon a huge
expansion program during the depression years. But in 1931, President Gross and

Dr. Fort, his assistant, were authorized to work out plans for a drive to secure a

minimum of $200,000, which was to be applied on a new heating plant, the removal

of all indebtedness, general college promotion, a new library, and the balance for

an increase in the endowment. ^^

Actual acreage of land acquired during Dr. Gross's administration far exceeded

prior acquisitions, but, unfortunately, much of this was lowland likely to be covered

by annual floods. In 1934, Union College acquired several additions of real estate.

In February, the Board of Trustees authorized the purchase of the Dishman
property which lay east of Baldwin Place, bordering on Allison Avenue,^^ and in
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iril, its purchase was announced. ^^ About the same time, fifty acres of land were
rchased from the Barbourville Brick Company at a cost of $5,000. At an

ditional cost of $750, seven acres, bought from the same company, were added in

because of the pressing need for faculty housing, the college acquired the

nnedy property, consisting of six lots with three houses, in September, 1934. The
rchase price of $10,000 was to be paid from the endowment fund.^^ Another

ise and lot, 80 ft. x 208J2 ft., was purchased three years later from James H.

;kson for the sum of $1,536.^^

Kt a meeting of the Board of Trustees held early in 1936, the purchase of three

)perties, those of Black, Decker, and Sevier, was under consideration.^^ The
/ier property was given preference over the others because of its close proximity

Union's main campus, bordering it on the south and west. Arrangements for the

rchase of the Sevier property were completed in June. On it were located seven

ildings—one adjacent to Speed Hall and another close to the eastern wing of the

?sent Pfeiffer Hall. The adjacent Sevier homestead was converted into the fine

s building;^"* the other, a two-story house, was used for a boys' dormitory— the

aous "420 College Street." A small cottage^^ behind Speed Hall was used for

dent housing, and three residences were rented. Union College did not receive

deed for the Sevier property of eight acres until March 5, 1938.^^

rhe new maintenance building constituted the main addition to the physical

nt during Dr. Gross's regime. Dating from the days of President Easley, Union

1 a central heating plant which, in addition to supplying heat, also housed a

namo and pump. In 1931, the college decided to purchase electricity and water

m the public utility power company and the municipal water supply company.

1937, the old building was rebuilt into a two-story, fireproof maintenance

ilding at a total cost of $11,743.^^ Besides the heating plant, this building housed a

reroom, and a student wood-working shop, equipped as a gift from the estate of

late Robert Norton of New Albany, Indiana. -^^ Other improvements worth

:ing were the biology laboratory, newly equipped in 1934, and the addition of

jther room to the library in 1934, to meet the requirements of the Southern

sociation.

rhe need for a new women's dormitory had been realized for years. During the

ly thirties, forty girls were crowded into Speed Hall. The crowding gradually

reased until it was crammed with over fifty. In 1935, when Union's enrollment

s near its peak, an endowment committee suggested a government loan of

),000 to build a women's dormitory. ^^ Two years later. President Gross, at a

ipel session, announced his intention of planning a million-dollar expansion

)gram, the first $100,000 of which was earmarked for the dormitory.^"

A^hen the Board of Trustees met in September, Kenneth Tuggle characterized a

V dormitory as an imperative need and offered a resolution to issue Union

liege bonds up to $75,000.^^ No action was taken, but the Board asked for an

iorsement of the building program from the Kentucky Conference, then in

sion. The following day (September 17), after President Gross presented his

)gram to the Conference, a "resolution endorsing the forward program of Union

liege and authorizing a financial program to raise $100,000 for the erection of a

rmitory and $100,000 for additional endowment was unanimously passed."''^ The
lowing March (1938), the Board of Trustees authorized a development
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committee to have an architect prepare plans and specifications, but no contract*

were to be let before May, 1938.'*^ In the meantime. President Gross entered into an

understanding with John L. Wilson, architect, of Lexington, Kentucky, regarding

plans. ""^

President Gross did not remain long enough at Union to carry out his building

program. In 1938, the country was beginning to show signs of financial recovery,

and prospects were better than at any time since Gross took office. Although

President Gross was able to add only $6,000 to the endowment fund, the

indebtedness of the college had been reduced from $40,000 to $14,000,"*^ and his

successor was to enter office with almost a clean sheet. Instead of operating on an

annual budget of less than $60,000, the school was now operating on over twice that

amount. Preserving even the status quo throughout such a chaotic era was in itself

an achievement.

President Gross was probably Union's first president to use the device of

extensive advertising in order to boost the college's enrollment. Such papers as the

Pineville Sun, Louisville Herald-Post, Western Christian Advocate, Cumberland
Courier, Corbin Times-Tribune, Lexington Herald, and Harlan Enferpmg carried

Union's advertisements. Dr. Gross also traveled extensively in connection with

finance and student promotion. One of his reports listed 27,000 miles of travel,

delivery of 134 sermons and addresses, including nine Baccalaureate or

commencement ones, in addition to many addresses to churches, service clubs, and

college chapels on the Mountain Rehabilitation program. ^^

The president's work among the various churches during the period of

promotion indicated that he had not lost sight of Union's Christian goals and

objectives that had been maintained throughout the years. In agreement with

Union's charter, the college was devoting its efforts to the interest of Christian

education and to the maintaining of a Christian atmosphere. Before Robert N.

Cornett passed to his reward, he recognized Union's efforts in this direction and

willed the college $10,000, the income of which was to be used for young men
preparing for the Methodist ministry. At this time President Gross was striving for a

"more definite beginning in religious work" and was asking that several ministerial

grants be set aside for work among the mountain churches. The Conference was

already recognizing Union's contribution to the Southern Highlands.'*''

Dr. Gross had seen the college safely through an unstable financial period. One of

his last major contributions was an annuity program, under discussion for several

years, which would offer some security to college personnel. As of January 1, 1938,

fifteen members were eligible to participate in this first program designed to

benefit staff members who remained in the employ of the college three years or

more. Details of the program were worked out by a joint committee of the faculty

and the Board of Trustees. It was approved by the Executive Committee of the

Board on April 11, 1938.4*^

That summer Dr. Gross telegraphed to Barbourville his acceptance of a new
position— the presidency of Simpson College in Indianola, lowa."*^ His letter of

resignation to Harry E. Bullock, president of the Board of Trustees, dated his

resignation effective November 1, 1938.

Before his departure from Union, President Gross was honored at a banquet
given by the Board of Trustees. C. M. Laymon, speaking for the faculty.
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congratulated the retiring president for having maintained academic freedom and
a democratic spirit. On the campus, Dr. Gross, stated the speaker, had determined
to hft the mountain students from "beyond the mountains" to a "panoramic world
beyond," never doubting his conviction of Union's place as a church school. The
Board of Trustees conferred the degree of "Doctor of Letters of Humanities"^"

upon Dr. Gross in recognition of his past services to Union. ^'

It was during President Gross's administration that Union finally found her place.

Beginning in 1915 under President Franklin, Union had started on the road back

that was to lead to Union's final recognition in 1932 as a member of the family of

colleges in the South.
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President Conway Boatman

CHAPTER X

Union Moves Forward, 1938-1954

B efore President Gross left Union to take up his new duties in Iowa, the Board of

Trustees met on November 4, 1938, for the purpose of selecting his successor.

Among the three candidates—Doctors Hughes, Broyles, and Boatman—interest

centered at once upon the latter who had been mentioned for the position in 1929.^

Dr. Boatman had presented his idea of a program for Union, upon the adoption of

which, "he was willing to accept the presidency of Union." The Board, after

consultation with Bishop Smith, considered the candidate's ideas near enough to

those of its members "to assure him of. . .sympathetic cooperation in working

toward objectives which he had in mind"; and, without further ado. Union's Board

elected him the new president.

Of his lineage and early life, Robert Lee Blackwell, a member of the Board of

Trustees, said:

He came of old-line English stock— stock which was rugged but had deep roots of personal
dignity—of a people who asked only a meager existence from the small farms which they
owned.
The rural schools, even when measured by the poor standards of the day, were even

poorer, with only a three months' term each year. By the time he reached the fourth grade he
was so advanced in years he was promoted at one jump to Senior high school.^
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In 1915, he married Caroline Brasher, a fellow graduate of the John H. Snead

Seminary at Boaz, Alabama. Three sons, John Paul, Joseph Brasher, and Wilson

Morehead, were born to this union.

Not long after his graduation from college, and in accordance with his decision to

follow the ministry, Conway Boatman was received on trial into the South Dakota

Conference, and two years later, upon ordination as a deacon in 1918, he accepted a

call as an educational missionary to India. Following a study of languages at

Jubbulpore, India, he spent one year at the Bareilly Theological Seminary and then,

as a charter member, helped to organize the Methodist Leonard Theological

Seminary at Jubbulpore. For the next four years he taught church history and

systematic theology at the seminary to graduates of colleges from Burma and India.

After nearly seven years of work, India's enervating climate, so often fatal to

Europeans, had its depressing effect upon the Boatmans, and they resolved to

return home on a leave of absence.

Back in the United States, Conway Boatman attended Columbia University and

Drew Theological Seminary, receiving the A.M. and B.D. degrees from those

respective institutions. After two years as head of the department of education at

Sterling College in Kansas, he was elected president (1928) of the Iowa National

Training School at Des Moines. Besides directing this school designed for Christian

leadership, Dr. Boatman found time to engage in advanced study at the University

of Chicago. In 1930, Fletcher College conferred upon him the degree of Doctor of

Divinity in recognition of his outstanding work in the field of Christian education.

The following year he was called to head his alma mater, the John H. Snead

Seminary. Dr. Boatman's accomplishments at this school included the elevation of

this institution to junior college level, the erection of a president's residence, the

procurement of Snead's first endowment of $50,000, and the raising of funds for a

new library' and women's dormitory.

Union's thirteenth president was formally inducted into office on March 24,

1939.^ The colorful inaugural procession included representatives not only from

Kentucky colleges and member colleges of the Southern Association but also from

many Methodist colleges outside the commonwealth. With Harry E. Bullock,

president of the Board of Trustees, in the chair. Bishop H. Lester Smith, in a most

impressive ceremony, administered the charge to Dr. Boatman.

Recognition of his predecessors' accomplishments constituted a portion of the

new president's first message to Union's Board of Trustees when he met with them
for the first time. Said Dr. Boatman:

It frequently happens when a new man comes to the helm of an institution that he
inadvertently makes the impression that what has been done prior to his coming is not

recognized and appreciated. The many friends of a college who have been laboring for its

success many years are often sensitive to a new man's attitude in regard to his appreciation

of what has been done prior to his coming. Let me make it plain and emphatic at my first

meeting with this board that I make full recognition of the services of those who have

preceded me. I can see the evidence on L'nion College campus of the struggles and heroic

achievements of the several presidents who have preceded me, of the labors of the board of

trustees, of the faculty who are now in service, and man>' others whose service has been

terminated, as well as contributing friends all over the country. Let it be understood that

nothing I may say or do should in the least e\er be construed to reflect upon the ser\ice or

achievements of those who have preceded me. I inherit the fruits of their labors, and it is my -

responsibility to build on what they have done. I cherish a most grateful attitude toward my
predecessors and enter into the results of their work with reverent respect.^

J
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After such a short stay on the campus it was not possible to give a complete

port, but Dr. Boatman issued a general statement of his policy and the needs of

nion. He warned of the dangers of a professionalized athletic program and of

ibsidies to team members. Debts were to be avoided because "they constitute the

irial shroud of a college and are the very best preparation for its demise." He saw a

;ed for an expanding curriculum especially in the field of commercial science,

be present poHcy of the governing board in giving a large measure of freedom to

e college head was commended because an executive wishes not to be restrained,

ther to be pushed on and up to the highest and best.^

It was also at this first meeting with Union's trustees that the new president struck

e keynote for his administration— the Forward Program. Within the past few
»ars, Union had sought and found official recognition for the place that it was to

1 in the educational world. But, inadequate equipment for carrying out a mission,

)wever worthy it may be, insures failure or, at best, mediocre results. This was
irtially true of the college in 1939, because Union, after a struggle of many years,

ill remained poorly prepared to carry out to the fullest its mission of Christian

lucation to the many entering its doors, and an increase in numbers could add only

one of Union's greatest problems and deficiencies—an inadequate physical

ant.

The Forward Program, as first envisaged by Dr. Boatman, called for a three-unit

lilding program—a library, a women's dormitory, and a chapel. Because of the

creasing possibility of a general European war and much uncertainty regarding

e attitude of a united Methodism in Kentucky toward Union's future, the Board

?cided to follow President Boatman's advice and embark at once upon the

)rward Program. Speaking at a later date of this momentous decision in 1939, Dr.

jatman stated that the very life of Union College as a Methodist institution was at

ike and that the advances secured before the catastrophe of war broke upon
merica were indeed a great cause for rejoicing.^

Union's dead-end street could be opened only with an organized campaign set in

otion to raise funds for such a program. Exactly three months after its

auguration, Dr. Boatman reported over $147,000 in total pledges and

)ntributions, of which $17,000 was in cash. Nearly one half of Barbourville's quota

$8,000 was reported as subscribed the first day the campaign opened.^ Included

the total raised was a $100,000 conditional pledge from a name unknown to

nion's campus— that of Annie Memer Pfeiffer (Mrs. Henry Pfeiffer). This pledge

r endowment purposes was contingent upon Union's ability to secure an equal

nount from other sources.

Now that Union had committed itself to a three-unit building program, another

iportant question remained to be answered— that of priority in terms of Union's

ost pressing need. At a special meeting of the faculty. President Boatman

esented the matter of submitting to the Board of Trustees a request for placing

e library first on the Forward Movement's agenda. The faculty likewise agreed as

< its immediate necessity.* One month later, the Board, sitting at Cincinnati, passed

resolution providing for the library's construction. From this point plans moved
•rward rapidly, and before the middle of June, the Board awarded a contract to

e John Muncy Company of Berea, Kentucky, calling for construction of a

eorgian-style, two-story brick structure to be completed by October 15. As is

mal in such cases, the cost proved to be much higher than the original estimate of
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May, 1939, and the $35,000 earmarked for construction of the new hbrary was

stepped up to approximately $50,000.

Homecoming, Founders' Day, and dedication of the Abigail E. Weeks Memorial I

Library were all combined into a gala celebration scheduled for November 9, 1940.

The Homecoming and Founders' Day programs featured addresses by C. Nevil I

White and Frank McVey, president emeritus of the University of Kentucky.

Photographs of Fanny Speed, Dr. Stevenson, Governor Black, A. M. Decker,

Abigail E. Weeks, Dr. Frankhn, Dr. Gross, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pfeiffer were

unveiled aspart of the Founders' Day program. At 11:45 A.M., an impressive open-

air ceremony, conducted by Bishop U. V. W. Darlington, featured the laying of the

library's cornerstone followed by the dedicatory services. The Bishop was assisted

by President Boatman, Harry E. Bullock, Dr. Horace Sprague, and the Reverend J.

Ralph Wood. Among the interesting records placed in a copper box within the

cornerstone was a copy of the Board of Trustees' Minutes for March, 1940, a copy of

Union's catalogue for 1940-1941, a list of subscribers to the library fund, a student

directory, programs of the day's festivities, and recent copies of the Orange and

Black and the Barbourville Advocate.

The new library was named in honor of one of the greatest names connected with

Union's history— Abigail E. Weeks, who had passed from this hfe less than a year

before the library's dedication. Miss Weeks had retired in 1937 as professor

emeritus of English literature, after almost thirty years of fruitful service to the

college she loved so well. She had begun her teaching career in her home town of

Elkland, Pennsylvania, and attended the Mansfield Normal School not far away.

After completing her Ph.B. degree at Dickinson College in 1905, she had first come
to Union as professor of English and history. Her first period of service to Union
lasted two years, the second (1910-1915), five years, and the last, twenty-one years,

beginning in 1917 when she was recalled to the college as head of the English

Department and as librarian. During her absence from Union she had enriched her

life with travel in Europe and the acquiring of an advanced degree. She had first

served as Union's librarian in 1910.

As early as 1923, recognition for Miss Weeks's services was sought when the

Board of Trustees was presented with a memorial signed by President Franklin, the

faculty, and the student body, requesting the establishment of the Abigail E. Weeks
Chair of English. No action was taken on the petition, and no pubhc honors were

bestowed on her until the time came for her retirement in 1937. The June 2nd

edition of the Orange and Black of that year, the largest in its history, was dedicated

to Miss Weeks. Regarding her services to Union, the school paper commented:

AN AFFECTIONATE DEDICATION: It is with a feeling of profound gratitude that

we dedicate this, the largest edition of the Orange and Black in Union's history, to Miss

Abigail E. Weeks, and to the members of the Alumni Association with whom she is so

closely affiliated.

This memorable commencement, the greatest in Union's history, marks the close of

thirty-two years of service to Union College for Miss Weeks. (1905-1937). During this time

she has evidenced the remarkable growth of the college, and much of its advancement may
be attributed to her untiring efforts. She has helped to bear the burdens through dark

periods, and rejoiced with the administration through periods of bright, optimistic

advancement.
The entire life of Miss Weeks has been centered around three great affections: 1. Her

subject. Not only has she been a great lover of the Enghsh language and Hterature, but she
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has been a great interpreter of it to many others who were in dire need in that respect. 2. Her
students. It is to them that she gave the best that she had. She gave to them a philosophy of

ideahsm that has been of inestimable value to them. 3. Her Institution. She gave to Union
College her sacrificial loyalty, and fulfilled the sentiment of her own lines, written as a

fitting close to the college Alma Mater, "We will live for thee."®

Miss Weeks is a true lover of beauty. To others she showed the stars, the trees, the birds,

the flowers, like they had never seen them. She felt and appreciated the rhythm, even in the

commonplace things of life— in smoke coming from chimneys, in the wind, in the contour

of the mountains.

Although she retires from active service at Union College at this commencement, she

leaves the deepest affectionate impression that will make her presence one that will be felt

at all times on the campus.

From the east coast to the west coast are scattered students in all walks of life who sat in

Miss Week's [sic] classes, and learned great lessons of life. These are the Alumni. And Union
College is justly proud of her Alumni. They have made enviable records. In their hearts Miss

Weeks holds a treasured place as Teacher, Friend, and Ideal. To them, also, jointly with

Miss Weeks, this special issue is affectionately dedicated.'"

When the Board of Trustees met in June, 1937, it reiterated the sentiments

expressed in the Orange and Black and recorded that Miss Weeks's active work had
ended summa cum laude.

After her retirement from Union, Miss Weeks went back to her home in Elkland,

Pennsylvania, not to enjoy a rest well-earned, but to care for an invalid brother,

although she was ill herself. Her interest in English literature and in libraries never

lagged to the end of her life. She would borrow Enghsh journals from a neighbor

and discuss with her the teaching of English. Her last act of service was performed

for herhome community of Elkland where she helped to organize the public library

and to catalogue its books. '^ At a memorial service held for Miss Weeks on February

2, 1940, C. Nevil White spoke of her as a "lover of beauty and expression."^^ Even in

death Abigail E. Weeks did not forget Union. The bulk of her small estate

amounting to $900 was received as a bequest to buy books for the library she loved

so well.

Union's library facilities had come a long way since that day in 1888 when Dr.

Stevenson installed a few book stacks in his outer office. As already noted, Union's

first organized library, the Speed-Stevenson, began in 1898 under President

Faulkner with about 1,000 volumes. Magazines and papers were contributed by
friends. After the disastrous fire of 1906, Miss Weeks found many library volumes

lying in a heap on the floor of a nearby building and took them under her care. In

1907, the library moved into a room (#105) in the new administration building.

When Miss Weeks assumed charge in 1910, the library had grown to 1,500 volumes,

and, for the first time, students were allowed to take books from the library. By

1931, the library had increased to 12,000 volumes and had expanded to include the

French and mathematics rooms. The same year (1931-1932) all the index cards,

formerly handwritten, were typed.

The middle 1930's had brought about a change in administration of the library.

Euphemia Corwin, Union's first professionally trained librarian, succeeded Arva L.

Stackhouse, and students were given access to the stacks. A recataloguing process

began under the college's first full-time catalogue librarian in 1935. Four years

before Union's library building was built, it was necessary to add the old EngHsh

room to the library. The library may be likened to a monster which had already

consumed badly needed classroom space and which gave no indication of changing

its insatiable appetite.
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Abigail E. Weeks Memorial Library

When the Abigail E. Weeks Library opened for service on January 13, 1941,

;

contained approximately 16,000 volumes together with almost 300 periodicals. Thi

beautiful Georgian structure, built with an eye to Union's future needs, wa
designed to house approximately 40,000 books. The large reading room, containin

the reference books and current magazines and papers, accommodated 15

readers. The first floor included the book-stacks, two offices, and lounging am
toilet facilities. The second floor provided additional stack space and contained th

bound-periodical reading room. The library was furnished through th

generosity of Abbie E. Stewart of Des Moines, Iowa, in memory of her husbanc

George B. Stewart.'^

From 1938 to 1954, Union's library of 13,000 volumes almost doubled in numbei
and the 160 current periodicals increased to almost 300. Starting in the 1920's th

college library began the binding of a few periodicals, gradually increasing th

number until in 1954 it bound 40 periodicals at a cost of $200. The amount expenda
for books exceeded $1,000 annually, and four fifths of that same amount was sper

on newspapers and periodicals. "Special collections of material on Union College

the Kentucky Methodist Church, Knox County, and Southeastern Kentucky hav

been placed in the library. Plans are being made to enlarge the Southeaster)

Kentucky collection and for moving it to the Administration Building. "^^
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Besides the library, Dr. Boatman was able to launch upon the second item in his

three-point program before America became enveloped in the holocaust of the

Second World War. Had this project, a women's dormitory, been delayed six

months longer in getting started, its building would likely have been postponed

until the end of the war. This would have led to double the cost and would have

found Union less able to take care of the demands of a greatly increased post-war

enrollment.

The inadequacy of Speed Hall as a women's dwelling had been recognized for

thirty years. Actually, only the second floor of Speed was suitable for such

purposes, but as many as fifty girls had been crammed into the building. The
construction of a modern fireproof dormitory for women would also relieve the

terrific demands being made upon the old administration building in regard to

office and classroom space. As early as 1920, President Franklin had moved the

appointment of a committee of five empowered to make plans for a girls'

dormitory and a science hall.^^ The imperative demands of an increased

endowment for standard recognition precluded any progress in that direction

during the 1920's, and the depression years blocked later developments.

At first. Dr. Boatman planned a small dormitory costing about $62,000.^^ A few
months later, when campaign objectives were presented to the Board of Trustees,

plans of the dormitory were made to include a dining hall, at an additional cost of

$6,000.' ' In September, 1939, the public had its first opportunity to see drawings of

the proposed building. The announcement of a gift of $100,000 in cash from the

Henry Pfeiffer estate meant that a much finer building could be constructed than at

first anticipated. Mrs. Henry Pfeiffer had visited Union College in April, 1940, to

study Union's Forward Program and to confirm her great pledge to Union

College's endowment. Regarding this gift. President Boatman said: ".
. .none of us

can properly express or conceive what this magnificent gift through Mrs. Pfeiffer

will mean to this institution."'*

Bids for construction were accepted in September, 1941,'^ and work began the

following month. Then came the surprise attack at Pearl Harbor and the nation's

sudden plunge into war. At once the federal authorities gave building material

priorities to construction concerned with the war effort. At first it was thought that

the building could be finished in time for the opening of the fall semester of 1942,

but September passed and still Pfeiffer Hall could not be completed. Finally, on

next to the last day of the year, after returning from Christmas vacation, about forty

girls moved into their new quarters. On January 30, 1943, Mrs. Flem D. Sampson
and Mrs. Boatman held a formal tea; tours were held for the guests, and the hall was
officially opened.

May 11, 1943, was the day selected for the hall's dedication. The day's festivities

included four programs: the Founders' Day service, the cermony of laying the

cornerstone, the dedicatory service, and the crowning of Miss Union. Dr. Edgar B.

Wesley, a Union alumnus, delivered the main Founders' Day address. In the

afternoon, after a colorful academic procession, the Honorable Keen Johnson,

Governor of Kentucky, gave the dedicatory address. James F. Blair was master of

the cornerstone box, and Mrs. Pfeiffer, assisted by the architect, Otis C.

Poundstone, laid the stone. The keys were first given to Mrs. Pfeiffer, who in turn

presented them to Harry E. Bullock, representing Union's trustees. Unfortunately,

the inclement weather forced most of the ceremonies to be held indoors in the
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college auditorium, which was crowded to capacity. Others participating in the

program were President Boatman, Bishop Darlington, Dr. H. W. McPherson, and

the Reverend G. M. Haggard. Recipients of honorary degrees on that memorable
day numbered eight; among them were Annie Pfeiffer and Edgar B. Wesley.^''

In the light of public relations. President Boatman looked upon Pfeiffer Hall's

dedication as "perhaps the most fruitful and most inspiring event of the year."^^ The
following comments by distinguished guests are proof of the favorable impression

made upon them by Union College:

I thought your services were well planned. . . . Everything certainly looks fine around

your campus. You are to be congratulated on getting the new buildings and keeping the

property in such good repair. . . .Union has made a great place for itself and we are all

hoping that its future may be even better than anything that has yet come.-'

. . .It was a pleasure for me to represent your sister institution at Cumberland Gap.

Certainly you have a marvelous angel in Mrs. Pfeiffer, who has provided two of the most

beautiful and usable buildings for a college of your size that I have ever seen. Your work at

Union has been justified far beyond your years of service.^^

The program for the dedication of Pfeiffer Hall was splendidly conceived and

beautifully carried out. I have never attended a more impressive one. . . .The thing that

impressed me most in this connection [the weather complication] was not so much the

mechanical readjustment but the fine spirit in which it was done. Boys and girls are safe in

the hands of folk who can meet emergencies in such a Christian manner.^''

Before work on the most important item on the three-point program, the

construction of a sanctuary, could be launched, the flood of students at the war's

end made imperative prompt measures to provide more housing space for men,

mostly veterans, and to add classroom and laboratory facilities.

In 1945, Tye House, located at the corner of Main and Manchester Streets, had

been purchased with the idea of using it as a residence for girls. This $10,000

investment, known as Senior House,^^ was used at first for senior girls, but the

greatly increased enrollment of men forced its use as a men's dormitory. Added
temporary housing for men was provided by two steel barracks, acquired from the

federal authorities and rebuilt at a cost of approximately $5,000. These two
buildings, erected in 1946 and 1947, provided housing for forty men. In addition,

the college acquired about twenty-five trailers for the use of married veterans.

The second immediate post-war need, classroom space, was provided by the

acquisition of a surplus government building, 30 ft. x 150 ft., which had been

located at Bowman Field, Louisville. Unlike the barracks, this fine $50,000 building

erected during the summer of 1947 was intended for permanent occupancy. Known
at first as the science building, it was officially christened the X'eterans' Building at a

combined Founders' Day-Dedicatory Program held in November, with

Congressman J. M. Robsion delivering the main address. ^^ Almost two weeks later

(November 20), Union received the deed from the Federal Works Agency. Besides

housing the chemistry laboratory, which later (1950) received a large grant, the

building provided classroom space for the English department.

At the war's end, plans for the chapel-auditorium differed little from those first

projected in 1939 when it was intended to build a structure almost identical with the

library and locate it on the southeast side of the administration building, with the

same kind of ambulatory connections that building afforded with the library. ^^
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The recent growth and needs of the college brought a drastic revision in plans.

The new fine arts department (1946-1947), having no home of its own, was forced

to use the hmited facilities available on the first floor of Speed Hall. Revised plans,

worked out early in 1947, called for a combined chapel-fine arts building to be

constructed on the northwest side of the college grounds, suggesting the later

development of a quadrangular type of campus. Of course this structure would cost

much more than the one first planned, because of its increased size and the post-war

inflation.

In the early spring of 1947, Dr. Boatman expressed hope of getting construction

started by July 1.^* Bids received for the project seemed exorbitantly high—one of

$513,000 and another of $496,000 being rejected. ^^ Nevertheless, in early

September, the Board of Trustees decided to go ahead with construction, and work
began in October, 1947. It seemed illogical to start construction on a project with

theoretically no limit to the cost, and with cash assets of only $110,000 in addition to

$55,000 in pledges. Before her death in 1946, Mrs. Pfeiffer had pledged an

additional $100,000 toward a chapel, but the executors of her estate would not pay

the amount to Union College Corporation because construction had not begun. A
plan was worked out whereby Mrs. Pfeiffer's executors transferred the sum of

$100,000 to the Board of Education of The Methodist Church to be held in trust until

such time as tangible evidence of construction was offered.^''

From the first, the building of the chapel-fine arts structure was plagued with

unforeseen troubles. A firm foundation could be had only after the driving of many
piles into the sandy subsoil. Then came labor troubles—the men were afraid to

work because of intimidation from others. The hiring of local labor, although

beneficial to the community, proved to be harmful in the long run because few
skilled workers acquainted with this type of construction could be found in the

locale.

By the last of May, 1948, the first floor had been completed at a cost of over

$50,000. At this time President Boatman predicted that the struggle to get through

with it would be the severest ever experienced on Union's campus. The handicaps

of raising $200,000 while the building was already under construction seemed
almost unsurmountable. The Board of Trustees authorized a loan of $100,000, if

necessary,^' to insure completion. Eight months later, about two thirds of the

building had been completed at an expenditure of over $200,000, whereupon the

revised estimated cost was set at $350,000.'^^ By the end of the following May, after

$290,000 had been spent and $100,000 borrowed in temporary loans, the total cost

was reestimated at $381,000.^^ The edifice in its unfinished state was first used for

commencement exercises on May 31, 1949.

As early as February, 1949, a joint committee composed of faculty and board

members had been selected to make plans for the building's dedication.^"* Bishop

William T. Watkins exclaimed: "I thank God for the glorious history of Union

College. ... I look with keen anticipation to the coming years for the contribution

this college will make. . . far beyond the borders of the State." Governor Clements

considered this expansion of Union's plant facihties as symbohc of the progress that

characterized Union and as marking another milestone in the service contributed to

the community and state, while Dr. Nicholas Mitchell thought the chapel would
prove to be a source of inspiration for many years to come.^^
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Conway Boatman Chapel and Pfeiffer Hall

Dedication services of the chapel-fine arts building were highlighted by an act of

recognition for Dr. Boatman—the naming of the structure in his honor. Without the

person of Conway Boatman it would be difficult for one acquainted with Union's

history to imagine the appearance of such a structure on the college campus. The
Board's timely announcement of the name "Conway Boatman Chapel" brought

with it prolonged applause from the enthusiastic audience. "^^ On this same
auspicious occasion, honorary degrees were conferred upon William T. Watkins,

William Woodson, Robert B. Pierce, Joseph D. Jones, Carl E. Vogel, Ethel E.

Harpst, and Torney O. Nail, Jr.

Additional honors for President Boatman came on January 30, 1953, when Robert

Lee Blackwell, representing Union's Board of Trustees, presented Sudduth Goff's

brilliant portrait of the president to the college. At the ceremony of presentation

directed by Miss Moore of the college faculty, Mr. Blackwell, in sketching Dr.

Boatman's successful career, stated:

The trustees have assembled this convocation. . . to honor one in the very midst of his

life's work, who in his youth learned well what. . . Cardinal W'olsey learned too late.^'

It is a great privilege to participate in the ceremonies of this occasion—an occasion which
is an outward mark of the high esteem so justly due to a man of high purpose. ... A man
with purpose is a man with power; power of achievement which is limited only by his.

capacity to imagine and by his will to pursue!'^'

President Boatman's dream of many years, the chapel-fine arts building is, as the
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name suggests, really two buildings in one. The two-story fine arts section, located

in the rear, contains ten piano practice rooms, two student studios, a radio control

room, an instrument room, a music library, an art room with laboratory equipment,

classrooms, division administrative offices, and a student prayer room. In addition

there is a small concert hall with stage and a projection booth. This "Little Theater"

was furnished through the generosity of the family of Fred C. Rector, a prominent

member of Union's early faculty. The sanctuary, built as the name implies for the

purpose of worship, seats 700 and was at the time considered adequate for future

needs. The divided chancel for the use of Union's robed A Capella choir and the

$13,000 Kilgen organ lend dignity and solemnity to the worship services. The organ

was the gift of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Cawood, in memory of Hiram Cawood and A. B.

Comett. The Maas 32-note chimes, in combination with a Westminster Clock, the

gift^^ of the Oscar H. Viall family, were dedicated at an inpressive ceremony on

March 17, 1951.^0

Dedication and use of Union's pride of the campus did not mark the end of the

heavy financial problems connected with it. At the time of dedication, the building

debt was approximately $150,000, but eighteen months later President Boatman
made the amazing announcement that the chapel-fine arts building was free of

debt.''^ Practically the entire amount had been raised by President Boatman through

personal solicitations. Two major gifts of $50,000 each were contributed by the

Kresge Foundation and the Lilly Endowment. The other great gift of $100,000,

pledged by Mrs. Pfeiffer before her death, has already been noted.

The name of this great benefactress to LJnion College, Annie Memer Pfeiffer, has

been mentioned in connection with LInion's two major buildings, but nothing so far

has been said of her unusual Hfe. As a seamstress in Cedar Falls, Iowa, she married

Henry Pfeiffer, a rising young druggist who achieved the extraordinary success of

becoming owner of the Hudnut Perfumery Company and the William P. Warner
Drug Company. Promotion of their wares in the South brought the Pfeiffers into

personal contact with the people, mores, and problems peculiar to that region.

They recognized the special educational needs of a section of our country not yet

fully recovered from the awful effects of a fratricidal war.

LInion College was not alone among Southern institutions to benefit from the

Pfeiffers' generosity; two junior colleges in North Carolina, Florida Southern

College, and Snead Junior College in Alabama also shared. While president of the

latter institution. Dr. Boatman became acquainted with the Pfeiffers and proposed

to Mrs. Pfeiffer a unique system of control of a college's endowment funds,

whereby a local board of trustees relinquished its control of funds to a higher body,

which presumably was of a more responsible nature. This system was applied to the

care of the Pfeiffer endowment by allowing the General Board of Education [in

Nashville] to handle the gift.^^

Shortly after Mrs. Pfeiffer's death on January 8, 1946, at the advanced age of 86,

the Board of Trustees passed, in the formof a resolution, the following memorial:

No one could come into her presence without sensing that fine, chastening,. . .

benediction of her personality. Simplicity, cheerfulness, a rare sense of humor, profound

sympathy for human need and suffering, an uncanny, practical wisdom in the

administration of great wealth to achieve the greatest service, an inspiring loyalty to the

service motive in hfe, a rare patience with people and their faults, a personal dislike of pious

thoughts that failed to issue in deeds of usefulness, a burning love of God and man. . .
.^^
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Union's three-point building program was bound inseparably with Union's

greatest permanent problem—an inadequate endowment. This inadequacy,

operating in a vicious circle, tended to nullify all phases of Union's growth. Because

the income from Union's endowment was insufficient in any given year to balance

operating costs, the president was forced to apply the gifts he received (at a great

deal of cost to him in time and labor) to make up current deficits rather than

applying them to the endowment, thereby insuring a larger annual income. For

instance, in the fiscal year 1953-1954, President Boatman had to raise $36,000 in gifts

in order to balance the budget.'^'* In addition, the large building programs and

unexpected outlays for plant repairs retarded the growth of Union's endowment.

Since 1888, Union had been the child of the Kentucky Conference, representing

the Northern branch of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Although the Conference

at times fostered and sustained other institutions of learning over the years. Union

finally emerged as the Conference's only college. The reunion of Methodism in a

border state such as Kentucky, where two former alien conferences found it

difficult to forget the wounds engendered by the terrible civil conflict of 1861-1865,

further complicated rather than simplified Union's status within the two newly

formed conferences.

Three colleges. Union, Kentucky Wesleyan, and Lindsey Wilson, were now
operating under the joint auspices of the Kentucky and Louisville Conferences of

The Methodist Church. In 1941, a survey report recommended complete

withdrawal of support from Lindsey Wilson, the continuance of LInion, and a study

of the possibilities of moving Kentucky Wesleyan or merging it. The compilers of

the survey assumed that the burden of maintaining three conference colleges was

too great to bear. But the joint commission on educational survey rejected the

recommendations and advocated the continuance of both Lindsey Wilson and

Kentucky Wesleyan, with the idea of making the latter a fully accredited four-year

college. ^^ The commission also thought that L^nion should "continue its program of

securing a major part of its operating expenses at large, receiving only a nominal

part of the regular conference benevolence and of College Day collections."*^ In

other words, this commission on educational policy was blandly asking the

Kentucky Conference not to hold itself responsible financially for its first child,

Union, but at the same time to indicate its willingness to take care of its newly

adopted waifs, Lindsey Wilson and Kentucky Wesleyan.

Rumor had it that L^nion was well able to shift for itself, although only a cursory

examination of the school's finances would have been required to reveal an entirely

different picture. These dangers to L^nion's existence were succinctly stated by Dr.

Boatman: "The impression is being made throughout the tu'o conferences that

Union College is not the sick child of the three colleges." Throughout the

conferences the idea prevails that Union "no longer needs financial aid. I can think

of no menace for the future of L^nion College," concluded President Boatman, "so

serious as this impression."''^

Dr. Boatman won a great victory for Union in September, 1946, at Wilmore,

Kentucky, where, after spirited debate, it was decided to distribute the educational

funds of the conferences equally among the three colleges. At first, the Educational •

Board voted for the status quo, meaning that Kentucky Wesleyan should receive

one half, with Lindsey Wilson and LInion sharing the remainder. But happily the
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inference rejected the Board's recommendation following an "impassioned plea"

President Boatman. ^^ In 1946, Union was receiving ten percent of the funds,

die Kentucky Wesleyan got seventy percent. After years of pouring the major

ire of Conference funds into what appeared to be a fruitless financial investment,

! conferences changed the site of Kentucky Wesleyan to Owensboro, Kentucky,

iwever, efforts to build a new college plant at Owensboro again caused Union to

e its share in the great conference drive of 1953.

'n spite of the handicaps mentioned, Union was able to sustain a huge building

jgram with a relatively small increase in the indebtedness and to witness a large

rease in its endowment at the end of the three-point building program. The
ijor items—the library, Pfeiffer Hall, and the chapel-fine arts building—together

th some minor items like the Veterans' (science) building and barracks, had
osted Union's property value from $242,000 to $1,075,000 or over four times its

^war value. While Union's property value was increased by over $800,000, the

bt totaled only $67,000 in 1951, although it had reached $200,000 in 1950. The year

)0-1951 had been a banner one in respect to gifts, $178,000 being contributed

;hin a twelvemonth. During the thirteen-year period 1938-1951, Union's

iowment had increased by fifty percent its value of $414,000 in 1938, reaching

)0,000 in 1951.''9

Jnion's operating expenses in 1951 had multiplied over two and one half times

ce 1938. The pre-war budget of $135,000 paled into insignificance alongside the

iO-1951 budget of $360,000. In 1954-1955, it reached a high of $396,000. During

same period, endowment income had doubled—growing from $15,000 to

),000. The Conference and College Day collections for Union had increased

m $2,000 annually to $20,000. Over a period of twelve years, these contributions

aled $145,000.

3ne would think that with such an amazing record of physical expansion over a

zen years most administrators would have been content to rest upon their laurels,

t Dr. Boatman realized that Union was still far removed from the place where the

lege would be in a position to render maximum service to its students, its faculty,

1 the community. Scarcely had the books been closed upon the three-point

)gram of the Forward Movement when President Boatman proposed to embark
on another—a five-point program more ambitious than the first and

itemplating expenditures over twice as great.

rhree of the items on the new Forward Program were concerned with housing.

r years new faculty members had been confronted with the difficult problem of

ding suitable housing on short notice. The steel barracks, intended only for

iporary housing, were fast proving inadequate, and, with the disintegration of

Trailer Village, Union had no special attraction for the Korean veterans or any

rried couples wishing to attend school. By 1954, two of these housing needs were

ed, and a solution for the third was guaranteed.

During the summer of 1953, a timely announcement was made of a $75,000

)nymous gift to be applied toward construction of housing units for married

iples. Originally, twenty units consisting of two rooms each in the style of a

(dern motel were planned. Later, changing of the plans to three-room units plus

iitional conveniences and furnishings upped the estimate an additional $51,000.

e donor readily agreed to give the additional amount.
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The story of Arthur Vining Davis reads like one of Horatio Alger's typical success

tales. This son of a Yankee Congregational minister graduated from Amherst

College the same year that Dr. Stevenson moved to Union's campus. Hired as a

handyman for the newly born Pittsburgh Reduction Company at $14 per week, he

assisted in pouring the world's first commercial aluminum. By 1928, he had forged

ahead to become chairman of the Board of Directors of the Aluminum Company of

America (ALCOA)—that giant sprung from a pygmy company of five employees.

Besides his interest in ALCOA, Mr. Davis held directorships in five other

corporations. Because of these achievements in the world of industry, LInion

College bestowed upon him the honorary degree of Doctor of Commercial

Science. Through the efforts of Dr. Boatman, this immensely wealthy tycoon

became interested in the welfare of LInion College and donated the amount needed

to build the College Courts.

This need for accommodations for married couples attending Union was cited in

a report of the Special Study Committee on May 3, 1949,^^ but the committee could

hardly have foreseen that the problem would be solved three years later. In late

1953, the contract for the College Courts was let to the J. W. Wyan Company of

London, Kentucky, for $135,570.^' With furnishings, the total expenditures

exceeded $165,000. By May, 1954, about $15,000 in gifts had already been

subscribed for furnishings. This important addition to LInion's fast-growing plant

was expected to be completed by September, 1954.

As late as 1949, there was talk of purchasing an aluminum hangar from the

government for use as a gymnasium. The initial cost was set at $50,000, with an

additional $75,000 needed for installation and equipment. Although abandonment
of this plan deferred the time when Union was to realize her dream of a modem
physical education plant, in the long run the delay proved fortunate. In the first

place, a hangar gymnasium was completely out of harmony with recent

architectural developments on Union's campus and would have marred the beauty

of one of Union's greatest assets—her beautiful campus. Second, such makeshift

equipment would have proved unsatisfactory in the end, and LInion's needs would
still have remained unfilled.

The great combined Kentucky and Louisville Conference drives of 1953 were to

provide the financial nucleus for construction of Union's projected $500,000 field

house and gymnasium. This drive was expected to net approximately $900,000,

which meant that Union could expect about $240,000 as her share from this source.

By May, 1954, L^nion had received in cash over $75,000,^^ and an outside pledge of

$100,000 was anxiously expected. The Board's resolution of February 18, 1954,

provided for starting construction when $100,000 was received in addition to the

development fund.

L'pon completion of the new field house, it was planned to convert the old

gymnasium into a student-union building. One of the severest criticisms directed at

Union College throughout the years by students and alumni has been the school's

inability to cope with the problem of satisfying student demands for a fuller social

hfe on the campus. At a meeting of the College Administrative Council in the fall of

1951, the urgent need for a building that the students could call their own was
discussed, and immediate action followed. Union's miniature student-union-

building opened its doors on February 16, 1952, as part of the winter homecoming
festivities. This well-equipped rendezvous, located near Cozy Cottage, at first
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went under a great variety of names, but fmaUy, by common consent, this student

"hangout" crystalhzed into the Snack Shack. Its cost of almost $9,000 was financed

entirely by friends of the college. In President Boatman's opinion, this Httle venture

proved to be by far the greatest help to student social life that the college had ever

provided.^''

By 1954, the last important item on President Boatman's new program, and

actually the most critical, was the new housing for men students. There was good
reason to believe that the Federal Housing and Home Finance Agency would grant

a loan of $300,000 to be used in building a wing to Stevenson Hall and for renovation

of the old dormitory itself.

Completion of this phase of the Forward Movement, great as it was, was only

part of a larger one projecting into the future. Apparently, in the fast-moving

atomic age of the twentieth century, a college that seeks to maintain only what
appears to be a satisfactory status quo will soon find itself stagnant and

unproductive. In complete agreement only with the material phases of this

philosophy of edcuation. President Boatman outlined further physical growth to be
completed over a span of twenty-five years. ^'^ This included major repairs to the old

classroom building, a small modern hotel, a new combined science-cafeteria hall, a

campus radio station, an additional women's residence hall, hard surfacing of

campus driveways, additional faculty housing, and an endowment three times the

1953 size of $715,000.

The celebration of Union's seventy-fifth anniversary in 1954 marked not the

finale of a glorious epoch in material growth for the college but only a phase which

began with the Fanny Speed era a half century before and which experienced a

tremendous acceleration with the coming of the Conway Boatman administration.

In 1954, the Forward Movement sought to help shape Union's destiny with a well-

directed step into the next quarter century.
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CHAPTER XI

Union Serves, 1938-1954

Whhile it is true that the over-all aim of Union College, the efficient preparation

of Christian leaders for a contemporary society,' has remained constant since the

days of Dr. Stevenson, the college's ability to carry out included goals has increased

during the last sixty years to an extent that even Dr. Stevenson would hardly have

dared to hope. Moreover, while it is also true that increased ability to serve has

come about because of the school's gradual growth over the years. Union's

expansion of more recent years has greatly increased the college's potential in this

respect.

Only one with limited vision could think of Union College as serving only the

students who attend it. A broader interpretation must include service to its faculty,

the national community, and, finally, to the cause of Christianity. New media
through which these services function have likewise come into being and multiplied

in conjunction with the college's growth. A public, often bewildered by the various

claims of educational institutions, must needs be informed of Union's place in its

peculiar field of Christian education. In years past this work has been carried on,

often haphazardly, by the personal contacts of faculty and staff and through

Union's students, friends, alumni, and the use of descriptive literature. In recent

years, the development of the offices of Public Relations and of Alumni Affairs has

greatly strengthened Union's ties with the public and her former students.

Union secured its first full-time director of public relations in 1942.^ Obviously

during the trying war years little could be done with respect to student contacts.

During the past few years, the director of public relations has used such tools as

college speakers, personal contacts, radio programs, visual education, college

student organizations, and high-school activities on Union's campus to foster better

relations between Union and the public it serves.

Union's A Capella Choir, because of its annual tours, has rendered the name
'Union College" a familiar term in areas of the nation far distant from Barbourville.

The choir made its initial debut on television over WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, Ohio, in

the spring of 1952. Variety shows, organized under Union's director of public

relations, gave performances before Kentucky high-school students and service

groups. The famous show of 1951-1952 consisted of the "Uke" team and the "Ink

Blots," with the versatile Dave Jones as master of ceremonies. The following year

Dave presented his gorgeous "Show of Shows."

Union's first public relations radio show was presented over station WCTT,
Corbin, Kentucky, on March 20, 1953, in conjunction with High School Senior Day.
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The next month, the Union College program, emanating from the Conway
Boatman Chapel, began as a quarter-hour weekly feature. On January 27, 1954, a

similar monthly program was instituted from WMIK, Middlesboro, Kentucky. The
advent of television has brought increased opportunities for presentation of Union

College to the public.

Pioneer work at Union in promotion of alumni relations began at a propitious

time in 1944, when Union was making plans for post-war development. Credit for

much of this work belongs to Catherine Faulkner Singer ('32) and Phillip I. Peters

('41). The first Alumni Newsletter, four pages, mimeographed, was edited by Mrs.

Singer in November, 1944.'' The publication of the second issue (about February,

1945) was made possible by the contribution of James P. Faulkner, who paid $26 in

back alumni dues, thereby giving him the distinction of having paid his dues in full

for fifty-two years. ^ In December, 1945, Phillip Peters, then a member of Union's

faculty, took charge of these letters. The issue of November, 1948, related an

interesting story of the organizing of the New England Chapter of Union's Alumni

Association at the home of Bob and Mary Pearson in Braintree, Massachusetts. This

chapter meets twice a year to renew friendships and exchange reminiscences of life

at Union. Willa Rumbley Peters ('42) prepared the only printed Alumni Newsletter,

the commencement number of 1950.

Beginning in 1952, the Alumni Newsletter grew into the Union College Alumnus,

now published quarterly by Union College. The first issue, February, 1952,

prepared under the direction of Union's director of alumni affairs, Milton

Townsend ('48), brought greetings from President Boatman to the alumni, listed the

whereabouts of many alumni, and cited the New England Chapter for its

outstanding work. Perhaps the most prominent number to date was the directory of

September, 1952, which listed all alumni receiving degrees and all academy
graduates from 1908 to 1930. The Alumni Association was strengthened in June,

1952, through the establishment of a Board of Directors, with four-year terms

expiring at the rate of three annually.^

Another Union publication of interest was the Union College News, which first

appeared in September, 1944. This bulletin purported to be "a tie of information

and understanding between the college and its friends."^

High-school and youth activities on Union's campus, as a medium for

acquainting prospective freshmen with the college, have rapidly increased in

number during the post-war period. The first of these activities was High School

Senior Day beginning in 1940, when 250 high-school seniors visited Union's

campus. These visits, which give an opportunity for high-school students to witness

Union at work, have become an annual event, and the number attending has

swelled to approximately 700. Local high schools also take advantage of Union's

special facilities to hold dramatic and music festivals. The same is true in the field of

physical education. Union's track, the best in southeastern Kentucky, is used

annually for regional meets.

The Kentucky Conference has been using Union College as the site for holding its

Methodist Youth Fellowship Assembly. This event, which promises to become an

annual one on Union's campus, has special features for each day of its weekly

program. Courses in Bible, Life of Christ, and Christian Living are offered by-

trained pastors of the Conference. L^nion thus assists in bringing Christian

education to youth not sufficiently advanced to enroll in the college.
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When Dr. Boatman took office, war clouds were already appearing on the

European horizon. Hitler, leader of the trio of international bandits, had succeeded

in reuniting the Teutonic world and was preparing Germany for her long-heralded

thrust toward the East. War broke out the next year, and again a European conflict

threatened America's isolationism. In retrospect. Dr. Boatman's voice of 1940

seemed almost prophetic:

When we look out uponourpresentworld, security of every kind is gravely threatened. . . .

ITie holocaust now raging in Europe may engulf not only our own individual interest, but

the interests of this college, smash enrollment, reduce income, and for the appeal for funds

for Christian education purposes, substitute campaigns to pay staggering war costs.'

Not long after America's entrance into the world confhct as a belligerent power,

President Boatman presented a seven-point program explaining how Union was

prepared to serve during the war emergency. The streamlined, accelerated

program would permit graduation in three years. Courses in science, physics, and

business, which tended to function more directly in the war effort, would be

strengthened. Union would struggle to cope with the problems of teacher shortage

and the training of women for emergency services. And finally, the college would

strive to uphold the quality of instruction, strengthen the civilian morale, and

preserve the integrity of the moral character of the people.* At the same time, in

order to avoid "financial anemia," strictest economy would be practiced in concert

with a drive for increasing endowment resources—Union's "only hope of survival."

As a wartime service. Union offered noncredit courses to local citizens at only a

$1.00 registration fee. Ten faculty members, all volunteers, taught courses one day

per week that were related to wartime problems.^

The years 1943 and 1944 were the darkest during the conflict. Only fifteen

candidates were considered for degrees in May, 1943. Low point in enrollment was
reached in January, 1944, when fewer than 100 students enrolled for the second

quarter. Not many students survived the crisis at Union. In June, 1945, Union
graduated only nine out of the 113 that entered in 1941.'°

The first marked improvement in enrollment (103) came about during the 1945

summer session. At the Lindsey Wilson Junior College workshop, an additional

fifty-four affiliated students received credit from Union. Dr. Otis Amis had

instituted a similar workshop at London the preceding summer.'' The large

freshman class of 100, eleven of whom were veterans, proved that the crisis was

over by September, 1945.

The influx of veterans brought with it certain expectations regarding LInion's

immediate future. It was believed that the veterans would constitute a problem on

the campus and that extreme laxity of morals could be anticipated as part of the

war's aftermath. Fortunately, such dire predictions failed to materialize; most of

the veterans proved to be excellent students—leaders in all phases of campus
activities—and there came about a "more genuine and deeper interest in religion."'^

Veterans were assisted in attaining vocational rehabilitation and education through

a guidance center opened at the college in the fall of 1945.

L^nion College did not wait until the war crisis was over to make plans for its place

in the post-war world. Suggestions for a self-survey of Union College were made on
October 8, 1943, at a meeting of the Upper Cumberland Education Association

(UCEA) on the campus. At a faculty meeting (November 22), Dr. Otis Amis of the
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college faculty presented a tentative plan. A few days later his plan was adopted,

and Dr. Amis was appointed coordinator of the study. Three area committees and

nine sub-committees were appointed to work on the project, intended to answer

three questions: (1) Whom does Union College serve? (2) How adequately does

Union serve? (3) How should Union College organize to serve?^^

The survey, which took two years to complete, is embodied in two typewritten

bound volumes. Crammed with statistics (116 tables), the survey covered high-

school students of the area, fifty-six freshmen entering Union in 1943, Union

alumni, and former non-graduating students.

Summaries of the study of high-school students indicated a swing to commercial,

scientific, and mathematical interests. Music constituted the largest extracurricular

activity, with athletics second. Church was the largest area of activity outside the

high-school area. The chief interest within high school was preparation for college.

Opinions of the college freshmen, characterized as being based upon "immature

and inadequate judgments,"'^ gave answers to questions concerning church

affiliations, rehgious interests, leading occupations, and standards of living as

indicated by the number of newspapers, painted houses, refrigerators, average

incomes, etc., found in the area. Returns (493) from alumni and former students

showed that Union's location (nearness) was the biggest factor in attracting

students. Influence of friends and low college costs placed second and third,

respectively. About thirteen percent of those surveyed were businessmen, and

three percent had entered the ministry. Although two fifths of Union's former

students had engaged in teaching, most of them found history and education

courses of least value to them because they had "little or no need for them after

graduation." The most valuable courses, according to the survey, were English and

physical education.

The things they liked most about Union, said her former students, were the

faculty-student relationships and "friendly atmosphere." The things most disliked

about Union were its "inadequate social Hfe" (16%), its restrictions (12%), and the ban
against dancing (8%).^^ Only five of Union's former students disapproved of Union's

geographical location.

The students made a total of 348 suggestions for improvement at Union. The
leading suggestions in order of importance were (1) a larger college, (2) more
Christian influence, (3) more athletics and social life.'^

The committee's recommendations, based primarily on its findings, asked for:

(1) curriculum changes in the direction of vocational needs such as secretarial

science and accounting, (2) a full-fledged department of fine arts, (3) a new
counseling program, (4) plant improvements, (5) student industries, (6) teacher

education laboratory, (7) improved faculty retirement system, (8) minimum
increase of $250,000 in endowment.'^ President Boatman had no doubt as to the

survey's importance— it would "stand out in Union College's history as a landmark
of success and the beginning of a better college on this campus."'® Furthermore, Dr.

Boatman expressed his hope of incorporating the recommendations gradually into

the total program of the college.

Some of the curriculum trends toward vocational subjects had already been
anticipated by the college in the pre-war years. In 1939-1940, the "division" of

secretarial sciences offered one year of work. When war came, two instructors were
required to teach the sixteen courses offered. In 1941, five graduates received the
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: diplomas in secretarial science. Two years later, the two-year diploma course

ccounting was replaced by an accelerated one-year course for the purpose of

3ving the critical shortages in that profession.'^ At the end of the war, the two-

r course was reinstated. Forty-eight students received diplomas in this field in a

-year period ( 1948-1952) . The next logical step, in view of the post-war needs of

business world, was to offer a four-year curriculum leading to the baccalaureate

ree in that field.

lacement of a home economics division in the curriculum was another step in

direction of offering work in the "practical arts." Entrance of the United States

the war hastened this step because girls now constituted the great majority of

lents attending college. In February, 1942, the faculty requested that home
nomics be added to the curriculum. ^^ Beginning with the freshman year 1942-

X it was intended to add additional years until the degree of Bachelor of Science

[ome Economics could be offered.^' In spite of the addition of a well-equipped

le economics laboratory, the small enrollment continued in the courses and

;d to justify the effort or the high expenditures. The biggest hindrance to the

kvth of the division was the inability of the college to train students for such work
er the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act. State public school institutions hiring

ionnel trained under the provisions of the act qualified for federal grants-in-aid,

ch underwrote the salaries of vocational teachers in home economics and

culture. In 1952, home economics was dropped from the curriculum^^ with the

e that sufficient demand would soon justify its reinstatement.

he curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Science degree likewise suffered from
11 enrollment in the post-war years, and beginning in 1948-1949, new students

e not allowed to register for this degree. In 1948, Union College conferred its

B.S. degree.

nion's requirements for graduation in 1954 were approximately the same as

' had been in 1938. The number of semester hours required in science had been
iced, while those in physical education were increased. Six semester hours work
lired in "social science" was changed to sociology, and courses formerly listed

er Bible and Moral Philosophy were now under the caption Religion and

osophy. The minimum number of semester hours, 126, and the quality point,

ding of 1.00 remained unchanged.

dmission requirements to Union College became markedly more "liberal"

ing this sixteen-year period. In 1938, the applicant for admission had to submit

'en units of standard high-school work including three units in English and two
lathematics; not more than four units in vocational subjects were accepted. In

1, graduation from an accredited high school was sufficient for entrance, and
1 graduates of nonaccredited high schools were admitted on condition. Neither

veterans need to qualify for entrance under general admission requirements. It

' be added that these changes in entrance requirements at Union were in

nony with changed requirements in other colleges.

study of degrees conferred in the early 1950's indicates the direction in which
on was moving, and the fields of service expected from potential graduates,

y about ten percent of Union's graduates were coming from the liberal arts

iculum, preparatory, it was assumed, to work in the advanced professional

is of ministry, medicine, law, etc. On the other hand, approximately sixty

;ent of Union's graduates had prepared for teaching certificates in the
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elementary field and another thirty percent for teaching in the public high schools.

In an effort to serve southeastern Kentucky's need for more public school

teachers, Union increased the course offerings in the field of education and offered

work to teachers in the field. At first, the in-service training was carried on through

extension courses at night in towns not far distant from Barbourville. Beginning in

the early 1950's, Saturday classes on the campus were inaugurated for teachers in

the area living within commuting distance. This offering, successful from the start,

enabled teachers in training to carry approximately one third of a normal school

load. For many years, Union offered a special spring term for the convenience of

teachers whose schools closed early in the spring.

When President Boatman assumed office at Union, all courses in the curriculum

were listed under seven departments of instruction and the two divisions of fine arts

and extension. Early in 1947, there was much discussion at faculty meetings

concerning the need for curriculum reorganization, and a committee went to work

on the problem. At a later meeting ( February 24) , three proposals were voted down
by the faculty. Not until almost a year later did the faculty adopt a new divisional

system, effective June 1, 1948.^^ Under the new organization, all courses were listed

under the six divisions of Religion and Philosophy, Education, Fine Arts,

Languages, Sciences, and Social Sciences. These divisions were at first subdivided

into twenty-four departments. The numbers and titles of some of these subdivisions

have undergone changes, especially in the Education and Social Science Divisions.

The new system was easier to direct from an administrative viewpoint and raised

the status of the former Fine Arts, Home Economics, and Secretarial Science

groups.

One of the services offered to many students of Union College was the

opportunity to earn a portion of the expenses incurred while attending college. This

service, in the form of workships, greatly expanded in the post-war period. For

example, in 1953-1954 approximately sixty students were earning a total of $10,000

at Union. In addition to the workships, the college gave many more scholarships

and grants than in former years. During 1953-1954, it issued eleven athletic and five

music scholarships, totaling almost $2,500. Ministerial grants cost the college

another $2,300 in tuition fees, and the freshman scholarships, fifty-four in number,

totaled approximately $7,500. It is almost unbelievable that Union College could

grant and pay its students $22,000 or more yearly—more than the full tuition fees of

100 students.

Union's first services, geographically, were in southeastern Kentucky. While

statistics proved that Union's major sphere of service still lay in this area, it is

erroneous to think of Union as a "mountain school." Beginning in the 1920's, the

proportion of students not living in the immediate vicinity of Barbourville

gradually grew until it seemed that there was no geographical limit to Union's areas

of service. In 1928-1929, about four percent of Union's students came from homes
outside Kentucky. By 1936-1937, the percentage had risen to nine. During the five-

year period 1947-1952, Union enrolled from outside Kentucky an average of 104

each winter term out of an average enrollment of 475 students. One could hardly

consider Union's atmosphere still provincial when over twenty percent of its

resident winter students came from outside the Commonwealth of Kentucky. It is

of special interest to note that one fourth of the out-of-state students in the post-war
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period came from New England, a section of our nation which led in pubHc
education from the first.

^**

As long as Union discriminated racially in the selection of its students, it was hard

to justify to its fullest Union's precepts of a Christian education for all. The question

of admitting Negro students to Union became a lively issue in 1946, when the

college received its first application from a member of that race.^^ In the fall of

1950, both the faculty and the regular student body voted favorably to admit

Negroes. ^^ Only Union's Board of Trustees had the authority to take such action,

and that body on February 16, 1954, passed by a unanimous vote the motion
".

. . that negroes should [be] and are now permitted to enter Union College as day-

students. . .

."^^

Another great service that Union College rendered to the community through the

years, increasingly so in the years under discussion, was outside the educational and
cultural spheres. Union College became Barbourville's biggest business. Coach
Bacon in 1943 was among the first to call the public's attention to this fact. A payroll

of $70,000 and other income was bringing in a total of $114,000 to Barbourville

annually. The college saved commuting students many thousands of dollars,

making it possible for them to remain at home while attending college.^* If this was
true in 1943, it was much more so over a decade later. Unemployment in the area

made Union College, as never before, the community's chief economic bulwark.

An institution with an operating expenditure of almost $400,000 annually was
bound to exert a powerful influence on the economic life of a small community of

only 3,000 people. The total payroll more than doubled in the decade 1943-1953.

Services for the community must include services for the faculty, and much
progress in this direction was made during the Boatman regime. These chief lines of

progress were in the fields of faculty housing, retirement, salaries, and tenure.

Before the war began, a few properties were secured adjacent to the campus.

During the conflict and shortly after, when Union was engaged in her plant

expansion, little could be done in this direction. After completion of the chapel-fine

arts building in 1949, Dr. Boatman turned to the problem of securing better housing

for Union's faculty. After a plea for action on the part of the trustees, Dr. Boatman
said:

Therefore I make bold to say this should be a trustee meeting that will go down in history for

doing something for the faculty'. Litde has been done for the faculty because there have
been no resources. ... I want this Board to go all out for faculty at this meeting and if we do

I think we can overcome 50 percent of the faculty short tenure problem. ^^

President Boatman proposed a loan of $75,000 from Federal Housing funds if

necessary. The Board had been presented with a way that was open and a need that

was imperative.

A year later, the Board of Trustees authorized the building of four new housing

units to be completed by September. Construction was expected to take place on

the newly purchased Decker property. The buying of this property, together with

the renovation of the old home of Andrew Decker into two apartments, cost the

college almost $25,000. This construction of three new housing units in close

proximity to the old Decker home raised the total expenditure to $87,000. ^'^ In 1953,

the college acquired another property on College Street for $14,830. In a two-year

period, faculty housing had cost $90,000. By 1954, the college owned thirteen
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residences occupied by faculty or staff members.^' It is of special interest to note

that $32,500 of Union's total debt of $90,112 in April of 1954 was due to expenditures

on faculty housing. These units rented for considerably less than the amount usually

charged by private investors for like investments.

A retirement system for teachers was first inaugurated during Dr. Gross's

administration in 1938. Under arrangements with the New England Mutual Life

Insurance, faculty members and the college each made flat contributions of $50

annually. In 1945, the Development Committee recommended participation in the

Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America (TIAA).^^ The draft of

retirement as adopted provided for entrance into the plan as suggested. Two years

of academic service were required for participation. Under this system, retirement

was voted compulsory at the end of the academic year in which the member
attained the age of 70.^^ By special vote of the trustees, retirement might be

postponed for a period not to exceed one year. In the plan first adopted, the faculty

member and the college each contributed five percent of the annual salary,-'^ but

later the college raised its contribution to six percent. Five members of the staff and

faculty were allowed to continue under the old system, but in 1954 only one faculty

member was still participating in it.

In 1950, an amendment to the Federal Old Age and Survivors Insurance Act

(Social Security) gave Union's faculty the right to qualify for federal retirement

benefits. In January, 1951, the Board decided to continue TIAA while at the same
time entering the federal system. Union entered the system in 1951, four months

"late." In 1952-1953, the annual cost to the college for TIAA and Social Security

benefits amounted to approximately $7,000.

Although the college had not been able to pay for sabbatical leaves for faculty

members, it did grant leaves of absence for additional graduate study or other

approved purposes. In 1953, when a faculty member proposed to make a European

tour, the college offered to pay one fourth of this member's expenses.

The salaries paid at Union in 1954, when compared even to the lush year of 1929,

appeared stupendous. In twenty-five years, the salaries of professors had doubled.

In February, 1950, a salary scale based upon rank was adopted with a range of

about $700 within each rank.^^ In four years, the established maximum became
approximately the minimum, and the base salary of a Ph.D. with rank of professor

was set at $4,000. According to a faculty scale worked out under Dr. Gross's

administration in 1936, an associate professor had to have completed two years of

graduate work, and a professor had to hold a doctorate. These qualifications for

rank were generally followed except when the member was a department or

division head.

Speaking of salaries at Union, President Boatman said: "I venture the judgment

that I'nion College exceeds any college in America with comparable endowment
and student fees income in expenditures on faculty salaries and benefits. "^^ At the

same time it was admitted by everyone that Union's salaries were still much below
the scale found not only in many colleges and universities but also in public schools.

While it is true that salaries had doubled in the twenty-year period under discussion,

it is also true that living costs had doubled; actually, in purchasing power there had

been little change in this respect.

At a faculty meeting held December 2, 1946, permanent tenure was announced
for faculty completing a three-year period of service. At a later meeting, the dean of
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the college explained that a "continuous contract" meant that a teacher's election

was automatic after three years, but a contract was to be signed as a "pledge of good
faith. "^'' However, tenure at Union College is not to be interpreted as meaning that a

teacher whose services are considered unsatisfactory must be retained year after

year. In 1938, the average period of service of Union's faculty was 4.5 years. In 1953-

1954 the average had risen to 4.8 years. In summing up the major problems

connected with short faculty tenure. President Boatman said:

. . . living conditions of this rural area, I have over the years found to be a far greater

hindrance to getting and holding superior faculty than is our comparatively low salary scale.

Together they present a formidable obstacle which constitutes Union College's biggest

problem.-***

When the Committee on Faculty Welfare made its report in 1950, it

recommended or approved most of the measures later adopted in 1954. It asked for

additional faculty housing, continuance of TIAA, optional retirement at the age of

65, closer observance of the Southern Association standards in regard to percentage

of faculty rating at different levels, and no "apparent discrimination" as to rank at

social functions. -^^

In making this survey of service rendered by the college to the students, the

community, the state, and the faculty, through the media listed, no mention has

been made of the extracurricular organizations that functioned on the campus in the

period 1938-1954 and that promoted the physical, social, and spiritual well-being of

the student body. At no time in the history of Union did these adjuncts to learning,

so essential to a well-balanced college life, play such an important part.

The coming of the war soon had its adverse effects on Union's intercollegiate

athletic program. On the eve of the conflict. Union's football mentor. Coach Bacon,

had gained wide recognition for his outstanding work at the college. Bacon's

success was no accident—he had prepared himself with study under such famous

coaches as Knute Rockne, Frank Leahy, Bernie Bierman, and "Pop" Warner. In

1939, he missed by one vote the nomination for Kentucky's outstanding coach, and

the following year he was awarded the coveted honor. '*" In 1941, Coach Bacon won
the Berea Cup Award for doing the best basketball coaching job in the K.I.A.C.

with his material. Six weeks after Pearl Harbor, the faculty voted unanimously to

discontinue intercollegiate football for the duration of the war."*'

In the spring of 1945, with victory in sight in Europe, the faculty took up the

problem of a post-war athletic program and passed a resolution that the future

program of Union College "emphasize health, track, well-directed intramurals for

all students, and that the college eliminate intercollegiate football but concentrate

on intercollegiate basketball to the extent that the college may become
distinguished for success in some particular popular sport.

'""^

Unfortunately, in the post-war years, success in any popular sport such as

basketball usually could be measured in direct ratio to the amount of subsidies

expended on players. In effect, the resolution meant that Union must be prepared

to subsidize, not lightly, but heavily, an intercollegiate basketball team in order for

the school to become distinguished in that sport. In six years of K.I.A.C.

competition, 1947 to 1953, Union had three successful seasons, and in 1946-1947,

broke even. Four years of competition (1949-1953) in the Smoky Mountain

Conference proved more successful. Union having a winning team each year and
winning a total of thirty-eight games while losing twelve. In 1950, Union captured

the Smoky Mountain tournament.
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The resolution on post-war athletics contained a clause asking for Union to

pioneer in developing track. This Union's administration determined to

accomplish, and on May 16, 1948, the college inaugurated its new $28,000 track by
winning a tri-college meet against Berea and Georgetown. Because Union

possessed the finest track in southeastern Kentucky, the school became a focal point

for participation in this sport. The Swim brothers, Cliff and Gerald, proved to be'

Union's two outstanding field and track athletes. The former held Union's record in

the low hurdles, broad jump, 220-yard dash, and 100-yard dash, while the latter

held Union's record in the pole vault, high jump, and the high hurdles. Cliff Swim,
as Union's outstanding athlete (baseball, basketball, and track), was honored by
having his number 22 retired at Union College in May, 1952.

In 1950, Union withdrew from the old S.I. A. A. conference because it was the only

member also participating in the Smoky Mountain Conference. In addition. Union

played only three S.I. A. A. schools and did not have a football team for conference'

participation. ""^ This same year. Union, under Coach Bill Bolyard, achieved

probably its most successful all-round sports year in its history. The track team was}

undefeated in the K.I.A.C., and the baseball team tied for first place. In basketball,}

Union took first place in K.I.A.C. conference play and captured the Smoky
Mountain tournament.

Besides athletics. Union's old extracurricular student clubs continued to play

their part in student life at Union. During part of Dr. Gross's administration, student]

participation in some extracurricular activity was made compulsory. This plan of

giving one semester hour credit for such participation was followed for four years

with slight modifications. Some clubs had seventy-five members, but very few
members took active part.^^ Although the compulsory features were dropped in

1938, at least twenty clubs sprang into existence during the period 1938-1954. Some
of these were offshoots of older organizations with changed titles; for instance, the

French Club became Le Cercle Frangais, the old Spanish Club was resurrected as

La Tertulia, and the History Club emerged as the International Relations Club.

Some of the clubs that passed out of existence after 1938 or were merged with

others were the Y.M.C.A., the Y.W.C.A., Education Club, Public Speaking Club,

Vocational Qub, Guidance Club, Science Club, Sociology Club, Home Economics

Club, Secretarial Science Club, and the Quill Club. Some of the new student
i

organizations that arrived on Union's campus after 1938 were Oxford Club

Auxiliary, Union College Christian Association (UCCA), and Women's Athletic

Association.

In 1940-1941, the Committee on Extracurricular Activities made an interesting

study of clubs and social life at Union. The committee report showed that almost

half of Union's students did not belong to any organization, although the "average

student" belonged to two or three organizations. Amusing was the discovery that

one third of the students thought that Union's fifteen student clubs and

organizations were too few. For improvement of social life on Union's campus, the

students suggested (1) dancing on the campus, (2) increased student participation

in planning student social activities, (3) reduced faculty class assignments for

classes on days following social functions, (4) establishment of a date bureau, (5) a_

recreation center on the campus, (6) more hikes and picnics, and (7) Saturday

entertainments.'*^
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An interesting account of life at Union over most of the period, both as a student

and a faculty member, has been recorded by Phillip Peters:

My father was pastor at the Barbourville Methodist Church while I was in the 6th, 7th, and
8th grades at the city school. I remember what fun it was to go to the old Chautauqua
programs that the college sponsored each year. To this day I can remember the intense

excitement that I felt on those occasions—the name of a play that particularly appealed to

my childish mind ("Old Crusty Hits the Air") still stays with me.
In my freshman days [1937-1938] I was lucky to be "dormitoried" in a two-story frame

house on the campus with about a dozen other boys who made me feel very much at home.
The "housefather " was Prof. Virgil Smith, head of Union's fine-arts dept. at the time; I was
his student secretary for the four years of my college life, and I owe much of my music
education to his fine direction. I might say that the house I mentioned above has since been
moved from its original site and is now the residence of another Smith—Dean H. B. Smith.

[See Chapter IX, footnote 35. Ed.]

In my sophomore year. Dr. Conway Boatman became the ninth (I think that's right)

president of Union. I remember so well his inauguration. There were official

representatives from quite a number of colleges and universities—to bring good wishes

from their respective institutions; they wore academic regalia, and I recall one dignified old

lady who wore the usual robe with a most unusual hat— it was her own street hat. I learned

later that she had refused to don the mortarboard that was prepared for her, because she

feared that it might harbor vermin from some previous wearer. I was singing in the a capella

choir at the inauguration, and as we sat (behind the dignitaries) on the rather small platform

of the old auditorium, I had a quite intimate view of the entire affair. It seemed so solemn
and important an occasion to me then.

In my junior year, the editorship of the Orange and Black fell to me. At first I was quite

flattered at the honor, but later I found that underneath the glory lay an enormous amount
of hard work. We published only once a month, but for about one week of each month the

small staff went through a never-to-be-forgotten horror. We had no office then, and
frustrations were legion. I must say, however, that when the paper finally came out, we felt

some pride in getting a hard job done.

My junior and senior years at Union were made possible by a very generous loan from
Mrs. Annie Pfeiffer, Union's late fairy god-mother. Mrs. Pfeiffer charged me no interest on
the loan, asked for no security or note, and allowed me to repay the loan at my
convenience. . . .

In my senior year, I edited the school yearbook

—

The Stespean. Our advisor. Prof.

Donald Stewart, who later got his Ph.D. in history and is now on the faculty at Drake
University, was a hard worker and full of good humor, although he did now and then assure

us solemnly that, if we didn't raise enough money to pay for the publication of the

yearbook, the college would take it out of his paycheck. I didn't know until several years

later that we actually did go "in the red" that year, but, of course, the college didn't hold

Professor Stewart financially responsible. Incidentally, that (1941) was the last yearbook
Union had until 1945.

Another noteworthy event of that year was the opening of the new Abigail E. Weeks
Memorial Library. After the small, crowded quarters of rooms 104, 106, 107 in the old

Administration Building, the new library seemed like a palace. Along with perhaps twenty

other students, I helped carry books from the old library to the new. I fully appreciated for

the first time how many books Union College owned. . . .

Teaching at Union did prove to be a wonderful experience for me. In my ten years on the

faculty, I think I served on every committee (except the committee on athletics) at least

once. My particular favorite was the chapel-programs committee. Although it involved

much hard work, and the possibility of cancelled programs was ever hanging over my head,

I really enjoyed this opportunity to be creative. The students were always so responsive to

good programs (and so critical of poor ones) that it was a real challenge to find new and
interesting material.

One particular responsibility got attached to me early at Union— for eight of my ten

years, I was marshal of the academic procession at commencement time. The pageantry of

that occasion never failed to thrill me, although the close planning (to make everything

cHck) began to worry me in the later years.
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Although I have many poignant memories of Union, the most recent one is that of the

commencement day in May, 1953. Near the end of the program, we stood to sing the A/ma
Mater. I began singing lustily, and then it suddenly dawned on me that this would be the last

\

time I would sing that song as an official member of the Union family. I must confess that a

lump of tremendous size came in my throat, and it just wouldn't go away. I did manage to

join in the last chorus. ""^

During the school years 1938-1954 many interesting features appeared on Union's

campus, and even a catalogue of them would fill many pages. In 1945, the student

annual, the Stespean, appeared again after an omission of three years. Under the

leadership of Dr. Karl Bleyl, in May, 1948, Union participated in the first Daniel

Boone Festival. The next spring the college International Relations Club (I.R.C.)

was host to the Ohio Valley Conference composed of more than sixty colleges and

universities. Approximately 200 delegates attended the conference, which was

under the direction of Clyde Pearson, Union's I.R.C. president. In March, 1953,

Union enjoyed the greatest musical treat of its history when the Louisville

Symphony Orchestra presented a program in the Conway Boatman Chapel. For a

period of ten years, Union College students enjoyed the superb piano numbers

presented by the team of Katherine V. Sutphen and Phillip Peters.

Miss Sutphen retired in 1954 with the second longest period of service in Union's

history, only one year less than that given by Miss Weeks. After graduation from the

New England Conservatory of Music, Miss Sutphen came to Union in 1905 with the

beginning of the Easley regime. Speaking of those days at Union nearly a half!

century ago, when he was a young professor. Dr. James E. Dunning wrote:

I wonder if Miss Sutphen will recall how a group of the faculty used to gather in one of those

rooms in the evenings to sing. I still have a copy of Der Erlkoenig which Miss S. made for me
with pen and ink. I marvelled at the dexterity with which she played the accompaniment

(64/th triplets, as I recall), and I learned that and many songs with her accompaniment.''''

Besides her services at Union, Miss Sutphen taught at the School of Fine Arts,

Marshalltown, Iowa; Allentown College for Women, Pennsylvania; Agnes Scott

College for Women, Decatur, Georgia, and at Alabama College. In addition, she

served as field secretary of the Rockport Art Colony and as director of the Baker

Church Choir at Baker University. She supplemented her musical education with

study in organ under Dr. J. Laurence Erb and did additional work at the

Universities of Washington and Nebraska.

Miss Sutphen had continuous service at L^nion after 1932. Union's

commencement in 1950 was named in her honor, and the class of 1953 planted a tree

for her on Union's campus as a memorial. Miss Sutphen entertained the students

and faculty for the last time (May, 1954) at the President's reception for seniors with

Paderewski's "Menuet a I'Antique.

"

One phase of student life for the period 1938-1954 remains to be discussed— that

of religious life at Union. Although the college since the days of Dr. Stevenson

suffered hardships, temporary retractions, and wounds almost unto death, her

administrators never lost sight of Union's prime goals. Concerning Union's place as

a Christian institution Dr. Boatman said:

. . .if "Christian" in Christian Education does not become effective in the lives of youth we
have failed dismally. As trustees you should understand that as Methodist Colleges go,-

Union College is different, and that difference consists in the sincere, persistent effort,

organized and individual, on this campus to exalt Christ in student thinking as essential to
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happiness and success. The Christian rehgion is a matter ot both personal experience and
way of hfe. Rarely is found a college that is so active and energetic as Union in efforts to

integrate mental and spiritual growth. The insistent emphasis here is that desirable

character can not be developed apart from conscious experience of Christ. The service

motive is introduced as the guide to useful living. No individual or institution can boast of

Christian attainment for there always remains much to be desired. Nevertheless, there is

much to encourage us in the religious life of our student body. Religion is a sincere, natural

subject of informal conversation all about the campus.''*

The leading student Christian organization on the campus, the Union College

Christian Association (UCCA), was formed in September, 1939, by combining the

old Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. organizations. The movement came about because of a

student vote on the matter."*^ Article II of its constitution sets up three objectives: (1)

to enable its members to live a richer life through a growing knowledge of God and

a deeper understanding of Jesus Christ his son, (2) to sponsor good-will projects

throughout the year, (3) to cooperate with other campus organizations in order to

promote fellowship and social activities.

All members of the Oxford Club—those anticipating entrance into the ministry

—

and the Oxford Club Auxiliary participated in the working of the UCCA. Under the

sponsorship of Dr. Horace Weaver, the UCCA grew into Union's largest and most
popular campus organization. It became a tradition for the Oxford Club and
Oxford Club Auxiliary to join together, twice a year, for a "retreat" at Cumberland
Falls. Besides the clubs mentioned, other factors contributed to the spiritual life of

Union's students. They were "challenged and inspired" by the Wednesday chapel

services, the local church services, class work. Religious Emphasis Week, and the

counseling furnished by Union's director of religious education. Dr. Weaver. Dr.

Weaver wrote:

Union's Department of Religion seeks to encourage students to see the relevance of religion

for their lives; also to see that Religion and science do not conflict, but supplement each
other in their own peculiar ways. We also try to show that religion is a normal human need,

and has a place in the academic, recreational, social, economic, and aesthetic life of the

student. Religion is seen as a part of life—not something divorced from life. Class room
instruction attempts to show the intellectual integrity of religious persons, and to challenge

the student to appropriate the truths being discussed.^"

As a means of improving spiritual life at Union, Dr. Weaver proposed increased

faculty participation in religious activities, hiring a part-time director of religious

life, and fostering a sense of the "community" (no cHques) among the faculty.^' Dr.

Boatman felt that some deficiencies in student religious life could be overcome by
eliminating the wrangling between "liberal and conservative" groups, by
overcoming passive religious attitudes, and, finally, by encouraging increased

student rehgious leadership. ^^ In spite of these acknowledged deficiencies,

visitations to Union's campus by men who were in a position to pass judgment

repeatedly led to favorable comments on the fine religious atmosphere at Union.

The following extract is only one of many recorded in Union's archives: "Your

school is doing an outstanding job of Christian education and I look forward to

those occasions which draw me to your campus."^''

After having studied this brief survey of Union's services carried through the

restless years of the mid-twentieth century, one finds, upon arriving at the year

1954, excellent reasons for pausing to look back over the time space that separates

1954 from 1879—a period of service extending across three quarters of a century.

And, after a student of the history of Union College has learned the story of Union's
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rise, vicissitudes, and many narrow escapes from destruction, he may well be

willing to think of Union's history as the "Miracle of Union College." So it camel

about that Union's friends sought in 1954 to celebrate this "miracle" of Union's!

existence, growth, and completion of seventy-five years of service with al

mammoth celebration.

Perhaps the first mention of a jubilee celebration was made by President!

Boatman himself in his annual message to the trustees. "In five years," wrote Dr
Boatman, "we should celebrate the 75th anniversary, the Diamond Jubilee. . . .It is

both fitting and imperative that this college set up and achieve unprecedented goals

worthy of the present crisis and demands, and come to the 75th anniversary with the

celebration of achievements worthy of a great jubilee."^"* Three years later the!

Board of Trustees authorized the establishment of a Jubilee Steering Committee

composed of faculty, trustees, and alumni.
j

When the Jubilee Steering Committee met for the first time on March 17, 1953, aj

tentative list of general objectives, implementation, and personnel was adopted;
|

the permanent officers, Buford Clark, president, and Milton Townsend, secretary,
|

were elected. "Looking Backward and Thinking Forward" was chosen as the

guiding principle, and the enlisting of thousands of people to work for the welfare

of Union College was selected as the general goal. The proposed implementation

consisted of a six-day series of gala celebrations, each named for the group or event

being honored. In addition, two special works were authorized to be written in

connection with the celebration—a historical pageant and a history of the college. ^^

The latter task was assigned to the professor of history at Union CoUege.^^

At the second sitting of the Steering Committee in September, 1953, six sub-

committees were appointed to plan and carry out programs for each of the six days.

Bishop Fred P. Corson, president of the Board of Education of The Methodist

Church, was announced as commencement speaker for 1954, and Bishop Watkins

was named to deliver the Baccalaureate address. Mrs. Tom Easterly, formerly of

Union's division of fine arts, was approved for the directorship of the Diamond
Jubilee Pageant. As an added feature, the publication of a special commemorative
seventy-fifth anniversary brochure was unanimously approved. Final jubilee plans

were completed at a third meeting of the Steering Committee on February 19, 1954.

In March, 1954, the most beautiful brochure in Union's history appeared. Entitled

Looking Forward, this pamphlet, principally the work of President Boatman,

summarized Union's past, her growth, and her planned twenty-five-year objectives

with a projection of a quarter of a century into the future. In addition, the well-

illustrated pamphlet contained special articles on Union's trustees, Fanny Speed
and Annie M. Pfeiffer, the academic program, and Christian influence at Union.

Union's grand series of festivals ran almost a week, from Thursday, May 27,

through Tuesday, June 1. The six daily celebrations were named "Barbourville,"

"Faculty and Student," "Alumni," "Louisville and Kentucky Conferences,"

"Trustees," and "Annual Commencement."

The most picturesque event of a week packed with the unusual was the historical

pageant presented outdoors in front of the Conway Boatman Chapel. This unique

production, "Towers of Strength," had for its theme Union's primary objective.

Christian education. Each of the eight epochs into which L^nion's history was .

divided portrayed several poignant highlights of Union's history. At the end of the

grand finale, Union's friends swung into the final chorus of Union's Alma Mater,
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and Ethel Creasy decorate Birthday Cake for Union's Diamond Jubilee, 1954

fting their eyes to witness the floodlights playing upon the stately spire high above
le college sanctuary—the symbol of Union's mission, pro deo et homine.

As the curtain fell upon Union's first three quarters of a century of service, the

allege turned to face the future. Union had finished looking backward in honor of

s past and was thinking only forward.

I find thee, Union College, still,

Enduring as the sun;

And just as fair as in those days

When dreams had just begun;

A fortress strong, our citadel.

Among your stately elms;

Your grandeur through the passing years

Our memory overwhelms.

You've proven to be our beacon light

Through a thousand yesterdays

And through the morrows we will give

To thee our solemn praise.^''
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CHAPTER XII

A Changing College, 1954-1959

X he Diamond Jubilee celebrations of 1954 had provided an opportunity to recall

the history of the college and, above all, to rejoice in the accomplishments of the last

twenty-five years of that history. Probably few of those involved in the celebrations

realized what new and different challenges lay ahead, yet it seems clear in

retrospect that 1954 was, in fact, a turning point in the development of Union

College. Many of the trends and many of the problems that are commonly
associated with the 1960's actually appeared, sometimes in embryonic form, during

the period from 1954 to 1959. Not the least of President Boatman's achievements

was the extent to which he succeeded, during his last years in office, in coming to

terms with new attitudes and new trends.

During this period, the college was faced with a number of challenges. It had,

above all, to develop academic programs comparable in quahty to those of other

institutions, both public and private, and at the same time to maintain its identity as

a church-related school. Despite very limited financial resources, it had to expand

and improve its physical facilities. It had to maintain and expand its faculty at a time

when competition for faculty members was keen.

One might think that these challenges were more than enough. In fact, however,

others were equally pressing and equally difficult of resolution. The college was

faced during the mid- to late-1950's not only with a larger student body but with a

very different student body. An increase in the number of resident students and in

the number of out-of-state students forced the college to increase its amenities and

to relax, often unwillingly, its social code. While the times would certainly have

forced changes in any case, there is no doubt that the more varied student body
greatly hastened the process at Union.

A dramatic change in the size and make-up of the student body can be dated

from the academic year 1954-1955. In that year the enrollment increased by twenty-

three percent to 566 full-time students.^ Four years later, the figure was 637. About

forty percent of these were from states other than Kentucky.^ This increase in out-

of-state students, accompanied as it was by an increase in the number of Kentucky

students from relatively distant points, exacerbated the already crowded
conditions in the dormitories, and we shall see that much time, money, and energy

had to be devoted to this problem.

In January, 1956, President Boatman suggested to the Board of Trustees that

enrollment should be limited to 600 full-time students and that admission be

carefully controlled on the basis of scholarship, ability, and character.^ At the same

time he recommended that tuition be kept low, so that the college could continue to

serve low-income famihes."* The chairman of the Board, Lee Blackwell,

emphasized this point by saying that "Union College, in order to fulfill her high

purpose, must seek to serve those with little money but with stout hearts and good
minds.

"^
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A survey of the incoming freshmen in 1958 reflects student interests at the time.

The majority planned to enter teaching, about ten percent planned to enter full-

time Christian service, about fifteen percent were interested in careers in business,

and fifteen percent planned to enter engineering or medicine.

Student recruiting was immeasurably helped by an increasingly enthusiastic

group of alumni. Over two hundred attended Homecoming in October, 1957,

considerably more than had ever appeared before. While an enlarged public

relations program certainly played its part, word-of-mouth advertising, largely by
alumni, was perhaps even more important in recruiting. As an example, one need

only refer to the "self-renewing" group of students from Massachusetts; a few
students had been encouraged to attend Union College by Methodist ministers in

the area, and these students in turn sent others. In the late 1950's the stream of World
War II "babies" began, and Union, like other colleges, had for some years little

difficulty in recruiting students.

The continuing efforts to upgrade the academic program and, of course, the

increase in enrollment brought another major problem. In the late 1950's and

throughout the 1960's, faculty was in short supply, and Union had difficulties in

maintaining and expanding its faculty in the face of severe competition. Union's

salaries were scarcely competitive, yet other factors were perhaps even more of a

problem.

In lanuary, 1957, less than a year before the flood wall was completed,

Barbourville experienced the second worst flood in its history—only inches lower

than the flood of February, 1946.^ Though the college was not damaged by the

recurring floods, the community suffered extensive losses, and the resulting

publicity did nothing to increase the attractiveness of the area. The completion of

the flood wall helped, of course, particularly since it increased the value and the

usefulness of much of the college property.

Would-be faculty members were sometimes discouraged by the economically

depressed area and, even more frequently, by doubts about the school system. Two
thirds of the people in Knox County were on relief, and the region was losing

population rapidly. In one year, Knox County, with a population of less than 28,000,

lost 1,500 people.^ A serious fire at the city's public school (February, 1957) made
the school system even less attractive to outsiders. Since adequate housing was hard

to find, it is no wonder that faculty recruitment was difficult. One can readily

understand President Boatman's statement in 1959: "To employ and to hold a

faculty of superior quahty has been really the most acute difficulty of these twenty

years. . .

."^

The college did attract an increasing number of students, and it was somehow
successful in securing faculty members of generally high quality. However, the

teacher shortage was acute, many incoming faculty members were not "dedicated"

to a rural, Methodist college as earlier teachers had been, and faculty turnover was

often distressingly high.^

Despite some inevitable friction, the relationship between college and

community was excellent. Street lighting on College Street was installed in 1958, an

improvement greatly to the benefit of the college. Three years earlier, the city had

erected a large sign on highway 25E calling attention to Union College.

Housing, both for students and for faculty, remained a problem well into the
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1960's and both President Boatman and his successor were forced to devote a grea

deal of time to it. In September, 1954, the College Courts were ready foi

occupancy. In October, the building, which eventually cost $175,000, wa;

dedicated by Bishop W. T. Watkins, and for the first time Union College was able tc

offer attractive accommodations to married students. It is significant that four ol

the twenty units were reserved for faculty during the first year, since no othei

quarters were available.
1

Even before the celebrations of 1954, there had been discussion about an addition

to Stevenson Hall. In 1955, the Board of Trustees decided against applying for al

loan under the Federal Housing Act of 1950 and decided instead to invest part of thel

unrestricted endo\\Tnent funds in student housing. Since the Southern Association

of Colleges and Secondary Schools—Union's principal accrediting agency—

j

assured President Boatman that its standards dealt more with income from]

endowment than with the amount of the principal, there was no obstacle to this

solution.'"

John F. Wilson of Lexington designed the new Stevenson "B" wing, which was to

be built at a cost of $330,700. However, enrollment increased so rapidly that the

need for a larger addition became apparent, and the Executive Committee of the

Board recommended (January, 1956) that a second new wing
—
"C" wing— bel

added. Renovation of the old portion of the building and construction of the two

new wings cost $546,860; $356,000 of this came from endowment funds. StudentsI

moved into the first new wing in May, 1956. The completed residence complexj

provided housing for 208 men and included a guest room and an infirmary as well as

all normal facilities.

The number of resident students, however, continued to increase. There were
about 300 in 1957, and in September, 1958, the number increased to 368—229 men
and 139 women. Since Pfeiffer Hall could house only eighty-four girls, fifty-five

were put into the new "C" wing of Stevenson Hall. On September 30, 1958, at a

special meeting of the Board of Trustees, it was decided to build an addition to

Pfeiffer Hall that would provide housing for eighty more girls. In the meantime,

male students had to be accommodated off campus.

Meanwhile, Union College was proceeding with another major building project.

The need for a new gymnasium had been felt for many years. By 1955, the college

had received $172,846 from a capital fund campaign of the Kentucky and Louisville

Conferences of The Methodist Church.While this was far from sufficient to cover

the cost of the planned building. President Boatman felt that the money on hand

should be put to use. "Ihe question has been raised on this campus, 'Why not build

the swimming pool first and be using it?' . . . Our student body and the community
of Barbourville will welcome this much needed facility with great enthusiasm. It is

consistent good sense to put a part of these idle funds to work and for the purpose

for which the funds have been contributed by the people of our churches. "" He had

been assured bv the architect that no additional cost would be involved if the

sw imming pool and the attached dressing rooms were built first. Accordingly, in

January, 1956, the Board signed the contract for the construction of a six lane,

twenty-five yard, indoor-outdoor pool with attached faciHties. Despite delays

caused by inclement weather, the pool w as ready for use in September of the same
\'ear. The cost, $271,598, was higher than the estimates and considerably more than

the amount already raised, so additional fund raising was necessarv'.
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Renovated Stevenson Hall, 1956

Both the additions to Stevenson Hall and the swimming pool w^ere dedicated at

services held on April 14, 1957. The completion of the gymnasium was to be
considerably delayed.

Transforming the face of the campus was, of course, expensive, particularly since

many minor improvements, such as paving driveways and adding two excellent

tennis courts, were carried out at the same time. In 1956, enabling legislation made it

possible for the college to borrow more money if necessary. Every effort was made
both to keep indebtedness to a minimum and to increase the size of the endowment.
Drives were undertaken to raise $1,700,000 for endowment and for emergency
building, and the Kentucky Annual Conference (1958) undertook a campaign to

raise $500,000 to complete the gymnasium.

One way of improving its financial position was largely closed to Union. The
Board of Trustees was rightly determined to resist increases in tuition and only

reluctantly agreed to raise the annual cost to $800 in 1958 "if necessary."

Fortunately, the college received timely gifts from the Ford Foundation and some
funds from the Kentucky Independent College Foundation (formed by Union and

seven other colleges to secure funds from business and industry).

That Union took its relationship to the Methodist Church seriously was

demonstrated anew in 1957. A check for $1,000 from the Keeneland Foundation

was rejected by the Board of Trustees and returned to the Foundation, which was,

of course, associated with the well-known Lexington race track. A letter from

President Boatman to J. B. Faulconer, Director of Public Relations, Keeneland Sales

and Racing, states:

You are aware that the Methodist Church, which sponsors Union College, opposes

gambling, and it was the studied opinion of the Trustees that accepting contributions from
this source would violate the conscience of rank and file of the church and create poor
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public relations of the college within the church's membership. ... I am, therefore,

returning the check and sincerely hope the directors of Keeneland Foundation will

sympathize with reason for our action and know at same time their generosity is greatly
\

appreciated.'^ I

The increasing size of the student body both required and made possible arl

expansion of the curriculum. Union had always placed considerable emphasis on I

training in music and the arts, and these fields were among the first to show

increased vitality. In 1954, an orchestra was established under the leadership ofl

Florence Dewey, Dean of Women and a fine professional violinist. By 1957-1958,

the orchestra had approximately thirty members, and a full-time string teacher was
|

added to the faculty. The number of music majors increased from one in 1952 to|

twenty-seven in 1955. Every effort was made to reach the standards required by the!

National Association of Schools of Music. One of Union's best recruiters at this timej

was probably the A Capella Choir, which went on an extensive concert tour each

spring. The Playlikers were very active and promoted their wares by such stunts as

packing fifteen students into a downtown telephone booth. They were also

responsible for a number of very fine theatrical performances.

Combined degrees in engineering, law, medicine, and medical technology werei

introduced in 1956-57. Students spent three years at Union and received theiri

degree after completing the first year of professional training at the University of

Kentucky or the University of Louisville. A nursing program began in the same year

but had only a limited success and was not long-lived.

Still another important program was launched in 1956-1957—a new teacher

education curriculum involving what was then a fairly uncommon combination of

theoretical training and student teaching. To supervise the program, a full-time

director of practice teaching was employed.

The business program was perhaps the largest of all the coUege programs at this

time. Three faculty members offered a major, a more comprehensive "area" in

business, and, of course, the very popular program in business education. A survey

conducted by Rena Milliken, head of the business department, showed that 159

students graduated with either a major or minor in business in the first ten years of

the department's existence (1947-1957).

Dean Herbert B. Smith resigned in May, 1954, and was succeeded by Dr. John H.

Boyd, principal of Benham High School. Dr. Boyd was a graduate of Western State

College and the University of Kentucky. His contributions to the Minimum
Foundation Program for education in Kentucky and his contacts with every level of

the public school system were invaluable to Union College. At one point, at least

half of the teachers in the six-county area that constitutes the Upper Cumberland

Education Association were Union trained.

During the 1955-1956 year the college employed sixty-five persons—ten in the

maintenance and janitorial crews and fifty-five in faculty and staff positions.

Nearly forty percent of the teaching faculty had a terminal degree in their field.

However, the problem of turnover was still acute, and the revision and expansion of

faculty benefits undertaken in 1955 undoubtedly represented, in part, an attempt to

solve this worrisome problem. A faculty commission made a number of

recommendations which were accepted virtually unchanged by the Board of

Trustees in May, 1955.^^ The benefits were heralded by Dr. Boatman as a program
that "will do more to make Union College strong and great than any action ever
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taken. ... at long last the College faces up to necessity of a carefully selected and
adequately paid faculty. ... it makes definite what faculty can expect by
remaining with the College for all years to come."^^ A comprehensive salary scale,

with clear provisions for promotion and additional recompense for administrative

duties, was established and a system of sabbatical leaves introduced.'^ A system of

academic tenure was set up that corresponded in most respects to national norms,

and adequate provision for retirement was made. In subsequent years, the college

adopted statements on academic freedom and related questions—largely the well-

known documents of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP).

These various changes indicated a more modern and more professional view of the

position of the college faculty and certainly aided in faculty recruiting.

Nevertheless, the recruiting and retention of faculty and administrative

personnel remained one of the most worrisome problems. The salary scale was
raised modestly each year, and Dr. Boatman assumed that this would have to be the

case "for at least the next 20 years. "'^ The salaries offered were still unimpressive,

however, and difficulties of various kinds arose. In September, 1957, the person

who had signed a contract in July as head librarian did not appear. He had taken a

better job elsewhere and had not bothered to inform the college. Nevertheless, the

Library Committee managed to secure a grant from the American Library

Association for library improvement and brought two consultants to the campus to

study library operations. With the appointment of James B. McFerrin as head
librarian, a previously lacking stability in the Hbrary was achieved.

In 1955, a long overdue addition to the administrative staff was made. It had long

been apparent that the burdens placed on the president were becoming more than

any man could handle. The appointment of an assistant was delayed for several

reasons, one of them being the trip to Europe given to Dr. and Mrs. Boatman in

appreciation of their service to LInion College. This was approved by the Board in

May, 1954, but the trip actually took place during the summer of 1955. In May of

that year, "after 10 years of searching,"'" President Boatman appointed Mahlon A.

Miller, then working on a doctorate in theology in Europe, to the newly created

position of Assistant to the President. The appointment, which involved duties as

director of student religious life and responsibilities in the field of financial

promotion, took effect after the Boatmans' return from abroad.

It was inevitable that the increase in the size of the student body and even more,

perhaps, the increase in the number of students from northern and northeastern

states would lead to the challenging of some of LJnion's more restrictive social rules,

for some of these rules were, in fact, out of tune with the times and appeared quaint,

not only to students but also to their parents. While it was not until later that the rules

were radically changed, significant developments did take place in the period

under discussion. Students were particularly unhappy with the prohibition of

dancing on campus, a prohibition that resulted in some curious "parties with music"

held elsewhere. After various student representations, a full-scale referendum on

campus, and lengthy debate, which eventually resulted in a recommendation from

a faculty committee, the Board of Trustees authorized suitably chaperoned dances

on campus on a trial basis (January, 1955).'* Other aspects of boy-girl relationships

remained of concern, and there was a faculty debate on the matter in 1955. There

was already a growing disinclination on the part of the faculty to act as police in

such areas, and a general relaxation of standards did gradually come about, despite
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qualms on the part of some.

In spite of such progress, Union retained a number of restrictions that seen

curious today. One interesting rule stated that any car containing young ladies mus
have a chaperone for trips of over fifty miles. Almost everyone wondered abou

that magic figure. One result of this rule was that faculty members never wereabl*

to go anywhere with their wives—they usually had to spHt up to provide th<

required chaperones. While the boys were less rigidly controlled, Pfeiffer Hall wa;j

very closely guarded! Everyone involved has always remembered one incident. A\

large group planned to attend a concert in Lexington and, because of the therl

existing difference in time zones, students and faculty would not get back tcj

campus until after 2:30 A.M. After much hesitation. Dean Dewey decided thai

perhaps the assistant to the president might be entrusted with a key to Pfeiffer Hall
1

so that it would not be necessary to have someone wait up to let the girls in. It ijj

much to his credit that Mr. Miller listened to instructions with a straight face andi

forebore to mention that he had a pass-key to every building on campus with him at]

all times!

Enterprising students found plenty of fun, sometimes with the cooperation (?) of

the faculty. One year two energetic seniors. Marge Sammons and Jane Robbins,]

volunteered to take over a Friday assembly program—enough to make anyone

suspicious! The result was a game of "Truth or Consequences" with Professors

Christmas, Hays, and Marigold as contestants. The forfeits included performing

"The Girl Can't Help It" on the chapel organ and reciting "Mary had a Little Lamb"
in French and German.

Social life revolved around the various clubs, dances, concerts, recitals, and

plays. The annual Christmas choir concert, followed by a tea at Pfeiffer Hall, was

very popular and well attended. The Beaux Arts Ball of 1958 was a tremendous

success. So was "Campus Carousel," also 1958, an original musical comedy with

music by Professor Christmas and lyrics by Miss Patridge (known to all, of course,

as "Miss Pat"). The Valentine Open House at Pfeiffer Hall was a big event every

spring. The girls worked very hard cleaning and decorating their rooms, and

everyone—students and faculty alike—enjoyed "inspecting." Following the

crowning of the Sweetheart Queen, a formal dance, sponsored by various campus

organizations, was held to complete the evening.

Student government at Union has had a checkered history. A President's Council,

consisting of the presidents of every campus organization, had been in existence for

some years. It met with President Boatman several times a year, but seems to have

had no official status. In the fall of 1956, a committee drew up the constitution of a

student government. ^^ This was published in the November 14 issue of the Orange

and Black and promptly ratified. It appears to have been accepted on a trial basis,

for there is no actual record of its existence until 1958, though we do find mention of

the election of representatives. The Orange and Black of May 19, 1958, carried a

front-page story about the approval of student government (by a 5-1 majority) in a

campus election. The first officers were Patsy Patton, president, Walter Brooker,

vice-president, Judy Strunk, secretary, and Ronald Thornbury, treasurer. President

Boatman stated that "the purpose of the new governing body will be to promote the

interests of the student body to the college administration and faculty and in tum_

act as a sounding board for student opinion on administrative policy. "^° In spite of

the overwhelming vote in favor of student government, the new body was not very
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aggressive. For several years the strongest encouragement for the student senate

came, in fact, from Mr. (later President) Miller and various members of the faculty.

The successful launching of Russia's space satellite. Sputnik I, in October, 1957,

gave a tremendous impetus to American education. In an almost panic reaction to

this Russian achievement, Congress passed the National Defense Education Act

(NDEA) in 1958, authorizing federal funds for all levels of education. In 1959,

Union received the first federal grant ($2,639) for student loans under the National

Defense Student Loan Program. Any full-time needy student was eligible, but

special consideration was to be given to students entering elementary or secondary

teaching programs and to students of science, mathematics, engineering, or

modern languages. The program, which remits a portion of the loan in return for

full-time teaching after graduation, has been modified and of course tremendously

expanded, but remains in intent substantially unchanged.

The loan program and success in obtaining scholarship funds certainly helped to

attract students. Efforts to secure such funds had begun in 1956 and were a prime

concern of the new assistant to the president.^' The college's first endowed
scholarship was created in February, 1956, when the Barbourville Kiwanis Club
started the Heidrick Fund. This eventually provided $200 annually for a needy

Knox County student. Another scholarship fund was started by the Alumni
Association.

The first recorded Honors Day was held on May 13, 1956.^^ Scholastic

achievement awards were given to fifteen students. In 1957-1958, twenty freshmen

received honor scholarships and five upperclassmen had awards renewed. Honors

Day quickly became an important occasion and a time to honor students of

outstanding abihty . In 1959, for the first time, a Union College student was awarded
a nationally recognized scholarship. Union was justly proud of its first Woodrow
Wilson Fellow, Elizabeth "Liz" Todd. Miss Todd was a major in English and
French, departmental senior assistant in English, and editor of the Orange and
Black for two years. After completing an M.A. in English at Columbia LIniversity,

she returned to L^nion College and was a valued member of the English faculty for

several years.

Student organizations, many of them closely related to academic disciplines,

flourished at this time. Pi Gamma Mu, a national social science honor society, was
organized in 1956, the French and German clubs were reactivated, and students in

science and English formed groups to foster their interests. The Orange and Black

reached perhaps the highest level in its history in the late 1950's and was a favorite

activity of students in the English department.

An organization of a different type began to make itself felt at this time. By 1959,

Union had 2,232 alumni, and five alumni clubs had been estabHshed. In that year the

alumni donated $3,000 to the college. This was the modest beginning of an

important source of income. One alumnus, J. W. Harris of Stockton, California,

class of 1901, had begun in 1954 to give money for an endowed lectureship. By 1959,

this fund was providing about $1,000 a year. It was L^nion's first endowed
lectureship and was used to bring outstanding speakers to the college.

Athletics received strong student support. In 1954-1955, Union led the Smoky
Mountain Athletic Conference in basketball and was fourth in the much stronger

Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (K.I.A.C.). The 1955 track team was
the first undefeated track team in Union's history. Tennis was re-established in
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1955. When the swimming pool was completed, Union hired its first full-tim

swimming coach, and intercollegiate swimming competition began in 1958. Coac
Tascal "Tack" Countiss left in 1956 and was replaced by Herman S. Bush as athleti

coach and head of the department of physical education. It is interesting that th

star guard on Union's basketball team at that time (and Mr. Union in 1959) was Pet

Moore, who has remained at Union to this day."

The rehgious aspect of campus life was by no means neglected. Presider

Boatman expressed his philosophy of Christian higher education in 1957:

. . . [our] aim includes high quality academic service equal if not better than educationj

services provided in state institutions. But our business is to undergird this sound academi
program with an effective Christian emphasis to produce not merely scholars an(

professional employables, but Christian scholars and Christian employables— thi

intellectual and the spiritual integrated in a balanced personality growth during thi

strategic college years.^''

This philosophy was implemented in various ways. Chapel attendance wa
required of all students. Each semester. Religious Emphasis Week brought ai

outstanding speaker to campus. For several years, students maintained a brie

morning watch in the chapel between breakfast and the first class period. In 1957

1958, forty-five pre-ministerial students, the largest number ever, were enrolled

The Oxford Club met monthly and the UCCA, sponsored then by Mahlon Miller

met weekly and had an average attendance of about seventy-five. This organiztior

was particularly active in the 1956-1957 school year and pioneered in a number ol

service projects. Many students were involved in religious programs broadcast b)

the local radio station.

Union College received timely reassurance from the quadrennial session of th(

General Conference of The Methodist Church which met in Minneapolis in 1956

This session emphasized the role of the church college and designated Methodist

higher education as one of two areas to receive special support during the ensuing

four years. Since church colleges were being faced for the first time with thd

possibility of being priced out of existence by high costs, such support was

particularly welcome.

Dr. Boatman was rightly concerned that funds supplied by the Kentucky and

Louisville Annual Conferences should be divided fairly among the three Methodist

colleges in the state— Union, Kentucky Wesleyan, and Lindsey Wilson. The issue

came up once more in 1958. In that year the Commission on Higher Education

Emphasis of the two Conferences requested the General Board of Education at

Nashville to make a study of the three colleges. A committee consisting of Dr.

Myron Wicke and Dr. D. D. Holt, both from the Board at Nashville, President

Moreland of Randolph Macon College, and Mr. Emmerich, business manager of

Emory University, visited all three colleges in April, 1958. This committee

recommended closing Lindsey Wilson so that greater support could be given to the

tv\'o four-year colleges. ^^ However, the recommendation was not followed, and

ITnion continued to receive one third of the funds raised for Methodist higher

education in Kentucky.

The Board of Trustees, under the able leadership of its chairman, Lee Blackwell,

became increasingly active in college affairs. The wives of the trustees formed their

own organization and met separately, although at the same time as the Board. The
trustees gave not only of their time but of their substance, as can be seen by some of

the gifts received by the college between 1956 and 1958. Dr. T. R. Davies, an
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academy graduate (1923) and an alumni trustee, gave $3,600 to purchase a practice

organ, which was dedicated at the May commencement in 1956. In 1958, Carl

Haggard donated about $2,500 worth of equipment to modernize the kitchen of

Baldwin Place. Mr. and Mrs. Leo Geiss presented a silver tea service to the college.

Robert Viall, a trustee since 1955 and a major benefactor of the college, gave Union
College a piece of property on High Street, which was sold for $8,800 to Knox
County as the site of a new hospital.

In 1959, President Boatman, who was approaching seventy, announced his

retirement, effective June 1, 1959. The resignation was accepted, with reluctance

and with the expression of gratitude forhislongservice, by the Board of Trustees.

Dr. and Mrs. Boatman were honored by both the community and the college. On
May 20, the faculty held a dinner for them at Little Tunnel Inn, Cumberland Cap.

On that occasion. Dr. E. S. Bradley, Senior Professor, acting on behalf of the

faculty, presented several gifts—a coffee table, a book of letters, and a tray (made
by M. B. Potter, Superintendent of Buildings and Crounds). The tray contained

wood from every building on campus and "possibly some faculty deadwood,"
according to Dr. Bradley. ^^ A silver "town and gown" tea at Pfeiffer Hall for Mrs.

Boatman was one of the most brilliant social events that Barbourville had seen for

>ome time. Finally, at the May commencement. President Boatman was granted the

honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. At the same ceremony, honorary

doctorates were conferred upon C. A. Sweazy, Leo A. Ceiss, and Mahlon A. Miller.

Dr. Boatman took this opportunity to confer citations upon the following people

who had made outstanding contributions to Union College during his term of

affice:

R. Lee Blackwell, President of the Board of Trustees, "for service second to none rendered

[to] I'nion College."

James F. Blair, Treasurer of Board of Education of the Methodist Church, Nashville,

former Business Manager and Treasurer of Union College.

Carlo B. Cawood, President of the Bank of Harlan, "Trustee and generous friend of Union
College."

Arthur Vining Davis, Chairman of the Board of Directors of ALCOA, through whose
interest the College Courts and Stevenson "C" wing were built. Citation awarded in

absentia.

Gerald Griffin, Courier-Journal reporter for Eastern Kentucky, "a warm friend and faithful

press writer for L^nion College."

Donald R. Herren, Associate Minister of First Methodist Church, Lexington, Ky., an

alumnus and President of the Alumni Association of Union College.

Harry C. Moores, Jupiter, Florida, and Columbus, Ohio, prominent business executive.

Paul E. Munc'v, M.D., Trustee and Vice-President of Board of Trustees. ".
. .there has never

been a call for service or request for financial help that you turned down."

Edward W. Nippert, Senior Administrative Officer in charge of the Schmidlapp Trust

Fund, which "has been a Gibraltar of strength for LInion College."

Mrs. Henry Pfeiffer, "the chief benefactress of LInion College since the days of Mrs. Fanny
Speed." Posthumous Award.
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Ernestine Richardson, Dietician at Union College, retiring after fifteen years.

Herbert B. Smith, Dean of Faculties, Hardin-Simmons University, formerly Dean of Union
College, "... for providing the needed leadership that transformed this college into a

quality college of liberal arts higher education."

Robert E. Viall, successful businessman, former student at Union College, Trustee and
Executive Committee member, "a staunch, dependable friend of the college."

Stella Ward, Dean of Students, Lambuth College, former faculty member, who came
"nearest the ideal teacher in a Christian college I have ever known."

Ralph G. Wesley, Minister of First Methodist Church, Somerset, Ky., "for many years a

great booster and promoter of Union College."

Elbert S. Woosley, Vice-President of Louisville Trust Company, former President of Board
of Trustees "during [the] most critical years of my service on this campus."

Ralph D. York, Minister of Community Methodist Church, Redwood City, California,

Alumnus of Union College and "pioneer recruiter of out-of-state enrollment. "^^

Union College had changed almost beyond recognition during Dr. Boatman's

presidency, the longest in the history of the college. Eighty percent of all degrees

awarded up to 1959 were awarded by President Boatman. The student body had

increased from 400 full-time students in 1938 to 637 in 1958-1959; the size of the

faculty had doubled; plant value had increased sevenfold. Similar figures could be

produced in almost every area of college operation. The Boatmans moved to

Decatur, Georgia, but even in his retirement Dr. Boatman continued to solicit funds

for Union College. In 1969, the Board of Trustees awarded him a plaque in

recognition of his ten additional years of service to the college.^**

NOTES (Chapter XII)

'This and similar figures elsewhere may represent not the number of individual students but

the so-called full-time student equivalent (FTE), a statistic often considered more valid and

more important. Older records do not always distinguish clearly between the two.

^The freshman class in the fall of 1958 consisted of 234 students. There were 137 from 32

counties in Kentucky, 24 from Massachusetts, 21 from Ohio, 20 from New Jersey, and 16 from

Pennsylvania. There were 7 foreign students and, of course, a scattered representation from

other states.

^This figure and similar, if higher, figures later were usually interpreted to mean resident

students. The records do not indicate any plan to limit the number of commuting students.

*In 1956, charges were increased from $626 to $676. In 1957, they increased to $752 for nine

months (for boarding students).

^Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 20, 1956.

^Exceeded now by the flood of 1977, which reached a level more than three feet higher than

the 1946 flood.

'Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 30, 1956.

*Conway Boatman, "Report of Twenty Years. . . November 4, 1938 to May 26, 1959," Board

of Trustees, Minutes, May 26, 1959.

^In several years almost fifty percent!

'"President's Report, Board of Taistees, Minutes, May 30, 1955.

"/birf.

'^Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 20, 1957.
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'^The commission consisted of Dr. C. W. Simms, Chairman of the Division of Education;

Dr. Erwin S. Bradley, Professor of History; Dr. Horace Weaver, Chairman of the Division of

Religion and Philosophy; Kathleen Moore, Assistant Professor of Education; S. Laws Parks,

Business Manager.
'•President's Report, Board of Trustees, Minutes, May 30, 1955.

'^The salary scale ranged from $3,000 to $5,500. Paid leave (full summer salary or half of a

regular semester's salary) might be granted after eight years' service. Rena Milliken, Head of

the Department of Business, was the first person to receive such leave (summer, 1956).

i^Board of Trustees, Minutes, May 27, 1957.

"/bid., May 30, 1955.

^^Ibid., Jan. 14, 1955. The faculty committee was composed of Miss Moore, Miss Patridge,

and Dr. Weaver. The Board minutes show no record of any reconsideration.

'^Members of the committee were Carl Wynn (chairman), Dan Sullivan, Darrell Fleming,

Cecil Hensley, Art Shapland, Charlene Saunders, Frank Pridemore, Bill Campbell, John
Belyea, Dean John H. Boyd, Mahlon A. Miller, W. D. Ashbum, Dr. E. S. Bradley, and Dr.

Horace Weaver.
^"Orange and Black, May 19, 1958.

2iBoard of Trustees, Minutes, May 28, 1958.

^^Orange and Black, May 25, 1956.

^^Now Head of the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, Director of

Athletics, and Head Basketball Coach.
^^Board of Trustees, Minutes, May 27, 1957.

25/bid., May 26, 1958.

^^Erwin S. Bradley, speech at faculty dinner for the Boatmans, May 20, 1959.

^^From copies of citations in President's files.

28Report # 18, Board of Trustees, Minutes, May 10, 1969.
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CHAPTER XIII

Physical Expansion, 1959-1979

JL he search for a successor to Dr. Boatman was carried out both more
systematically and more democratically than any previous search for a new
president. The selection committee drew up a list of qualifications and considered

carefully what attributes would be necessary in the new president if old and new
challenges were to be met successfully. The committee consulted such outside

authorities as Bishop Watkins and former president Gross, but it also spent much
time talking with students and with members of the faculty and staff. Although

several candidates presented themselves, the field was quickly narrowed to two,

the Reverend Thomas J. Luke, pastor of Trinity Methodist Church, Lafayette,

Indiana, and Mahlon A. Miller, assistant to the president at Union. Dr. Miller was

unanimously recommended by the selection committee, and his appointment was

endorsed by the trustees in February, 1959.

Mahlon Miller was born in Verona, Pennsylvania. He received the B.S. degree in

aeronautical engineering from the Universit>' of Pittsburgh in 1943 and did

graduate work at the Case Institute of Technology (mathematics and engineering)

and at Western Reserve University (psychology, personnel, and management)
while he was employed by the Air Force as a civilian research worker from 1943 to

1947. From 1947 to 1953, he studied and taught at Drew I'niversity, Madison, New-

Jersey, where he received the degrees of Bachelor of Divinity and Master of Sacred

Theology. During these years he taught mathematics. New Testament Greek,

philosophy and religion, served as assistant to the dean of the seminary, and served

a pastorate in New Jersey. He then attended the L^niversit>' of Zurich, the American

School of Classical Studies in Athens, and the American School of Oriental

Research in Jerusalem, and continued his advanced studies in theology at the

I'niversity of Tubingen, as a member of the first group of Fulbright students in

Germany. These studies were interrupted by the call to Union College as assistant

to the president.

Mahlon Miller and his wife Laura had quickly gained the liking and esteem, not

only of the trustees but also of faculty and students. The duties of the assistant to the

president had expanded considerably and had come to include personnel matters

and faculty recruiting and the supervision of workships and student aid, as well as

the original duties of director of religious life and financial development officer.

Consequently, Dr. Miller was well acquainted with much of the operation of the

college and well prepared to deal with its problems.
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:'resident Mahlon A. Miller and Miss Sarah Stevenson, granddaughter of President Stevenson

The transition from old to new president was smooth and orderl)'. At the first

neeting of the Board of Trustees after the new president had been appointed (May,

L959), the Board committed itself to a number of developments. A special

committee was set up to develop a plan for new faculty housing on college property

ind for converting (with the advice of the Fish and Game Commission) the

Drickyard ponds into a fishing area, which was leased to the Fish and Game Club.'

\ Trustee-Faculty Committee on Honorary Degrees, the only such joint

committee, was set up.^ The University Senate of the Methodist Board of Higher

Education was asked to make a survey of the college in 1960. A contract for the

Duilding of an addition to Pfeiffer Hall was signed.^ The Board also approved the

nterior renovation of Baldwin Place.

President Miller's inauguration did not take place until April 20, 1960. A
committee composed of Leo Geiss, chairman, W. S. Bolles, and Samuel C. Rice

planned an impressive program for the ceremony. Present were delegates from 120

nstitutions of higher learning, 21 representatives of educational organizations and

earned societies, and other distinguished guests, including the Governor of

Kentucky, and representatives of British and German Methodism. The speaker for

he occasion was Dr. Arthur S. Flamming, Secretary of the United States

department of Health, Education and Welfare, himself an educator of distinction.

At his first board meeting (October, 1959), President Miller spoke at some length

:)f his philosophy of education, his views of Christian higher education, and his

plans for the development of Union College.^ Ten basic ideas were presented.

Physical growth was to be based on and controlled by a master plan, and publicity

)f professional quality was to be used to sell the plan to the pubhc. Faculty

"ecruiting and retention were to be improved. The college was to concentrate on

ierv'ice to its region and should have a predominantl> local student body.
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Accordingly, the curriculum should focus on regional concerns. The ties uniting the

campus both to the church and to the community should be strengthened. The
Board of Trustees should be actively involved in campus affairs. The college should

move away from a dictatorial or paternalistic presidency to a committee-oriented

structure that would ensure faculty and student participation in appropriate areas.

Increased use should be made of modern methods of data collection and analysis.

Emphasis should be placed on the development of a stronger Alumni Association.

Finally, fund raising should be carried out in a fully professional manner. Much of

the development of Union College during President Miller's administration can

best be understood in relation to these goals.

A great deal of planning and reorganization took place in 1959 and 1960 as

preparations were made to implement some of President Miller's suggestions.

President Miller himself attended the Institute for College and I'niversity

Presidents at Harvard I'niversity in the summer of 1960. In October and November
of that year, he took part in a European seminar, which involved studying the

educational systems in various European countries.^ The Board of Trustees

overhauled and set down its procedures and established a schedule of normal

meetings.^

Very early in his tenure, the president prepared the first issue of the Trustee

Newsletter (June 15, 1959), an important means of communication between

campus and trustees, which has appeared at least once a month and has played a

notable role in involving the trustees more deeply in college affairs. Significantly,

this first issue addressed the problems of faculty housing and faculty salaries. A later

issue (September 9, 1961) urged the trustees to consider including Union College in

their wills.

Planning and reassessment were being carried out at man\' levels and in many
fields. In 1962, the Executive Committee of the Board was empowered to appoint

associate trustees to assist in special ways. ' ITie Personnel and Policy Committee
adopted a code of regulations setting out the duties and responsibilities of trustees,

faculty, committees, and administrative officers.^ It was decided to secure the

services of Dr. Goodrich C. White, president emeritus of Emory University, to help

plan the curriculum for the coming years.

ITie requested survey by a team from the University Senate of the Methodist

Board of Higher Education took place early in 1960, and Dr. Myron W'icke reported

the findings to both the Board of Trustees and the faculty. A valuable self-study of

the college was undertaken in 1961-1962 in preparation for the scheduled visit of an

inspection team from the Southern Association. While this group was on campus, in

October, 1962, students also had a chance to make themselves heard."

All of this was, in a sense, preparatory' to the great physical expansion that

characterized the sixties, and the extensive advance work made the expansion as

painless as possible. Three months after the new president was appointed, Lee

Blackwell, president of the Board of Trustees, appointed the Long Range

Development Committee to project a program for the years 1960 to 1975. Its

primary recommendations were for a maximum student body of 800 full-time

students,'" a long-range building and improvement program, and a list of priorities

for the construction of physical facilities. The committee was continued and

expanded into a trustee-faculty committee. Its work w as vital during the following

years.
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Engineering studies resulted in a master utilities plan for the campus. Plans for the

construction of faculty housing were initiated, and the architects began work on the

Physical Education Building. Library needs were analyzed by consultants brought

to the campus with funds provided by a foundation grant. In connection with the

Methodist Crusade drive, a revised development program was submitted to the

Board in January, 1962. The Board unanimously adopted the program," which

increased the goal for capital funds from $4,250,000 to $5,200,000 and moved the

final date back from 1975 to 1970. The changes were based on the probable effects

af the Crusade, the recommendations of the University Senate survey, and the

latest architects' and engineers' figures.

Since the planned expansion of the college presupposed an expansion of the

financial base and the active support of an ever larger constituency, further changes

md additions of personnel were necessary. An office of development was
established, a director of development employed, and the first steps toward

placing financial solicitation on a professional basis were taken. The position of

assistant to the president, vacant since 1959, was filled once again, since it was clear

that a president must inevitably spend much of his time in fund raising and must
Frequently be away from the campus. Charles C. Saddler, Jr., accepted this position

in 1962 and made important contributions to the college until his retirement in 1977.

[n 1961, the appointment of Catherine Faulkner Singer as alumni secretary signified

the first serious attempt to promote and develop an important and neglected

resource— Union's former students. A related development was the estabHshment

in 1965 of the Parents' Association that has, over the years, contributed a great deal

to the college in both tangible and intangible ways.'^

The campus was literally transformed by the projects undertaken during the

1960's. The new construction included an additional wing to Pfeiffer Hall, the

faculty housing project known as College Park, the Physical Education Building,

the Student Center, a new men's residence hall, an addition to College Courts, and

Lakeside Bowling Lanes. Baldwin Place was remodeled and Tye House completely

renovated. One may mention too that the planning for the new science building,

which was built somewhat later, was carried out during this very busy decade.

Inevitably, the plans for physical expansion that were formulated in 1960 and

revised in 1962 underwent further modifications, and not all of the dreams were

realized. A new central heating plant never went beyond the planning stage. An
addition to the Fine Arts Building (estimated at $300,000) remained a dream, and

plans for a new or greatly enlarged library were put on the shelf for a number of

years. Some changes represented a response to current needs. It was planned to add

mother wing to Pfeiffer Hall and to create a complex paralleling the quadrangle of

Stevenson Hall. However, the pattern of student enrollment changed, and the new
men's residence was built instead. Some ideas proved to be impractical. At one

point, there was consideration of the possibihty of converting the old gymnasium
into a student union as soon as the new gymnasium was completed. Investigation

indicated that this would be undesirable and probably uneconomical, and the

building was converted to other uses. These reductions and modifications do not

alter the fact that an unparalleled expansion and modernization of the physical

plant was successfully carried out in a remarkably short time.'^

ITie long overdue renovation of Baldwin Place was carried out by the college

maintenance department. The interior was completely redecorated and made
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more attractive than many had believed possible. Since the college had at the time

no other facilities for formal entertaining, the improvements provided not only a

more suitable and attractive home for the president but also a place for official
]

entertaining that the college had badly needed. The work was completed by March i

1, 1960, and in the following twelve-month period more than 1,000 persons were
|

entertained at Baldwin Place.
j

Housing problems have been mentioned many times. With the expansion—real
j

and anticipated—of the sixties they could only become more acute. The time when I

the college could accept essentially unsupervised off-campus housing had not yet

come, and various solutions to overcrowding were tried. At times, students were

quartered in the present Home Economics Building (Tye House), and in the old
j

Faulkner Hotel. Faculty housing problems were just as bad. The college owned !

several houses on College, North Main, and Manchester Streets which were rented !

cheaply to faculty members, but it was often impossible for new faculty to find

suitable housing. Four projects to improve housing conditions for both students and

faculty formed an important part of the building program.

Plans for the enlargement of Pfeiffer Hall considerably antedate the period under

discussion. When the federal government's assistance was assured (October, 1959),

construction began almost at once, and the building was completed in 1960.'^ The
new wing increased the capacity of Pfeiffer Hall from 88 to 172 students and also

included an infirmary and a counsellor's apartment. The exterior matched, in

somewhat simplified form, the original wing. It was intended to add a third and

eventually a fourth wing to form a quadrangle. For various reasons, some of which

will become apparent later, the idea was abandoned.'^

The lack of suitable faculty housing had long been recognized as one important

factor contributing to the difficulty of faculty recruitment. For some years a special

trustee committee had been wresding with the problem. President Miller, who, as

assistant to President Boatman, had often struggled to locate suitable quarters for

new faculty, made the faculty housing project peculiarly his own. The site chosen

was off Johnson Lane, behind the existing campus on low-lying land already

belonging to the college. Under the supervision of the superintendent of buildings

and grounds, the swampy, almost wild area was cleared and drained and divided

into fifteen lots located around a paved, circular drive. The development program

also included furnishing utility connections for the area.'^ College Park, as the

section was called, represented the first use of those portions of college property

lying in the flood plain but made usable by the completion of Barbourville's flood

wall in 1957.1"

The basic concept of the College Park development was not new, although it had

not been used at any college in Kentucky. Twelve of the new lots were sold for one

dollar each to employees of the college who were prepared to build their own
homes. Certain restrictions, designed to maintain reasonable standards and

guarantee the possibility of resale, were placed on the builders. The house would

remain the property of the faculty or staff member as long as he was employed at

Union College and, in the case of retirement, until the death of the owner and his

spouse. Resale was possible at any time, but the college retained the option to buy,

since the basic premise was that the properties would remain within the college

community and that houses were to be resold to other members of the faculty or

staff. Resale price was to be determined by appraisal and did not involve any profit
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to the college. Since the legal problems involved were far from clear, Dr. Frank

Gilbert, the first faculty member to build in College Park, brought a test case in

which the validity of the concept with its accompanying restraints was upheld. ^^

The available lots were quickly taken up. It should be added that College Park

represented a significant addition to the taxable property of the city of

Barbourville, and it has remained one of the most attractive residential areas in the

city.

The college retained three lots. A home was built for the superintendent of

buildings and grounds, and a large duplex for rental purposes was constructed.'^

Two bequests of $50,000 each, from the wills of Mary Gilbert Langford (Mrs.

George Langford) and Mary Kyle Dugan (January, 1961), made possible the

construction of an apartment building at the end of the College Park circle. The
building cost approximately $150,000 and included eight apartments of varying

size. It was named the Langford Apartments in memor>' of Mr. and Mrs. George
Langford who had given financial support to the college over a period of many
years and who had established a chair in business. The apartment filled a need that

local entrepreneurs had seemed unwilling to fill.

Despite some grumbling in recent years about the priorities used in allocating the

rental units, the entire College Park development has been a great success. The last

home was completed in 1966. An attractive gateway to the area was given by Laura

Dickey and dedicated on May 12, 1967, to her late husband, J. H. Dickey. In 1968,

the city of Barbourville was granted an easement for the extension of Allison

Avenue that was built along the eastern limit of College Park. Together with the still

incomplete development of the brickyard pond area for recreation purposes, this

has greatly improved the appearance of much of the low-lying property belonging

to the college.^"

Obviously, College Park could not entirely solve the problem of faculty housing.

Plans to expand the development did not materiahze, and not every faculty

member was interested in building or buying a home. Good rental property

remained scarce. Some years later the college divested itself of its rental properties

on College and North Main Streets, selling the homes to the faculty members who
had been renting them with the same restrictions on resale as apply to the homes in

College Park.

Student housing problems remained acute. As early as 1962, a few students had

been permitted to live off campus. However, the college was not yet ready to

accept off-campus housing as a valid solution, and, in addition, there was

considerable doubt that much housing in the community would, in fact, be

available. The original plans called for the speedy addition of another wing to

Pfeiffer Hall, but enrollment patterns changed quickly, and by 1964 it was evident

that the most pressing need was for additional housing for male students and for

married students. In thatyear, plans for two structures were quickly prepared. Nine

additional apartments and two much-needed guest rooms were provided in an

addition to College Courts that was built parallel to the eastern wing of the existing

building. A new dormitory, officially called Lakeside Residence Hall for Men, was
built beside the small lake further out Manchester Street. Though the building was

not completely finished, the student rooms, which accommodate eighty-two men,

were ready for occupancy in the fall of 1964. The original plans envisaged three

more similar buildings to form a residence complex. The additional construction
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did not entirely solve housing problems—in the late sixties girls were ever

quartered in White Hall, the former dean's home on College Street—but it certainly

removed most of the pressure.

If the new residences enabled the college to house its students, the new Student

Center was intended to help keep them happy! An increasing number of resident

students, many of them not attuned to life in a small southern town, made the need

for recreational facilities more apparent. The Snack Shack was quite literally a

small shack. Foley's, across from the Fine Arts Building, the nearest approach to an

off-campus student hangout that Barbourville has known, was more popular; but

there was no comfortable meeting place for students, and there were no facilities

for recreation. The town offered only one movie theatre, which, moreover,

operated for years on a very reduced schedule.

In January, 1962, a committee of five faculty members and two students set to

work on a preliminary report about a student union building. In consultation with

John F. Wilson and Associates, architects, a site was selected and tentative plans

drawn up. On December 10 of the same year, the students voted (approximately 4-

1 ) to assess themselves ten dollars per student per semester until $300,000 was raised

to pay for the proposed center. A committee, on which students played an active

role, made and remade plans before agreement on a design was reached.

Construction finally began in February, 1964.^' Progress was rapid, and an Open
House was held in the new Student Center in March, 1965.

The two-story building was erected behind Pfeiffer Hall, between the swimming
pool and the site of the old Snack Shack, which was, of course, removed as soon as

the new Center was completed. The Student Center remains the only recent

mm-^
:^^' "

1*^

Student Center
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building on campus that is not in modified Colonial style. It is essentially functional,

with no striking external feature except for the cantilevered entrance canopy. The
Center contains lounge areas, meeting rooms, the Fellowship Room, and offices on
the second floor. On the lower level are a snack bar (later christened The Hub), a

game room, the college post office, and the bookstore. Furnishings and equipment
were not, of course, included in the construction cost nor in the student assessment,

and they were provided from college funds. Worthy of note are the paintings of

college buildings in The Hub, the work of David Schweitzer, art major ('67).

Provision was made for the eventual construction of a new college dining room on
the south side of the building. Finances did not permit the inclusion of complete air-

conditioning, although the construction did allow for adding it later. The snack bar

and the offices were air-conditioned from the beginning. With the help of various

benefactors, notably the Parents' Association, air-conditioning was gradually

added for the game room, bookstore. Fellowship Room, and the main lounge. This

much-appreciated improvement was completed in 1974.

Under the leadership of Frances Patridge, the first director of the Student Center,

and of the newly constituted Student Center Board, the Center immediately began
to play a large part in campus Hfe. Many activities were initiated by Miss Pat and the

student board, and most other campus groups made use of the new building. Union

had gained an important focal point. One may mention particularly the fact that the

Center provided a very suitable setting for such functions as the annual faculty

reception for students and that it provided space for the proper display of art

exhibits. The college had not had suitable facilities either for social functions or for

exhibits before. Various non-college organizations also use the meeting rooms

frequently.

Another project was less successful. In January, 1963, a newly formed company
(Knox County Bowling Lanes, Inc.) began negotiations with the Board of Trustees

for a site, on campus land, for a bowling center. Stock in the company was taken up
by faculty members and local citizens. The college itself was a major stockholder. A
modem twelve-lane center was built on Manchester Street next to Lakeside

Residence Hall; it opened in September, 1963.-^ Although bowling was added to the

physical education curriculum, the bowling center operated on a purely

commercial basis. At first the center was very popular; leagues were formed,

faculty and students took up bowling regularly, and the attractive snack bar was

well patronized. However, by 1966, the bowling center was in financial trouble,

and stockholders were getting no return on their investment. By 1967, the college

had acquired all outstanding shares, the majority of them as gifts. It is difficult to

explain the failure of the bowling center, but fail it did! A few years later, an

income-producing use for the building was found. It was remodeled and leased to

the General Services Administration for use by the Bureau of Mines. ^^

The other major structure to be completed in the sixties was the Physical

Education Building. ^^ Construction had been postponed in 1955 for lack of funds.

Actually, there had been talk of a new gymnasium long before that. Miss Pat used to

say that a new gym was mentioned as imminent when she came to Union in 1947,

and when it was finally built she was no longer teaching physical education! By

1963, sufficient money had been received from the Methodist Crusade for

Education and Church Extension and from gifts by alumni and friends to permit

construction to begin. Accordingly, this began in February, 1964." Following the
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Physical Education Building

earlier plans, the Physical Education Building was built to connect with the existing

swimming pool. Five hundred bleacher seats were added in the pool area. The new
building provided a full-size gym floor and a total of 2,150 seats, a third of them

comfortable chairs and the remainder bleachers. The physical education

department found modem offices on the ground floor, while the second floor

provided four interconnecting classrooms.

A conference room in memory of James Richard Bacon, Union's head coach

from 1929 to 1944, was located to the right of the main entrance. It is beautifully

furnished and provides a comfortable and impressive setting for small conferences.

The furnishings were paid for by former athletes, the Bacon family, and other

friends.

The Physical Education Building was dedicated by Bishop Walter Gum on

November 28, 1964; there was a separate dedication for the Bacon Room later the

same day. The completion of the new building was important to Union in several

ways. It improved student morale, made it easier to maintain a competitive

intercollegiate athletic program, and was a source of legitimate local pride, for it

was the finest facility of its kind in a rather large section of Kentucky. High-school

basketball games and basketball tournaments have regularly taken place in Union's

gym. The classrooms in the building were a valuable addition to the campus at a

time when lecture rooms were badly needed, and of course the new gym was by far

the largest auditorium on the campus. It has been used for commencement
exercises, convocations, banquets, theatrical performances, and concerts of various

kinds.

The old Soldiers' and Sailors' Memorial Gymnasium was found to be structurally

sound, although a thorough-going conversion to other uses was discovered to be

uneconomical. The building was turned over to the drama department and

renamed the Dramatic Arts Center (DAC). For years the drama department had

struggled with the Rector Little Theater, which, despite its name, is a recital hall and

is not equipped as a theatre. With the removal of the running track, the DAC
offered a large and fairly versatile area. Over the years, largely as a result of the

efforts of the drama students themselves, the DAC has been made into a usable, if

rather dreary, facihty.

1
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In the summer of 1962, the home economics department was moved from the

first floor of Speed Hall to Tye House at the corner of Manchester and North Main
Streets. Tye House had been much rebuilt and had served in the immediate past as a

dormitory and as a faculty residence. It was completely remodeled internally for its

new tenant. The renovated structure included four demonstration kitchens, a

sewing room, living and reception rooms, student rooms, and an apartment for the

instructor.
^^

There were many minor, but in some cases very visible, improvements made
during the same period. Parking lots were laid out and paved, concrete walks were

put in, new tennis courts were built behind the running track, a new baseball field

was laid out, and considerable landscaping was done. In 1967, a new clock and

chimes for the Conway Boatman Chapel were donated by the Viall family in

memory of O. H. Viall.

The development plans included two more major projects, but although both

were badly needed by the mid-sixties, finances did not permit construction.

Facilities for science students were crowded and barely minimal. The biology

department had small, old labs in the Classroom Building. Poor ventilation often

made the entire building aware of its presence! The "pets" of the biology

department also contributed to campus life. One "escaped" milk snake came to Dr.

Watt's Chaucer class— it was curled up in the sink of the old demonstration

classroom. Predictably, Dr. Watts survived nicely. On another occasion, however,

the white rat dangled in front of the nose of the student assistant in the language lab

was too much for the young lady in question. She ran into the lab and locked the

door! Chemistry and physics were located in the Veterans' Building, which was

crowded, constantly in need of repair, and undoubtedly a fire hazard. The physics

department was also, for a time, located in White Hall, the well-known and

frequently mentioned frame house on College Street (which was eventually

demolished). Members of the science faculty spent a great deal of time during the

late sixties drawing up plans for a new science center. Plans for a chemistry wing

were completed first, for a piecemeal construction of the new building was

envisaged. It was discovered, however, that grants for construction would be more

readily available if the requests could be based on plans for the complete unit.^^ As a

result, further time and money were invested in drawing up complete plans. We
shall return to the science center below.

The Phase II development plans included an addition to the library, although it

was placed below the science center on the priority Hst. Unbelievably, the library,

although a relatively modern structure, did not include normal book-stacks and had

not been designed to allow for vertical expansion. During the sixties, when book

buying was greatly increased, the capacity of the existing building was quickly

reached. Eventually the college was forced into a number of costly and not entirely

satisfactory provisional measures.

In lanuary, 1968, President Miller spoke of a project that was quite frankly a

dream— the establishment of an Institute of Religion, independent of, although

closely related to, the college. The Institute was to act as a center for various groups

to hold conferences in spiritual and religious fields. The tentative plans called for

meeting rooms, a chapel, a prominent carillon tower, and sleeping and eating

facilities for forty persons. The site chosen was across the pond from Lakeside
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Residence Hall. The attractive idea was fixed in an architectural drawing and held

in readiness for a possible donor.

The massive building program was costly and strained the resources of the

college to the utmost. Fortunately, The Methodist (later The United Methodist)

Church underwrote the most expensive projects. The Methodist Crusade for

Higher Education was described as "the most wonderful drive ever attempted by
Kentucky Methodists,"^^ and for Union it undoubtedly was. Even more notable,

however, was the contribution of Union's students themselves, who made possible

the construction of their own student center.

While there is no doubt that the face of the Union College campus today is

primarily the result of the building during the fifties and sixties, the contribution of

the seventies has been far from negligible. A really major addition to Union's

facilities—unfortunately one that remains relatively unknown—was the acquisition

of the Environmental Education Center in 1970. On April 20 of that year, a Special

Use Permit turned the former Cumberland Gap Job Corps Center of the National

Park Service over to the college. The property is well described by President Miller.

The Environmental Education Center of Union College is located in a beautiful,

secluded cove behind the V'isitors Center in Cumberland Gap National Historical Park. It

is in effect a complete campus constructed and equipped less than five years ago at a cost

of nearly one million dollars, not including land value. It includes twelve major buildings,

plus three double trailers for staff housing, miscellaneous storage sheds, and outdoor

playing fields. The administration, classroom and recreation buildings, along with the

dining hall and infirmary, are centrally air conditioned. In addition there are four

dormitories housing about 150, a gymnasium, a central supply building and a

maintenance building. The buildings are completely equipped, even to the point of

typewriters, audio-visual equipment, and pool and ping pong tables. Trucks and cars are

in the inventory for staff use.^^

As its commitment to environmental studies has grown, the college has made
increased use of the Center as the site of courses and conferences, and various other

meetings and retreats have been held there. The main thrust of the new Center,

however, lay elsewhere.

The basic activity at the Environmental Education Center will be conducting the

National Environmental Education Development (NEED) program of the National Park

Service. This program will bring to the Center several thousand fifth and sixth grade

students and their teachers for a series of week-long sessions. The instruction will be
handled by the public school teachers themselves, with the Center staff conducting
preparatory seminars for the teachers. In addition, Union College will conduct
workshops and seminars at the Center for other in-service public school teachers, school

board and PTA members, and public officials such as mayors, city council members,
fiscal court members, city and county judges, etc.*

The most recent building on the campus is, of course, the science building. Final

plans provided quarters for all of the science departments, including mathematics.

The building contains well-equipped laboratories for the various departments, a

greenhouse, demonstration rooms, conference rooms, a library, and numerous
faculty offices. The final cost was in excess of $1,700,000, of which somewhat more
than half was covered by government grants. A number of campaigns raised the

remainder, and it is truly remarkable that so many persons and institutions

contributed so generously. ^^ The Board of Trustees surprised President Miller with •

a well-deserved honor, and when the building was dedicated at Commencement,
1973, it was as the Mahlon Miller Science Center. One of the rainest days in memory
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Mahlon Miller Science Center

led to the moving of the dedication services into the gymnasium and their

integration into the commencement service, but this was not enough to dampen the

enthusiasm.-'^

No discussion of Union's expansion would be complete without some reference

to the less visible changes. There have been so many renovations, changes of use,

and relocations that a student who left Union only a few years ago could scarcely

find his way about. The older buildings, structurally sound, have undergone
innumerable interior changes. Speed Hall has long since been given over solely to

administrative offices and has been radically changed inside on several occasions,

rhe Classroom Building (formerly the Administration Building) has undergone an

impressive series of interior rebuildings that started as far back as 1954. It is now
largely given over to audiovisual services, the copying center, and an individualized

learning center. Only a few classrooms, particularly those renovated and newly

equipped for the business department—which finally was able to move out of its

unsatisfactory quarters in the Maintenance Building—are now in the building, and
Few faculty offices are found there. Future plans include additional space for the

business department, notably three offi ces, outfitted by grateful alumni in honor of

Rena Milliken, long-time head of the department, who retired in 1975. In a

desperate attempt to solve the problems of the library, an interesting development

took place. Most of the eastern side of the second floor of the Classroom Building

was incorporated into the library, to which it is joined by a bridge superimposed on

the existing colonnade. A "Heritage Room," intended to house some of the notable

collections of the college, was included in the new section of the library. An
important development was the listing of the Classroom Building on the National

Register of Historic Places by the National Park Service (upon the recommendation

of the Kentucky Heritage Commission). ^^ This implies the possibility of receiving
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matching grants for renovation of the structure, and with the help of such a grant, a

major renovation is, in fact, in progress. This has included renewal of the roof

supports, new roofing, a sprinkler system, a new heating system, and the complete

remodeling of the college dining hall. Other improvements have not yet been

finished, but the entire project is to be completed as part of the centennial

celebrations.

Changing enrollment patterns and the use of off-campus housing have reduced

the for dormitory rooms. As a result, portions of Stevenson Hall have been
converted into administrative and faculty offices. The familiar white frame

building behind Pfeiffer Hall has changed tenants once again. After being in

succession a laundry room, the bookstore and post office, and the data processing

center, it was converted (1976-1977) into the campus religious center, called (by

student vote) the Lighthouse, and now provides office space for the campus
minister and a well-equipped lounge. Data processing has taken over the former

business department quarters in the Maintenance Building. Since the Science

Center was built on a very generous scale, it has turned into the principal classroom

building on the campus and contains most of the faculty offices.

The northern edge of the campus has improved in appearance in recent years.

The college had always been interested in acquiring the properties along

Manchester Street, and a fortunate series of opportunities arose in the late sixties

and early seventies. There are now only two enclaves of private property on

campus, one on College Street and one on Manchester Street. The sections

acquired—frequently with generous help from members of the Board of

Trustees—have been cleared and turned into lawn or parking areas. This

development was climaxed by the landscaping of the area on the corner of

Manchester and College Streets and the erection of a memorial to John M. Robsion

and John M. Robsion, Jr., two distinguished members of the U.S. Congress. John

M. Robsion, Jr., an alumnus, trustee, and devoted friend of the college, was

instrumental in acquiring and clearing the property. The project was financed by

the Robsion family and a number of friends and associates. The dedication took

place June 19, 1976.

The physical expansion of the college has caused headaches and problems that

are frequently overlooked. The new buildings inevitably increased operating costs

enormously, both in terms of utility bills and in terms of upkeep. It has become
increasingly difficult for the college to retain enough maintenance and janitorial

staff to care for the campus properly, since rising wage scales—the increase in the

permissible minimum wage, for example—and competition from private

employers have all too frequendy forced a reduction rather than an increase in

personnel. In this area, too, goodwill and improvisation have wrought wonders.

During a Faith and Work Week in the summer of 1977, Bishop Robertson, President

Miller, and a number of trustees, faculty and staff members, students, and friends

pitched in to do repairs and clean up the campus. Leo Geiss, one of Union's most

active trustees, paid for all materials used. The program was a great success, and it

will be repeated in 1978.

Lack of finances and personnel for regular maintenance has inevitably led to-

problems, particularly since portions of the physical plant must be described as

aging. The college heating plant had caused worry for years. During the academic

i
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year 1976-1977, extensive breakdowns occurred; in fact, in the fall of 1976 the

students had an unexpected week's vacation when the system failed completely.

Joseph A. Rado, father of a former student and a heating contractor in

Pennsylvania, was instrumental in getting the college back in operation.^"* This was
a striking example of the contribution of the Parents' Association to the college!

The survey of the physical facilities of the college cannot end without mention of

two projects that are, at present (summer, 1978), underway. The modernization

and enlarging of the chapel organ should be completed during the summer of 1978.

The existing organ, while basically sound, was chronically in need of repair. In

1976-1977, thanks to the generosity of R. W. Gibson, of Danville, a new console was
installed. During the summer of 1977, the First United Methodist Church of

Lexington, Kentucky, donated its organ, which was being replaced by a new
instrument, to the college. When the usable portions of this instrument have been

incorporated into the present chapel organ, the number of pipes will be increased

by about forty percent.

The need for a new library, or rather for a new complex to include all learning

resource materials, has been obvious for some time.^^ A detailed proposal was

presented by the Library Committee in March, 1974.^^ More recently, the Library

Committee has been busy making concrete plans for a building which will, it is

hoped, be completed by 1982. Such a building would fill a serious gap and round

off the physical plant of the college. In 1970, President Miller mentioned the

frequently inferior physical facilities as one cause of the enrollment problems of

church-related colleges.^' Certainly, considerable progress has been made toward

overcoming this problem at Union!

NOTES (Chapter XIII)

'The committee consisted of Robert E. Viall (chairman), Dr. T. R. Davies, Ernest

Hampton, Elmer Hinkle, and Cecil Wilson.

^The committee was to consist of the president of the college (chairman), the dean of the

college, the senior professor, and two trustees.

^The building had been approved in 1958. Financing— the successful bid was $264,750—

was available under the Federal Housing Act of 1950. The architects were John F. Wilson and

Associates of Lexington.

^The Board minutes do not report the content of the speech. This summary of President

Miller's position is based on his letter to Virginia Saddler, March, 1977.

^Participation in the seminar, which was organized by John Owen Gross and Ralph Decker

of the Methodist Board of Higher Education, was authorized by the trustees in May, 1960.

Rather surprisingly, sufficient funds remained in the inauguration budget to cover the cost.

^The meetings were set for May (later June) at Union College and January at a different site,

frequently Louisville. In recent years the date of the winter meeting has fluctuated.

^The first appointees were David Cocks (Executive Vice-President of Standard Oil of

Kentucky) and H. G. Whittenberg, Sr. (H. G. Whittenberg Construction Co. of Louisville),

both to the Buildings and Grounds Committee.

^Eventually distributed, January 31, 1963, under the title "Organization of the College.

^According to the students, the strongest departments were philosophy, English, and

biology. See Orange and Black, Oct. 30, 1962.

"•600 resident and 200 commuter students. The figure was later revised.

"Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 19, 1962.

I
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'^For a fuller discussion of both the Parents' and Alumni Associations, see Chapter XVI.

'^No attempt has been made to discuss campus expansion in terms of officially announced
campaigns, although reference is made to "Phase II," which deals with expansion up until

1979.

'''Federal financing of college and university buildings became an essential part of the

education world after World War II. A common method was for the U. S. Government to

accept building bonds, thus acting as financing agent for buildings housing or otherwise

serving students (Federal Housing Act, 1950).

'^Information about planned as well as actually completed buildings is available in the

attractive promotional booklet called simply Phase 11. Like many such publications, it is,

unfortunately, undated and hence difficult to identify for reference purposes.

'^$30,000 was authorized (1960) for the basic development of the area.

'"College Courts had been built on fill to raise it above flood level. It was cut off, but not

damaged, by the 1957 flood. However, the building is not in the flood plain.

"*The most lucid account dates from some years after the case itself, which was decided in

1961. See R. Lee Blackwell's report tothetrustees,Boardof Trustees, Minutes, May 11, 1968.

'^The former home of the superintendent behind Speed Hall was eventually demolished,

and when Coach Bush built a home in College Park, the other frame house (behind Pfeiffer

Hall) was torn down. Both, though venerable landmarks, had become run-down and
practically unusable. Another local landmark, the old Decker house on North Main Street, had
not been properly maintained and had to be demolished in 1965.

^°The park development is being undertaken by the city of Barbourville, which was granted

a lease for the symbolic figure of one dollar. The college will have full access to and use of any
facilities constructed.

^'Boggs Construction Co. of Barbourville was given the job, on a bid of $298,845.

^^The twenty-year lease to the company is dated May 25, 1963. The building cost $350,000.

23Trustee Newsletter, March 27, 1972.

^''The old gym, quite apart from age or condition, had an undersized basketball floor.

Eventually, some opponents refused to play on it at all, and, as a result. Union's basketball

games were played in the gyms of the two local high schools for several years.

25The bid accepted was $575,000.

^^Much of the equipment was donated. Carl Haggard gave all of the major electric

appliances, and H. J. Scheirich donated two complete kitchen units.

^"Report #7, Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 18, 1969.

^*Exhibit\T (Minutes of the Finance Committee meeting. May 14, 1965), Board of Trustees,

Minutes, May 15, 1965.

29Trustee Newsletter, April 22, 1970.

^'A history of the financing and lists of donors can be found in the dedication brochure.

Plaques throughout the Science Center indicate the donors of the various rooms.
^^After the Science Center was finished, the removal of the Veterans' Building and the

landscaping of its site did a great deal to improve the appearance of the back campus.
^^Trustee Newsletter, June 27, 1975.

^"An account of the problems of the heating system is to be found in the Trustee Newsletter,

Oct. 30, 1976. Mr. Rado provided a boiler at cost, supplied all fittings and labor free, and made
two trips from Pennsylvania. This was not the first time that Mr. Rado had contributed his

resources and expertise to the college.

^^Some books not in great demand had been culled and put in rather inaccessible storage as

far back as 1962.

^^Identifiable as "Union College Learning Complex proposed by the Faculty Library

Committee," March, 1974 (attachment to Union College Faculty Minutes).

3'Trustee Newsletter, Oct. 2, 1970.
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CHAPTER XIV

w,
Academic Programs, 1959-1979

hUe it is recognized that Union College cannot be all things to all people, the

institution provides a variety of educational programs. Union College offers the

following types of educational alternatives: updated and restructured liberal arts

bachelor's degree programs; professional and pre-professional bachelor's degree

curricula; Appalachian Regional Studies; occupational-oriented certificate and
associate degree programs; master's and Ed.S. degree curricula in education; and

special non-degree continuing education for upgrading occupational skills and/or

personal enrichment.

The institution's primary mission is to help improve the quality of life and living

conditions in Appalachia by serving the people of Appalachia. The college offers a

variety of quality programs that are attractive to a broad spectrum of students,

provides for all students the basis for understanding the distinctive features of

Appalachia, provides students alternative approaches to learning and acquiring a

degree, structures the curricula in such a manner as to implement the career ladder

concept, assists students in planning and preparing for life and for careers, and

dehvers services directly to the people of the nearby region.'
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Volumes could be written about the academic program and offerings of Union

College in the period from 1959 to 1979, for in no previous period have the changes

been so radical and so frequent. The program has undergone expansion,

retrenchment, and more than one change of direction. Very broadly, one can

regard the years from 1959 to 1969 as a period of expansion within traditional

patterns. The following years saw a pulHng-back—caused by a dechne of student

interest in traditional disciplines, increasing financial problems, and declining

enrollments—but at the same time new developments, particularly in vocationally

oriented programs. This development was typical of American higher education in

general. It was, of course, particularly obvious and particularly painful at small

colleges like Union that lacked both financial resources and large numbers of

students and where changes of enrollment patterns and a general tightening of

finances had an immediate impact on all phases of college Ufe. Only after some

discussion of enrollments and finances can one hope to understand the college

programs of the sixties and seventies.

During the 1960's, virtually every college and university in the United States

faced the problem of how to restrict enrollment. The salutary shock of Russian

scientific achievements, the results of the World War II baby boom, and

unprecedented prosperity all combined to produce a rush to college. The fact that

students could avoid the draft by attending college also encouraged many young

men to continue their education. The National Defense Student Loan Program

(1959) and related provisions of the act that established it not only encouraged

young people to attend college but also encouraged the study of certain fields

—

notably mathematics, natural science, and foreign languages. In 1966, President

Miller said: "We are very pleased with the Fall enrollment. The increase in the size

of the student body was held to a manageable minimum."^

At Union College there was not only an increase in the number of students but

also a significant change in the type of student. In 1959, approximately forty percent

of the students were from outside Kentucky. By 1962-1963, this percentage had

increased to sixty-three.^ In 1964, only twenty-one percent of the freshmen were
from Kentucky, and at one time, approximately ten percent of the undergraduates

were from New Jersey! There were various reasons for this dramatic increase in

out-of-state students. Union was inexpensive by comparison with northern and

northeastern schools; a number of northeastern states (notably New Jersey) did not

have highly developed state university systems; many northern students, forced to

leave their home state because colleges were crowded and often highly selective,

were attracted by Union's somewhat lower admission requirements. Many came,

of course, because alumni, notably Methodist ministers, recommended the college

highly.

We shall have occasion to return to the social changes and social problems caused

by the influx of northern students. One long-term problem, however, is direcdy

connected both to enrollment problems and to finances. Union was often criticized,

both locally and in gatherings of its patron church conferences, for serving an

increasing number of out-of-state students and, by inference at least, for failing to

serve ' Kentucky and Kentucky Methodists. Quite apart from the fact that a

surprising number of the "foreign" students were the children of former

Kentuckians or of alumni, there was a very simple reason for the inability of the

college to control out-of-state enrollment, although it was acutely aware of the
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various problems involved. Northern students were urged to apply early for

admission to college, and it would have been possible to fill the dormitories with

these students before most Kentucky students ever got around to applying at all.

Union could not afford to turn away such students in the expectation that enough
Kentucky students would eventually apply. This was all the more reasonable when
one considers that Union's statewide appeal has always been relatively limited and
that two new competitors had emerged in southeastern Kentucky. A unit of

Kentucky's new but rapidly expanding community college system opened at

Cumberland, Kentucky, in 1960. At about the same time, Cumberland College in

nearby Williamsburg became an accredited four-year institution. While neither of

these competitors had an immediate effect on Union's enrollment—though the

number of the students from Harlan County dropped—they caused under-

standable anxiety, and they did, of course, become serious competitors in the

seventies.

Certainly, Union did welcome out-of-state students. This was particularly true of

faculty in some fields in which the northern students were, in general, better

prepared. Like many colleges. Union was able to raise its admission requirements

somewhat during the sixties, and it did, in the years when this was possible, place an

increased emphasis on academics, but it never became, either in intent or in reality,

an elite or a "northern" school. Justifiably or not, however, the college did acquire a

reputation that was to cause difficulties in the leaner years of the seventies. Local

school superintendents and principals assert that Union neglected their students

and gave preference to outsiders, turning to local sources only when it had to do so.^

That the criticism is unfair does not alter the fact that it exists. It is unfortunate that

one of Union's proudest boasts—the fact that it attracted students from all fifty

states and several foreign countries—has been used against it in this way.

Neither Union nor most other colleges foresaw the dramatic decrease in

enrollment that occurred in the 1970's. At Union, course offerings were still

expanding in 1968, for example, and plans for the new science building were based

on continuing growth. In retrospect it is easy to see at least some causes for the

decrease in numbers of students at Union and elsewhere. The babyboom was over;

a period of disenchantment, including disenchantment with higher education, set

in, partly as one of the by-products of the Vietnam war; a decline in prosperity and

increasing inflation created difficulties for all private colleges; and government

help for education decreased rather sharply during the Nixon administration.

Union was affected adversely by the expansion of community colleges and state

universities in states like New Jersey that had long been a major source of students.

Hard times, as well as the dissatisfaction with higher education mentioned above,

not only affected enrollment but also forced the college to offer more job-oriented

programs in an attempt to attract students. Union was not helped, either, by the

withdrawal of a local bank from the federal student loan program, understandable

though the action was. Of great concern was a change in the pattern of federal

student aid that led to a reduction in the payments made directly to the institution.

^

An interesting pattern has emerged in recent years. Full-time enrollment has, on

the whole, declined, while part-time enrollment has climbed steadily.^ Although

this is in large part the result of the enormous growth of the graduate program-

very few graduate students attend full-time— it is also the result of evening classes

and special programs of various kinds.
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Statistics from two representative years will complete the picture of Union's

enrollment. In 1966 (fall semester), there were 878 undergraduate, 61 graduate, and

26 special students—a total of 965. The full-time equivalent (FTE) was 849. In 1978

1

(spring semester), the total enrollment was 1190, the highest head count ever.^ This

was made up of 505 undergraduate and 685 graduate students. The FTE figures

(disregarding decimals), however, were 420 for the undergraduate and 273 for the:

graduate students—a combined total of 694. It will be obvious that such changing

patterns cannot fail to affect the academic program. i

Generally hard times as well as a certain lack of enthusiasm for higher education
j

probably account for another problem that has plagued Union in recent years,
j

Colleges have always had to face the problem of "no-shows," that is, students who
j

have been admitted but who simply do not show up at registration time. In 1972, the

"no-show" rate was 20.4 percent, a discouragingly high figure that affects both

academic planning and, of course, budgeting. For the Iranian students who
applied, the figure was nearly fifty percent. No satisfactory solution for this

situation has yet been found.

In the years 1976, 1977, and 1978, some totally unforeseeable difficulties made
recruiting difficult and affected summer school enrollment adversely. School

closings because of unusually bad winter weather led to longer public school

sessions, thus forcing changes in the summer school schedule. Naturally,

registration for graduate classes was affected. The flood of 1977 (see Chapter XV)
provided "negative publicity" as well.

A full account of Union's financial affairs from 1959 to the present has no place in

a brief history. However, some consideration of the relationship of finances to the

academic program is essential. The dominant factors have been rising costs, rising

and falling enrollment, and the increasingly important role—for good and bad—of

the federal government.

Most private or church-related colleges, lacking the massive resources of state

institutions, have been adversely affected by the continuously and rapidly rising

costs of the last two decades. Both as a matter of principle and out of necessity, since

low cost has always been a major selling point. Union has been reluctant to raise

student charges. Nevertheless, the announced cost for the academic year 1978-1979

($3,150 for resident students) is between three and four times the figure for 1958.

Faculty salaries have increased by roughly the same percentage, but unfortunately

other operating costs have increased by far greater amounts. Rising costs, although

always a cause for concern, were manageable throughout the sixties but became a

prime concern thereafter. In 1976, President Miller wrote:

Academic program costs during the decade 1965-1975 increased faster than the general

price level. They also increased faster than total institutional revenues even though student

charges were raised substantially. Colleges and universities have therefore depleted

reserves; reduced expenditures by curtailing programs, deferring physical plant

maintenance, withholding salary increases, increasing student-faculty ratios, etc.; and in

many instances operating indebtedness has been incurred.*

The effect of student enrollment on the college finances is more difficult to deal

with. In the world of education it is well known that every student costs money, for

there are few, if any, institutions where student fees actually cover cost.^ There is,,

then, d point at which more students are too expensive, and, in fact, a number of

colleges and universities, particularly in the early and mid-seventies, restricted
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enrollment for that reason. Nevertheless, Union's budget must be based primarily

on income from student fees—the difference must come from endowment funds,

the subsidy provided by the United Methodist Church, government grants, and
gifts or grants from various sources—and the size of the student body, and above
all, perhaps, the predictable size of the student body, does vitally affect the

institution's financing and hence its academic programs. One may observe, too, that

the increasing enrollments of the sixties made an expanded program both desirable

and necessary, while the sharply decreasing enrollments of the seventies both made
necessary and seemed to justify retrenchment.

The larger student body of the 1960's would not, for the reasons outlined above,

have made expansion possible without the help of other factors. Despite efforts in

other directions, Union has always depended on the efforts of its president, usually

aided during the last two decades by at least one other fund-raiser, to finance its

programs and to avoid, if possible, deficit financing. It is no reflection on those

involved to say that it was simply easier to raise money for higher education during

the sixties than at any other time in recent history. The federal government had

committed itself to encouraging college attendance and began in 1959 to assume

some responsibility for the cost of operating educational institutions. Legislation

such as the Higher Education Act and the Library Services and Construction Act

was intended to help colleges cope with rising enrollments, while other programs

encouraged advanced study and, at least indirectly, encouraged undergraduates to

prepare for further, more advanced study. Encouragement for traditional

education in the arts and sciences was, in part, due to the realization that Russia,

using a traditional academic approach, had achieved wonders. It is not surprising

that the only really major grant intended specifically to encourage studies in English

and foreign languages— a grant of $50,000 from the E. O. Robinson Foundation of

Cincinnati—was received in 1959.'" Equally significant, perhaps, were the grants

from the Kellogg Foundation for developing the holdings of the college library.

Several of the various special institutes that will be considered below were made
possible by special grants from public or private sources.

It is hard to consider the question of government assistance dispassionately, for

such assistance has proved to be a two-edged sword. What is certain is that few

colleges today could survive without the help of the federal government. Certainly

Union could not. The federal government helped finance student housing, paid a

large part of the cost of the Science Center, and initiated loan and work-study

programs (which added to Union's former workship program). Since 1975, a really

massive government grant has to some extent directly influenced the basic

philosophy of the college.'' But many government grants are matching grants,

which means, of course, that the college must spend money to get money. Other

grants may and do force the college to shape its programs to the specifications laid

down by the federal government. It is, in fact, impossible to ignore the impact of

federal aid either on college finances or on college programs.

Two aspects of this federal aid (and the attendant interference) deserve special

mention. Federal programs, not all of them directly concerned with education, are

one cause of the enormous growth of administration and the multiplication of

administrative personnel. This development is particularly obvious at a small

college, '2 and, inevitable though it may be, it often arouses the ire of faculty and the

amusement of students. The American Council on Education reported in 1976 that
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twelve inescapable federal social programs (excluding legislation dealing with

education as such) had cost small private institutions as much as $164 per student fori

the year 1974-1975 and that the administration of those programs had increased

total administrative costs by as much as twenty-five percent.*^ The Equal

Opportunity Act, the development and increased cost of Social Security, minimum
wage laws, and innumerable other pieces of legislation have led to enormous direct

and indirect expense.

The second aspect is more amusing— at least in the telling. Every administrator

and most faculty members will have individual horror stories to tell of government

red tape. Two typical examples may be of interest. As a result of the Buckley

Amendment, the student has more right to privacy than his parents, even though

they may be paying all the bills. More ludicrous is the fact that occasionally one

directive specifically forbids what another specifically requires! One interesting

proposal from the Internal Revenue Service (1975) would have required the college

to keep admission applications for three years, presumably to allow monitoring for

racial discrimination. The joke is, of course, that admission applications, by law, do

not show race! Unfortunately, most of these cases of red tape cost time, money, or

both!

Student aid, always an important factor at Union, is not, from the financial

standpoint, an unalloyed blessing. Although gifts for use in the program are

relatively high and government programs provide large sums, the college itself

must spend heavily in this area. Since a very high proportion of Union's students

receive some form of financial assistance, the tuition income of the college is much
smaller than might be expected.''' Recent changes in federal regulations, which tie

loan money to the student and not to an institution, will undoubtedly complicate the

work of recruiting students.

Gift and grant income is usually restricted in some way, and it has never offered a

solution to all of Union's ever-present problems.'^ This does not in any way
diminish the importance of such income, but it does leave unresolved difficulties.'®

Endowment income is modest. Total interest payments, the result of long-term

indebtedness and short-term loans, are high. General income is relatively low. Both

the college staff and the trustees have tackled these problems with great

determination. In 1962, the newly appointed director of development, WUham S.

Murphy, began a drive to increase endowment and hence operating capital. The
Trustee Committee for Estate Planning was very active in 1963. At that time every

trustee was reminded of his responsibility for identifying, cultivating, and even

soliciting prospects.'^

Comparative statistics, particularly those published by the Methodist Board of

Higher Education which compared all Methodist colleges, received a great deal of

attention. In 1963, Union ranked 55 out of 69 colleges in endowment growth. In

1963-1964, endowment income (representing 9.2% of the college's total income) was

above the national average of 8.8%, despite the fact that the modest size of the

endowment was cause for concern. '^ Union has generally reaped maximum benefit

from its endowment, thanks to the generous advice of such people as trustee Leo

Geiss. The persistent difficulties did not disappear, however. The office of

development at the college was for a time hampered by the difficulty of finding

and keeping qualified professional staff. In 1976, long-term capital indebtedness

was about $1,000,000, an acceptable figure in theory, perhaps, but one that.

I
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igether with a short-term debt of approximately equal size, resulted in interest

larges that strained the operating budget. ^^ Late in that same year, subcommittees
- the Trustee Finance Committee were formed to deal with questions of debt
lanagement, efficient management of physical plant, and other matters.

College finances quite simply took on new dimensions in the decades after World
^ar II. A treasurer's report in 1969 provides a convenient summary of

svelopments that is, in essentials, apphcable to the years since 1969 as well.^° From
)59 to 1969, current fund income and expense had risen from just under $600,000 to

/er $1,850,000, plant fund assets had increased from $2,100,000 to $4,600,000, and
le book value of securities had from about $600,000 to slightly more than

,300,000. Indebtedness at this time was $1,398,500.^1

By the mid-sixties, grantsmanship had become extremely important to Union. In

)68, a special committee on long-range financing concerned itself primarily with

eans of securing state and federal funds and went on record as approving the

;ceptance of such funds. ^^ Three grants were received (under the Higher

ducation Act) in 1968: one for holding an institute for teacher aids in music, one for

Iding national teaching fellows to the faculty to strengthen the academic

ogram, and one for planning interinstitutional cooperation in academic

•ograms. Union was already benefiting from a grant for student recruiting for the

id-Appalachian colleges (from the U. S. Office of Education) and from a

ational Science Foundation grant for a cooperative biology center." In the

llowing years, countless man-hours were devoted to applying for grants of

irious kinds, and we shall have occasion to consider more fully one or two large

ants that have played a major role in the recent development of the college.

That the achievements of President Miller and the development officers have

?en impressive is proved by a simple comparison. In 1958-1959, total gift and grant

come was $121,329, while in 1977-1978 it was $1,194,672.

The academic program expanded remarkably in the years from 1959 to 1969.

ne can speak of a two-part expansion during these years. There was an increase in

e number and, to some extent at least, in the quality of traditional courses offered

traditional disciplines. And there was the introduction of special institutes or

ograms—still, however, well within the bounds of traditional practice. In the

;ars after 1969 there was both a retrenchment and a major change of emphasis. In

Idition, of course, the inauguration of a graduate program represented a major

idening of academic horizons.

The increase in the number of students and the number of course offerings in the

>60's led to certain changes of structure. The number of academic divisions

creased from six to seven when Physical Education was made independent, and a

imber of independent departments (such as mathematics and physics) were

eated. The degrees offered at the undergraduate level were redefined, and the

ichelor of Music degree was reinstated after a very long absence. ^^

It is easy to give examples of the euphoric expansion of these years. Many,

obably most, departments increased enormously in size between 1959 and 1968. ^^

he number of faculty in chemistry increased from one to three, in music from four

six, in English from three to nine, in foreign languages from one to three, and in

story and political science from one to four.^^ An important step academically

as taken in 1960, when an addition to the staff made possible the effective

paration of religion and philosophy.
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The additional faculty was needed to cope with increasing numbers of students.

Two examples will suffice. In 1961-1962, fifty-three percent of the graduating class

had taken a foreign language, compared with fifteen percent the year before. In the

period from 1963 to 1967, the number of majors and minors in English ranged from

sixty to eighty. Additional faculty was needed for another reason. During these

years. Union tried to offer majors in music, history, foreign languages, English, and

other fields that compared reasonably with the programs offered at larger

institutions. This implied a determination to make it possible for Union's students to

go on to advanced study and be on equal footing with students from across the

nation. This in turn implied at least some attempt to recruit various specialists

within the various disciplines. With some reservations in areas where physical

resources and equipment are of primary importance, the programs did in fact

achieve this goal. In 1960, two more Union students, Carroll Britch (French,

English, drama) and Glenn Perry (history, political science, French) were awarded

coveted Woodrow Wilson Fellowships. Union's fourth Wilson Fellowship was

awarded to Juanita Williams (English) in 1961; Donald Turner and David Burleigh

(both German) were awarded German Government Scholarships in 1965; and in

1966, Jerry Turner (German) became the only Union student to win a Fulbright

Fellowship. Graduates of Union in theology, philosophy, English, chemistry,

German, music, and other fields were awarded assistantships and fellowships at

numerous major universities, among them Yale, Brown, Michigan, Illinois, Purdue,

Northwestern, Vanderbilt, Texas, and SUNY at Buffalo.

The development of library resources was essential to the development of high

quality major programs. Union had to wait many years for a learning resources

center—audio-visual learning was, until 1976, an unorganized and piecemeal thing.

The library was chronically short of trained staff (particularly when a developing

curriculum in library science took much of the time of the assistant librarian), but

much progress was made. In the spring of 1960, the book-stacks were opened to the

students, with the result that circulation increased by about fifty percent. ^^ Grants

from the Kellogg Foundation, funds from the E. O. Robinson grant, and grants

from the Association of College and Research Libraries (1963, 1964, 1968) made
possible major buying in the fields of African culture, Indian history and culture,

Black culture, English, French and German literature, and Islamic culture. The
book collection increased from slightly over 26,000 volumes in 1959 to over 53,000

in 1969.

One interesting project was a "Books for Christmas" program which brought

$1,306 worth of books to the library in 1962. After 1965 this project was taken over

by the Parents' Association. It was complemented by "Books for Birthdays " and has

continued to the present. Over the years the project has been considerably refined,

and most gifts are now based on a "books wanted" list kept by the librarian. The
value of these donations is apparent from the numerous and valuable books bearing

appropriate book-plates.

Some special collections were developed during the sixties. In 1961, autograph

material of John Wesley and Abraham Lincoln was purchased from the Reverend

Howard Whitaker, a former trustee of Union College. Further items were also

added to the collection of Wesleyana. In 1966, Union took up an option to buy the

Whitaker Lincoln collection, and this collection, consisting of books, coins,

clippings, and other memorabilia, has since been materially increased by gifts from
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trustees, alumni, and friends. After the death in a motorcycle accident of Union
senior Jeffrey Kronk in 1967, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kronk, and the senior

class established a memorial endowment that helps support the Lincoln collection.

Dr. Erwin S. Bradley was named curator of the collection, which was placed in a

special room in Speed Hall. It is hoped that the relocation of the collection will lead

to increased use of the valuable materials. Recently (Spring, 1978) a substantial gift

of Lincoln books and materials was received from Mrs. U. S. Estilow.

Union's graduate program was approved in October, 1959, and began operations

in 1960. In 1962, the first graduates, Donald R. Greene, Lucy B. Jones, Ben David
Moore, Leslie Perkins, Nan Perkins, Capitola W. Roberts, and Ella Mae Shearon,

received the new degree of Master of Arts in Education. Dean Boyd, who had been
instrumental in establishing graduate studies, remained for a time in charge of both

undergraduate and graduate programs. It soon became apparent, however, that a

full-time director of the graduate school was a necessity. Union was fortunate

enough to secure the services of Dr. John Dotson, a native Kentuckian with the

doctorate from George Peabody College, who was one of the most widely

respected educators in the South. Dr. Dotson, who had previously taught at Union
during summer sessions, had taught for thirty years in Kentucky, had been director

of teacher education at Emory University, and came to Union after retiring as dean

of the College of Education at the University of Georgia. His standing with the

Southern Association of Schools and Colleges was of great value to the fledgling

program, and he guided it until his death in April, 1966.^^ Dr. Dotson's experience

and reputation had meant much to Union College, and he was sorely missed, both

personally and professionally. In 1967, Dean Boyd relinquished his position as dean

of the faculty and became dean of the graduate school, a position he held until his

retirement in 1975. A year later. Dr. Warren Bobbins, professor of Education at

Union, became head of the graduate program.

The graduate school was a great success from the beginning. It has remained

essentially a part-time and summer program, since the students are, with relatively

few exceptions, working teachers. There were forty students the first year, but by

1970, graduate students actually outnumbered undergraduates!^^ For several years,

the summer school program has been heavily dependent on the graduate school,

and the tremendous expansion of off-campus courses so typical of the late seventies

must be credited chiefly to it.^" Graduate students frequently enroll for a portion of

their work at extension centers near their homes. In recent years such centers have

been located in Harlan, Hyden, London, Manchester, Middlesboro, and

Williamsburg, Kentucky; Clinton, Kingsport, Knoxville, LaFoUette, Maryville,

Morristown, Newport, and Rutledge, Tennessee; and Coeburn, Virginia.

During the Vietnam war there was some fear that Selective Service policies,

which did not grant deferments to men of graduate school age, might cut into

enrollment.^' The fear proved groundless, for the students were mostly teachers

and largely women. The policies of the Kentucky Department of Education more

than offset any losses caused by the draft. All teaching certificates issued after July

1, 1967, were to be valid for ten years and were renewable only upon completion of

a planned "Fifth Year Program." Union's graduate degree fulfilled this

requirement, and even those not quahfied for the degree could complete a fifth

year of college work that satisfied the requirement. Since completion of either

program meant a substantial increase in salary as well as a higher rank, programs
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like Union's proved very popular. The replacement of the undergraduate in-service

program by the graduate in-service program has been perhaps the most successful

of Union's responses to regional needs.

Thirty hours of work are required for the master's degree. A specialization in

some field, in addition to the basic core of courses in professional Education, is

required. This is possible in English, social studies, general science, and health, and,

in addition, there are programs for kindergarten teachers, reading specialists, and

elementary and secondary school principals. For a few years in the early seventies,

library science was a popular choice, but this field was eventually dropped.

In 1967, a survey conducted by the Division of Higher Education of the Board of

Education of the Methodist Church showed that Union had conferred more Master

of Arts in Education degrees in the preceding five years than any other Methodist

institution.^^ Fifty-four candidates received the master's degree in 1969. The figure

for 1978 was approximately 260!^^ A further step was taken in 1976, and in 1977, the

degree of Specialist in Education, a degree higher than the M. A. in Ed., was given

for the first time. The first recipients of the Specialist in Education degree were

Charles J. Gross, John O. Meadows, Kenneth S. Miller, Judy T. Riggs, and James D.

Watts.

A number of special workshops and institutes, offered chiefly during the

summer, were aimed primarily at graduate students or other teachers. The Coe
Foundation supported the Institute of American Studies, open to all high-school

teachers of social studies, which was very successful in the summers 1960 to 1963.

Distinguished teachers and visiting professors of national stature presented lectures

and refresher courses in American history and American politics. Graduate

scholarships covering half of the total cost were granted to twenty-five students in

1962 and thirty in 1963. A French Language Institute, funded by the E. O. Robinson

Foundation, was held for high-school French teachers in the summer of 1960. Dr.

John Walker and Mireille Walker of the University of Toronto offered a refresher

course, conducted entirely in French. A small but modern language laboratory

—

the first in any college in Kentucky except for the University of Kentucky—helped

to provide an opportunity for concentrated work.

Two courses first offered during the summer of 1964 were distinctly up-to-date.

An educational television workshop, using the closed-circuit television equipment

recently purchased by the college, was used for teaching and demonstration so that

classroom teachers could become familiar with the uses of a new medium. Forty-

nine students attended the first workshop. Similar programs became a regular

feature of summer school. The most successful of all the special summer programs

was undoubtedly the Space Science Institute, taught by guest professors (including,

in 1967, Dr. Edward G. Gibson, astronaut) from the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA) and funded by that agency. It was designed to

acquaint students, particularly teachers, with the space program and with some of

the basic technology involved. The first Space Science Institute was attended by
thirty-eight students. Over the years, attendance has been so encouraging that

NASA has continued to offer the program regularly, even adding a second "review"

course in 1974 to bring former students up to date. Successful institutes and

workshops have also been held in a number of other fields, notably in health, where
excellent use of expert personnel has led to attractive sessions and record

enrollments.
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Before turning to some of the programs that were designed primarily for

undergraduates,^'* we may consider briefly the vexed problem of academic
standards. Contrary to common opinion, Union did not raise its standards greatly

during the 1960's.^^ The press of students who wanted to attend college and the

grade pressure on young men of draft age did allow the college to apply its

admission standards rigidly and to insist on high quality work. The number of

programs aimed at the superior student in those years is quite striking. On the other

hand, concern about the number of students on academic probation led to the

addition of an assistant dean of men (1960-1961) to strengthen the counseling

program. This was the first ofnumerous attempts, none of them entirely successful,

to provide every desirable guidance to each student. Remedial courses in English

and mathematics were developed to help students who were ill-prepared in those

fields.

Some, though by no means all, of the new programs resulted from the numerous,

possibly too numerous, curriculum studies of the 1960's. The survey by the

University Senate of the Methodist Board of Higher Education (see Chapter XIII)

was followed by a self-survey in 1961-1962, the visit by an accrediting team from

the Southern Association in the same year, and a return visit by a team from the

Methodist Board of Education in 1968.3^

Not all of the programs to be discussed were equally successful. The sixties were

an exhilarating period conducive to experimentation, and inevitably some ideas

were tried out that, for various reasons, did not work at Union College. In one or

two cases, programs that might have proved valuable and even self-sustaining in

the long run and which were, in fact, successful when first tried, were perforce

dropped for lack of financial resources to support them for a reasonable period.

Evening classes at Union have had a very checkered history. They were first

instituted in 1959 on an experimental basis as a service to the community and nearby

towns. The program was to be self-sustaining, that is, classes were offered only if

enrollment was sufficient to cover the cost. The faculty members involved taught

extra courses for extra pay. During the first semester, 120 students enrolled, but the

figure for the second semester, perhaps as a result of bad weather, was much
lower. ^'' A second attempt was unsuccessful. However, starting in 1968-1969 (and

continuing to the present), at least one regular class in many disciplines has been

offered in the evening. Relatively few extra persons have been attracted, however.

Needless to say, the off-campus graduate and extension classes already mentioned

have proved very successful. Experiments with noncredit continuing education

classes, ranging from bridge to auto mechanics, have been made with varying

success. In 1978-1979, 139 persons took advantage of these courses.

A summer program for high-school juniors was introduced in 1959 as an

experiment, by agreement with the Southern Association. The college waived

tuition and gave resident credit. Five local students—Janey Blair, Linda Scale,

LesHe Shaw (Barbourville City School), Glenda Cobb (Knox Central), and Donna

Spade (Middlesboro)—earned above-average grades during the ten-week term.

Union has continued the program and now offers both reduced tuition and normal

college credit, provided that the student enrolls at Union after graduation from high

school.

A faculty committee spent much time in 1960-1961 studying various possible

programs for superior students, and five of its suggestions were approved by the
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faculty in 1961. These were an interdisciplinary seminar for seniors with superio;

records, advanced placement that would allow students to receive credit b)

examination, departmental and college honors programs, the Washingtor

Semester, and a junior year abroad. All of these programs are still in effect, although

three of them have fallen into disuse.

The interdisciplinary seminar, in which a selected topic was considered in depth!

with the help of lecturers in art, literature, music, philosophy, science, and history,

was held twice, once under the leadership of Dr. Steinkraus (philosophy) and once

under the joint leadership of Mr. Hays (music). Dr. Marigold (foreign languages),!

and Dr. Steinkraus. Both seminars were quite successful, but the apparent

impossibility of allotting faculty time to it prevented any further development of

the idea. I

Advanced placement has long since become accepted practice at Union and
j

elsewhere. The honors programs, which allowed a truly outstanding student to
j

work entirely on his own for a full semester and required completion of a major

research project, never caught on and were approved in only a very few cases. The
absence of suitable research or library facilities made some faculty members
reluctant to attempt such programs, and the necessary bending of college

regulations and requirements was not always encouraged.

Through the Washington Semester and Junior Year Abroad affiliations. Union
tried to offer opportunities far beyond the reach of the college itself. The
Washington Semester Program at American University, Washington, D.C., enables

superior students to study government, politics, and international relations and to

do so while observing American government in action. Credit is given by American

University and accepted by transfer at the home institution. Applicants at Union are

screened and selected by faculty members in the appropriate fields. The first Union

student to participate in the program was James Frutchey (1963). In 1968, the

Robsion Political Science Scholarship, honoring Senator John M. Robsion and

Congressman John M. Robsion Jr., was established. It provides a stipend of $750 to

the Union student participating in the Washington Semester each year. Union still

participates in this program, although, with the decline in the study of political

science at Union College, student interest has lessened somewhat.

In order to offer students the possibility of foreign study, the college affiliated

with the established Junior Year Abroad program of Wayne State University at

Freiburg and Munich, Germany. A similar arrangement was made with the

American Studies Institute at Aix-en-Provence, France. Though cost was a

discouraging factor. Union did have some students who seized these opportunities

for foreign study—and, it should be noted, brought honor to the college by their

fine performance. The programs became inapplicable with the disappearance of

majors in foreign languages.

A new appreciation of learning opportunities away from the campus was also

reflected in a trip to New York in March, 1962. A group of students, faculty, and
alumni, led by Professors E. Reid Gilbert (drama) and Ronald Hinson (art),

attended plays and concerts and visited major museums. This was the rather

informal beginning of a development that was to become more important several

years later.

President Miller was strongly interested in the development of international

studies both on and off the campus. Every opportunity was given students to

I
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j
become acquainted with cultures and civilizations other than their own. This led to

'repeated attempts to become involved in non-Western studies. A faculty retreat,

!
held at Dupont Lodge, Cumberland Falls, in February, 1965, was devoted to a

j discussion of the subject. Dr. E. Mabry Tate of the department of non-Western

1 studies at Hanover College, Dr. and Mrs. Gerard Priestley and Dr. Y. Z. Chang, all

of Union, led a discussion of Asia, Chinese-American relationships, and the

j

possibilities of non-Western studies at a school such as Union. Rightly or wrongly,

j

Union's faculty did not believe in the possibility of a creditable program of non-

Western courses with the resources available, and the idea languished. However, an

I
excellent Institute of Indian Civilization, held in the spring of 1968, offered twelve

I

lecture-discussion sessions that were open to faculty and students alike.^^ The

j

institute was directed by Dr. Kurt Leidecker of Mary Washington College, a widely

known expert on Indian philosophy and East-West relations. In 1970, institutes

devoted to Black African Studies and the Middle East were offered.

An ambitious travel-study program was offered in the summers of 1965 and 1966.

The idea depended on the presence in England of Dr. and Mrs. Gerard Priestley

(political science and Enghsh, respectively), who regularly taught at Union during

the second semester but spent much of the rest of the year at their country home not

far from London. Those who participated spent three weeks traveling in Holland,

Belgium, France, and Germany under the guidance of Dr. and Mrs. Marigold

(foreign languages) and then studied for four weeks under Dr. or Mrs. Priestley in

England. Excursions and visits to activities in London played a large part in the

program. It was unfortunately not possible to find means of subsidizing this travel-

study arrangement until it could become self-sustaining.

In 1969, the college, through its affiliation with the Association of Colleges and

Universities for International Intercultural Studies, was able to offer summer study

at the University of Graz, Austria. Thirteen students, a faculty couple (Professor

and Mrs. Robert Riesz), and Ed Black (then assistant director of the Student

Center), attended the program, which carried six credit hours and allowed time for

numerous side trips.

Interinstitutional cooperation offered numerous possibilities for enriching the

curriculum. The Mid-Appalachia College Council, Inc. (MACCI) was formed in

1966 by twelve colleges of the Appalachian region—a thirteenth joined later—and

President Miller became the first chairman of the board of directors. The first joint

project was the establishment of a biology center on Norris Lake in Tennessee.

Union's share of the cost of the site was only $1,500, and by the summer of 1967 the

center, which was used to offer courses in field biology, was opened. A grant of

$15,000 from the National Science Foundation helped with the development of

long-range plans for the center. In the spring of 1968, the first of a series of special

honors seminars was conducted at the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies for

selected MACCI majors in biology, chemistry, and physics.

In 1967, MACCI, with the help of a $60,000 grant from the U. S. Office of

Education, first sponsored a Youth Educational Opportunities Project. Three full-

time staff members worked throughout the region recruiting for all of the member

colleges. The program promised to increase the impact of Union College on the

Appalachian area. Unfortunately, it ended when the federal funding stopped.

Plans for the interchange of faculty members and for joint programs by MACCI
colleges proved hard to realize because of the wide separation of the members of
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the consortium. However, a number of recitals, made possible by cooperation of

the music faculty of the various colleges, did enrich the cultural life of each.

An exchange with Alaska Methodist University was proposed in 1966-1967. As a

first step, Alaska Methodist wished to attract students and faculty to its summer
programs. The only tangible result of the exchange was that Dr. Marigold went to

Anchorage as visiting professor of comparative literature in the summer of 1967.

The high cost of living in Alaska and ultimately the precarious financial and

academic position of Alaska Methodist discouraged any further developments. A
proposal (1978) to develop an exchange of students may yet provide opportunities,

particularly in the fields of social work, sociology, and ecology, for Union's

students.

Our final example of interinstitutional activities has, in retrospect, all the

elements of comic relief, although it was far from amusing at the time. In 1967,

Union was offered (fortunately not at its expense!) a demonstration of "Blackboard

by Wire," a modern version of the traditional railroad telegraph that seemed to

offer the possibility of having courses from other institutions piped into the

classroom, since it could transmit handwriting as well as sound over telephone Unes.

The demonstration involved Carson-Newman College, Cornell University, and

Union College. Mechanical difficulties doomed the demonstration, and no more
was heard of the proposal.

One of the most radical developments in teaching was undertaken by Union's

music department. The degree of Bachelor of Music had been revived in 1962-1963,

and in 1964, the School of Music was established. In an effort to encourage gifted

students, students were to be allowed to take an examination in any given course in

their major field whenever they and their advisers wished. Seven students took

advantage of the new freedom the first year. In practice, it was difficult to prevent

abuses, and the idea, excellent on paper, has had a checkered career.

The most ambitious program of the decade was the Summer Music Festival held

in 1964 at the Hunter Hills amphitheatre in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Under the

direction of Dr. Donald Maxwell, head of the School of Music, the program

combined alternating productions of an opera and a musical with a summer music

camp. In essence, the Union College School of Music moved to Gatlinburg for the

summer. A total of 131 students from 28 states enrolled in the academic program

and also worked as performers, stage-crew, and attendants. Professionals were

imported to direct and to take the leading roles. The best-known performer was

probably Morley Meredith from the Metropolitan Opera, who later gave recitals in

Louisville and Barbourville to raise money for a music scholarship. A number of

weekend concerts by visiting groups filled out the Festival program.

Artistically the Festival was an enormous success, and it provided the college

with a great deal of favorable publicity. It was mentioned with approval in an

article in the October 30, 1964, issue of Life, and coverage in the regional press was

extensive and almost uniformly enthusiastic.

Unfortunately, Union College had counted on doing what no festival of the type

normally does, namely, breaking even or nearly so in its first year. Attendance was

poor, in part because Gathnburg itself was not whole-heartedly behind the Festival.

The loss for the summer was slightly over $100,000, and there was, of course, no

question of continuing the program. ^^ It was felt that if Union had been able to

I
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ntinue the festival, the Hunter Hills theatre might well have been donated to the

liege, for on December 11, 1965, the owners gave the theatre to the University of

(nnessee.^*^

The euphoria of the sixties came to an abrupt end. It is uncommonly difficult to

aracterize briefly the academic program of the years from 1969 to 1978, but a few
table characteristics can be mentioned. Financial problems and falling

roUments forced Union, and many other colleges and universities, into a series of

periments, many of them of relatively short duration. It has been assumed not

ly that the college must follow the trend to vocationally oriented education but

it it must be prepared to follow shifting patterns. The one certainty may well be
it no one can really make long-range curriculum plans! We shall observe a

mber of shifts of emphasis taking place within the relatively short period of ten

ars. That the concomitant phenomenon—the eclipse and, in some cases,

[appearance of traditional disciplines—was particularly violent at Union is a

;ult of financial problems, small size, and a nearly total abandonment of the

ncept of general requirements.

When Dean John Boyd assumed the position of full-time dean of the graduate

lool (1967), a faculty committee immediately drew up guidelines and began the

irch for his successor as dean of the faculty. The new dean was Dr. Andrew
ckhoff, head of the department of religion at Bradley University. He was an

lained Methodist minister who had received the degrees of Bachelor of Sacred

leology and Ph.D. from Boston University. Dr. Eickhoff's dominant interest in

:ial work and sociology certainly played a role in determining the direction of the

Uege in the early seventies. Upon his resignation in 1974, he was succeeded by Dr.

>bert E. Rose, formerly dean of the School of Business at Weber State University.

. Rose had received the B.A. and M.A. from the University of Northern Colorado

d the Ph.D. from the University of Iowa. He held the title of Vice-President for

ademic Affairs from 1974 until 1978 and will, for our present purposes, be

nsidered to have been dean of the faculty during those years. These two men had

; unenviable job of tailoring Union's academic program to fit the financial

aation, finding and implementing new programs to meet changing needs, and

—

rhaps most difficult of all—trying to balance the inevitable retrenchment against

3 necessity of maintaining a sufficient number of attractive courses and

ograms. It is hardly fair to criticize them because they were only partially

Dcessful. The task was Herculean.

Union College has always laid stress on its commitment to the Appalachian

?ion, and the development of regional programs is one of the notable features of

I seventies. Since many of these programs, like those dependent on the still-to-be-

jcussed Advanced Institutional Development Program (AIDP), are still in the

rmative stages, there can as yet be Httle attempt to do more than describe some of

3m.

Appalachian or regional studies have had mixed success at Union. While the

liege has occasionally been criticized for doing too little in this field, one cannot

erlook the fact that response has not always been overwhelming when regionally

iented programs have been offered. Serious attempts to bring Appalachian

idies into the academic program began in 1969 with the approval of the

5palachian Semester.''! Students spend one semester in this program, which

mbines field experience with study trips and with academic courses designed to
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familiarize them with the history, culture, and problems of Appalachia. Faculty

drawn from existing departments, mainly history, sociology, and social work, wit

occasional contributions from members of other departments. The aim has been t

attract students from other institutions who would like to spend one semester in th

Appalachian area. Frequently, however, regular Union College students hav

enrolled in the program. The Appalachian Semester has attracted wide an

favorable publicity, and the quality of the program is unchallenged. After som
difficult years under previous directors, it has become, in terms of enrollment,

modest success under the leadership of Professor Sherman Oxendine.

Under the umbrella designation of "Appalachian Regional Studies," Unio

offers, besides the Appalachian Semester, Environmental Studies and ALCOE
The popular environmental summer semester is held for teachers and advance(

students at the Environmental Education Center at Cumberland Gap. Attempts ti]

establish a full-scale environmental semester program on the lines of thi

Appalachian Semester have not yet been successful. More successful il

Appalachian Leadership and Community Out Reach, Inc. (ALCOR), which is I

. . .a people-to-people program designed to link health, social and educational services t(|

people in isolated rural areas of Southeastern Kentucky. The program objectives are to!

open doors of thought and experience to all involved; encourage participation anci

communication; develop indigenous leaders in isolated rural regions; provide a bridg(j

between consumer and professional agencies; develop positive health and nutrition habits

offer alternatives to continued migration to urban centers; enable local students to servd

their communities and to meet the expenses of their college education. i

The focal points for achieving these objectives in communities are: recreation, education i

health, nutrition and community development. These activities are carried out by thirty

students in a ten-week summer program.''^ i

Students who participate can earn a modest amount of money and three to six hour;
j

academic credit.

The attempt to offer Appalachian courses outside of the special programs has

met with little success, although such courses as Appalachian Literature have had a|

good reception. Staffing problems as well as a justifiable concern for priorities have

prevented much expansion. The Appalachian Regional Studies program has

brought many outstanding regional artists, poets, and craftsmen to the campus for

periods varying from one to three days. These visitors normally teach or help with',

classes as well as presenting programs of their own.''-' I

Closely related to Appalachia is the program leading to a minor in environmental!

studies (first offered 1970-1971). This is jointly sponsored by several departments

and relies heavily, of course, on the facilities of the Environmental Education

Center.

In the years after 1968, Union added many courses and a number of programs ini

the fields of sociology and social work. Faculty and students in these fields were:

intimately involved not only with some of the Appalachian programs but also with

the numerous agencies and organizations working to improve conditions in

Appalachia. For a relatively short period, social work was one of the most

prosperous disciplines on many campuses, and Union was no exception. The

development of programs in that area represented timely institutional response to a

need. The jobs were there, and Union—with major financial support from the

Department of Human Resources—responded to the need. Student interest

changed when the jobs disappeared. The sudden increase and abnost equally
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sudden decrease in interest produced one of the shifts so typical of the seventies.

In 1971, after considerable urging, the faculty approved the first major revision of

the college calendar in many years. ''^ It established an interim or mini-semester

during the month of January in which special programs could be offered.^^ It

proved to be totally impossible to retain all of the students for such an interim,

particularly when staffing and other problems made a reduction in the course

offerings necessary. However, the interim semester has made possible a number of

interesting courses, particularly in the form of off-campus programs. These have

included study-trips to England (English and history), to the Continent (French and

religion), to Washington, D.C. (religion, history, political science), and to New
York (art, music, drama). Another interesting experiment was a houseboat trip

through the Everglades for biology students. A few on-campus courses have been

very stimulating, notably perhaps "Sim City," a course simulating the problems of

city government, and courses offering interdisciplinary views of the middle ages or

the Reformation. Probably the most unusual interim course involved the creation

and presentation of an original musical, Burdz (text and music by Professors Pat

Dontchos and Allan Green), as a project of the Division of Fine Arts (1972).

The major upheavals in the college curriculum were in large part the result, direct

or indirect, of the report of the visiting team from the Methodist Board of

Education (1968-1969), widely referred to as the Wicke report. An ad hoc

committee, usually called the Task Force, worked for several years on a total

revision of the curriculum. ^^ The strangely selective approach to the

recommendations of the Wicke report led to long, involved, and frequently bitter

discussion. Some of the more obvious changes may be summarized briefly. In 1969,

the existing core of required courses was abandoned in favor of what is often called

the "cafeteria" or "smorgasbord" approach, which requires students only to take a

certain number of courses from a number of broad categories such as humanities,

natural sciences, and social sciences.'''^ Only the English requirement remained

unchanged, and this was reduced by faculty action in 1971.^* In 1969, the degree

requirements were changed to permit students in fields other than Education to

choose the B.S. degree.^^ Since most of Union's students chose to use this option, the

effect was the abolition of a foreign language requirement.^"

Financial difficulties, decreased enrollment, a shift in student interest—which is,

in part, the result of a different kind of student body—and changes in requirements

combined to bring about major changes in the faculty and in course offerings. So-

called "traditional" fields were most affected. The number of faculty members in

chemistry was reduced from three to one, in English from nine to four, in foreign

languages from three to one, in history and political science from four to two, and in

music from six to three.^^ In 1974, over sixty courses were deleted from the

catalogue; of these perhaps fifteen were deadwood that probably needed to be

cleared away.^2 Between 1974 and 1978, a number of major programs were

dropped: political science, art, physics, chemistry, French, German, philosophy,

and home economics. The reduced size of the faculty and changes in administrative

concepts led to the reduction of the number of academic divisions from seven to

four (1974).

The task of finding new directions, developing new programs, and keeping

abreast of student demand was a difficult one and one which the Task Force was

unable to carry out. In 1973, Union entered into a contract with University
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Associates, a highly regarded educational advisory organization.^^ Representatives

of University Associates examined the college, its clientele, and its potential

development, and worked directly with faculty and staff members in the

development of new programs. Some of the programs already discussed, such as

Appalachian Regional Studies and continuing education, as well as others still to be

discussed, are in part or in toto the result of the activities of the Associates. ^"^ Their

help and advice in seeking government grants was invaluable, and the major AIDP
grant would probably not have been secured without their aid.

In the fall of 1973, Union College submitted a proposal to the U.S. Office of

Education for a grant under a new program called the Advanced Institutional

Development Program (AIDP). AIDP was designed to assist sound but financially

insecure institutions that were isolated from the mainstream of American

education, particularly institutions with a high percentage of minority or

disadvantaged students. ^^ The intent is to give such institutions sufficient help to

enable them to become and remain competitive. In 1974, Union received a grant of

$1,500,000 to be spent over a period of four years. The money had to be spent for

the purposes specified in the grant proposal, and it could not be used for

construction, renovation, or equipment. The program had to be closely

administered and required both the estabHshment of a sub-administration and

fairly substantive changes in the administrative practices of the college. New
programs established with AIDP funds are to be taken over gradually so that after

approximately five years the college bears the full cost.

Of the seven sections of the AIDP proposal that most directly affect the college

curriculum, one (Appalachian Regional Studies) has already been discussed. The
others are curriculum strengthening, a learning resources development program,

experiential education, career planning (including academic advising and

placement), a Special Education curriculum, and an Educational Outreach

program.

Curriculum strengthening is to include the development of an integrated liberal

arts core curriculum for the freshman and sophomore years, a restructuring of the

curriculum in specific career fields, and the addition of faculty to strengthen the

department of behavioral sciences. Only portions of these plans have as yet been

realized.

The learning resources center has brought a much needed facility to the campus

by uniting for the first time all available audio-visual materials and equipment, by

providing the possibility of making or acquiring such materials, by forming a

library of useful materials, and by encouraging faculty members to investigate

modem teaching methods.

AIDP funds have allowed the development of a professional placement and

guidance staff. This is an area in which Union, despite repeated efforts to improve,

has traditionally been weak. Experiential education, popular for years in some parts

of the country, offers students the possibility of working for relatively extended

periods in jobs related to their academic interests—a would-be journalist might

work for a local newspaper, for example—and at the same time earning academic

credit. Each individual case is supervised by the staff in experiential education and

by an academic adviser. Within certain limits imposed by Union's location and the

absence of major industry in the vicinity, the program has been very successful,

although scarcely the runaway success that was occasionally predicted.
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j
An expanding field since 1975, thanks largely to AIDP funding, has been Special

Education. Highly qualified staff has been added and a reading chnic, directed by a

jspecialist, established. This seems to be one of the most promising areas for

continued expansion.

j The Educational Outreach program has encouraged the development of

lextension courses, courses offered in the evening at various locations, and the

icontinuing education courses already mentioned. Certainly such programs increase

the impact of the college on its region. It is probably too early to judge their effect

I

on the college itself.

It is not yet possible to judge the total effectiveness of AIDP or to comment on the

[final success or failure of all or parts of it. It is obvious, however, that the program
will play a large part in shaping Union College for years to come.^^

Not all curricular problems can be solved by AIDP, and it has, in fact, created

anomahes. For example, ample funds are available for the purchase of learning

resource materials, while it has proved impossible to keep the book collections of

the library up-to-date. In recent years, most additions to these collections have been

the result of gifts, particularly of the "Books for Christmas" and "Books for

Birthdays" campaigns.^^ In a period of rising book costs and decreasing budgets,

the state of the library remains one of Union's most pressing problems.^®

While Union College, like almost every college in the United States, has faced

hard times during the seventies, there have been and are many successful and

innovative programs. The business department is benefiting from a nation-wide

boom and with the addition of academically-oriented personnel has more majors

than ever. Paramedical and health and recreation programs are flourishing. While

the age of expansion in social work is definitely over, sociology, a field still

somewhat undeveloped at Union, is popular. In response to student demand, a

major in drama and speech was added.

Among the most recent endeavors to meet student needs are a number of

associate degree (two-year) programs. These are available in business, education,

recreation, and allied health. Particularly interesting is an associate degree in

radiologic technology offered jointly by Union College and Pineville Community

Hospital. Pre-professional training and combined degree programs are receiving

new emphasis.

Which new directions will be most successful, which innovations will become a

permanent part of the curriculum, no one can tell. It is clear only that the days of

long-range curriculum planning are gone and that adaptability is likely to remain

the greatest virtue for some time to come.

None of the progress of the sixties would have been possible without an

expanding and improving faculty. Since faculty members were in short supply

during most of this decade and since Union, despite all its efforts, was never truly

competitive in the marketplace, faculty turnover was always relatively high.

However, Union did succeed in attracting faculty members of quaHty and in

retaining many of them for long periods. A number of teacher-scholars, some of

wide reputation, elected to remain at Union in spite of financially attractive offers

to move and formed the indispensable permanent core of the faculty.

Two expedients helped immeasurably. Since a large number of colleges and

universities had, often by law, a lower retirement age than Union, the college

attracted a number of excellent teachers who had had successful careers elsewhere
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and who served Union with real distinction during the final phase of their teaching

life.^^ Perhaps the most notable were Drs. Winifred Watts, Patience Haggard, and

Hubert Hoeltje (English), and Meyer Salkover (mathematics). A related

i

phenomenon was the employment of a distinguished physicist, Robert Riesz, who I

chose early retirement from Bell Laboratories after many years of service and of an

equally distinguished biologist. Dr. Frank Gilbert, who returned to teaching after

many years at the Battelle Institute. A plan to make use of refugee intellectuals,
[

particularly from Cuba, was less helpful, and the college's experience in this area

was not happy.

Teachers of foreign languages were virtually impossible to hire for many years.

Fortunately, Union was able to attract a series of young scholars from Germany and

Switzerland who remained for relatively short periods. Despite the difficulties in

adjusting to a radically different educational system, most of these teachers were
both successful and popular.

Every effort was made to make employment at Union College attractive. Fringe

benefits matched those normally available at larger institutions. The sabbatical

leave poHcy was liberalized, a major medical program to supplement Blue

Cross/Blue Shield coverage was introduced, and a term Hfe insurance policy was
offered to every faculty member. ^^ Financial assistance was offered to faculty

members working on advanced degrees. Strenuous efforts were made to raise

salary levels. An across-the-board raise of $1,000 was given in 1961, and major

increases were the rule for several years. While faculty salaries were never really

attractive, the faculty felt that every possible effort to improve them was being

made. In 1966, Allan E. Green, president of the Union College chapter of the

American Association of University Professors (AAUP), wrote to President Miller:

The Union College Chapter of the American Association of University Professors has

instructed me to express their appreciation and support for the manner in which you have
led the effort to improve the economic welfare of the faculty of Union College. Your
expressed wish to bring our college's ranking to an over all "C" level on the AAUP scale

should bring about a result beneficial to all, namely the acquisition and retention of an

excellent and highly qualified faculty. . . .

. . .1 am sure you will be pleased to hear that a survey taken at the last meeting of the

Kentucky Conference of AAUP indicated that Union ranks with the best in Kentucky in

percentage and type of fringe benefits offered to its faculty.*'

President Miller was rightly concerned with encouraging intellectual activity and

productive scholarship on the part of the faculty. The faculty travel fund, designed

to permit attendance at professional meetings, was substantially increased. A
research fund was established to make small grants that would enable faculty

members to carry on significant research, and in 1960 a faculty lecture series was
inaugurated to provide the opportunity for faculty members to read papers of high

professional standard to an open forum. ^^ While only a few faculty members have

been really productive in terms of published scholarship— in part because teaching

loads are heavy and library and laboratory facilities are inadequate for advanced
research—these measures did do a great deal to raise faculty morale and stimulate

intellectual activity.

The faculty certainly appreciated two other fringe benefits. Undergraduate

classes on Saturday, long standard at Union but already rather rare elsewhere, were
abolished in 1964, and while the expanding graduate program limited the benefits

I
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of this action, there was for some years an attempt to regard a five-day week as

normal and to provide some compensation for Saturday work. Even more
welcome was the reduction of the teaching load to twelve hours a week (1968).

The old "professional studies" program, a regular, compulsory faculty meeting
heavily oriented toward professional Education, was abandoned in 1960-1961, and
efforts to reinstitute it in some related form did not bear fruit. ^^ Faculty weekend
retreats, instituted in 1965, were designed to provide intellectual enrichment and
offer the faculty an opportunity for the discussion of common concerns. The first

such retreat dealt with non-Western studies and the second with "The Attainment of

the Liberal Arts Curriculum." Faculty participation was optional. In 1966, seventy-

four percent of the faculty attended the retreat, but in 1968, the figure fell to forty

percent, and the retreats were not continued. Sporadic attempts to revive the idea,

and open forums on campus to discuss particular issues, have been only moderately

successful.

One reason for the decline of such efforts can be found in the nature of the

faculty, which changed radically during the 1960's. During these years, the college

could not, even had it wished to, have hired and retained a homogeneous faculty.

Many new faculty members were, above all, specialists in their discipline who were
only very moderately interested in theories of education or even in broad general

areas outside their own fields. Furthermore, the racial, religious, and educational

backgrounds of the faculty were now extremely diverse. Certainly the changes

brought both gains and losses. The professional competence of the faculty was
high, almost certainly higher than ever before at Union. On the other hand, Union

no longer had a faculty that shared a common interest or a common viewpoint. On
balance, the diversity, no matter in what sense, probably meant a gain for the

college.

The difficulty of recruiting faculty brought about, or at least hastened, a number
of changes in policy. In 1963, the first Roman Cathohc faculty member. Dr. Dieter

Caller, was hired. He was followed by others and by adherents of non-Christian

faiths.^'* Changing times as well as a changing faculty brought about changes in

attitude in various matters, and the college reconciled itself to the fact that many
faculty members would accept, but not necessarily actively support, the traditional

moral and religious standards of Union College. This was perhaps most obvious in

the unwillingness of the faculty to be involved in problems of student conduct.

By the standards of the sixties. Union had an extremely quiescent and

improbably apolitical faculty.^ However, given the liberalism of the time—

a

liberalism that was well represented on Union's faculty— it is not surprising that

there was a push to secure in written form a number of rights and safeguards. A
written policy establishing the terms of recruitment and resignation, designed to

protect both Union and its faculty members, was adopted in 1962. Union accepted

the standard AAUP statement on the rights and freedom of faculty members, a very

moderate statement that some feared would be inadequate for the politically

violent sixties. Concern on the part of the administration about undue political

activity, teach-ins, and demonstrations was understandable but largely unnecessary

at Union. Fortunately, the tendency to equate liberalism and a concern for both

faculty and student rights with "dissidence" was restricted to only part of the

college administration.
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There were almost no "incidents" at Union at a time when they were frequent on

most college campuses. One faculty member took part in a march on Washington.

Two or three younger faculty members associated themselves, probably

unnecessarily tactlessly, with student protests against certain behavioral rules. The
closest approach to a typical confrontation of the times came when a number of

students and faculty members objected to the pubhc honoring of a highly

reactionary millionaire. The faculty did not even use its strong market position to i

demand such things as active representation on the Board of Trustees. ^^
i

The national job market for faculty had changed radically by 1970, and so,

naturally, had the problems at Union College. On the one hand, it has been far

easier in the seventies to find qualified faculty. On the other hand, the salaries at

Union have become progressively less competitive, and the number of younger

faculty members who willingly stay at the college has probably decreased. In some

areas, such as social work, competition from pubHcly funded agencies remains

strong despite a general decline in the number of positions available in that field.

The need to recruit faculty members at relatively low levels, plus the loss of several

senior faculty members by retirement, has actually lowered the percentage of

teachers with the doctorate. Like many colleges. Union is making increased use of

adjunct (part-time) faculty. Despite the high quality of many adjunct teachers, the

use of them in large numbers poses problems in maintaining quality and threatens

the very contact between student and faculty of which Union has always been so

proud.

The changes discussed in the section devoted to curriculum could not be

accompHshed entirely painlessly. The college accepted (May, 1970) the AAUP
statement regarding the non-reappointment of faculty members only in modified

form, but it has endeavored to conform to AAUP standards with regard to

problems of financial exigency and advance notice of non-reappointment.

Nevertheless, painful situations have occurred. A feeling of insecurity, increasingly

inadequate salaries, and the loss of numerous benefits have led to unease and

distress among faculty members.^^ The growing tendency to expect professors to

teach outside their own fields, though probably inevitable, is amatter of legitimate

concern.

The make-up of the faculty changed during the seventies as the result of the

retirement of several persons who had served the college long and faithfully.

Kathleen Moore (Education) retired in 1973 after thirty-six years at Union. No other

faculty member in the college's history has ever served so long, and few will be

remembered by so many students. The Stespean of 1961, which was dedicated to

her, called Miss Moore "the most 'acquainted* professor on campus," and the tribute

is richly deserved. In 1975, Rena Milliken (business) retired after twenty-nine years

of service. Hundreds of business students remember her as mentor both during and

after their years at Union. Both of these professors and Dean John Boyd (1954-

1975), Dr. Erwin S. Bradley (history, 1947-1974), and Dr. C. W. Simms (Education,

1951-1975), all of them known to generations of students, will be long remembered

for their many contributions to the college and to campus life.^^ One can replace

their expertise, but it is impossible to replace their devotion to Union College and its

students.

I
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NOTES (Chapter XIV)

^Union College Catalogue, 1977-1978, p. 2.

^Trustee Newsletter, Sept. 20, 1966.

^Figures supplied by the Office of Development. After 1962-1963, although the

undergraduate out-of-state percentage probably reached 70^, the graduate school figures

altered the statistics. In 1977-1978, somewhat more than 36^ of the undergraduates were from
outside Kentucky.

'*See reports of recruiters in attachment to the report of the Vice-President for Academic
Affairs, 1977.

^See Trustee Newsletters, March 30, 1973, and Sept. 12, 1973.

^All enrollment figures are taken from Trustee Newsletters and from reports issued by the

President's Office and the Office of Academic Affairs. The patterns for the years 1974-1978 do
not follow a perfectly regular progression.

^This does not include 139 persons in noncredit adult continuation courses.

^Trustee Newsletter, Sept. 7, 1976.

'The actual percentage varies, but student fees may be considered to cover about 48^ of

cost at Union.

^^Announcements, Louisville Courier-Journal, Nov. 8, 1959, and Barbourville Advocate,
Nov. 12, 1959.

"See later discussion of AIDP.
'^For example. Union's annual faculty/staff lists show a faculty-administrator ratio (1960)

of about four to one. The present ratio (1978) is approximately two to one.

'^Reported in Trustee Newsletter, Sept. 7, 1976.

'"•At present (1978), about 80^ of all undergraduate students at Union and about 90% of the

Kentucky undergraduates receive some financial aid. The federal work-study program,

instituted in 1965, benefits Kentucky students particularly. In 1976-1977, they received $62,266

of the $71,807 disbursed. (Figures from Office of Student Aid.)

'^See, for example. Trustee Newsletter, Nov. 26, 1977, for a report on the Centennial

campaign. Least progress had been made in raising money for debt retirement, general

operation, and library support.

'^For the first seven months of the fiscal year 1976-1977 gift and grant income exceeded that

from tuition and fees. See Trustee Newsletter, Feb. 7, 1977.

i^Trustee Newsletter, June 19, 1963.

^*Figures taken from Trustee Newsletters of June 19, 1963, and Aug. 17, 1965.

I'Trustee Newsletter, Nov. 30, 1976.

^""Treasurer's Financial Report Supplement," Report #12-a. Board of Trustees, Minutes,

Jan. 18, 1969.

2' Variations in the value of securities and in the size of the debt since 1969 scarcely alter the

overall picture.

22Minutes, Special Committee on Long-Range Financing, Oct. 17, 1968, Report #14, Board

of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 18, 1969.

^See later discussion of MACCI.
2^After 1948 (see Chapter XI) all students received an A.B. The only variation was that

students obtaining teaching certificates and those taking an area in business were not required

to take a foreign language. Beginning in 1962-1963, students in Education received the B.S.,

despite the opposition of the department of Education, and music students had the possibility

of working for the B.M. degree.

^The Union College Catalogue for 1959-1960 lists 39 teaching faculty members. The figure

from the 1968-1969 catalogue is 66, probably an all-time high. These figures include librarians.

2«These figures do not include part-time faculty members. Among major new programs

were library science (1966), psychology (1968), sociology (reinstated 1968), physics (1969),

and social work (1969).

2^Fears of outrageous theft rates proved to be largely groundless. Though it is troublesome,

Union's loss rate is well within normal limits.

^His title was changed to Academic Vice-President in 1965.

29The impression that "the tail is wagging the dog" is, of course, not really accurate, since

virtually all graduate students are part-time only.
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^°It should be noted that the graduate school is both a successor to and a replacement of the

undergraduate "Saturday teachers" program that was so successful in the 1950's but which
dropped off sharply as soon as most teachers in the area had completed their degrees.

"Report #1, Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 20, 1968.

^'^Reported in Orange and Black, May 6, 1967.

^^January and May graduates number 123; August graduates (estimated) 137.

^^Many programs were and are open both to graduates and to advanced undergraduates.

^^The basic admission standard required a student to be in the top two thirds of his or her

high-school class or to have satisfactory scores on the College Board Examination.

^The report of the 1968-1969 visit, widely called the Wicke Report, after the leader of the

visiting team, had considerable effect on the college program in the seventies and is discussed

later. For the sake of completeness, we may mention here the Southern Association

inspection, preceded by a massive self-study (1971-1972), although its direct impact on
curriculum was relatively slight.

^^President's Report (Report #1), Board of Trustees, Minutes, May 21, 1960.

3*Attendance was excellent. Credit was given only to those who actually enrolled.

^^Finance Committee Minutes, May 14, 1964, Exhibit VI, Board of Trustees, Minutes, May
15, 1965. The loss led to a deficit of $60,000 in the operating budget.

"•"In retrospect, it is probably well that Union did not acquire the property. After the 1977

season, the University of Tennessee, which operated the theatre at a loss for several years,

decided to sell it.

"Approved May 12, 1969 (see Union College Faculty Minutes of that date) and first offered

second semester 1969-1970. Funded by a grant from the Board of Higher Education of the

United Methodist Church. For details of the proposal, see Dean's Memorandum, May 7, 1969.

*Wnion College Catalogue, 1977-1978, p. 19.

•^A rather unscientific survey shows about 18 such visitors from 1976 to 1978. Among the

guests have been Dr. Jim Wayne Miller (poet), Richard Chase (foUdorist), Dr. Lymond
Montell (historian and folklorist). Dr. Steve Fischer (historian), and Sibyl Clark (folk-dancer).

""Union College Faculty Minutes, March 18, 1971.

"^The length of the interim term has varied slightly. The duration was three weeks in 1978.

The idea was to be tried out for two years and formally confirmed in 1973. It was originally

regarded as part of the first semester but is now an independent calendar unit.

"^Students were well represented on the committee.
"^Union College Faculty Minutes, Nov. 10, 1969. At present (1978), Union is considering

some return to basic requirements, following a tendency discernible nationally for three or

four years.

^''Union College Faculty Minutes, March 18, 1971.

'"Ibid., Dec. 8, 1969.

^°It is curious that at the University of Kentucky, which introduced an option very similar to

that offered at Union, the overwhelming majority of the students (over 90X according to a

recent figure) choose the B.A. degree.

^•We give only examples of reductions that took place between 1970 and 1978, without

establishing the chronology more exactly. No account is taken of part-time teachers.

^^See attachment to Union College Faculty Minutes, Oct. 28, 1974. Not all of the roughly 90

courses deleted from 1972 to 1974 were victims of retrenchment, but at least 75^ of them were.

^^Trustee Newsletter, Aug. 27, 1973. The contract ran for 18 months.

^"See the report entitled "A Five Year Plan of Development for Union College, 1974." Draft

copy as attachment to Union College Faculty Minutes, Feb. 11, 1974.

^^All information on AIDP is based on a descriptive report supplied by Kevin McCuUen,
AIDF Coordinator.

^*A renewal of the grant is possible, and Union is at present (1978) applying for such a

renewal.

^^Information taken from annual library reports. The book budget available to the

academic divisions was smaller in 1977-1978 than in 1971-1972.

^'^"The library remains in a dangerous position. Our Federal subsidy is in jeopardy and the

Southern Association continues to require current reports on its status. Present budget levels

allow no book purchases except by special gifts and grants. The State Department of

Education is demanding expansion to support the new education programs they have"

approved. " From report of the Vice-President for Academic Affairs for the year 1975-1976.
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While this statement rightly highlights concern about the library, it seems to be exaggerated in

detail.

^^In 1960, the normal retirement age at Union was 70 ( optional at 65) , with contract renewals

beyond that age possible. The compulsory retirement age was later (1972) reduced to 65. In

June, 1978, it was again raised to 70.

'"Total cost of both major medical and term insurance is borne by the college.

*'Item #12, Board of Trustees, Minutes, May 14, 1966. The AAUP scale is widely used as a

comparative rating system. Union's highest standing on the scale was reached in 1966-1967.

'^Three collections of lectures from the series have been published: The Scholarly

Community, Vol. I, edited by W. G. Marigold and Frank E. Merchant (Union College, 1964);

Vol. II, edited by W. G. Marigold (Union College, 1968); Vol. Ill, edited by W. G. Marigold

(to appear in 1979 as part of the Centennial celebrations).

e^See Dean's reports to President, 1962 to 1966.

'"•Later, of course, the Equal Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination on the basis of

religion.

'^The statement is almost equally true of the student body. See Chapter XV.
''Eventually a faculty observer was permitted to attend meetings of the Board of Trustees.

See Union College Faculty Minutes, Jan. 18, 1971. Formally approved by Board of Trustees in

1973. See Report #4, Personnel and Policy Committee, Jan. 19, 1973, Board of Trustees,

Minutes, Jan. 20, 1973.

'^In the seventies, funds for faculty professional travel and research grants and for the

faculty lecture series were frozen. Financial need also led to a curtailment of the sabbatical

leave policy .

'^Miss Moore taught part-time in 1973-1974, Dr. Simms did so until 1976, and Dr. Boyd until

1978.
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CHAPTER XV

The College Community and College Life

JL o discuss life at Union without discussing, at least briefly, developments in i

Barbourville and Knox County would be to suppose that the college exists in a
j

vacuum. The interaction of college and community is, of necessity, particularly
j

close in a small community where the students make up a ver>' significant segment i

of the population and where Union College is one of the major employers. The
I

impact is made all the greater by the fact that a large number of the students, 1

faculty, and administration come from outside the area and even from outside the

South. It is pleasant to record that the disparate elements have lived together

amazingly well for many years.

Social legislation and an increasing concern for the poverty-stricken and the

underprivileged were among the more notable traits of the sixties and seventies.

Concern about poverty in the midst of plenty led to the passing of the Economic
Opportunity Act in 1964; most of the programs that affected southeastern Kentucky

were coordinated by the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO). President

Johnson's "Great Society" program attracted national attention to the Appalachian

area—helped by the President's well-publicized visit to homes in the region—and

federal funds poured in. Among the numerous programs were the Community
Action Program (CAP) to meet specific local needs, Project Head Start to help

disadvantaged pre-school children. Upward Bound to motivate (through cultural

enrichment) high-school students to attend college, the Job Corps to provide job-

training programs, the Neighborhood Youth Corps to find jobs for young people

between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one. Work Experience to provide job-

training for unemployed heads of households with dependent children, and Adult

Basic Education Programs to tackle the problems of illiteracy and minimal

education. All these, as well as the college Work-Study Program to give part-time

employment to needy students, the Rural Loans Project, and the Small Business

Loans Project were coordinated and largely funded by the Office of Economic
Opportunity.' The scope of some of these programs is indicated by the fact that in

1966 the Knox County Economic Opportunity Council (EOC) employed 144

persons, all but seventeen of them local people. Eighty-nine had previously been

unemployed.^ Not to be forgotten are other groups such as VISTA (Volunteers in

Service to America) and the Appalachian Volunteers, who, despite the political

controversies they touched off, accomplished a great deal in parts of Appalachia.

The establishment, with federal aid, of health and mental health centers was of

great value to small communities. Many of the education-oriented programs gave

Union an excellent opportunity to expand its service to the community. Some of the

previously discussed programs, such as ALCOR, are the direct outcome of the

aroused social conscience of the last fifteen years. Staff and students of the college

have worked, often on a voluntary basis, in almost all of the programs mentioned.
.

Three campus clubs, Circle-K ( a Kiwanis affiliate), Alpha Phi Omega, and Students

for Appalachia, were particularly active. President Miller was the first chairman of

I
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the local EOC board of directors and was deeply involved in Community Action

programs. Dr. Dotson was also a member of the EOC board and was consultant to

the Knox County Head Start program in the summer of 1965—one of the first such

programs in the country.

Obviously, the "Great Society" programs did not completely overcome poverty,

either in Appalachia or elsewhere, and the complex social problems of the

Appalachian region remained partially unresolved. Knox County remained one of

the poorer counties in a state that was itself relatively poor. Nevertheless,

Barbourville and the surrounding area changed greatly during the sixties and

seventies.

Some physical accomplishments were very important. The improvement of local

highways provided easy access to the new interstate highway system and reduced

the isolation of the community, despite the fact that public transportation in the

area actually got worse during the sixties.^ The completion of the flood wall (1957)

encouraged the town and its citizens to carry out a number of improvements, and,

of course, the absence of annual flooding was helpful to morale.'' Barbourville quite

simply became a more attractive town in which to live.

We have already indicated that Union has never had a serious "town and gown"
problem. This does not mean that there have not been tensions, for no college

community with a partially transient and "foreign" population can be integrated

into a community of 3,000 people without some friction. During the fifties, relations

between college and town were correct but not cordial, and President Miller placed

high priority on efforts to improve them. One such effort was a survey conducted

by Rena Milliken, head of the business department, in 1963. The resulting report

was called "The Contributions of Union College to the Economy of the City of

Barbourville and the Surrounding Area" and was intended to show the amount of

money put directly into the local economy by the college and its "family." It was felt

that few persons realized the extent to which every business in the city was indebted

to the college community and that few reahzed that the tax-exempt status of the

college did not weigh heavily when compared to its contributions. Miss Milliken

obtained reports from forty-nine faculty members, administrators, and staff

personnel, and from 137 students—approximately twenty percent of the student

body at the time. The report indicated that in 1962 the college spent about $169,000

locally, the Slater Food Service spent about $70,000 of the $143,000 it received from

the college locally, and college employees spent $180,000 in the area.^ These

employees also had an investment of almost $300,000 in Knox County. More

surprising was the fact that students spent about $300,000, an average of

approximately $415 per student per year, in Barbourville. The total figure of some

$763,000 was impressive in terms of 1963 values.^ The construction of College Park

added considerably both to the city tax rolls and to the size of faculty and staff

investment. In 1975, the direct annual cash flow generated by the college was

estimated at shghtly less than $7,000,000.^

The contributions of the college to its surrounding area have gone far beyond

money. In 1965, President Miller stated: "Union College can be a major factor in the

transformation and improvement of southeastern Kentucky."^ A number of the

regional studies programs, as well as the previously discussed involvement in social

and educational projects, are manifestations of Union's attempts to be such a major

factor. But the list goes on.
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Some of Union's physical facilities have long since become so much a part of the

community that they may, in fact, be taken for granted by local citizens. The library

facilities are readily available to all. The swimming pool has been a community
asset from the day it opened. Swimming classes and swimming periods at the pool

have long been favorite summer activities. Once Union had acquired its new
gymnasium, this too became a community asset which is used for local and regional

basketball games. Even more taken for granted are the college's track and field

facilities, which are the only adequate ones in the area. An interesting comment on

this subject appeared recently in the local newspaper:

I was watching a senior league baseball game last weekend and could not help but notice
!

how thoroughly the people of the area are using the facilities on the campus of I'nion

College. Tennis courts, baseball fields, swimming pools, the walking and jogging track, and '

just sitting on the green, well-groomed grass to enjoy the scenes of God's nature, were but a
i

few of the many attractions of this beautiful college campus. People come and go, pretty
'

much as if they owned this campus. . . . Dr. Mahlon Miller says, "We are glad that we can
[

afford to offer this facility to our friends." This still rings out in my ears, many years after he I

made the statement. Our people have enjoyed the privilege through the >'ears.^
j

At present, the city is developing a recreational area on land leased from the college
i

at $T00 per year, and an application has been submitted to obtain federal funds for
j

building a public housing development for senior citizens on college-owned
j

property in the old brickyard area.

It is also sometimes overlooked that Union makes a wide range of cultural and
\

other activities available to the community, many of them entirely without cost. '

The college promotes attendance at such events by sending out a newsletter to local
;

citizens. Most popular are, no doubt, the college basketball games. Recitals, !

concerts, plays, and lectures in almost every conceivable field are offered
j

frequently. '° Subjects of lectures, workshops, and discussion groups range from
j

theology through history and literature to popular culture and regional issues. One
may mention specifically a series of six lectures on the general topic of "Appalachia:

Culture and Economy" (1964-1965) and the Appalachian Music Day sponsored

each year by the Appalachian Semester. One enterprising student in the

Appalachian Semester even appeared before the City Council and tried to establish

a local Dogwood Arts Festival in Barbourville! Not to be forgotten is the activity of

administrators and faculty in such assorted activities as judging competitions in

music, drama, and rhetoric, speaking to organizations of all kinds, and touring the

surrounding areas with various college programs.

In 1963, seven southeastern Kentucky towns—Barbourville, Corbin, Harlan,

London, Middlesboro, Pineville, and WiUiamsburg—organized a regional concert

series that has continued to bring programs of high quality to the area. Concerts are

held in the various towns on asubscription basis only. The program would not have

been possible without the active financial help of Union College, Sue Bennett

College, and Cumberland College. Union reduced its own concert series drastically

in order to support the regional program.

The tensions between town and college that did exist were almost without

exception minor, although one of them did become a major issue at the college.

Minor incidents involving foreign students—and on one occasion a foreign faculty

member—were, in the long run, not really serious, and a rather large-scale influx of

Iranian students in the early seventies, despite the fact that many of them lived in
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town, produced friction only in a very few cases where "fraternization" was
frowned on by local citizens. Much more serious was the outbreak of "mass arrests"

that disturbed the 1971-1972 school year. Students felt that the local pohce made a

practice of lying in wait for out-of-state (that is, "student") cars in order to search for

alcohol. There were also complaints that parties in student quarters in town were
raided for trifling reasons that would have been disregarded if the offenders had
not been college students. The "$28.50 Club," so called because payment of the

required bond fee was the standard of admission, flourished for a while. However,

a night in jail was not always regarded as amusing, and student indignation was
undoubtedly greater than at any time in recent memory. A campus-community
council was eventually established and the situation eased. There is no doubt that

both sides were at fault. Student behavior and student tact were not always what
they might have been. On the other hand, there do seem to have been some cases of

high-handed searches of student cars. The situation did not seriously trouble town-

college relations, but it left a rather bitter taste in the mouths of many students.

Much more typical of college-town relations are things like the active student

participation in the annual Daniel Boone Festival, which, of course, was originally

started by Professor Bleyl and Union students. Union College was one of the first

members of the Barbourville Chamber of Commerce, and faculty and staff

members have played important roles in many Barbourville organizations from the

city council to the Little League. Any good relationship is two-way, and the

unfailing support of the local community has meant much to LInion College from its

earliest days. No drive for support in the Barbourville area has ever failed to reach

its goal.

One should mention, too, the part played by students and faculty during the great

flood of 1977, a near catastrophe that did much to unify the entire community. Few
people had ever really considered the possibility that Barbourville's flood wall

would offer insufficient protection, although periodically the danger of relying too

much on it was mentioned. Fortunately, community leaders and the Corps of

Engineers had worked out a detailed evacuation plan. After devastating Harlan and

virtually destroying Pineville on April 4, 1977, the Cumberland River threatened

Barbourville, and the order to evacuate the town was given early on April 5.

Students scattered to various safe places, including private homes, the Pentecostal

Orphanage, Sue Bennett College in London, and motels in Corbin. Many, however,

stayed in town as long as possible working to help both town and college families in

low-lying areas. Faculty and staff in College Park were helped in moving their

belongings, and much of the equipment from the Science Center was moved to the

building's second floor. Only the untiring work of public-spirited citizens who

raised low sections of the flood wall with sandbags saved the community. At 4:00

A.M. on April 6, the water finally crested (at a height above the wall and above the

great flood of 1946), and by afternoon, residents of the city were able to return

home. Because of the imposition of martial law, no one had remained on campus

except President Miller and Mr. Potter. Classes were cancelled for the remainder of

the week, but many students returned and helped with the massive cleanup outside

the flood wall. During the crisis, a number of students and staff members helped

pile sandbags, manned rescue boats, and directed traffic at dangerous points. Their

efforts certainly helped cement good relations between town and college, the more

so, perhaps, because the volunteers included a professor from India and a number
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of "foreign," northern students. Many students and faculty also gave hours of

volunteer time and labor helping to clean up Pineville.

Student life changed greatly during the sixties and seventies. The most notable

developments at Union, particularly from 1959 to 1970, were the result of a

radically different student body. However, this student body was itself a reflection

of a changing society and, of course, of the unrest among those of student age that

was so characteristic of the sixties. The assassinations of President John F. Kennedy,

his brother Robert Kennedy, and Martin Luther King were perhaps more of a shock

to young people than to their elders. The escalating Vietnam war, very unpopular

with the young, helped produce the distrust of older generations that was expressed

in the slogan, "Don't trust anyone over thirty!" Authority was suspect, and many
chose to "drop out" of a society they no longer respected. The result of the deep-

seated unrest might be, and often was, violence, and many universities had their full

share of that. More universal, however, was a chafing at restrictions and a demand
by students for a greater voice in any decision that affected them.

Union was spared the more violent manifestations of student unrest, but the

same forces which caused those led to "confrontation" and to a more serious

challenging of values and standards than Union had ever experienced before.

Students were no more prepared to accept what they regarded as outmoded rules

at Union than anywhere else. Patriarchal authority and the concept of in loco

parentis were anathema. The students' position was strengthened by a number of

factors that affected the whole country. Children became more independent of

their parents. This implied that the students' wishes, not the wishes of those who
sent them off to college, became a prime consideration. A general relaxation of the

taboos that had been particularly typical of Union and its region made itself felt.

Eventually, of course, the growing liberalization reached the courts, and Union,

like all other colleges and universities, was literally forced to accept a number of not

entirely welcome concepts.^' On the whole. Union College managed to give

ground gracefully and so avoid any really serious problems. None of the radical

organizations, such as the S.D.S., were ever active on Union's campus. The same is

true of the militant black organizations. The college has every reason to be grateful

that racial violence has never touched its campus and that that traumatic experience

was spared it.

The great influx of out-of-state students that came to Union in the early and mid-

sixties represented a different cultural background and came also from a slightly

different economic stratum. They were not attracted to Union primarily because of

its religious affiliation, and they were not always prepared to accept and live with

the restrictions resulting from that affiliation. Even those with strong church

connections were often accustomed to much greater freedom from behavioral

taboos than was acceptable at Union. Some of them, and some of their parents, did

not understand or want to understand some of the standards of the region. One
Massachusetts student, who graduated in the early sixties, remembers vividly her

amazement and amusement at having to wear a raincoat over Bermuda shorts

—

which were forbidden—even to go downstairs to the mail box. (Bermuda shorts

became permissible wear on the back campus in 1961-1962.) In addition, many of

the northern students were aware of the new surge of student activism and the drive

for student rights, which had, at that time, scarcely touched Kentucky. While the

inevitable collision of differing standards was the result of the northern influx, some

I
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if the leading student liberals were, in fact, local students, some of whom fought

ery hard within the structure of the college for freedoms that did not interest them
(ersonally. At least in retrospect, it seems that the symbolic importance of certain

reedoms to the student body was underestimated, although the administration

worked very hard to accommodate the confhcting interests of various groups.

Two further items are of some importance. Union's deans of students during the

ixties were not always able to communicate easily with the students. On occasion,

rivial issues were blown up out of all proportion. One dean of students had the

eputation (in part deserved) of having no knowledge of the attitudes or concerns

)f people of college age. Other student advisers, including some deans of students,

vere considered fair and were highly regarded, but a great deal of damage was

lone by those who were not.

The position of the faculty was sometimes difficult. To side with, or even appear

o side with, student demands smacked of disloyalty to the college and its ideals,

vhile to embrace whole-heartedly what the students regarded as "reactionary"

deas was to jeopardize a good relationship with the students. We have seen that

Jnion's faculty did not become involved in student "revolts," although such

nvolvement was common enough during the sixties at other colleges. There was,

lowever, a feeling that a good student-teacher relationship, necessary for really

jffective teaching—and something for which Union has been justly famous

—

vould be endangered by complete identification with non-academic regulations.

(Vhile no one would claim that the resulting balancing act was always successful, no

erious rifts occurred.

Actually, Union's record hais been impressive. Despite all the statements about

he troubled sixties, the college managed to placate the students without denying its

)wn heritage. One thing that helped immeasurably was the reform of the college

lisciplinary system. Tradition at Union had countenanced a situation in which the

lean of students functioned as policeman, prosecuting attorney, judge, and

;xecutioner. Gradually a number of improvements were made. When a faculty

;ommittee was still the principal source of disciplinary power, one or two

;hairmen, notably Dr. Warren Steinkraus, began to insist on proper legal proof of

;harges. A notable improvement took place under Dean Blacketor, who tried to

ivoid being both judge and executioner. By the later sixties, the Student Judicial

Council, a committee of the Student Senate, was handling most offenses. It too

equired clear and precise evidence and resisted strongly what it occasionally saw

IS attempts to pressure it into convicting those who came before it. Much of this

levelopment preceded the acceptance (by trustees, faculty, and students) of a

'Statement on the Rights and Freedoms of Students" in 1969.^2 yhg eventual

;olution, still in operation, was to vest disciplinary authority primarily in the Student

udicial Council and regard the faculty Committee on Student Conduct as a court

)f appeals. Students may choose to have their case decided by the council or by the

iean of students alone. The liberalization of college rules, still to be considered, has

ed to a reduction in the number of disciplinary cases. During the late sixties, the

college was forced to define its social and behavioral standards more clearly, and

his no doubt contributed to the decrease.'^ In 1971-1972, three cases came to the

itudent committee, eight were taken to the dean of students, and none came before

he faculty committee. The number of cases has naturally varied slightly from year

:o year.i^
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After a hesitant start (see Chapter XII), student government became quite active

by about 1964-1965. While the success of the organization has depended almost

entirely on the vigor and ability of its president in any given year, the Student Senate

has become a respected and active part of campus life. In recent years it has

concerned itself with student behavior, instituted campaigns to raise student

morale, promoted faculty-student contact by offering to finance the entertaining of

students, used funds to support the cultural and social life on the campus, and

instituted an annual Distinguished Professor Award.

Student participation in decision-making on campus was never a serious issue at

Union. Student representation on faculty committees actually came about

gradually, beginning in 1960. By 1970-1971, there were voting student members on

all committees except the Faculty Relations Committee, and that bastion fell soon

thereafter. A student observer at faculty meetings was soon approved. None of this

caused much controversy, although the attendance record and the extent of

participation of the student committee members have sometimes been questioned.

Union's students did not push strongly for a student member on the Board of

Trustees, although this was fairly common among American colleges by the mid-

sixties. In 1971, a new alumni trustee position was created. Students elect a senior,

who becomes an active member of the Board upon graduation.'^

Another thing that did not seem to interest students greatly was a faculty

evaluation. This was undertaken by the Student Senate with the blessing of the

administration. It succeeded only with the help of several interested faculty

members, notably Dr. Hartley. Although the evaluation has continued, it seems to

be regarded as something one is expected to have and hence must have.

Thanks, in part, to the fact that Barbourville is in a "dry" county, the use of alcohol

never became a really major campus issue, although it was certainly discussed at

every opportunity! As might be expected, many students objected to the rule that

prohibited the use of alcohol not only on campus but anywhere and at any time

during the school year, and for many years the commonest serious offense involved

the use or possession of alcohol. In 1969, a revision of the rule was undertaken, in

part, perhaps, because the United Methodist Church had modified its position on

the matter.'^ The resulting ruling, still in effect, altered the completely

unenforceable demand that students refrain from the use of alcohol "while enrolled

at Union College"'^ and merely forbids the use of alcohol on campus or on

occasions when students are representing the college. The current regulation does

not apply to students in off-campus housing, and these students must make their

own peace with local laws.'^

Fortunately, Union has never had a major problem with the use of drugs. There

have been a few investigations on campus, and most people have, on occasion, seen

signs of the use of drugs, but the problem has been quite minimal. It seems to be

more serious in the local high schools! It is significant that the dean of women's first

mention of drug abuse occurred in 1971 and that the problem has rated only

incidental mention in later reports.'^

Changes in student housing and student housing regulations have had a direct

bearing on the development of both social regulations and student activities. The
college had always assumed that students not living at home and commuting to

class would live in the dormitories and had, in fact, required them to do so. The only

exceptions were married students. We have seen (Chapter XIII) that the increase in
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lie student population forced the college to place students in approved housing in

3wn, where they were, at least theoretically, subject to normal campus regulations.
)ff-campus living was at first limited to male students, and by 1967, 165 male
tudents were living in town. Crowding on campus was a major problem. In 1965,
A'enty-one girls had, very reluctantly on the part of the administration, been placed
ff-campus. There was, however, no alternative, for crowding was such that eleven
iris were living in White Hall and six were sharing the Pfeiffer Hall recreation
3om—obviously neither of these solutions could be considered satisfactory. By the
ite sixties, questions arose as to what the college could actually legally require, and
1 1970, controls on off-campus housing were largely removed. Students over
venty-one, or juniors and seniors below that age who secured parental permission,
^ere allowed to hve off-campus and were no longer subject to campus living

jgulations. By that time, of course, dormitory regulations had been considerably
beralized—although as late as 1968 girls had to go back to change their sign-out

leet if they decided to go to the Student Center instead of the library—and there

^as not quite the rush to move off campus that had been anticipated. ^^ As student
nrollment decreased, however, the loss of dormitory income did prove
'orrisome. Wing "C" of Stevenson Hall was closed in 1971-1972, and portions of

tevenson Hall have been devoted to other uses ever since. In 1972-1973,

iggestions for making dorm living attractive and for attracting students back to

ampus were made by the acting dean of men, Ed Black, but nothing appears to

ave come of the report. ^^ Attempts to create honors halls in the dormitories have
ot been very successful. In recent years a number of serious students have felt

nable to cope with conditions in the dorms, particularly in Pfeiffer Hall. The
roblem of making the dormitories attractive and conducive to study, without the

se of rules that are no longer acceptable, has yet to be solved.

Union's really major controversy during the sixties concerned the dress

?gulations. Students often referred to the "Beard and Hair War," and one
naginative soul spoke of the case of Hairy Beard vs. Union College! These remarks
^ill indicate, correctly, that the main controversy involved dress and grooming
jgulations for men. There was a change in the regulations for women too, but the

;volt went along much more quietly and was handled almost entirely by A.W.S.

he Association of Women Students) and the dean of women. Writing in 1978,

'hen the commonest dress for women students is (and has been for some years)

ants, jeans, or, occasionally, pantsuits, and when the wearing of shorts depends
nly on the weather, it seems strange that as late as 1968 women were forbidden to

'ear either shorts or slacks to class. The dress regulations for women seem to have

een unobtrusively dropped by the beginning of the seventies, possibly because the

itroduction of off-campus living rendered them totally unenforceable.^^

The hair and beard regulations for men were much more of a public issue,

nfortunately, neither the administration nor the students could really understand

e fuss. In retrospect, it is obvious that for the students a matter of principle was
volved. It is worth noting that two of the most intelligent champions of complete

eedom were both beardless and short-haired. The position of the administration

as more complex. Potential donors were often pleased to hear of Union's stand

gainst "hippies" and "beats." Certainly the administration, in principle, was

iwilling to yield to student pressure, particularly since there was a genuine behef

the college's duty to act for the students' good and presumably a conviction that
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there was still an accepted standard of dress and behavior. After skirmishing that

went on for at least four years, a determined effort to find an enforceable and even

an acceptable solution led to the following statement:

It was resolved that, recognizing that Union College has a responsibility for contributing

as it can to the development of the whole student, it is hereby affirmed that the President of

the CoUege should promote such programs and regulations as might be judged useful and

necessary in the realm of student dress, grooming, conduct, and other non-academic
matters. Enforcement powers up to and including suspension, denial of re-admission, and
expulsion shall be available to the President, or to those to whom he might delegate the

responsibilities and authority. It is the will of this Board of Trustees, however, that

appearance and grooming regulations should be used sparingly. ^^

An ad hoc committee of students, faculty, and administrators struggled to come up

with specific regulations, and the following was accepted by the Administrative

Committee and promulgated in May, 1969:

Hair and beards must be clean and trim. Hair shall be no longer than dress collar length and
shall not extend below the ear lobe on the sides. The Dean of Students shall make judgments

on the beards, and on hair length, should a question arise. His decision is final.
-"•

Predictably, this did not silence the standard remarks such as, "I had enough of

sergeants in the army." The regulation was ignored by about 1971, and grooming

regulations became a thing of the past.

While the beard controversy put a considerable strain on student-college

relations, it was not, ultimately, as divisive as might have been expected. The 1969

Stespean was dedicated to President Miller and included an interview in which we
find a sentence with which few would quarrel: "The college will never come to its

knees over the hair and beard issue, but it will over its academic program. "^^ This

coincides with the faculty belief that what is in a student's head is more important

than what is on it!

In the 1970's, students began to request permission to have visitors "of the other

sex" in dorm rooms. So far such permission has been refused, except at Invitational

Open Houses, but the issue has not become heated. The necessity of using faculty

chaperones at social events was removed, however. Union's faculty members had

willingly sacrificed time to this duty, but the campus climate had changed. In the

fifties and sixties, faculty chaperones had usually been treated as honored guests,

but later they often felt resented and thought that the system was not conducive to

good faculty-student relationships!^^

Despite statements that regular compulsory chapel would remain a fixture at

Union, the chapel requirement was gradually eroded during the late sixties. As early

as 1961-1962, Donald Welch, campus minister at the time, had suggested making

chapel services voluntary. Doubts about the propriety of compelling students to

attend religious services and about the propriety or even legality of requiring

chapel attendance as a prerequisite for graduation became common. The increased

size of the student body, which meant that the chapel could no longer seat all

students, posed special problems. Two expedients—having freshmen and

sophomores attend on Tuesday and juniors and seniors on Thursday, and having

the overflow participate in chapel services via closed-circuit television in the Rector

Little Theater—were not satisfactory. In 1967, a new system was introduced that

required students to attend a specified number of approved events each semester

—

about half of them rehgious services and the rest lectures, concerts, or plays. The
system, eventually called the General Assembly Program (GAP), underwent
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\arious changes, notably in 1970, when the number of chapels required was
reduced to eight per semester, and in 1972, when no religious programs were
specified and a reward s\ stem was established, w hereb\- students could earn a

small amount of credit b\' attending enough GAP e\ents. \er>- few students took

advantage of the opportunity to earn credit in this way, and the system was
dropped in 1975-1976.-" A report on the changes made in 1970 indicates how times

and sentiment had changed:

According to Rt'\ . Dewey Sanders, campus minister, the religious lite program should
not be part of an\ retiuirement.

"I don't think \ou can re(}uire religion," he noted. -^

It was eventually agreed that religious life and fonnal requirements were two
separate things and that religious interest might well be stifled, rather than

encouraged, by compulsor\ attendance rules.

Before considering the pleasant aspects of campus life, a few alarums should be

mentioned. The trustees and administration were righth- concerned about student

unrest during the si.xties and earl\ seventies and considered \ arious wa\s of meeting

the problem.-'' Most of the anticipated difficulties did not, in fact, arise. I'nion's

students were strongK' opposed to the N'ietnam conflict, but the\ remained largely

apolitical and unorganized. There was an abortive sit-in, mild picketing of

recruiters for the armed forces, and a number of planned demonstrations, most of

them rather pathetic. One wideK' advertised demonstration in 1971-1972— so well

.id\crtised that the secretaries in Speed Hall thought thev might be unable to go

home— turned out to consist of one student plav ing his guitar under a tree! The

strongest student feeling was undoubtedlv against the appearance of a verv' right-

w ing millionaire on campus.

W hat problems I'nion had with vandalism during the sixties and sev enties had

little to do w ith "student unrest"— thev were (}uite simplv acts of v andalism. I'nion

has, of course, had the normal problems with destructiv eness in the donnitories, a

tact of life on any campus. A few more serious cases of vandalism, however, require

some notice. It should be said at once that in some cases it is not clear whether
students w ere the perpetrators or not. The most serious incident occured in 1968,

when .30,(KM) librarv catalogue cards were stolen. .Most of them w ere discov ered

next dav in the shallow waters of the creek just outside the tlood w all on North Main

.Street. Student volunteers spent many hours searching the area in order to recov er

as many as possible and tr>ing to dry out the surviving cards with the help of irons

and hair drvers. A large number of cards were not reiisable even with this help,

howcv er, and the library staff, aided again bv student, facultv , and staff volunteers,

|)uf in a great deal of overtime that vcar. 1 lerculean efforts were made to restore the

catalogue to a useful state, but the effectiveness of the general catalogui- wiis

impaired for .several years, and some holes undoubtedly still remain. In 1970, the

librarv , vshich had had a bad time with theft during these years, was v anilali/ed

again. .\ magazine catalogue index was stolen and had to be recreated.'" In 1970,

two bomb scares alerted the camj)us. One was a false alarm, and the other \s ;is

probably to be considered a nastv' joke, but the campus felt exposi'd to dangi-rs that

had not threatened it before.^' A break-in in 1972 was probably the work of

professional thieves. The Business Office safe was force<I and manv negotiable and

nonnegotiable items were taken. The financial loss w as small, but it took nu)nlhs to

sort out the accounts!" At the beginning of August, 1974, vandals snicired |)aintall
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over the interior of the chapel, forcing a major redecoration.^^ The sad hst ends with

an incident that may well have been intended as a harmless joke. In 1968, on the

same night that the library was vandalized, the swimming pool had visitors.

Everyone thought that the effect of brilliant red Rit dye was very pretty, but getting

rid of it threatened to be a major, and costly job. Fortunately, the father of one of

Union's students, a chemist, knew how to precipitate and hence easily remove the

dye!

It is a relief to turn to a number of pleasanter incidents. All of these fall well within

the tradition of college pranks. One student vividly remembers painting Dean

Boyd's pumpkins purple. It is worth remembering that the garden in question was

right across the street from Pfeiffer Hall! Dean Welch will never forget the night the

electricity went off and some 200 men decided to call on Pfeiffer Hall!^^ Dr. Wittlin

arrived for French class one morning to find that every piece of furniture had been

removed from his classroom. It was all very neat, and the screws that held the seats

down had been thoughtfully replaced in their holes. Students who were at Union in

the mid-sixties will not forget the sight of a commode perched on top of Speed Hall!

This kind of activity seems to have declined somewhat in later years. However, in

the early seventies someone did decide that a Mickey Mouse clock would look well

on the chapel. Mrs. Eickhoff, the dean's wife, asked one small faculty child if his

father had done that. He answered, apparently in dead earnest, that he supposed his

father could have, because he hadn't seen him since early morning! Our last

example is either a harmless prank or lese majeste, depending on the point of view.

During the commencement ceremonies in 1977, a repeating alarm clock, placed at

the front of the organ loft, punctuated the remarks of the speaker.

For all the change that has taken place. Union College remains a place where

religion and faith play an important part. Admittedly, the days when UCCA and

the Oxford Club were the largest and most active organizations on campus are past,

and it would undoubtedly surprise many former students to find perhaps twenty or

thirty people in chapel. Union has had to make its peace with two facts of life: many
young people are not interested in religion, or at least in formal religion, and no

single campus minister, no matter how hard-working, can appeal even to all those

who are interested. During the 1960's, a decline of interest in religion occurred

almost everywhere, and while there has certainly been an increase of religious

concern in the seventies, this has been, at least at Union, an increase in zeal among
those already involved rather than an increase in numbers. The make-up of Union's

student body and faculty must also be taken into account. It is not possible to devise

a campus rehgious program that will appeal equally to people of various faiths and

widely differing backgrounds.

Union's campus ministers have wisely chosen to do three things. They regard

themselves as counselors and spiritual friends to the entire campus community,

including, perhaps especially including, those who are not of their faith. They have

increased the participation of clergymen of other faiths and welcomed lively,

sometimes controversial, interfaith discussions.^^ Finally, they have welcomed
rehgion in nontraditional forms. The religious programs in 1974-1975 included a

religious jazz program, a performance of the musical Godspell by a visiting

company and a thirteen-week film series called "The Life of Jesus." In 1975-1976

we find a series of Marriage Preparation Seminars, a play performed by a visiting

group, and a folk-singer. The opening of the Lighthouse, the campus religious
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center, in 1976, has provided a focus, and the present campus minister, the

Reverend Ray Gibson (called "The Rev." by the students), has developed the most
ambitious religious life program ever presented at Union. A reHgious revival, called

"Renewal 75," was a remarkable success on the campus and in the community and
showed Dr. Gibson's determination to help unite college and town. Another

example of the interaction of college and community can be seen in the Lighthouse

Singers, who have become an advertisement of Union's commitment. An average

attendance at chapel, which is held twice weekly, of about sixty during the last four

years is evidence of active participation.^^ Devotions held in the dorms represent a

determined effort to bring religion to the students, and prayer breakfasts and
weekly open houses at the home of the campus minister add a pleasantly informal

touch to the religious program.

A number of distinguished Methodists from other countries have added to the

breadth of Union's religious life. A recent speaker (April 2, 1978), for example, was
Bishop Bennie Warner, Vice-President of Liberia. Previous visitors had included

John Gibbs, at that time lay leader of British Methodism (1963-1964) and Bishop

Ernst Schulz of Germany (1964).

To no one's surprise, the number of students majoring in religion or preparing for

careers in church work declined sharply in the late sixties.^' This decline was
virtually universal and resulted from factors beyond Union's control. It is more
significant that courses in religion have remained popular, despite the fact that they

have not been required since 1969.^* Perhaps the main reason is that Dr. Robert

Matthews, professor of religion at Union since 1960, has developed a series of

intellectually stimulating, undogmatic, and nondenominational courses that have

had a wide appeal. Trips to Washington and to Europe, led by Dr. and Mrs.

Matthews, have helped stimulate interest, as has the emphasis placed on Biblical

archaeology.

"Faith and Life Week," previously known as "Religious Emphasis Week,"

remains a major event on campus. The traditional pattern has changed somewhat.

The visiting speaker speaks at chapel on Tuesday and Thursday morning, and at an

evening program Wednesday night. In addition, he holds informal sessions with

students and faculty during his stay. In recent years "Faith and Life Week" has been

combined with the Staley Distinguished Christian Scholar Program. The program
was established by the Thomas F. Staley Foundation in 1969 and is intended to

bring distinguished Christian scholars to campuses. Union has profited from the

program since 1973. The first visitor brought to the campus under this arrangement

was Dr. Emerson S. Colaw, who conducted "Faith and Life Week" in the fall of

1973.

Dr. and Mrs. James H. Willson established the first of a notable series of endowed

lectureships in 1943. The death (in 1966) of Mrs. Gross, wife of former Union

president John Owen Gross, prompted the establishing of the endowment for the

Willson-Gross lectures. Speakers in the series have included Dr. Van Bogard Dunn

(1968), Dr. D. Elton Trueblood (1969), Bishop Frank L. Robertson (1974), Bishop

Edward L. Tullis (1975), and Dr. John H. Westerhoff III (1976).

It is worth noting that commitment to social causes seemed to many students to

be an alternative to religious involvement, or perhaps a "modern," "relevant"

Christianity. The extent to which Union's students committed themselves to such

causes can be seen in another, related area. In 1965, Union ranked third among
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Kentucky institutions in the number of persons entering the Peace Corps—only the

University of Kentucky and Berea College had more. Eight people from Union

were already in Corps' programs and two more had been accepted. ^^

Union College has always had an active athletic program. '"' Intramural sports

became particularly lively during the sixties when the custom of having teams

representing various sections of the country nourished friendly rivalries. Women's
athletics, more specifically women's basketball, have been given a boost in recent

years by federal laws demanding equal emphasis, but the full impact of the ruling

has not yet been felt. More significant is the fact that Union's tennis, swim, and
cross-country teams have included both men and women for a number of vears.

Competitive swimming was revived at Union after the completion of the new
swimming pool. The swim team had a number of successful seasons, and for a while

it quite regularly beat teams from the large state schools in Kentucky! The 1961

team, led by Bucky Colclough and Roger Watson, set an imposing number of

school and state records. The 1965 team had an All-American in diver Bob Long.

The golden years of the swim team ended in 1969, but it rose again in 1976 to win the

K.I.A.C. championship.

The track team, which had won the K.I.A.C. title in 1955, won it again in 1961

and 1965. The 1965 team, led by Bill Hoffman and Willie Trent, was perhaps the

best track team in Union's history. Baseball was popular in the fifties and sixties but

was dropped for several seasons. A new baseball field was equipped in 1974 by
Colonel Harland Sanders, in whose honor it was named, and baseball returned to

the campus. In 1978, the team, coached by Larry Inkster, won both the K.I.A.C.

championship and the District 32 N.A.I.A. (National Association of Intercollegiate

Athletics) tournament. The golf team won three championships in a row— 1970,

Union College Bulldogs 1967-1968: 1. to r.: Ken Meibers, Larry Curd, Charlie Rutledge, Bob
Douce, Coach Pete Moore, Keith Wortinger, Doug Logan, Bob Pittser, Paul Andrews, Paul
Carr, Ed Pierce. Back right: Ellis Childers, Billy Hill. Front: Mack the Bulldog.
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1971, and 1972. Very significant was the K.I.A.C. All-Sports Award won by the

college in 1968, since it honored the total athletic program.

An unexpected development, and one that had virtually no connection to the

formal athletic program, was the appearance of a soccer team in 1975-1976. Visiting

professor Jean Shelton seemed an unlikely sports promoter, but she helped

interested students organize, made up a schedule, and added a sport to Union's list.

The team, composed in its first year almost entirely of Iranian students, finished

third in a state meet!

Since the dropping of football during World War II, basketball has always

dominated Union's athletic program. During the sixties and seventies, the teams,

coached by Paul S. "Pete" Moore, had unprecedented success. The Union Bulldogs

won the K.I.A.C. championship four times (1965, 1966, 1968, 1969), the K.I.A.C.

tournament three times (1968, 1971, 1972), and were invited to the N.A.I.A. district

tournament ^even times, most recently in 1978. The most successful year was

certainly 1967-1968, when the basketball team compiled a record of 27-6, had two

players (Paul Andrews and Kenneth Meibers) named N.A.I. A. All-Americans, and

went to the national N.A.I. A. tournament in Kansas City. Students were encouraged

to go to Kansas City—at least some classes were cancelled—and a telephone hook-

up was arranged so that students in Barbourville could listen to the game. Although

the team did not survive the opening round of the tournament, its success did more

to rouse enthusiasm at the college than anything else had done for many years. Paul

Andrews became Union's all-time leading scorer. His record held until 1977-1978,

when a new record was set by Mike Sammons. In recognition of his outstanding

successes, Coach Moore was named K.I.A.C. Coach of the Year in 1964, 1965, 1966,

and 1968, and N.A.I.A. District 32 Coach of the Year in 1977-1978.

The story of the college publications is a confusing and not entirely edifying one.

Finding editors for the Orange and Black has frequently been difficult, and editor

after editor has complained of a lack of student interest. No one has ever really

decided whether the Orange and Black is a semi-official organ of the college, a

pubhc relations publication, or a student paper. On the whole, the idea that the

campus paper should belong to the students and serve as a place to blow off steam

has proved unacceptable. A voluminous correspondence involving the Publications

Committee, the president, and individuals on the Board of Trustees (particularly in

1961-1962) shows the extent to which some people regarded the paper as

representing the college. Later we find the remark that it had been necessary to stop

sending the Orange and Black off campus because articles were frequently

misunderstood.

It was not always clear how much assistance from the faculty the students really

wanted. A student newspaper completely divorced from the college, a legal,

corporate entity such as exists at some large universities, has never been feasible at

Union. Throughout the sixties, there was a general feeling— it was probably only

partially justified and would have been vehemendy denied by the committee— that

the Pubhcations Committee, which has always had supervisory authority, was, in

fact, a censoring body interested in college relations and not in a paper expressing

student opinion. The decision that "nothing embarrassing, indecent, libellous or

against the policy of the institution" was to be printed was not calculated to produce

a stimulating paper."' The statement on the rights and freedoms of students did

httle to relax controls. Both the school and the editor remained responsible in case of
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libel, for example, and hence some form of censorship or approval was retained. A
basic problem remains unresolved. If the student paper airs gripes and criticisms

freely, there is danger that local officials, businessmen, or potential donors may be

alienated; if it does not, it is unlikely to interest or get support from the students

themselves.

For years, Orange and Black editors have struggled with printing deadlines.

More than one issue has had to be scrapped because of unreasonable delays at the

printer's. For this, and other reasons, the Orange and Black all too frequently

appeared sporadically. At times, particularly after 1971, it often contained little

beyond official and semi-official college notices and a few wire-service releases.

The mimeographed Orange and Black Newsletter, which appeared at irregular

intervals from 1974 on, was usually simply a list of announcements but occasionally

contained controversial editorial opinion. The Orange and Black was suspended by
the Publications Committee in 1961 and again in 1970, and its existence has been

precarious in recent years. An impossibly low budget has naturally compounded
the difficulties. There have been brighter moments during these dark years, and

some of the issues of 1969-1970 and 1970-1971 were among the best for a long time.

The thirty-two page Christmas Supplement and Literary Review, published with

the Orange and Black of December 17, 1970, was one of the most professional

productions ever published by the students.

The annual Stespean has had a less troubled history. Several editors have chosen

to delay- publication until summer or early fall so that spring activities can be

included. Naturally, increasing printing costs have repeatedly forced economies,

and problems with printers have been legion. Some Stespeans of the early sixties

( 1963 and 1964, for example) were a little more lavish than most later volumes. One
of the very few yearbooks that really adhered to a central theme was the 1969

Stespean, edited by Charlotte Lewis, which emphasized the social problems of the

time, using newspaper headlines of that year as captions. In 1971, there was some
discussion about dropping the Stespean. While nothing came of this, the yearbook

fell a victim to budget cuts in 1976, and the Stespeans of 1977 and 1978 were

financed entirely by the students, thanks, largely, to the determination of the

student editors. The SOS (Save our Stespean) campaign of the school year 1976-

1977, instituted by editor Carolyn Madigan and a group of dedicated students,

proved that the students did indeed want a Stespean and justified all the hard work.

Plans are underway to produce an ambitious centennial issue, a worthy successor to

the Golden Stespean of 1929.

Literary magazines have, unfortunately, almost disappeared from the campus.

During the 1960's, several excellent publications appeared, among them The
Garret, The Gambit, and The Cauldron. Despite some fine issues, none of them
succeeded in establishing themselves on a permanent basis. Milesian Fragments,

the publication of the philosophy club (Milesians), has survived for almost fifteen

years, but it has lost much of its earlier vigor.

"Underground" publications have had an interesting, though short, history. They
were called into existence at various times by dissatisfaction with the Orange and

Black and the policies of the Publications Committee. None of them survived the

perils of institutionalization, and all of them disappeared fairly soon after they

received official approval. The more notable underground papers include The
Black and White (1962), Forum (1966-1967), a paper that did not wish to be called
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A.W.S. Homecoming Display, 1967: Cheerleaders: Janice Heggan, Faith Johnson, Betsy
Fieldsjo Ann Hatz, Janet Magsam, Meda Smith.

"The Pitchforks" (1969), and Feedback (1970). One or two of these were very
clever and certainly livelier than more official publications. Union's underground
press was never really subversive, though there were always attacks on a few sacred

cows!

The social and academic "traditions" of any college come and go, for they reflect

the interests of the students and of the institution itself at any given time. Union's

current calendar includes a number of events that have been part of college life for a

long time. Homecoming, though it has been moved to a date in the spring, remains

as exciting as ever. Indeed, the tremendous growth of the Alumni Association has

made it more important in some respects. The traditional basketball games at

Homecoming—the Oldsters-Youngsters Game or the preview of the varsity team

—

have of necessity yielded to track, golf, and baseball, because of the changed time

of the program. A style show and performances by the choir, individual music

students, and, in recent years, drama students, now highhght the day's activities.

The main event remains the banquet, and Union still chooses a Homecoming
Queen and honors an alumnus or faculty/staff member. Recently the Homecoming
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dance—which in 1955 was Union's first dance on campus—has given way to a

performance of "Cabaret," a new tradition that will be mentioned again. Club

displays are not as prominent as they were in the 1960's, but any returning student

would recognize Homecoming, which, dating as it does from the early thirties, is

probably Union's oldest traditional event. It is expected that the Centennial

Homecoming in April, 1979, will be the largest ever.

Founders' Da>', neglected for a number of years, has been emphasized in the

seventies. Although it is hardly a major event in the eyes of most of the students.

Founders' Day Convocation frecjuently presents a distinguished speaker and

occasionally involves a special honoring of this guest. In 1974, for example, the

speaker was Congressman Carl D. Perkins, who was honored with the degree of

Doctor of Public Administration. The Founders' Day banquet is an important

occasion. A recent speaker (1976) was Colonel Harland Sanders, a major bene-

factor of the college. Of interest was a short talk given at the bancjuet in 1972 by

Doroth)' Gene Elam, a fourth generation student and great-great-granddaughter of

W. VV. Sawyers, one of Union's founders. In recent years. Founders' Day
celebrations have been combined with another of Union's newer traditions

—

Parents' Weekend. The Union Alumni breakfast at the annual meeting of the

Kentucky Education Association has been replaced by an evening reception, with

entertainment provided b>' students and former students. Honors Day, an event for

about twenty years, has become more and more important as the day when Union

publicly honors outstanding achievement in the classroom, and the number of

academic awards—man>' of them permanently endowed—has increased

enormously since 1959. To be Mr. or Miss Union is still one of the most coveted

honors. The college still sends a representative to the Mountain Laurel Festival in

Pineville each May, and dorm and club sweethearts are as popular as ever. The
extent of campus participation in the Daniel Boone Festival, and particularly in the

parade, varies from year to year, but Union is always represented by one or more
floats. The academic year still opens with the faculty reception for students—now
usually followed by a dance.

Other traditional activities have either disappeared or changed almost beyond
recognition. Freshman Orientation is more highl\- de\'eloped than it used to be, but

students no longer recei\'e a dose of "Miss Pat's Pills, " those wonderful nuggets of

adxice that e\er>'one remembered even if they were not alwa>'s heeded. The dorms
still have Open Houses, but the Pfeiffer Hall Open House is no longer the major

social event it was in the fifties and early sixties, when everyone on campus, faculty'

and students alike, attended. Nowadays the Open Houses are a substitute for the

unlimited "visitation" that the students would like to have! Ihiion still has its

banquets every spring, such as the Athletic Banquet, at which outstanding athletes

are honored, and the Junior-Senior Banquet, although the latter seems to be less the

celebration of the spring season than it once was. A relative newcomer is the Drama
Banquet, where Union's "Oscars" are given for the year's best performances.

Man\- former students will remember the annual choir tour as one of the

highlights of their college career. Tours to New England, through parts of the

Midwest, and occasionally to the South were popular with the choir members and

w ere, in addition, excellent publicity for the college. The tours fell victim to rising

costs, decreasing budgets, and decreasing interest in the choir. Occasional, much
shorter tours just do not offer the same opportunities for the interminable bridge
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games that apparently were a main feature of earlier tours!

In the sixties, the Halloween or Fall Carnival—a worthy successor to the famous
Halloween parties of a much earlier period—was very popular and enormously
successful. Many clubs balanced their budgets for the year with the proceeds of

candy sales, games, and other attractions, such as throwing wet sponges at targets

like Dean Welch, putting faculty members and their wives in jail, and tossing more
or less willing victims into the swimming pool. The Carnival collapsed in 1974-1975,

when only two clubs indicated interest in taking part.^^ "Roman Holiday," a new
tradition started by the Student Center Board in the mid-sixties, featured chariot

races and other "Roman" contests, in which the various clubs and organizations

competed against each other. It was great fun for a number of years, but since it was
an outdoor activity, it occasionally fell prey to the weather. It was cancelled in 1976,

when only two groups showed interest."*^

Union's own performing organizations have always been active. The annual

Christmas choir concert was the main feature of the Christmas season until about

1964. It was well attended by townspeople and was invariably "sold out."

Gradually, the choir became much smaller and less representative of the whole

campus. A chorus, open to people in the community, was added, and was for a time

very popular. Its greatest successes were performances of Handel's Messiah and

Haydn's Creation, both with imported soloists and under the direction of Dennis

Jackson. Other major performances of the two choral groups have included

performances of Messiah, conducted by Donald Maxwell and EdwinaThedford, a

performance of Schiitz' Christmas Story under Wilham Campbell, and, in the mid-

sixties, a full-scale performance, accompanied by Union's own orchestra, of Faure's

Requiem. In 1976, members of the Barbourville high-school choir and their

director, Lois Treadway, joined Union's choir in another community performance

of Messiah, conducted by Allan Green.

During the sixties, the college orchestra, always a college-community

organization, had about forty members. Under Mr. Green's leadership, it presented

a series of ambitious concerts on campus and was, on one occasion, hired to

accompany a performance of Messiah in Cumberland, Kentucky. Lack of string

players led to the death of the orchestra about 1970. The Union College Stage Band,

under the direction of Leo Dontchos, has become one of the outstanding campus

groups in the seventies. Its annual "Cabaret," which includes campus performers of

all kinds, has become a tradition. So has the inclusion of a musical in the drama

program each year. The drama department has increased its activities—helped by

having the DAC all to itself—and now puts on five major productions a year, of

which one is the musical and one a production for children. Director Pat Dontchos

has gained the college many new friends by taking performances or smaller groups

of student actors to outlying areas. Union's drama program was honored in 1978 by

being included in a program on Kentucky Educational Television devoted to

drama in Kentucky. Excerpts from She Stoops to Conquer, directed by English

professor Lester Woody, showed that Union's actors could hold their own with

performers from other institutions. Cooperation among members of the fine arts

department produced a fascinating multi-media performance, featuring trumpet

professor David Jackson, in 1976. The performance would not have been possible

without the equipment of the new learning resources center and the talents of its

director, Ron Hoffman.



Union College Stage Band, 1974.

The Student Center Board has frequently brought concerts or dramatic

performances to campus and has become the chief promoter of major cultural

events. Notable visits have included dance companies, major pop orchestras, and a

Broadway road company. In the late sixties and very early seventies, a number of

well-known groups, notably, perhaps, Duke Ellington and his orchestra (1970),

were brought to campus. Some of these were financed by campus groups such as

the junior class, who watched ticket sales very anxiously. There have also been

important visitors in the field of classical music. Both before and after the formation

of the regional concert series, groups like the Louisville Orchestra, the Kentucky

Youth Orchestra, and the Louisville Bach Society appeared on campus, often with

the help of grants from the Kentucky Arts Council. Major groups, particularly in the

field of popular music, have now become far too expensive for Union's budget, and

plans for an increased activity fee or for a subscription ticket to make it possible to

bring more well-known attractions have not materialized.

In 1970, a new entertainment center opened on Union's campus. Part of the

basement of the DAC (the old gymnasium) was cleared of junk and opened as "The
Maze."''^ Union joined the Coffee House Circuit, an organization that made
performers— folksingers and singers of protest songs, for example—available.

Performances by local talent also took place in The Maze in a relaxed and

uninstitutional environment. Performances continued sporadically until 1973; after

initial enthusiasm, support waned.

The list of campus organizations is an ever-changing one. During the period from

1959 to 1978, the number of organizations has varied from about twenty to about

thirty-five."^ The list in 1977-1978 includes the following:"^

Association of Women Students—An organization to make girls dorm life better and let

girls actively participate in college functions through their ideas.

Beta Chi Alpha—A cultural societ>', in the form of a sororit\-, which attempts to bring

beauty, culture, and art to the campus.
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Bridge Club—A club promoting interest and participation in the game of Bridge.

Cheerleaders and Drill Team—An organization to promote school spirit at Union
College.

Circle-K Internatiotial—A service fraternity associated with Kiwanis.

Eta Pi Sigma—An organization to promote fellowship among students interested in

history and public affairs.

Gamma Beta Phi—A national honor society promoting scholarship, leadership, and good
citizenship at Union College.

Home Economics Club—Sponsored by the Department of Home Economics and open
to any girl interested in the field of home economics.

Iota Sigma Nu—An honor society to provide recognition for honor students by uniting

them in an organization which encourages high ideals, promotes diligence in stud>', and
rewards excellence in scholarship.

Lighthouse Singers—A volunteer Christian chorus which provides musical entertainment

to churches and civic organizations throughout Kentucky.

Milesians—An organization to discuss mutual concerns in the field of philosophy.

Modern Culture Study Group—A group whose purpose is to study modern culture with

an emphasis on the dramatic arts, through group discussion, films, readings, and lectures.

Mu Alpha Delta—A coeducational organization to promote social activity, fellowship,

unity, and service to the college.

Mu Omega Beta—A fraternity promoting fellowship, unity, and service to the college

community.

Oxford Club—A preministerial discussion group concerned with problems that arise in

the Christian ministry.

Phi Lambda Sigma—A national honor society for Sophomore men and women.
Phi Mu Alpha—A coeducational organization which fosters the mutual welfare and

brotherhood of students of music and seeks to develop and encourage loyalty to the Alma
Mater.

Pi Upsilon Beta—A fraternity promoting fellowship, unity, and service to college and

community.

Plmjlikers—An organization promoting interest in the theatre.

Soccer Club— Brings together those interested in the sport of soccer and participates in

matches with similar organizations at other colleges.

Student Center Board—A programming board providing social and recreational

activities to supplement those planned by other campus agencies.

Student National Education Association—A national preprofessional organization for

men and women planning to pursue teaching as a career.

Union College Science Society—An organization to stimulate interest in the natural

sciences.

The above list reflects a number of changes, most of them occurring during the

seventies, that have resulted from curriculum changes and other developments.

The demand for equal rights and laws against discrimination on the basis of sex

have forced some clubs to alter their organization. Circle-K International is now

coeducational. Two musical organizations for women, the honorary, Sigma Alpha

Iota (SAI), and its short-lived successor, Belle Canto, have disappeared, while Phi

Mu Alpha, the men's music honorary, has became coeducational— on a small

campus, one strong organization is better than two weak ones. The present officers

of the local Phi Mu Alpha chapter are mostly women! CWENS, under a new name.

Phi Lambda Sigma, has also become coeducational.

In 1975, the trustees approved a motion to allow the establishing of national social

fraternities and sororities on campus."^ The argument for approval was simply that

social opportunities on campus and in Barbourville were limited and that anything

that would encourage school spirit and channel activities should be welcomed.
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Union's small size does not make it attractive to most national fraternities, and the

practical consequences of the Board's action have been limited. However, Union

has seen the growth of a number of purely social organizations during the last

fifteen years. In 1959, there was only one social organization—BXA—while in the

1977-1978 catalogue there are four.

The number of discipline-oriented clubs has decreased sharply during the

seventies, in most cases because the relevant major either was abohshed or became
too small to support a club. Among the casualties were the Mathematics Club

(Alpha Delta), the American Chemical Society, the French Club, the German Club,

the International Relations Club (an early casualty), and the Cosmopohtan Club.

Since any special interest group can become an approved student organization

very easily—the really important thing is just to find a sponsor— there is

considerable going and coming of what may be called "activity" clubs. Union has or

has had clubs devoted to fencing, karate, debating, photography, radio, bridge,

and art. Relatively ephemeral groups were the Buckaroos, Students for Appalachia,

and the Black Student Movement.

In the years from 1959 to about 1969, most campus clubs prospered. A discussion

of all of them is manifestly impossible, and, in any case, most former Unionites will

have favorite memories of their own. Before the opening of the Student Center,

many clubs met in the homes of their sponsors. This did promote close contact

between faculty and students. Faculty wives took part in more ways than one, and

in accounts of meetings it sometimes seems that the refreshments were the most

memorable part of the meeting and possibly the main attraction! Many of the clubs

went to a great deal of trouble and expense to take part in Homecoming and in the

Halloween Carnival (hoping, of course, to make money from the latter!). Students

could also be quite imaginative. The author well remembers the night he and his

wife were "kidnapped," blindfolded, and driven (by as confusing a route as

possible) to the German Club's celebration of the traditional Walpurgisnacht,

complete with a mysterious fire from the mountain to light the bonfire!

Milesians, probably the most intellectually oriented club on campus, had

stimulating meetings for a number of years. The UCCA gradually declined

throughout the sixties, but the Oxford Club remained active longer. A.W.S. has

become even more active over the years. Particular mention should be made of

Circle-K and Alpha Phi Omega (the latter till 1975) and their projects to raise money
for local social programs. Walks to Pineville have always been a favorite way to

raise money for worthy projects. Each walker finds a sponsor who is willing to pay a

stated sum per mile. Blisters and funds are both raised! BXA has always been very

visible on campus. Who could overlook those costumes during pledge week? Some
subject-related clubs have continued to prosper. Playlikers, Union's oldest club,

and its related honorary, Alpha Psi Omega, are very closely involved with the

drama program and always attract a core of very zealous and extremely hard-

working students. SNEA, closely attached to the department of Education, has

remained very lively. There is still a Home Economics Club and a Physical

Education Club, although the latter has changed its name several times. It is

pleasant to record that Union's two prestigious honoraries. Iota Sigma Nu and

Gamma Beta Phi, are both in good health.

Despite the exceptions already mentioned, student clubs have, in general,

declined in the 1970's. Students' complaints that there is nothing to do are not new. It
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is true that the number of social functions at Union, including club meetings, has

declined. In 1970-1971, Miss Pat, then director of the Student Center, noted that

there were "fewer social functions" scheduled. ^^ In her final report as director

(1975), she wrote:

This year has been filled with paradox and inconsistency. Students and faculty alike have
seemed busier, yet there has been less campus-wide activity. The summer programming
consisted of nine special events, all of which were well attended. The summer intramurals

were in operation but the participation was less. The fall semester began with excitement,

enthusiasm and student involvement, however by Christmas much of this had dwindled.

Many students were more involved in small, personal activities than in campus-wide
activities. The addition of baseball to the varsity sports provided outlet for some, yet the

elimination of varsity swimming had a demoralizing effect on others. I attribute much of

this inconsistency to the reduction of full time resident students, many of whom leave

campus for the weekend. With a smaller number of students the leadership of the group

becomes over worked and soon becomes tired of constant involvement. I do not have data

to back up this statement but merely report this as subjective evaluation of the year.^^

It is easier to suggest reasons for the decline of interest in student activities than to

suggest a solution. The campus community is less of a closed community than it

once was. Students are involved with causes and programs off-campus. Some of

them are involved in experiential education programs that take them away from the

college campus. Evening classes often make it extremely difficult to schedule social

events or club meetings. Off-campus living—with perhaps a tendency to have an

essentially off-campus social life—certainly plays a part. So, naturally, does the size

of the student body. It seems, too, that the students of the seventies are not oriented

toward student organizations of any kind. What the campus needs is some rallying

point to rouse and direct student enthusiasm. Perhaps a good start would be another

trip to Kansas City!

NOTES (Chapter XV)

'Obviously, not all of the programs were intended solely for Appalachia. \\'ork-Study, for

example, was open to all, though the financial restrictions heavily favored students from the

Appalachian region.

^Trustee Newsletter, June 16, 1966.

^In 1960, there was still passenger train service to Corbin. Bus service has worsened, and

somewhat improved flight connections to London-Corbin Airport scarcely compensate for

this. On the other hand, better roads have reduced driving time to Lexington by almost one

half.

^For those unfamiliar with the local situation, it should be mentioned that only the town

itself—more accurately, that portion of it on the right bank of the Cumberland River— is

protected by the flood wall.

^Figures are for 1962 except for those for student expenditures. Those are based on the 1962-

1963 academic year.

^Not all items in the report are mentioned here. All amounts are rounded off.

Estimate by the business department. Reported in Trustee Newsletter, Feb. 10, 1977.

**Louisville Courier-]ournal, Feb. 9, 1965.

«Cecil H. Wilson, "For What It Is Worth," Barbourville Advocate, June 29, 1978.

'°Note that many performing groups at the college —the chorus, for example—welcome

members from the community. A number of play productions expressly encouraged local

people to try out for parts. One thinks of 1776 and As You Like It. \\ho v\ill ever forget the

performances by the Reverend Phillip Connley and Father Frank Osburg!

"Undoubtedly an increasing liberalism within the United Methodist Church had its effect.

'2See Report #5, Board of Trustees, Minutes, May 10, 1969, and Union College Faculty
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Minutes, May 13, 1969. With minor variations the statement is that prepared by the AAUP and

published jointly by several associations.

'^Court rulings gradually came to play a part in college rules and regulations. Vague
references to such things as "accepted standards" and "Christian behavior" were regarded as

inadmissible. For a reference to the increase in legal problems see Trustee Newsletter, May
.31, 1969.

'•There was a total of 18 cases in 1975-1976. Figures from the annual reports of the Dean of

Students, 1972 to 1976.

'^Church rules restrict board membership to persons 21 or older. The first graduating senior

to be elected to the new trustee position was Barbara Lane in 1972.

'^Report #7, Board of Trustees, Minutes, May 10, 1969.

'"For the present statement see the 1978 edition of Union and You.

''Ibid.

'^Reports of the Dean of Women from 1970-1971 on. Programs on drug abuse were held in

1969 and later.

-"Trustee Newsletter, May 20, 1970. The measure had been approved May 11, 1970.

-'Report of Acting Dean of Men, 1972-1973.

^^Information about dress regulations is taken chiefly from the reports of the Dean of

Students and Dean of Women and from relevant editions of Union and You.

-^Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 18, 1969.

-^Quoted from President's Memorandum to Facultv, Staff, and Students, May 12, 1969.

-^Stespean, \'ol. 42, 1969, p. 4.

^^For both problems, see Orange and Black Newsletter, undated [1974]. Most recent

disciplinary' cases have involved "visitation," i.e., the presence of a woman in aman's room or

vice versa.

-In 1974-1975, the average attendance—presumably not actual attendance but the number
of students requesting credit— at GAP events was 35, ranging from 4 (for a chapel service) to

93 (for a concert by Maynard Ferguson). Report, Office of Student Affairs, 1974-1975.

-''Orange and Black, Dec. 17, 1970.

-^See, for example, Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 18, 1969, and Trustee Newsletter, May
26, 1969. The latter reprints the statement of the Amerian Council on Education on campus
unrest.

^"Orange and Black, Dec. 11, 1970.

^Ubid., Dec. 11, Dec. 17, 1970.

^-Trustee Newsletter, Nov. 27, 1972.

^nbid., Aug. 5, 1974.

^''Orange and Black, Feb. 21, 1961.

^^For a number of years, chapel speakers have regularly included Catholic priests, rabbis,

clergxmen of most major Protestant denominations, and laymen.

'^Information on present religious activity on campus is taken from the reports of the

campus minister, 1974-1975 to 1977-1978.

^"Trustee Newsletter, June 10, 1969.

^''Ibid., Apr. 14, 1977.

^^Barbourv-iUe Advocate, July 8, 1965.

^''Reports on athletic records prior to 1965 are not available. Information about

achievements is based on the Orange and Black, the Barbourville Advocate, and material

supplied by Coach Moore.
""Code of Ethics," Minutes of the Publications Committee, Oct. 29, 1968.

^-Student Activities Report, 1974-1975.

43Peggy Chandler, "A Union Tragedy," Orange and Black, Apr. 27, 1976.

^Orange and Black, Oct. 2, 1970.

•^Figures based on lists of approved organizations in the Office of Student Affairs and orf

the lists published in the Union College Catalogue. There were 34 student organizations in

1970-1971 and 21 in 1975-1976.

'^Union College Catalogue, 1977-1978, p. 11.

^' Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 18, 1975. Report # 1 contains a list of restrictions. Honor
societies had, of course, always been permitted at Union.

^^Student Activities Report, 1970-1971.

'^Ibid., 1974-1975.
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Commencement Procession, 1977

CHAPTER XVI

Union People

JL t seems appropriate to devote the last chapter of a history of Union College to

some of the people and groups of people that make the college what it is. While no
American college has been without difficulties during the sixties and seventies

—

and we have seen that Union has had its share of problems— the fact remains that

Union has survived in a period when many colleges like it have disappeared

entirely. As its Centennial approaches, there is every reason to suppose that Union
College will not only continue to survive but that it will find new ways to prosper.

Perhaps the main reason to suppose this is that Union has always had devoted

supporters.

The history of colleges, like the history of countries, is often written around great

leaders, in this case around the presidents of the college. No one would wish to play

down the role of the president, particularly during a difficult period like the

seventies. However, any college needs not only leaders but also faithful friends in

many roles—donors, trustees, faculty, staff, and wellwishers— if it is to fulfill its

mission. A complete list of such people would be manifestly impossible, and an

exhaustive treatment of even a few would be difficult enough. It is hoped, however,

that a series of appreciative vignettes can serve as a tribute to some of the people to

whom Union owes so much. If the list does not include students, it is not because

anyone thinks the college could exist without them, but because it is impossible to

single out a few representatives of the thousands who have helped make the Union

College of the sixties and seventies!
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Obviously, the whole period 1959-1979 stands as a tribute to Mahlon Miller. But,

while college histories may revolve around presidents, presidents' wives are too

often overlooked. Laura Miller, a gracious hostess to all friends of the college, who
devotes far more of her time and energy to helping President Miller and the college

than many realize, is one of Union's great assets.

Despite all the references to the Board of Trustees and to individual trustees in

previous chapters of the college history, the most important things about the Board

have not yet been said. It is, of course, an honor to be a trustee of the college, but it is

above all a heavy obligation. Trustees are asked and expected to give of their time,

their talents, and their substance. Though the composition of Union's Board has

changed considerably over the years— it contains more alumni trustees than it once

did, including a student-elected trustee, as well as associate trustees, one of whom
represents the Parents' Association—one thing has not changed: Union's trustees

have unfailingly done all that could possibly be expected of them. Many have taken

time from busy schedules to participate in activities on campus, including helping

clean up the campus during Faith and Work Week. Members of the Board have

repeatedly given the college the benefit of their professional expertise—expertise

that constitutes a major gift to the college—and have consistently been among
Union's most faithful donors. One cannot possibly mention each individual's

contributions, for the list would be long. Typical was the occasion when every

member of the Board, including a recently graduated alumni trustee, agreed to

place a sum of money at the disposal of the college for two years, interest-free.

Typical, too, is the fact that the trustees have invariably done more than their share

in every fund drive held at the college.

In the last twenty-five years, the Board has had only two presidents, R. Lee

Blackwell and L. D. Sweazy. Mr. Blackwell was a prominent Louisville attorney,

and, among many other things, a director of the Methodist Evangelical Hospital in

Louisville and a member of the Board of Education of Qie United Methodist

Church in Nashville. His own account of his election to the Union College Board of

Trustees is not without interest.

The Louisville Annual Conference, at its regular session held May 19-22, 1951, elected me
(in my absence) a layman Conference Trustee of Union College to fill the vacancy caused

by the death of Mr. M. E. Pate. I had never been on the College's campus, knew only

vaguely of its relationship to The Methodist Church, and had only a mere acquaintance with

its then President, Dr. Conway Boatman.
Less than two years later, on May 25, 1953, the Board of Trustees, at its Annual Meeting,

elected me as the Board's President (again in my absence—and I believe that since then I

have attended every Board meeting except possibly one special meeting).'

Mr. Blackwell influenced the direction and the achievement of Union during a very

exciting fifteen-year period. He was constantiy helpful and consistently gracious.

The author, undoubtedly like many others, well remembers a letter of greeting

received immediately after his appointment to the faculty of Union College.

Perhaps the finest tribute to Lee Blackwell is found in the concluding lines of the

citation read in 1968, when, after concluding fifteen years as president of the Board

of Trustees, he was given an honorary degree by the college.

Although his financial support has been substantial to the point of being sacrificial, his

contributions of time and talent to l^nion College cannot be evaluated in monetary- terms.
His permanent mark on Union College will be as great as that made by any of the
institution's presidents.^
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iis death in 1972 was a severe blow to the college.

L. D. Sweazy succeeded Mr. Blackwell as president of the Board of Trustees in

.968. Mr. Sweazy is chairman of the board of the Woodford Bank and Trust

liompany in Versailles, Kentucky, prominent in banking circles, a devoted
Methodist layman, a trustee of Margaret Hall School and of Good Samaritan
iospital (Lexington), and a former trustee of Transylvania University. He became
I trustee of Union College in 1960. Mr. Sweazy has had the challenging task of

lelping Union through some very difficult years. He has helped gready by his

inobtrusive sacrifice of time, money, and expertise, and richly deserves the

lonorary degree granted him by Union in 1975. One of his lesser known
;ontributions, but certainly one that is greatly appreciated, is his ability to secure

pfts for the college. He and Leo Geiss stand in a class by themselves among the

rustees in the effectiveness of their efforts to obtain both current and deferred gifts

or Union College. We hope that Mr. Sweazy will continue to make his presence felt

or many years to come.

It seems obvious that L^nion likes to keep its trustees, for length of service is

ertainly one of the characteristics of Board members. Leo Geiss retired from the

Joard in 1976 after many years of service, only to find himself elected an associate

rustee and assigned to the Endowment Committee that he had served for so long.

Cenneth H. Tuggle served as a trustee from 1936 until his death in 1978. One record

s undoubtedly held by the Reverend C. Nevil White, for many years secretary of

he Board. He was elected a trustee in 1938 and retired in 1974.^ During those thirty-

ix years he never missed a regular meeting! These three men all received well-

!amed honorary degrees from Union.

The Trustee Wives' Organization does not advertise its activities, but the results

if its work on campus are highly visible. The group meets at the same time as the

rustees and has sponsored a number of projects involving, among other things,

tudent residence halls, the Student Center, the Home Economics Building, and

ampus beautification. That the trustee wives have long been interested in the

oUege is proved by the fact that they once complained that their husbands forgot

bring the Trustee Newsletter home to them. President Miller then arranged for

he ladies to receive their own copies!

The Parents' Association is one of Union's success stories. It was established in its

)resent form and under the present title in 1965, although attempts to unite parents

nto an active body—notably through the Mothers' Weekends—had started some
ears before. The Parents' Association meets regularly, usually during Parents'

Veekend in the fall, at which time officers are elected and a "Parent of the Year" is

lonored. The Association is represented by an associate trustee on Union's Board of

trustees. Active groups meet regularly in a number of cities across the country. One
»sue of the Union College Bulletin, normally the fall issue, is traditionally a parents'

dition and serves to strengthen the ties between the Parents' Association and the

oUege. The Parents' Association adopted the "Books for Christmas" and "Books

or Birthdays" programs as its own and has also contributed in many other ways.

Everyone on campus benefits from the air-conditioning that the Association

ontributed to the Student Center, and many have enjoyed the grand piano or the

urnishings donated for various buildings. As important as the donations of the

Association is the rapport established between parents and college. This has led to a

remendous strengthening of the external support for the college, for many
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individual parents have, since the organization was founded, contributed a great

deal of both time and money to Union. They have also become important i

"boosters"!^

Like all colleges and universities, Union long ago began to ask alumni for

money—there exists an undated letter (about 1913) asking for pledges. However,

the college was not aggressive in organizing its alumni. When Milton Townsend
came to Union in 1951, he organized for the first time an alumni file, which became
the basis for all later efforts. President Miller felt strongly that more serious efforts

to secure alumni support were desirable, and a full-time Alumni Office was

established in 1961, with Catherine Faulkner Singer as alumni secretary, later

director of alumni affairs. Systematic and complete files have been established that

have made possible the enormous expansion of the Alumni Association. Alumni

chapters were established in a number of cities. Some prospered, some did not.^

In 1963, a major change in fund-raising was introduced. Previously, appeals to

alumni had always been for specific projects—an early example was an appeal for

bricks for the swimming pool.^ In 1963, however, a general appeal was launched. It

was so successful that it has continued as the Alumni Fund. Any special projects are

treated as separate appeals. The regular distribution of the Union College Alumnus
has tightened the ties between alumni and alma mater and has greatly facilitated the

expansion of the alumni program.

One way to measure the success of the Alumni Office is, of course, to tabulate

gifts to the Alumni Association. In 1957-1958, 185 alumni gave $1,228 to the

Association. One year after the establishment of the full-time Alumni Office, the
'

number of donors had risen to 299 and the figure to over $4,000. By 1977-1978, the
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otal given was about $227,900J The percentage of alumni donating has inevitably

leclined since the beginning of the graduate school, since relatively few M. A.

Graduates contribute. For some reason, classes after 1969 have poor contributing

ecords.^

The figures, while impressive, are only part of the story. The Alumni Fund
)rovides scholarships and loans, while designated gifts have helped the library, the

ithletic program, and various academic departments. Furthermore, it must be
emembered that many alumni give to the college directly rather than, or in

iddition to, giving through the Alumni Association.

Homecoming, with its banquet and the presentation of the Alumni Award, is

)erhaps the most visible proof of alumni activity. It is one tangible evidence of the

:lose ties between alumni and college that have made the alumni the best recruiters

Jnion has. The children of alumni have made up a gratifyingly high percentage of

Jnion's student body. A particular kind of faithfulness has manifested itself in the

ourth generation students that have graduated from Union in the last ten years. The
irst was Marcia Singer ('68). Her great-grandfather (T. F. Faulkner) was in Union's

irst class, her grandfather (J. E. Faulkner) in the Academy class of 1910, and her

nother (Catherine Faulkner Singer) in the class of 1932. She was also Union's 200th

A. A. graduate. Two more fourth generation students graduated in 1972 and 1975.

lary Ann and Dorothy Gene Elam are descendants of W. W. Sawyers, one of the

ounders, their great-grandparents (A. M. Decker and Lida Sawyers Decker) were

n Union's first class, and their grandfather (A. M. Decker, Jr.) and mother (Gene

Decker Elam) were both Union students. Both the Sawyers and the Deckers played

I prominent part in the early history of Union College and are mentioned

requently in the earlier chapters of this history.

No discussion of alumni is really possible without a tribute to Catherine Faulkner

linger, who was largely responsible for the phenomenal growth of alumni activity

ind who had been making notable contributions in this area since 1944. There can

lave been few years in Union's history when one or more members of Mrs. Singer's

amily were not involved with the college in some way. Suffice it to say that the

amily includes all of the Faulkners, including President J. P. Faulkner, mentioned

hroughout this history of the college. Mrs. Singer's brother, Claude Faulkner ('36)

vas given an honorary degree in 1962. She herself graduated from Union in 1932,

;ame back as secretary to President Gross, taught French and English, served as

lecretary of admissions and director of student labor, met her husband at Union,

md eventually returned to head the Alumni Office. Some of her well-deserved

lonors include the Distinguished Alumni Service Award in 1969, a commendation

rom the Student Senate in 1978, and a plaque presented to her with gratitude from

'resident Miller in 1978. The 1978 Stespean is also dedicated to her. The extent to

vhich Mrs. Singer kept in personal contact with alumni is truly amazing. She died

ust before her planned retirement in the summer of 1978, and it will be hard to

magine the college without her!

Confronted with the long list of those who have helped and supported Union,

;ither financially or otherwise, one hesitates to single out a handful for individual

ittention, yet one would have an incomplete picture of Union College if a few

)enefactors of the last twenty-five years were not mentioned. One that comes to

nind immediately is Arthur Vining Davis, whose story was told in an earher chapter

ind who was honored by Dr. Boatman in 1959. Mr. Davis died at the age of 95 in
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1962 and left much of his estate to the Arthur Vining Davis Foundation. In addition

to the College Courts and Wing "C" of Stevenson Hall, Union owes a major

contribution to the Science Center to the generosity of Mr. Davis.

Two major benefactors, in the persons of Colonel and Mrs. Harland Sanders,

became interested in Union somewhat later, in 1966. Colonel Sanders received an

honorary degree from Union in 1968—probably the only time students ever wanted

to be photographed with an honoree—and his wife, a member of Union's Board of

Trustees, was similarly honored in 1974. While the baseball field is the most visible

of the Sanders' many gifts to the college, their strongest interest has been in

establishing a number, an ever-increasing number, of scholarships. These

scholarships, and the personal concern for the people who receive them, explain

one award that was made to Colonel Sanders. He was named "Parent of the Year" in

1976.

The support of its own region is naturally of particular importance to Union, and

a number of the college's major benefactors fall into the category of friends and

neighbors. Carlo B. Cawood of Harlan was honored in 1970 for twenty-seven years

of service on the Board of Trustees. He gave generously to the college for many
years—the chapel organ was donated by Mr. Cawood—particularly to the library,

which contains many, many volumes as a result of his help. He was given the

honorary degree of LL.D. in 1967 and was referred to by President Miller as Union's

only "Trustee Emeritus."^ Mr. Cawood died in 1973. One of his sons, Edward L.

Cawood, had become interested in Union as early as 1955, also showing a particular

interest in the library. He became a trustee in 1963 and received the LL.D. from

Union in 1970, the same year in which his brother, Eugene, also became a trustee.

Mr. Cawood has developed a program of scholarships at Union, and each year

about six students enjoy the Bank of Harlan Scholarships that he has established.

Mr. Cawood is extremely interested in the young people who hold the scholarships

and, in fact, in all students from the Harlan area. He was a popular choice as "Parent

of the Year" in 1975.

One of the most retiring of Union's major benefactors is Robert E. Viall of

Barbourville, a trustee since 1954 and a generous supporter of the college for a very

long time. To Mr. Viall and the other members of the Viall family. Union owes

major assistance in its building program, its scholarship program, and its general

operation. Mr. Viall's readiness to allow the college to make use of his resources has

enabled Union to take advantage of more than one opportunity to improve the

campus, and he has been an important contributor to every fund-raising drive the

college has had for years. He quite firmly refused to accept an honorary degree in

1971 and 1972.

Dr. T. R. Davies of Barbourville, dean of the medical profession in Knox County
and a former trustee of Union College, has been a valued friend and supporter of

the college for a number of years. His most visible, but by no means his only,

contribution is no doubt the practice pipe organ. He was also a generous donor to

the Science Center and the Centennial project to restore the Classroom Building.

Dr. Davies' sister, Ellen Davies
—

"Miss Ellen" to almost everyone—was as fine a

friend as the college and its students have ever had. Miss Ellen, who retired in 1952

after teaching in southeastern Kentucky for forty years, was by no means a wealthy

woman. Though Union College received a very nice bequest from her estate—she

died in 1976—it was not money that the college owed to Miss Ellen. She mothered
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many of the Iranian students who lived near her in the 1970's, without the shghtest

suggestion that they were "strange" or "foreign." Above all, however, she

supported the music program, and she was given an award as "Honorary Patron"

by the music department for her remarkable attendance record at music events.

Nothing illustrates this faithful attendance better than a story that dates from about

1960. Mr. Hays, at that time professor of organ at the college, was scheduled to give

a recital during a morning chapel hour, but the notice in the Advocate gave the time

as 10:00 P.M. On a cold, snowy night, Mr. Hays, who happened to be practicing in

the chapel, found that he had an audience of one. The explanation was that while

Miss Ellen thought that ten o'clock at night was an unlikely time for a recital, shehad

never yet missed one of Mr. Hays's recitals and thought she had better come just in

case! Probably few people realize how much support of this kind is appreciated by
Union's performers— students and faculty—who spend many long hours

rehearsing for various programs. The use of Miss Ellen's bequest for a music

scholarship seems very appropriate.

Within the college community itself, one finds many examples of long, faithful,

and too often unrecognized service. Probably few people are aware that, while

there are only two full-time faculty members teaching in 1978 who were at Union

when President Miller became president, there are at least nine people on the

college payroll who began work at the college before 1959. Pride of place belongs

to Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Creasy (better known to most Unionites as Al and Ethel) who
have cooked for Union students and staff since the days of President Franklin and

President Gross. Ethel began work at Union in 1927, while Al, who began working

on the college farm while taking classes at the college, started in 1934. They

remember the college with only four major buildings—the Classroom Building,

Speed Hall, old Stevenson Hall, and the old gymnasium—plus a one room
maintenance "building" and the two old cottages on campus. They also remember

feeding 145 freshmen, with quite primitive equipment, in 1934. Al and Ethel have

seen, and enjoyed seeing, more students pass through Union than anyone else, and

the college owes them a debt of gratitude.^'* When Union "farmed out" its food

operation to ARA Slater in 1959, the company took over not only the Creasys but

also all other employees who wished to stay." Three employees, known to most

people who frequent either the snack bar or the dining hall, have been at the college

since the mid-fifties—Anne Hammons, Helen Messer, and Vivian Smith.

Longevity is even more noticeable in the maintenance department. Marshall B.

"Bob" Potter, superintendent of buildings and grounds, has "only" been at Union

for about twenty years, but four of the staff, Eugene "Jody" Branstutter, Mitchell

Clark, Elma Croley, and Lenore Croley, have been at the college for more than

twenty-five years, and a fifth, Harold Messer, retired in the spring of 1978 after

exactly twenty-five years of service. Few people appreciate the long hours that are

often involved in keeping the college functioning. During the recurring problems

with the boilers (1976-1977), the entire maintenance department worked

unbehevably long hours, and at one stage Jody Branstutter "baby sat" a sick boiler

night after night! Faculty who rented college houses always appreciated Jody's

ability to fix almost anything, but even more his concern: "Now, if this goes off

again, you just call me even if it's the middle of the night. I don't want you to be

cold." There are many who feel that the college would have to close its doors

without Jody!
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One of the unsung heroes on campus is undoubtedly Milton Townsend, Vice-

President for College Relations and Development. A Union graduate of 1948,

"Milt" returned to the college as director of public relations and alumni affairs in

1951. Not only has he recruited countless students for Union over the years, but he

and his wife, Betty, have also welcomed many of them into their home. His present

title, the last of several used to describe his duties, hides some important things. It

does not show that until the early sixties, Mr. Townsend handled all the coDege

publicity, most of the recruiting, and much of the development. While the role of

the assistant to the president in finance promotion during the late fifties lightened

the load somewhat, Mr. Townsend, even with the evolution of a full-scale

development office from 1961 on, has carried out a bewildering number of duties.

He has also managed to remain Union's most enthusiastic booster. Anyone who has

ever received a letter of thanks from Mr. Townsend's office realizes the extent to

which he always manages to insert a personal touch into even routine matters.

That nonteaching members of the college community are, at least occasionally,

appreciated by a wider circle is indicated by the fact that the Alumni Honorees

have included a number of staff members such as Dorothy Lucas, Registrar (1963),

Dorothy Shaw, Assistant to the Business Manager (1967), Milton Townsend,

Director of College Relations and Development (1968), and Eugene "Jody"

Branstutter, Assistant Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds (1975), and that the

1959 Stespean was dedicated to Ernestine Richardson, Dietician.

No account of Union College would be complete without some warmly
appreciative mention of two campus personalities. Miss Pat and Ed Black. Frances

Patridge came to Union in 1947 as instructor of physical education, later became the

first director of the Student Center, and is, at present, chairwoman of the Division

of Apphed Sciences. She is also the faculty member with the longest period of

service at Union. None of this really explains why Frances Patridge—people almost

forget that she was not christened "Miss Pat"—has been the most popular person on

campus for many years. This can be explained only as the result of her endless

devotion to students, her leadership in organizing and directing student activities,

and simply of her personality. A most appropriate honor came to Miss Pat in 1969

when the Patridge Theta Pi Delta Award was established. Given to a maximum of

ten seniors who have exhibited outstanding qualities of leadership and service to

Union CoUege, the award honors those students who, like Miss Pat, "wish to serve

faithfully."

Edward H. Black ('64) stayed on at Union after graduation in a bewildering

succession of positions—part-time instructor of history, assistant director and then

director of the Student Center, acting dean of men, and, currently, director of

career planning and placement. The offices held do not really explain Ed's

importance at Union. His work with the Student Senate, in which he himself had
been ver> active as a student, and with all kinds of activities during his years of

leadership in the Student Center succeeded because of the rapport he was able to

establish with the students. In the late sixties Ed undoubtedly knew more about

what was going on among the students than anyone else on campus. As one student

wrote: "What's he done? Just ask any one of us!"

Student memories of Union often center on faculty members. One 1973 graduate

spoke of faculty concern for students and faculty members' willingness to take time

to sit down and talk to students as "Union's secret ingredient" and feared, returning
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to Union four years later, that "administrative over-head" and committee busy
work were diluting this resource. Often students remember the gifted "mavericks."

A somewhat eccentric professor of biology impressed his students mightily: "I'll

never forget the morphology of the mosquito since that model sailed across the

room. It scared me out of my wits."^'^ Union's resident maverick for years was Dr.

Frank Merchant, professor of English, who aroused a strong reaction in everyone.

Dr. Merchant challenged his students, listened to them, argued with them, forced

them to use their minds, and sometimes scared them half to death—but he never

bored them! Years later almost every student still has a vivid memory of his classes,

and few teachers are so much visited by former students. Union has been blessed

with many faculty members who in their very different ways have left an indelible

impression on student minds, and many more of them deserve mention than have

received it. Interestingly enough, it is not always the "easy" teachers who are the

most appreciated. One of the great rewards of teaching at Union is having a student

come in and say, "My father (or mother, or friend) said I must take one of your

courses!" Letters from former students consistently make the point that the

professors who challenged them are the ones who had the most influence—even if it

was not always realized at the time.

Even in the 1960's, the rapport between students and faculty was good at Union

College. Over the years, students and former students have found various ways to

honor their professors. Stespean dedications, tree planting, and, more recently, the

Student Senate Distinguished Professor Award all indicate students' concern for

and appreciation of devoted teachers. Stespeans have been dedicated to Dr.

Bradley (1960), Miss Moore (1961), Dr. Marigold (1962), Dr. Steintraus (1963),

Coach Bush (1965), Miss Patridge (1966), Miss Milliken (1967), Dr. Watts (1972),

and Dr. Merchant (1974). Alumni Honoreeshave included Miss Patridge (1959), Dr.

Bradley (1960), Mrs. Townsend (1961), Miss Milliken (1962), Coach Bush (1964),

Dr. Simms (1965), Dean Boyd (1966), Dr. Bobbins (1969), Dr. Gilbert (1972), Mr.

Hacker (1973), President Miller (1974), Coach Moore (1976), Dr. Marigold (1977)

and Dr. Matthews (1978). The pleasant custom of planting a tree on the campus in

honor of a favorite professor seems to have lapsed, and it was apparently never

done regularly. However, Miss Patridge, Miss Wilkes, and Dr. Gilbert are among
those who have been so honored. The Distinguished Professor Award was first

given at Honors Day, 1975, to Dr. Myers (chemistry). It was given in the following

years to Dr. Woody (Enghsh), Dr. Jennings (history), and Mr. Carter (general

science).

While it is obvious that no college can survive in the twentieth century without an

adequate physical plant and without adequate financial resources, it is just as

inconceivable for a college to prosper without the community of people— trustees,

president, administrators, staff, faculty, and students—that really make up the

college. Only people can maintain Union College as a Christian college serving its

region and, through a faculty and student body drawn from across the country and

even from around the world, widening the horizons of that region.

NOTES (Chapter XVI)

•R. Lee Blackwell, Report to the Board of Trustees of Union College, Report # 12, Board of

Trustees, Minutes, May H, 1968.
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^Text of citation for honorary degree, 1968, written by President Miller.

^For a tribute to the Rev. Nevil White, see Report # 9, Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 12,

1974.

''Information about the Parents' Association is taken from filed reports, programs, the

parents' edition of the Union College Bulletin, data supplied by the Office of Development,
and various references in the Trustee Newsletters and Minutes of the Board of Trustees.

5At present (1978) , the following chapters are meeting regularly : Washington, D .C
.

, B oston,

Delaware Valley, North Jersey, Louisville, Dayton-Cincinnati, Fort Lauderdale, Vero Beach.

^That is, the old pool in the basement of the old gymnasium.
^The figures include only donations made through the Alumni Association.

*A11 information about alumni activities is taken from the Annual Report of the Alumni
Office, May 1, 1977, to April 30, 1978, and from conversations with Catherine Faulkner Singer

(April-June, 1978).

^Board of Trustees, Minutes, Jan. 12, 1974.

'"Interview with Mr. and Mrs. Creasy, June 28, 1978.

''Since 1959, all food service employees are employees of ARA Slater and not of Union
College. However, the distinction is not germane to our discussion.

''^Herbert Butler, biology major. Orange and Black, Dec. 25, 1961.
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APPENDIX I

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE TO PART I (1879-1954)

Thanks are due the following persons who were either interviewed or who contributed by
mail.

INTERVIEWS BY E. S. BRADLEY

Annie Albright, April 6, 1953.

Gertrude Black, July 7, 1954.

Pitzer Black, July 7, 1954.

Conway Boatman, May 3, 1954.

Andrew M. Decker, Jr., March 17, 1954.

Hattie Edwards, April 15, 1953.

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Faulkner, March 11, 1954.

Thomas Fuller, March 19, 1954.

Myrtle M inton, April 20, 1953.

Flem D. Sampson, March 20, 1953.

Katherine Van Deusen Sutphen, April 23, 1953-March 3, 1954.

James Tuggle, April 30, 1953.

Mr. and Mrs. James Tuggle, July 8, 1953.

Jesse Tuggle, July 8, 1953.

George Tye, April 29, 1953.

Horace Weaver, March 2, 1954.

LETTERS TO E. S. BRADLEY
Howard P. Donahue, College Hill, Kentucky, Sept. 8, 1953; Nov. 4, 1953.

Eleanor P. Donovan, Elkland, Pennsylvania, March 30, 1954.

James E. Dunning, Los Angeles, California, March 26, 1954.

Joan Easley, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Sept. 1, 1953.

Maureen Faulkner, Berea, Kentucky, March 23, 1954.

Ezra T. Franklin, Fort Wayne, Indiana, March 3, 1954; April 27, 1954.

Grace R. Franklin, Fort Wayne, Indiana, Nov. 13, 1953.

John P. Grider, Ravenna, Ohio, Feb. 2, 1954.

Blanche Griffing, Perryville, Kentucky, July 14, 1953; Aug. 25, 1953.

Mrs. A. D. Grider Hewitt, Kansas City, Missouri, Feb. 23, 1954.

J. E. Matthews, Knoxville, Tennessee, April 21, 1953.

E. R. Overley, Union, South Carolina, March 15, 1954.

Phillip I. Peters, Jeffersonville, Indiana, March 7, 1954.

Percy L. Ports, Arlington, Virginia, Feb. 26, 1954; March 29, 1954.

Delia J. Rankin, San Diego, California, July 12, 1953; Sept. 19, 1953.

Catherine Faulkner Singer, Beech Grove, Indiana, March 11, 1954.

Ida Tribble, College HOI, Kentucky, Nov. 4, 1953.

Oscar Wesley, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Dec. 9, 1953.

George H. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Aug. 3, 1953.

APPENDIX II

THE ORIGINAL ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF UNION COLLEGE
October 18, 1879

This Certificate of Incorporation made and entered into this 18th day of October, 1879, in

pursuance of the provisions contained in Chapter 56 of the General Statutes of Kentucky,
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defining the rights, duties and privileges of Incorporated Companies.

W'itnesseth; That the subscribers hereto, viz: A. H. Harritt, John A. Black, G. M. Parrott, P.

D. Brittain, John Dishman, H. H. Hunter, A. Y. Culton, Jane R. Helton, WiUiam Lock, Jas. D.

Black, John Lay, A. E. Pogue, T>Te G. Gibson, J. T. Wilson, T. S. Wilson, O. P. Hemdon, A. L.

Monroe, J. M. Dishman, Green [sic], J. T. Gibson, W. W. Tinsley, W. B. Anderson, John H.

Wilson, John M. Tinsley, John P. Davis, D. B. Faulkner, J. H. Brafford, W. W. Sawders, T. J.

Wyatt, J. R. Sawyers, J. M. Stewart, E. E. Sawyers, J. H. Tinsley, John B. Jones, J. A.

Baughman.

All being citizens of the United States and being desirous of forming a Corporation for the

purpose of founding, establishing and carrying on an Institution of Learning at Barbourville,

Knox Count}-, Kentucky, To be known as Union College of Barbourville, do make this

Certificate of Incorporation in writing and State and certif)- the following particulars; viz:

1st. The Corporate name of the Company hereby organized. Shall be Union College

Corporation, and its principal place of business shall be at the town of Barbourville, Knox

Count\', Kentucky.

2nd. The object of the formation of said Corporation shall be to found, establish and carry

on said Union College of Barbourville, Kentucky.

3rd. The amount of Capital stock of said corporation shall be, nomily [i.e. nominally]

Twenty- Thousand Dollars, di\-ided into shares of twenty- dollars each.

4th. The term of existence of said corporation shall be Twenty five years from the filing of

this instrument in the proper office for record.

5th. The affairs of the Corporation shall be conducted by a Board of Directors composed of

a President, \lce President, Sec't\', Treasurer and Attorney, and Two other members of the

company.

6th. The names of the officers who shall service the first year are A.. H. Harrit [sic],

President, W. W. Sawyers, \^ice President, James D. Black, Secretary-, Green Elliott,

Treasurer, and John Dishman, Attorney, and Peter Hinkle and W. B. Anderson.

7th. Annually after the first year the officers shall be elected by the stock holders

representing the paid up shares.

8th. The stock subscribed shall be paid in at such times and in such amounts as shall be

ordered by the Board of Directors.

9th. The indebtedness of the Corporation shall at no time exceed two thirds of the amount

of Capital stock subscribed.

10th. The pri\-ate and individual property of the members of the Incorporation, officers and

stock holders shall not be liable for the payment of the debts of the Corporation.

APPENDIX III

LEADING STOCKHOLDERS OF THE UNION COLLEGE CORPORATION

Name Amount contributed

°W. \\. Sawyers (and Company) $438

J. T. Gibson 405

"Green Elliott 400

John Dishman 330

John A. Black 240

"James H. Tinsley 235

A. H. Harritt and wife 212

W. B. Anderson 169

Archibald Brittain 100

Peter Hinkle 100
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William Lock 100

David Lyttle 100

Thomas Wyatt 100

•Each received $50 (2 shares) additional credit for services to the Corporation.

(Data collected from the account book of Green Elliott, Treasurer of the Union College

Corporation)

APPENDIX IV

FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT OF UNION COLLEGE IN THE LONDON ECHO
December 12, 1879

A company with a capital stock of $70,000 has been duly organized to estabhsh the above

named institution. This enterprise is designed to fill a long felt want in Eastern Kentucky, East

Tennessee and Western Virginia. Steps have been taken looking to the erection of suitable

college buildings which will be completed at an early date.

Under the title, "Union College," it is designed to combine three departments, classical,

business and normal. The institution will not be under partisan or sectarian control. It will be

open to all denominations and to both sexes.

It is intended to begin a semi-annual session about January 5, 1880. The rates of tuition and

the names of the faculty will be announced in due course of time.

APPENDIX V

ADDRESS BY DR. DANIEL STEVENSON
IN CONFERRING DEGREES UPON THE FIRST GRADUATING CLASS

June 8, 1893

It is now my privilege, honored seniors, to address you briefly. Faithful students, you have

been with us more than four years. The road through which you have come to this hour has

been tortuous and difficult, and there have been times when without doubt you have been

discouraged and nearly ready to give up, for the way of the learner is not always lined with

roses; it is often beset with thorns. However, after much labor and great effort you have

finished the course prescribed by this college for those who, as time goes on, may wish to

receive its honors.

I congratulate you that you have been thought worthy to receive the reward of all your

labors, and, now, giving you your diplomas, I wish for you prosperity in all your future and

pray that, in your entire journey through hfe, you may honor the name of your Alma Mater.

You are her first grown sons, and it will be incumbent upon you to act as examples for all her

younger children.

Sending you from our halls, let me give you our most heart felt blessings. May you strive so

to live that no preparations will have to be made by you, when you come to the end of this life

but you will be able to die in peace, sustained by the hope of eternal life.

I give to you now these evidences of your faithfulness and learning: James Perry- Faulkner,

accept this diploma. John Elbert Thomas, accept this diploma.

(Translation from the Latin

by James P. Faulkner, 1936)
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APPENDIX VI

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF UNION COLLEGE
April 26, 1922

We, E. R. Overley, F. W. Harrop, \\. \\. Shepherd, Alvis S. Bennett, C. B. Nordeman, A. B.

Comett, J. M. Literal, H. E. Bullock, E. P. Hall, E. T. Franklin, A. M. Decker, and James D.

Black, all resident citizens of Kentucky and over the age of twenty-one years, hereby associate

ourselves together to establish a corporation to transact, promote, conduct and carr>- on the

business, object and purposes herein stated and at the place and under the name herein stated,

as follows, namel>':

First, The name of the corporation hereby estabhshed is Union College.

Second, Barbourville is the name of the City and Knox is the name of the County—both in the

State of Kentucky—in which the principal office and place of business of said corporation

shall be located.

Third, The business, object and purposes contemplated and proposed to be transacted,

promoted and carried on by said corporation are to make and constitute Union College a legal

entity and corporate person, that it may, in its said corporate name, continue, enlarge,

improve, perpetuate, manage, operate and administer Union College as an institution for the

promotion of liberal education, devote its efforts and being to the interests of christian

education and to quahfy and equip men and women to engage creditably in the several

emplo>Tnents, callings and avocations of peaceful and progressive society- and to discharge

honorably and usefully the various duties of life; to confer by said college upon

recommendation of the faculty' of the said college and the election by its Board of Trustees, on

students of said college who may be considered worthy and proficient, such academical and

collegiate degrees as are usually conferred by the standard colleges in the United States of

America, and to confer the usual honorary degrees upon such other persons as shall likewise

be recommended and elected for that purpose; to continue perpetually and to remain in

perpetual succession in its corporate name, with power to make contracts and to sue in the

courts of justice; to acquire, hold and take in the manner provided by law, and use for the

purposes aforesaid and as hereinafter stated and necessary to those ends, property' both real

and personal, and to accept and appropriate donations, bequests, legacies, gifts,

subscriptions, leases, demises, money and other obligations given or promised to said college,

and tuition, incomes, and to borrow money when necessary but within the limit of

indebtedness hereinafter stated, and to control, manage, use and dispose of all same in such

manner as shall seem best adapted to promote the afore named objects and purposes of the

college.

But none of said property or objects of said college is to be used or employed for gain or

from which any private pecuniary profit is to be derived, but, on the contrary, all of said

property and its income and the use thereof are to be devoted solely to the cause and in behalf

of education as aforesaid and as contemplated by Section 170 of the Constitution of Kentucky,

and exempt from taxation.

Fourth, The incorporators hereinbefore named and herein provided for and their successors

shall be called Trustees, and shall have authority from time to time, in collaboration with the

faculty, to prescribe and regulate the course of study to be pursued in said college; they shall

also have authority to fix the rate of tuition, board, room rent and other college expenses, to

appoint the President and other members of the faculty of the college, and such other officers

and agents as may be deemed needful in the management and conduct of the concerns and

interests of the said college, to define their duties, the duties of other officers and employes,

[sic], if any, to fix all salaries, and to displace and remove the President and any member of the

faculty or any of said officers or agents or employees; to acquire land and to cause to be

erected necessary buildings, to purchase or secure books and chemicals, physical and other

I
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apparatus and other suitable instrumentalities or means necessary for the promotion of the

objects and purposes of said college, to put in operation, if the Trustees deem that expedient, a

system of manual labor and any other activities for the purpose of promoting the health of the

students and lessening the expense of their education, to conduct a correspondence school, to

make rules for the general management of the affairs of the college and for the regulation of

the conduct of the students, and to add, as the ability of said corporation shall increase and the

interest of the college may require, additional departments for any and all of the liberal

professions.

Fifth, The corporation hereby established is to begin business when these Articles shall be
filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Kentucky and a certificate of that fact is issued

by said Secretary and continue perpetually. It shall have no capital stock. It shall have a

corporate seal which it may change as it may see fit. It may adopt by-laws, rules and

regulations for the management and administration of its affairs not inconsistent with these

Articles or of the Constitution of the United States or the Constitution of Kentucky of any laws

of the United States, or of said State. And it shall have an agent on whom process may be
executed.

Sixth, The Board of Trustees shall consist of not less than eighteen nor more than twenty-seven

individuals, at least two-thirds of whom shall be members of the Board of Education of the

Kentucky Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. The number to be elected

annually and the term of service shall be determined by the by-laws. This said Board of

Trustees is empowered to supervise the affairs of the corporation. In addition to the above

Trustees, the President of said College and the resident Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal

Church shall be ex-officio members of said Board. A number of Trustees equal to a majority

of those elected shall constitute a quorum authorized to transact business. And the

incorporators whose names are subscribed hereto shall constitute the Board of Trustees until

the full complement of Trustees shall be elected, which election shall be had during and at the

place of the Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church to be held in Kentucky in

the year 1922.

Two-thirds of theTrustees shall be elected by the Kentucky Annual Conference, from the

Board of Education of said Conference, and they shall be known as Conference Trustees. Of

the remainder, one-third may be elected by the Baccalaureate Alumni of Union College, who
shall be called Alumni Trustees, and two-thirds by the Board of Trustees, who shall be called

Trustees at Large.

The Board of Trustees may elect its President, one or more Vice-presidents, a Secretary and

Treasurer and such other officers as it may see fit. The offices of Secretary and Treasurer may
be held by one and the same person, and the Treasurer shall execute bond to the Board of

Trustees with good and sufficient surety to be fixed by the said Board of Trustees and

conditioned for the faithful performance of his duties as Treasurer, said duty among other

things being to account from time to time to the Board of Trustees for all money and other

property which he may receive or which may come into his hands.

Seventh, The corporation shall not incur an indebtedness exceeding at any time $100,000.00

and the private and individual property of the incorporators or of their successors as trustees

in office, or of any one of them, shall not be subject to the payment of any of the corporate

indebtedness.

And should said college cease to function as aforesaid, all its property shall then and in that

event revert to the Board of Education of the Kentucky Annual Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal Church.

The names and places of residence of these incorporators are written herein below

following.

This given under our hands this 26 day of April 1922.

NOTE: The above Articles of Incorporation were amended eight times before 1970. None of

these amendments can be regarded as substantive, for they involve only changes in the name
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of the sponsoring church and its conferences (United Methodist Church instead of Methodist

Episcopal Church, for example) and increases in the amount of permitted indebtedness. A
more comprehensive amendment in 1970, the last to date, contains a number of provisions,

including some that alter the composition of the Board of Trustees. The number of trustees is

set at 30-60. The sponsoring conferences (Kentucky and Louisville) each elect 3/10

(Conference Trustees), the Board of Trustees elects 3/10 (Trustees at Large), and 1/10 is

elected by the alumni (Alumni Trustees.) However, one of the Alumni Trustees is to be

elected by the student body. The Conference Trustees are elected by the respective

conferences on recommendation of Union's Board of Trustees and nomination by the

conferences' Boards of Education.

APPENDIX VII

ALMA MATER

Original Version by Abigail E. Weeks

Girt with many a grand old mountain

Stands our college dear,

While the Cumberland sings only"

Praise for her to hear.

UNION COLLEGE—Ahna Mater,

We would praise thee, too.

For the strength of precepts taught us;

We'll to them be true.

For the many lessons learned here

Life shall nobler be:

Strength and honor, courage, wisdom.

Truth, sincerity.

Alma Mater—Dear old Union,

Thine our hearts will be

As we journey down life's pathway

To eternity.

For the greatest of all lessons

Praise is ever thine:

Faith in God and in our brother.

Service, too, sublime;

As we go to do our life's work**

We shall masters be

If we're loyal to the precepts

Taught so well by thee.

CHORUS
UNION COLLEGE—Dear Old UNION-
UNION, strong and free,

Loyal sons and daughters ever

We will live for thee.

* Present version: While the Cumberland sings ever
* 'Present version: As we go to meet life's confhct.

We shall victors be.
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APPENDIX VIII

PRESIDENTS OF UNION COLLEGE

Harritt, Abraham H., 1879-1882.

Poynter, Thomas Clay, 1882-1884.

Grider, Hartford P., 1884-1886.

Dains, George H. (Acting), 1886-1888.

Stevenson, Daniel, 1888-1897.

Faulkner, James P., 1897-1905.

Easley, James W., 1905-1910.

Black, James D., 1910-1912.

Ports, Percy L., 1912-1914.

Overley, Emery R. (Nominal), 1914-1915. \ joint
Lewis, B.C. (Vice-President and Business Manager), 1914-1915. / Administration
FrankUn, Ezra T., 1915-1928.

No president for two months, Dec. 1928 to Feb. 1929.

Gross, John Owen, 1929-1938.

Boatman, Conway, 1938-1959.

Miller, Mahlon A., 1959-

APPENDIX IX

UNION COLLEGE FACULTY, 1879-Summer 1978

NOTE: It was felt that a list of faculty members at Union College from its beginnings to the

present would be of considerable interest and historical value. Compiling such a list has

proved to be incredibly difficult, and the resulting compilation makes no claims to either

completeness or accuracy.

There are two distinct sections, each containing problems of its own. The list of faculty up
to 1954 was compiled mainly by Dr. E. S. Bradley, although only the first page of it was
published in the college history of 1954. A faculty committee apparently worked on the same
period in 1953-1954. Hembree included a faculty list in his history of Union College, but it is

very inaccurate and incomplete for the early years. The 1954 list has been taken over here,

with such corrections and additions as it was possible to make, and with the addition of faculty

members down to the end of the Boatman administration in 1959. Dr. Bradley did an amazing

job of compiling the list for the early years when college catalogues are frequently missing,

incomplete, or damaged. His work could not possibly be duplicated today! Everyone who
has worked on these early lists is aware that there are both gaps and mistakes, but it is felt that

the advantages of publishing a list outweigh the disadvantages. Any corrections or additions

would be gratefully received.

Aside from the problems just mentioned, the main problem is dating. Since the college

catalogue is normally printed in the spring, it usually includes those who were at the college

the previous September— that is, a catalogue dated 1955-1956 actually contains a list of the

teaching faculty for the year 1954-1955. Occasionally, however, the catalogue may include

people already hired for the coming year. It should be added that it is impossible to be sure

that all catalogues were published in the spring and that they all conform to the above pattern.

ITie resulting possibihties for confusion are obvious. Some dates may well be off a year in
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either direction, and there is a distinct possibihtv' that a faculty' member who came for only

one semester may not show up in the catalogue at all. The minutes of the Board of Trustees can

solve some problems, but they occasionally create others! Particular!)' during the mid-fifties

to mid-sixties, the minutes often record the hiring of people who, in fact, never came!

Stespeans have provided a check in some cases. The file of faculty' members from the Alumni
Office is invaluable. However, when the various sources disagree, as they often do, about the

dates of service of an indi\'idual faculty member, it is often nearly impossible to decide which

source is correct.

The two parts of the list do not treat part-time faculty in the same way. In the list down to

1954, no attempt was made to distinguish between part-time and full-time teachers, although

people who taught onl>- during the summer were apparently not included. A different

principle has been applied for the Miller administration. The increase in the number of part-

time, adjunct, summer, and extension faculty members has been phenomenal. \'aluable

though the contribution of many of these people has been, it does not seem feasible to add

some 150 names to an already long list. Therefore, the list contains only a few part-time faculty'

members—those who taught at Union for five years or more and those who taught onl>' part-

time but who were full-time employees of the college. Faculty' members who taught part-time

in some years and full-time in others \\dll be listed only for the years during which they taught

full-time.

Finally', a few people have been included who were not primarily teaching faculty— deans,

campus ministers, and deans of students.

Regarding format:

1. Women's married names have been given only in those cases where both husband and

wife taught.

2. In cases where a person held multiple positions, no attempt has been made to indicate the

dates of the various positions or their sequence.

3. Normally, the two highest degrees are given. Others have been added as seemed
appropriate. A person who earned a higher degree after leaving Union will be listed without

that degree.

4. A faculty member is listed under all administrations during which he or she taught at

Union.

5. The following system has been used throughout the entire list:

1956- indicates that the faculty member continued into the next administration.

(1956)- means that the faculty member began teaching in an earlier administration.

(1956)-1975 indicates that the faculty member came during a previous administration and

left during the one under discussion.

(1905-1908); 1946-1948; (1956-1959) indicates that the faculty member taught during a

previous administration, returned during the administration under discussion, and also

returned during a later administration, but that the employment was not continuous.

; indicates that information is not available.

I. The Administrations of Harritt, Poynter, and Grider, 1879-1886

Bland, Edwin (Edward?) O., A.M.; Latin, English; 1879-1881.

Chapman, Jessie, ; Music; 1879-1880.

Clagett, Annie, ; Art; 1884-1885.

Clagett, J. H., ; Religion (?); 1884-1885.

Clagett, Lula Northcut (Northcott?) (Mrs. J. H.), ; Music; 1884-1885.

Decker, A. M., ; Primary Assistant; 1880-1881.

Douglas, Mollie, ; Music; 1881.

Frasey, Mr., ; Music; Spring, 1882.

Goetz, Francis, Diploma, Berhn Conservatory; Music; 1885-

Goetz, Mrs. Francis, ; Music; 1885-

Gordon, Anna (Sara?), ; Music; 1882-1884.
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Greathouse, Mr., ; ; 1882.

Grider, Hartford P., A.B.; President, academic subjects; 1884-1886.

Grider, John, ; Primary grades; January-June, 1886.

Grider, Mollie (Mrs. H. P.), ; Primary grades; 1884-1885.

Griffing, Sarah Poynter, ; Primary Principal; 1882-1884.

Harris, ; ; Spring, 1882.

Harritt, Abraham H., A.M.; President, Mathematics, Belles-Lettres; 1879-1882.

Harritt, Josephine (Mrs. A. H.), ; Primary grades; 1880-1882.

Hultz, Mary, ; Primary grades; 1882-1883.

Mayes, Lillian,
; Music; 1881-1882.

Northcut (Northcott?), Lula, see Clagett.

Perry, Mr., ;
; 1882.

Poynter, Thomas Clay, A.B.; President, academic subjects; 1882-1884.

II. The Administrations of Dains, Stevenson, and Faulkner, 1886-1905

Adkinson, Jennie, ; Music; 1902-1903.

Bowmer, (Bowman?), Mary E., ; Music; 1890-1891.

Corwine, J. D. H., A.M.; Principal; 1887.

Dains, Emma VVykes (Mrs. G. H.), ; English and Latin; 1886-1889.

Dains, George H., A.M.; Principal, Acting President (1886-1888); 1886-1889.

Dains, Mrs. (mother of George H. Dains), ; Assistant in Primary'; 1886-1888.

Davis, George H., ; Principal; 1887.

England, Maude, ; Assistant in Primary; 1891-1892.

Faulkner, James P., A.B., A.M.; President (1897-1905); Latin, Mathematics, Physics,

Astronomy, Mental and Moral Science, Philosophy, History; 1892-1905.

Fellows, C. Ethel, ; Music; 1903-1904.

Franklin, Ada, ; Intermediate and Primary; 1892-1893.

Gardiner, Wesleyana, M.E.Litt.; History, Principal of Primary and Intermediate; 1889-1895.

Goetz, Francis, Diploma, Berlin Conservatory; Music; (1885)-1887.

Goetz, Mrs. Francis, ; Music; (1885)-1887.

Gortner, Rose M., M.S.; Mathematics, Literature; 1902-1903.

Gray, Nettie, ; Primary; 1887-1889.

Hancock, George E., A.B., M.A.; Physics, Astronomy, Latin, Sciences; 1896-1899.

Harris, Anna, A.B.; Primary and Intermediate; 1897-1899.

Harrop, Arthur H., A.B.; Latin, Greek, Vice-President; 1894-1895.

Johnson, Mayme H., A.B.; Principal of Intermediate; 1902-1905.

Leshe, Angia E., ; Principal of Primary; 1900-1902.

Lewis, B. C, ; Principal of Normal; 1903-1904; (1907-1912; 1913-1915).

Lock, May E., A.B.; Primary; 1897-1899.

Lock, Sarah Elizabeth, A. B.; Principal ofPrimary and Intermediate, Literature, Mathematics,

History; 1895-1905.

Pollard, Jerree A., ; Music; 1900-1902.

Rector, Fred C, A.B.; Vice-President (1893-1894), Latin, Greek; 1893-1894.

Robsion, John M., ; Principal of Normal; 1902-1903.

Shaw, William E., A.M.; Greek, Mathematics; 1889-1893.

Stevenson, Daniel, A.B., D.D.; President (1888-1897), Mental and Moral Philosophy, Latin,

Theology; 1888-1897.

Thomas, J. E., A.B., B.D.; Theology; 1898-1900.

Tinsley, Daisy C, A.B.; Music; 1895-1899.

Tinsley, Ella, M.E.Litt.; Music; 1889-1890; 1891-1895.

Weaver, Effie L., ; Principal of Primary, Intermediate; 1902-

Wilson, Clayborn S., A.B.; Normal and Intermediate; 1901.
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Wilson, George H., A.B.; Vice-President, Latin, Civics, English and American Literature,

Greek, Political Economy; 1895-1905.

Wykes, Emma, see Dains.

III. The Administrations of Easley, Black, Ports, and Overley, 1905-1915

Baker, WUliam M., ; Music; 1913-

Ballinger, Amelia, ; Intermediate; 1914-1915.

Black, James D., A.B.; President (1910-1912), Civics, Economics, English; 1910-1912.

Bonar, Elizabeth, A.B.; English; 1907-1908.

Brooks, T. Latimer, A.B.; Mathematics, Astronomy; 1906-1907.

Brown, Charles L., B.E.; Mathematics; 1912-1913.

Cass, George W., A.B.; Latin Language and Literature, Librarian; 1905-1907.

Chrisman, Lewis H., A.B.; English; 1908-1910.

Coates, Hubert B., A.B.; Latin, Greek; 1907-1908.

Cole, Ida M., ; Music; 1913-1914.

Creal, Nettie, ; Bookkeeping; 1913-

Davis, Mae S., see Suter-Davis, Mae.

Davis, Mary E., ; Primary; 1913-

Decker, Jessie, A.B.; Intermediate; 1912-1913.

Dunning, James E., A.B.; Mathematics; 1905-1906.

Easley, James W., A.M., B.D.; President (1905-1910), Philosophy, Ethics, Logic, Sociology,

History, Economics, Civics; 1905-1910.

Easley, Joan, ; Music; 1909-1910.

Edwards, Wilbur S., ; Grammar Room; 1914-

Faris, Lucy, ; Preparatory, English; 1907-1910.

Ficken, Hilbert T., A.B.; Latin, Greek; 1908-1910.

Fritsche, A. Carrie, ; Music; 1905-1906.

Grebe, Marie, ; German, French; 1907-1908.

Harrop, F. W., ; English Bible; 1911-1912.

Howard, J. T., Jr., ; Principal of Business School; 1913-1914.

Lenhardt, Marthe L., A.B.; German, French, Latin; 1911-1912.

Lewis, B. C, ; Latin, Principal of Normal Department; Vice-President and

business Manager (1914-1915); (1903-1904); 1907-1912; 1913-1915.

Lilleston, Mattie D., — ; Music; 1911-1913.

Lovelace, Margaret, ; Music; 1913-1915.

Mace, Edgar S., ; History, Economics, Civics; 1908-1910.

Morey, Angela, ; Expression, Physical Culture; 1912-1913.

Milward, Susan A., ; Mathematics, French; 1910-1912.

Oldfield, Hugh M., A.B.; Principal of Normal, Band Director, German; 1912-1913.

Overley, Emery R., ; Nominal President (1914-1915), Field Agent, Bible,

Vice-President; 1913-

Patterson, Mary A., A.B.; French Language and Literature; 1905-1907.

Pitman, Henry L., A.B.; Commercial Department; 1908-1911.

Ports, Percy L., A.B., B.S.; Vice-President (1911), President (1912-1914),

Civics, Economics, Mathematics, Science; 1905-1914.

Powell, Leona M., A.B.; Greek Language and Literature, German; 1905-1907.

Ramsey, Molhe, ; Stenography; 1913-1914.

Reibold, George H., B.S., B.S.D.; Dean of Faculty, Pedagogy; 1905-1907.

Rickets, Harry W., A.B.; X'icePresident (1913-1914), Dean (1914), German,
Greek, Latin, History; 1910-1915.

Rowland, Charles L., — ; Music; 1912-1913.
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Sandusky, Roberta A., ; Primary and Intermediate; 1910-1913.

Sartain, Daisy D., ; Music; 1906-1907.

Schwartz, Franklin C, A.B.; Natural Sciences; 1912-1913.

Sevier, Marena, A.B.; Intermediate; 1913-1914.

Simms (Sims?), Algin, ; Physics, Shop; 1912-1914. (Music; 1921-1924).

Spratt, Margaret, ; Art; 1914-1915.

Stansberry, Hattie Jean, ; ; 1909-1910.

Suter-Davis, Mae, ; Expression, Physical Culture; 1913-1914; (1923-1924).

Sutphen, Katherine Van Deusen, Graduate Soloist's Diploma, New England Conservatory
of Music; Music; 1905-1908; (1927-1928); (1932-1954).

Swearingen, Eva, ; Art; 1911-1914.

Walker, Hallie L., ; Domestic Science; 1912-1913.

Weaver, Effie L., ; Intermediate; (1902-)-1907.

Weaver, Emma N., ; Primary; 1905-1907.

Weeks, Abigail E., Ph.B., A.M.; EngHsh, History; 1905-1907; 1910-1915; (1917-1937).

West, Louise, B.S.; Expression; 1914-

IV. The Administration of Ezra T. Franklin, 1915-1928

Abbey, Iris, A.B.; Latin, German; 1916-1917.

Ahler, Charles E., ; Music (Instruments); 1918-1922; 1928-

Anderson, T. M., D.D.; Bible, Homiletics; 1916-1918.

Atkinson, T. P., A.B.; Latin, German, French; 1915-1916.

Baker, William M., ; Violin; (1913)-1916.

Bancroft, T. V., ; French; 1921-1922.

Bamhill, Mary E., L.L.B.; Academy English, Academy Latin; 1925-1926.

Beard, Fern, ; Home Economics; 1919-1920.

Bennett, Robert H., A.B.; Science, Mathematics; 1918-1920.

Bennett, WiUiam, ; Latin; 1925-1927.

Black, Evelyn, ; Expression, Dramatics; 1926-1927.

Bos, Jacob, A.M., Ph.D.; Latin, Greek, Rehgious Education; 1922-1924.

Boyle, Cleo, B.S.; Home Economics; 1924-1926.

Brady, Arva L., A.B.; Expression; 1917-1919.

Bromley, C. A., A.B., A.M.; English Bible; 1916-1917.

Brothers, Chester R., A.B.; Science, Mathematics; 1919-1920.

Burnett, R. Edward, ; Sub-academic; 1917-1923.

Burton, Lola M., B.Mus.; Music; 1928-1929.

Campbell, Florence M., ; Music; 1918-1921.

Carter, Esther M., A.B., A.M.; Academy English and Latin; 1923-1925.

Carter, Laura M., ; Piano; 1919-1922.

Gate, Florence M., A.B., A.M.; Latin, French; 1928-

Chatham, Ora, ; Academy English and History; 1915-1916.

Cline, Wilma, B.E.; Expression; 1920-1921.

Cook, , ; Education, History; 1925-1926.

Cramer, R. B., A.B.; Biblical Literature and Missions; 1919-1920.

Creal, NetHe, ; Business; (1913)-1918.

Davis, Mae S., see Suter-Davis, Mae.

Davis, Mary E., ; Primary; (1913)-1917.

Day, Sterling A., A.B.; Science, Mathematics; 1918-1919.

Denny, J. W., ; Music; 1926-1927.

Doop-Smith, Etna, A.B., A.M.; English; 1927-

Dyer, Walter, A.B., M.S.; Chemistry, Physics; 1925-
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Edwards, Hattie Decker (Mrs. W. S.), ; Art; 1917-1918.

Edwards, Wilbur S., ; Grammar; (1914)-1917.

Fields, Leah, A.B.; Latin, French; 1919-1921.

Flemming, Mildred, ; Piano; 1922-1924.

Franklin, Ezra T., A.B., M.A., B.Pd; President, Theology, Philosophy,

Bible; 1915-1928.

Franklin, Grace R. (Mrs. E. T.), A.B., B.S.; German, History, Academy
]

English and History; 1919-1923; 1925-

Franklin, Samuel P., A.B., A.M.; Psychology, Education; 1921-1924.

Funk, T. M., A.B.; Mathematics, Athletics; 1923-1926.

Haas, O. C., A.B.; Biblical Literature; 1918-1920.
I

Hawkins, Bertha J., ; Expression, PubHc Speaking; 1919-1920.

Hayes, Fred E., A.B., A.M.; History; 1923-1926.
I

Heger, Mabelle, Diploma, Cincinnati Conservatory; Music; 1920-1923. '

Hewes, George C, B.S., S.T.B.; Science, Mathematics; 1920-1924.
I

Hillers, C. E., ; Science; 1924-1925. I

Hinkle, J. Milton, A.B., S.T.B.; Dean, Philosophy, Theology; 1918-1920.
)

Humfleet, Daniel M., A.B.; Normal, Academy; 1915-

Hyde, Arthur M., A.M., Ph.D.; History; 1927-

Jones, Mary L., A.B.; Expression, Public Speaking; 1920-1924.

Kelley, Hortense, ; Business; 1916-1918.

Kemp, \'era P., ; Music; 1919-1920.

Kenyon, Jay B., A.B.; Dean, Science, Mathematics; 1915-1918.

Kinsolving, Wythe, A.M.; Latin, French; 1927-1928.

Kramer, Georgia R., ; Home Economics; 1927-1928.

Langdon, Lester E., A.B.; EngHsh, French; 1916-1917.

Lawson, Henry, ; Academy Mathematics; 1928-1929.

Ligon, Mary, ; Intermediate; 1915-1917.

Long, Amye W., ; Piano, Voice; 1924-1925.

Lundin, Hilda, A.M., Ph.D.; Histor>', Social Sciences; 1922-1923.

Matheny, Francis E., A.M., M.Pd.; Dean, Psychology, Education; 1924-1925.

Maxey, Mary, A.B., B.Mus.; Voice; 1915-1916.

McKeehan, Mar>', ; Piano, Voice; 1925-1926.

Minton, Mary M., A.B.; Spanish; 1918-1920.

Moon, Emma L., A.B., A.M.; Romance Languages; 1923-1924.

Murphy, Mildred E., ; Expression, Physical Training; 1921-1923.

Nunvar, Francis A., Diploma, Berlin, Leipzig, Munich Conservatories; Music; 1922-1924.

Nunvar, Mrs. Francis A., ; Voice; 1922-1924.

Overley, Emer>- R., ; Nominal President (1914-1915), \'ice-President and

Field Agent, Bible; (1913)-1916.
;

Peavy, I. B., B.E., M.E., M.Pd., M.S.; Education, Normal, Biology; 1920-
;

Rackley, Lloyd E., B.S., A.M.; History, Education; 1926-1927.

Rains, Jessica T., ; Music; 1915-1918.

Rippere, John B., M.A., L.H.D.; French, Latin; 1924-1927.

Ross, Ria L., ; Assistant in Conservatorv'; 1919-1920.

Ryder, George M., A.B., B.D.; Dean, Greek, Theology, Bible; 1919-1922.

Sawyer, Rebecca, A.B.; Academy History; 1925-1928.

Sevier, Cora, ; Art; 1915-1917; Swimming; 1915-1917; 1920-1927.

Sewell, Clo Era, ; Expression; 1925-1926.

Shaqj, Sallie W., ; Expression; 1919-1920.

Sims (Simms?), Algin, ; Music (Instruments); 1921-1924. (Physics, Shop; 1912-1914).

Smith, Charles C, A.M., S.T.M., D.D.; Bible, Moral Philosophy,

Ethics, Dean; 1927-

V

I
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Smith, Etna Doop, see Doop-Smith, Etna.

Steacy, Frederick W., A.M., Ph.D.; Education; 1927-

Suter-Davis, Mae, ; Expression, Pubhc Speaking; (1913-1914); 1923-1924.

Sutphen, Katherine Van Deusen, Graduate Soloist's Diploma, New England
Conservatory of Music; Music; (1905-1908); 1927-1928; (1932-1954).

Taylor, Nannie L., ; Business; 1918-1925.

Tripp, Vivian G., ; Music; 1917-1918.

Trosper, W. B., ; Physical Education; 1920-1923.

Vanhoesen, Agnes L., A.B.; French, German; 1917-1920.

Vogel, C. E., ; Dean, Bible, Religious Education; 1924-1926.

Von Waldheim, Florence, ; Romance Languages; 1922-1923.

Wahl, Helen, B.S.; Home Economics; 1922-1923.

Weeks, Abigail E., A.B., A.M.; English, Librarian; (1905-1907; 1910-1915); 1917-

West, Louise, B.S.; Expression, Physical Culture; (1914)-1916.

Whittington, Blanche, ; Home Economics; 1920-1922.

Wilcox, Laura M., A.B.; Piano; 1918-1919.

WilHams, Stanley E., ; Violin; 1916-1918.

Wolfe, John B., A.B.; Mathematics; 1926-

Wright, Herbert W., A.B., M.S.; Physics, Chemistry; 1924-1925.

Yates, Lawrence B., A.B.; Latin, Greek; 1917-1919.

V. The Administration of John Owen Gross, 1929-1938

Abler, Charles E., ; Music; (1918-1922); (1928)-1931; 1934-1938.

Bacon, J. R., A.B.; Coach, Physical Education; 1929-

Burgess, Frank K., A.B., M.A.; Registrar, Mathematics, Education; 1935-

Campbell, Mary, see Gray.

Carpenter, Meredith G., A.B., A.M.; Education; 1931-1937.

Case, Cleona, B.S., B.S. in L.S.; Librarian; 1938-

Cate, Florence M., A.B., A.M.; Latin, French; (1928)-1930.

Catron, Tom, A.B.; English, History; 1929-1930.

Chestnut, Glenn, A.B.; Art; 1933-1934.

Chrysler, Lyle L., A.B., A.M.; History; 1936-

Clark, Buford, A.B., A.M.; Physical Education; 1936-1939.

Cobb, Emerson G., B.A., M.S.; Chemistry; 1934 plus summers.

Corwin, Euphemia K., Ph.B., B.L.S.; Librarian; 1934-1936.

Dildine, Mary EUen, A.B., B.S.; Librarian; 1934-1936.

Doop-Smith, Etna, A.B., A.M.; English; (1927)-1930.

Dyer, Walter, A.B., M.S.; Chemistry, Physics; (1925)-1929.

Eaton, Claribel R., A.B.; English, Dean of Women; 1930-1933.

Eiselen, Elizabeth, A.B., A.M.; Physical Science, Dean of Women; 1934-1938.

Eversole, Ethel G., B.S.M.; Piano, Voice; 1929-1932.

Faulkner, Catherine, A.B.; French, English; 1933-1937.

Feltner, A. B., ; Biology; 1929-1930.

Foote, F. J., ; Physics; 1931-1936.

Franklin, Grace R. (Mrs. E. T.), A.B., B.S.; German, History, Academy English;

(1919-1923); (1925)-1929.

Franz, Hilda, A.B.; Physical Education; 1932-1933.

Gibson, Alberta Lotspeich (Mrs. Byron), ; Enghsh, Physical Education; 1933-1934.

Gibson, Byron H., A.M., Ph.D.; English; 1932-

Gilmore, Esther E., A.B., M.S.; Natural Science; 1931-1932.

Gilmore, W. F., ; Art; 1936-
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Gray, Mary Campbell, A.B., M.S.; Biology; 1937-

Gray, Wayne T., A.M., Ph.D.; Economics, Sociology; 1930-

Gross, John Owen, A.B., S.T.B., D.D.; Bible, President; 1929-1938.

Haswell, Georgia M., A.B., A.M.; Dean of Women, Mathematics, Physics; 1929-

Humfleet, Daniel M., A.B.; Normal, Academy; (1915)-1930.

Hyde, Arthur M., A.M., Ph.D.; History; (1927)-

Knuckles, W. L., ; English; 1929-1930.

Laymon, Charles M., A.B., S.T.B.; Bible, Philosophy; 1935-

Lotspeich, Alberta, see Gibson.

Luten, Inez, ; English; 1933-1938.

McGalliard, Louis, A.B., M.A.; Dean of Women, English; 1937-1939.

Moore, Kathleen, A.B., M.A.; Elementary Education; 1937-

Morgan, Kelley, ; Geometry; 1929-1930.

Murphy, Mildred E., ; Physical Education; 1929-1933.

Myers, Nancy, A.B., M.A.; French; 1930-

Ogg, Earl F., A.B., A.M.; Chemistry; 1930-1932.

O'Kelley, Arlie A., A.B., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1929-1930.

Owens, Jean P., B.Mus.; Piano, Organ; 1935-1938.

Peavy, I. B., B.E., M.E., M.Pd., M.S.; Education, Normal, Biology;

(1920)-1932. Emeritus.

Rich, Perma, A.B., B.S. in L.S.; Librarian; 1936-

Ridgway, Florence H., ; Librarian; 1935-1938.

Russell, Ned M., A.M. Ph.D.; Education; 1937-

Ruth, Roy L., Th.B., S.T.M.; Bible, Moral Philosophy; 1931-1935.

Seay, Maurice F., A.B., A.M.; Education, Dean; 1930-1936.

Shear, Charles, B.S., M.Ed.; Physical Education; 1935-1936.

Smith, Charles C, A.M., S.T.M., D.D.; Dean, Bible, MoralPhilosophy, Ethics; (1927)-1930.

Smith, Etna Doop, see Doop-Smith, Etna.

Smith, Virgil, A.B., A.M.; Music; 1935-

Stackhouse, Arva, A.B., A.M.; Librarian; 1931-1934.

Steacy, Frederick W., A.M., Ph.D.; Education; (1927)-1930.

Sturdivant, Harwell P., A.M., Ph.D.; Biology; 1932-

Sutphen, Katherine Van Deusen, Graduate Soloist's Diploma, New England

Conservatory of Music; Music; (1905-1908; 1927-1928); 1932-

Turner, Wallace, A.B., M.A.; Enghsh, History; 1935; (1942-1943).

Ward, Stella, A.B., A.M.; English; 1934-

Weeks, Abigail E., A.B., A.M.; English, Librarian; (1905-1907; 1910-1915);

(1917) -1937. Emeritus.

Whiteside, Constance H., A.B., A.M.; English, Sociology; 1930-1931.

Wiley, Robert, A.B., A.M.; Biology; 1935.

Wimmer, Charles R., M.S., Ph.D.; Chemistry, Physical Science, Dean,

Dean of Men; 1932-

Wolfe, John B., A.B.; Mathematics; (1926)-1929.

Woodard, Exean, A.B.; English, Education; 1937.

VL The Administration of Conway Boatman, 1938-1959

Akers, Howard, B.M., M.M.; Music; 1941-1943.

Alder, H. E., B.S., A.B., M.A.; Biology; 1944-1945.

Amis, Otis, M.A., Ph.D.; Education; 1942-1945.
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Arthur, Susan, A.B., B.S. in L.S.; English, Librarian; 1952-1954.

Ashburn, W.D., A.B., M.A.; English, Drama; 1954-1955; 1956-1958.

Bacon, J. R., A.B., M.A.; Coach, Physical Education; (1929)-1944.

Balmer, Alberta, B.E., M.B.E.; Secretarial Science; 1943-1945.

Barbera, Aceste J. M., B.S., M.M.; Music; 1958-

Baxter, Marie, A.B., B.S. in L.S.; Librarian; 1947-1949.

Beattie, Mendell E., A.B., M.Ed.; Coach, Physical Education; 1952-1954.

Benjamin, Lois, A.B.; Music; 1948-1949.

Bennett, Kathryn (Mrs. L.A.), A.B., B.A. in L.S.; Librarian; 1953-1957.

Bennett, Luther A., B.S., B.D., M.A. in L.S.; Librarian, Religion; 1953-1957.

Bjomstad, William B., M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1946-1948.

Bjomstad, Edith M. (Mrs. William), A.B.; English; 1946-1948.

Bleyl, Karl, M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; 1947-1953.

Boatman, Anita Bolinger, M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; 1957-1959.

Boatman, Conway, A.B., M.Div., M.A., D.D., L.H.D.; President; 1938-1959.

Bohnger, Anita, see Boatman.

Bolyard, William T., A.B., M.S.; Coach, Physical Education; 1947-1952.

Boyd, John H., M.A., Ed.D.; Education, Dean of the College; 1954-

Bradley, Erwin S., M.A., Ph.D.; History, Dean of Men; 1947-

Brassfield, Dulcie, A.B.; Librarian; 1949-1952.

Brown, Donald P., M.A., Ph.D.; History, Political Science, Business Manager; 1957-1958.

Brown, Nancy, see Stair.

Brunk, Edward E., A.B., M.Ed., Coordinator of Student Teaching; 1954-1955.

Bryden, Robert, M.S., Ph.D.; Biology; 1954-1958.

Burgess, Frank K., A.B., M.A.; Registrar, Mathematics, Education; (1935)-1943.

Bush, Herman, A.B., M.A.; Coach, Physical Education; 1956-

Cadle, Dean, A.B., M.A.; English; 1950-1953.

Cain, Stith, B.S. in L.S., M.A., M.Ed.; Librarian; 1946-1947.

Campbell, Mary, ^see Gray.

Case, Cleona L., B.S., B.S. in L.S.; Librarian; (1938)-1943.

Chenault, Tandy P., B.S. , M.S.; Biology; 1947-1948.

Christmas, Donald, B.M., M.M.; Music; 1956-1959.

Chrysler, Lyle L., A.B., A.M.; History; (1936)-1940.

Clare, Stewart, M.S., Ph.D.; Biology; 1958-

Clark, Rudolph B., A.B., B.S. in L.S.; Librarian; 1949-1952.

Coble, Harry, B.L.T., M.A.; Speech, Drama; 1955-1956.

Cogan, Eric S., M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; 1953-1954.

Cole, Francis, B.Sc, M.Sc; Chemistry; 1954-1955.

Colloms, Lester H., B.D., Ph.D.; Religion; 1947-1949.

Countiss, Tascal, A.B., M.A.; Coach, Physical Education; 1954-1956.

Dabney, O. B., M.A., Ph.D.; Education; 1950-1951.

Davidson, .Violet, B.S., M.A.; Librarian; 1958-1959.

Decker, Ralph, A.B., A.M., S.T.B.; Bible; 1939-1940.

Dewey Florence, B.S., M.A.; Music, Dean of Women; 1950-1957.

Donnell, Marjorie, see Easterly.

Dugan, Charles, B.S. in Ed., M.A.; Coach, Physical Education; 1954-1956.

Dunaway, Margaret, A.B., M.A.; French, Spanish; 1942-1943.

Easterling, Aldis B., A.B., M.A.; Foreign Languages; 1943-1954.

Easterly, Marjorie Donnell, A.B., M.A.; Speech and Dramatics; 1947-1952.

Eichor, Frances, B.S., M.E.; Education, Dean of Women; 1943-1945.

Ellerbe, Isla, A.B., M.A.; English; 1945-1946.

Elliott, Barbara, B.M.; Music; 1^8-1950.

Epperson, Lucile, B.M., M.M.; Music; 1945-1948.
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Farra, Thed, B.A., M.A., B.D.; Religion; 1948-1950.

Folse, Clinton L., B.S., M.S.; Sociology; 1947-1948.

Force, Harry N., B.S., M.A.; Biology; 1954.

Forman, Elsie, A.B., M.A.; Business; 1952-

Ghormley, Hugh W., M.A., B.D., M.S., Ph.D.; Sociology; 1958-

Gibson, Byron H., A.M., Ph.D.; English; (1932)-1946.

Giesemann, Betty Wyatt, B.S.; Chemistry; 1952-1953.

Gilbert, Frank A., M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; 1958-

Gilmore, W. F., ; Art; (1936)-1943.

Gordon, Albert C, A.B., M.A.; Drama, Speech; 1958-1959.

Grandoschek, William J., A.B., M.A.; Modem Languages; 1954-1955.

Gray, Mary Campbell, A.B., M.S.; Biology, Physical Education; (1937)-1942.

Gray, Wayne T., M.A., Ph.D; Sociology; (1930)-1945.

Grise, S. W., M.A., Ph.D.; Education; 1945-1950.

Gunnell, Thomas, A.B.; Physics, Chemistry; 1946-1947.

Hacker, Joe C, B.S., M.A.; Business; 1958-

Harper, Richard L., B.M., M.M.; Music; 1957-1958.

Harrison, Mary Margaret, B.A., M.Ed., M.A.; Rehgious Education; 1946-1948.

Haswell, Georgia, A.B., M.A.; Mathematics, Physics; (1929)-1943.

Hatfield, Lois, A.B., M.A.; Business; 1947-1952.

Hawes, Thomas R., B.S.; Coach, Phyical Education; 1958-

Hawley, Owen Philip, A.B., A.M.; English; 1954-1955.

Hays, B. P., B.M., M.M.; Music; 1954-

Henderson, J. R., M.A., D.Ed.; Sociology; 1948-1956.

Hendricks, W. Everett, A.B., M.M.; Music; 1946-1948.

Hitchcock, Howard, A.B., M.F.A.; Art; 1954-1957.

Hornback, William B., A.B., M.A.; English; 1950-1951.

Howard, James Merle, A.B., M.A.; Student Teacher Supervisor; 1956-1957.

Howe, Henry Branch, Jr., M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; 1954-1957.

Huenink, Kenneth J., A.B., M.B., M.M.; Music; 1952-1956.

Huenink, Lisa S. (Mrs. Kenneth), B.M.; Music; 1955-1956.

Hughes, Barbara, see McMurtry.

Hulsart, Leota, A.B., A.B. in L.S.; Librarian; 1940-1941.

Hurley, Rupert B., M.S., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1950-1952.

Hyde, Arthur M., A.M., Ph.D.; History; (1927)-1940.

Ingalls, Beatrice, M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1958-1959.

Irvine, Grace, ; Assistant in Library; 1948-1949.

James, Joseph B., M.A., Ph.D.; History; 1940-1943.

Jeffrey, W. H., A.B., M.A.; History; 1945-1946.

Jones, Earl W., B.S., M.M.; Music; 1949-1950.

Keith, M., M.S., Ph.D.; Biology; 1945-1946.

Kennedy, Mary Catherine, see Stewart.

Knight, Sarah, B.S., M.A.; Physical Education, Biology; 1943-1944.

Laite, Melville B., B.S., M.S.; Biology; 1948-1954.

Larson, Tora, A.B., M.A.; Secretarial Science; 1945-1946.

Laymon, Charles M., S.T.B., Th.D.; Bible; (1935)-1943.

Leavitt, see Levitt.

Lehrberger, John J., B.A., M.A.; Mathematics, Physical Science; 1957-1959.

Levitt, Leonard S., M.A., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1953.

Lincoln, Hazel, A.B., A.M.; Secretarial Science; 1939-1942.

Livingston, Inez B., B.S., M.A.; Home Economics; 1955-1958.

Lotspeich, Richard Moore, A.B.; Mathematics, Physics; 1948-1951.

McFerrin, James, B.A., B.S. in L.S., M.S.; Librarian; 1958-
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McKeehan, Alice, M. A., D.Ed.; English; 1948-1950.

McMurtry, Barbara Hughes, B.M., M.M.; Music; 1952-1954.

McRae, Russell G., B.F.A., M.F.A.; Art; 1957-

Mance, G. C, A.M., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1947-1950.

Marigold, W. Gordon, M.A., Ph.D.; German, French; 1956-

Marshall, Dorothy Meta, B.M., B.S.; Music; 1951-1952.

Marshall, Julia, B.S. in Ed., M.A.; Physical Education; 1945-1946.

Martin, Sadie Worley, B.S. in Ed., M.A.; Business; 1940-1943; (1966-1971).

Masters, Ervilla, B.S., M.S.; Home Economics; 1947-1952.

Mattingly, Edward, B.A., B.D., S.T.M.; Bible, Philosophy; 1946-1947.

Maxwell, Donald Jay, B.A., M.A.; Music; 1956-

Melson, Elizabeth, ; Business; 1942-1943.

Merrell, William B., A.B., M.A.; Music; 1950-1952.

Millen, J. Larue, B.S., M.Ed.; Social Studies; 1955-

Miller, Mahlon, B.S., B.D., S.T.M.; Assistant to the President; 1955-1959.

Milliken, Rena E., A.B., M.A.; Business; 1946-

Mish, Helen, A.B., M.A.; English; 1946-1947.

Moore, Kathleen, A.B., M.A.; Education; (1937)-

Moorman, Albert, M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; 1941-1942.

Myers, Nancy, A.B., M.A.; French; (1930)-1941.

Newsom, Carl R., M.S., Ph.D.; Physical Science; 1955-1958.

Owen, Mary C, M.A., Ph.D.; English, Dean of Women; 1957-

Parker, Mary Lou, A.B., M.A.; Speech, Drama, Art; 1952-1954.

Page, Mary Virginia, B.S.; Physical Education; 1944-1945.

Parry, Helene S., B.S., M.S.S.A.; Sociology; 1957-

Patridge, Frances, B.S. in Ed., M.S.; Physical Education; 1947-

Peacock, Melvin, B.S., M.A.; English; 1956-

Peters, Phillip, B.S., M.A.; Mathematics, Physics; 1943-1953.

Pettus, Mary, A. B., M.A-; Mathematics, Physics; 1954-

Pieratt, Ida Mae, A.B.; Secretarial Science; 1943-1944.

Playforth, Roscoe, A.B., M.A.; Coordinator of Student Teaching; 1948-1956.

Poage, Leila Willis, LL.B., M.A.; English, Speech; 1944-1946.

Priddy, Ralph B., A.M., Ph.D.; Biology; 1951-1952.

Purdom, Amanda F., A.B., M.A.; Physical Education; 1942-1944.

Ramette, Beatrice, A.B.; French; 1939-1942.

Randall, Elma, A.B.; Music; 1942-1945.

Reed, Clyde, M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; 1946-1947.

Rich, Perma, A.B., B.S. in L.S.; Librarian; (1936)-1943.

Rider, Roger Glenn, A.B.; Enghsh; 1948-1949.

Ritchie, Eleanor, B.S. in M.; Music; 1947-1948.

Robbins, H. Warren, B.S., M.A.; Education; 1957-

Roberts, Leonard W., M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1954-1958.

Rumble, Chester A., B.S., M.A.; Mathematics, Physics; 1953-1954.

Russell, Ned M., M.A., Ph.D.; Education; (1937)-1940.

Satterfield, R. Beeler, B.A., M.A.; History; 1949-1950.

Shaw, Donald L., B.S., M.S.; Coach, Physical Education; 1956-

Shreiner, Thelma, A.B., M.A.; English, Dean of Women; 1946-1947.

Simms, Charles W., M.A., Ph.D.; Education; 1951-

Sink, W. G., A.B., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1957-1959.

Smith, Albert, A.B., M.A.; Modern Languages; 1955-1956.

Smith, Alice R., A.B., M.A.; Home Economics; 1942-1950.

Smith, Herbert B., M.A., D.Ed.; Dean; 1946-1954.

Smith, Pauline Lay, A.B., M.A.; English; 1947-1948.
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Smith, Philip M., Th.B., M.Ed., Ph.D.; Sociology; 1945-1947.

Smith, Virgil M., A.B., A.M.; Music; (1935)-1941.

Smith, WiUiam Hugh, A.B., B.D.; Rehgion; 1950-1951.

Soper, David W., S.T.B., Ph.D.; Bible; 1943-1946.

Spurlock, Arthur E., B.S. in Ed.; Business, Economics; 1955-1958.

Staine, Lucille H., A.B.; Physical Education; 1952.

Stair, Nancy Brown, B.S., M.A.; Home Economics; 1958-

Stamper, Cleo, B.S., M.A.; Librarian; 1946-1949.

Steck, James S., A.B., M.A.; English; 1950-1954.

Stewart, Donald, A.B., M.A.; History; 1940-1947.

Stewart, Dorothy Dean, B.A.; Speech; 1946-1947.

Stewart, Mary Catherine Kennedy, A.B.; Music; 1950-1952.

Sturdivant, Harwell P., M.A., Ph.D; Biology; (1932)-1944.

Sutphen, Katherine Van Deusen, Graduate Soloist's Diploma, New England

Conservatory of Music; Music; (1905-1908; 1927-1928); (1932)-1954.

Taylor, Hoy, M.A., Ph.D.; Sociology; 1956-1957.

Teats, Jean E., A.B., M.A.; Mathematics; 1940-1942.

Thomas, Franklin V., M.A., Ph.D.; Education; 1940-1942.

Thompson, Marian, B.A., M.L.S.; Librarian; 1957-1958.

Townsend, Betty (Mrs. Milton), A.B., M.A.; English; 1958-

Townsend, Milton, A.B., M.A.; History, Director of Public Relations and

Alumni Affairs; 1951-

Turner, Wallace, A.B., M.A.; History-, Sociology; (1935); 1942-1943.

Ward, Stella, A.B., M.A.; English; (1934)-1944.

Weaver, Horace R., S.T.B., Ph.D.; Religion; 1949-1959.

Webb, Lela, A.B., M.A.; English; 1947-1949.

Welch, Donald, A.B., B.D.; Religion, Philosophy, Dean of Men; 1956-

Wells, David, A.B., M.A.; History; 1954.

Wilder, Emma Catherine, A.B., M.A.; English; 1939-1942.

Williams, Irene, A.B., M.A.; English; 1949-

Wilson, Alleen, A.B., B.S. in L.S.; Ubrarian; 1943-1945.

Wilson, Bernard, B.S., M.A.; Coach, Physical Education; 1940-1947.

Wimmer, Charles R., M.S., Ph.D.; Chemistry, Dean of Men, Dean; (1932)-1946.

Wolfe, Mary Lee, B.S., M.A.; EngHsh; 1949-1950.

Worley, Edith, B.S. in Ed., M.A.; Physical Education; 1946-1947.

Worley, Sadie, see Martin.

Zajicek, O. Thomas, B.S.; Chemistry; 1953-1954.

VII. The Administration of Mahlon Miller, 1959-summer 1978

Aberger, Peter, Staatsexamen (Wiirzburg); French, German; 1967-1969.

Akillian, Gayna, B.M., M.M.; Music; 1977-

Allen, J. Howard, M.A., P.E.D.; Dean of Students; 1965-1968.

Allen, John R., A.B., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1962-1963.

Allen, Shirley W., B.S., M.A.; Business; 1971-1974.

Badoux, Laurent, Ph.D.; German; 1964.

Baker, Charles E., M.S., Ph.D.; Director, Environmental Education Center; 1972-1974.

Barbera, Aceste J. M., B.S., M.M.; Music; (1958)-1961.

Barton, J. Henry, M.S., Ph.D.; Environmental Studies; 1975-

Becker, Patricia, see Dontchos.

Billings, Charles M. Ill, B.S., M.S.; Speech, Drama; 1964-1965.

Black, Edward H., B.A., M.A. in Ed.; History, Director of Student

Center, Dean of Students, Career Planning and Placement; 1964-
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Blacketor, Paul G., M.S., M.A., Ed.D.; Dean of Students; 1961-1963.

Blackstock, May, A.B., M.A.; MathemaHcs; 1967-1971.

Bonnett, Lynne W., A.B., M.S.; Dean of Women; 1963-1964.

Boyd, John H., M.A., Ed.D.; Education, Dean, Dean of Graduate School; (1954)-1975.

Bradley, Erwin S., M.A., Ph.D.; History, Political Science; (1947)-1974. Emeritus.

Bright, Lorrie J., A.B., M.A.; English; 1960-1961.

Brown, Nancy, see Stair.

Brunson, Dean, B.A., M.A.; Coach, Physical Education; 1974-1976.

Bryant, Robert D., M.Div., Th.D.; Sociology; 1972-1977.

Buckley, Judith, A.B., M.A.; Drama, Speech; 1963-1964.

Burke, Elizabeth, B.F.A., M.F.A.; Art; 1974-1976.

Bums, Thomas B., M.S., Ph.D.; Mathematics, Physics; 1973-1975.

Bush, Herman, M.A., H.S. Dir., H.S.D.; Coach, Health, Physical Education; (1956)-1970.

Byerley, Gerald D., B.F.A., M.F.A.; Art; 1965-1966.

Caine, Bruce R., A.B., M.A.; Mathematics; 1969-1972.

Caine, Elizabeth M. (Mrs. Bruce), A.B., M.A.; EngHsh; 1969-1972.

Caldwell, Ronald S., M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; 1977-

Caleb, James, B.S., M.B.A.; Business Administration; 1977-

Calitri, Donald L., M.A. in Ed., Ed.D.; Coach, Health, Physical Education; 1965-1976.

Campbell, William W., M.M.E., M.M.; Music; 1970-1975.

Carey, Robert D., M.A., Ph.D.; Education, Executive Vice-President; 1977-

Carter, Charlotte R., M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1972-1974.

Carter, Clevis Don, B.A., M.A.; Physical Science; 1965-

Chang, Y. Z., M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1963-1966.

Childs, J. Mead, B.A., M.A.; Psychology; 1972-1974.

Chilukuri, Santaram, M.S., Ph.D.; Physics; 1970-

Clare, Stewart, M.S., Ph.D.; Biology; (1958)-1961.

Clark, Darrell, B.A., M.A.; Director of Student Center; 1975-1977.

Clay, Jack W., A.B., B.S., M.M.; Music; 1975-1977.

Clement, Robert J., A.B., M.A. in Ed.; Director of Student Affairs, Dean of

Men; Dean of Students; 1969-1975.

Cloyd, Ruby, A.B., M.A.; English; 1960-1961.

Cohenour, Francis, M.S., Ph.D.; Biology; 1968-1974.

Cooper, Joyce, A.B., M.S.W.; Social Work; 1970-1972.

Covert, Alberta, B.S.; Dean of Women; 1964-1967.

Cox, Lee James, B.A., M.S.S.W.; Social Work; 1973-

Criss, Robert, A.B., LL.B., M.A.; History; 1967-1969.

Dabbagh, Mohamed, M.A., Ph.D.; Business, Economics; 1976-1978.

Davis, Norman, M.S., Ph.D.; Biology; 1961-1967.

Dodds, Ralph E., B.M., M.M.; Music; 1959-1960.

Dontchos, Leo E., B.S., M.M.; Music; 1967-

Dontchos, Patricia Becker (Mrs. Leo), B.S., M.A.; Speech, Drama; 1969-

Dotson, John A., M.A., Ph.D.; Education, Director of Graduate Studies,

Academic V^ice-President; 1962-1966.

Douce, Sara Gilpin, B.S.; Physical Education; 1966-1968.

Dougherty, John W., B.M.E., M.A.; Music; 1960-1963.

Eastland, Charles, B.S., M.S.; Director, Appalachian Semester; 1969-1970.

Edwards, Lawrence, M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1959-1960.

Eickhoff, Andrew R., M.Div., Ph.D.; Sociology, Dean of the Faculty; 1967-1974.

Elgin, Lilhan C, A.B., M.A.; Librarian; 1959-1961.

Erickson, Karl L., B.S., M.S.; Biology; 1972-1973.

Erslan, Paul L., B.S., M.A.; Coach, Health, Physical Education; 1971-1973.

Evans, Carl, B.S., M.S.; Mathematics, Physics; 1964-1969.
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Farr, Louise, B.A. in L.S., M.L.S.; Librarian; 1969-1974.

Finkel, Jan, M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1976-

Foote, C. Dan, A.B., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1964-1965.

Forman, Elsie, A.B., M.A.; Business Education; (1952)-1966.

Freeman, Donald, M.A., B.D.; Philosophy; 1965-1968.

Frese, Frank G., B.S., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1960.

Frost, Uvve, Staatsexamen (Kiel); French; 1967-1968.

Caller, Dieter, Ph.D.; French; 1963-1965.

Garloch, Gail, M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1974-1977.

Gatlin, Wanda, B.S., M.F.A.; EngHsh; 1963-1966.

Ghormley, Hugh W., M.A., B.D., M.S., Ph.D.; Sociology; (1958)-1965.

Gibbs, John M., M.A., Litt.D.; Sociology; 1964.

Gibson, Raymond W., M. Div., D.Min.; Campus Minister; '1974-

Gilbert, E. Reid, B.A., B.D., S.T.M.; Dramatics; 1959-1962.

Gilbert, Frank A., M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; (1958)-1973. Emeritus.

Gilpin, Sara, see Douce.

Glasser, Richard, M.Ed., Ph.D.; Education; 1977-

Goetz, John T., B.S., M.A.; Coach, Physical Education; 1960-1961.

Graham, James E., B.S., M.A.; Business; 1970-1973.

Graham, Oscar, B.A., M.S.; Psychology; 1975-1976.

Green, Allan E., B.M., M.M.; Music; 1961-

Gref, Stephen, A.B., M.F.A.; Speech, Drama; 1965-1967.

Griffin, Paul, B.S., M.A.; Coach, Physical Education; 1964-1965.

Guha, Manindra, B.S., M.S.; Chemistry; 1961-1962.

Gunderson, Walter, B.M.E., M.A.; Music; 1969-1974.

Haas, Eugene G., M.A., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1963-1969.

Hacker, Joe C, B.S., M.A.; Business; (1958)-

Hacker, Mildred (Mrs. Joe), B.S., M.A. in Ed.; Physical Education, Recreation; 1966-1978.

Hafner, Arthur H., M.A., Ed.D.; Education; 1976-

Haggard, Patience, M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1962-1971.

Hall, James, B.S., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1977-

Hamilton, Nga, B.A., M.A.; French; 1969-1974.

Hammons, Paula, B.S., M.A. in Ed.; Office Administration; 1976-

Hansel Charles, A.B., M.A.; Assistant to Dean of Students, Director

of Religious Life; 1964-1969.

Hansen, Bruce, B.S., M.S.; Biology; 1961-1964.

Harding, Doris Ann, B.M., M.M.; Music; 1959-1970.

Harlow, Mary Gemma, M.A., M.Ed., Ed.S.; Education; 1974-

Hartley, Loyde H., B.D., Ph.D.; Sociology; 1968-1971.

Haslop, Gunter, Staatsexamen (Kiel); French, German; 1965-1966; 1968-1971.

Hawes, Thomas R., B.S.; Coach, Physical Education; (1958) -1960.

Hays, B. P., B.M., M.M.; Music; (1954)-1966.

Heerema, Robert P., A.B., M.A.; Philosophy; 1964-1965.

Henry, WiUiam, B.S., M.S.; Coach, Physical Education; 1963-1964.

Hemdon, Dwain, B.S., M.S.; Drama, Speech; 1962-1963.

Herrera, Estefana N., B.S., Nat.S.D.; Biology; 1965-1968.

Hinson, Albert Ronald, B.F.A., M.F.A.; Art; 1961-1965.

Hirst, Lois T., M.A., Ed.D.; Educarion; 1976-1977.

Hisle, Betty Jean, A.B., M.A.; English; 1969-1972.

Hoeltje, Hubert H., M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1961-1968.

Hoffman, Ronald, M.A., M.S., Ed.S.; Director, Learning Resources

Development Program; 1975-1978.

Hollis, Frederick, A.B., M.A.T.; Art; 1968-1972.
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Hook, Douglas G., B.D., M.A., Ph.D.; Philosophy; 1969-1971.

Hovarter, Nancy C, A.B., M.A.; History; 1969-1970.

Huffman, Hugh L., Jr., A.B., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1972-1973.

Hutchins, Lois A., A.B., M.A.; English; 1969-1972.

Igleheart, J. Hayden, B.D., Th.M., M.A.; Religion; 1959-1964.

Inkster, Larry, B.S., M.A. in Ed.; Coach, Health, Physical Education, Recreation; 1976-

Jackson, David, M.A., D.M.A.; Music; 1974-1977.

Jackson, Dennis, B.A., M.M., D.M.; Music; 1963-1970.

Jankovics, Lawrence R., Diploma (Budapest), Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1965-1977.

Jennings, Judith C, M.A., Ph.D.; History; 1975-

Johnson, Lawrence, see Jankovics.

Jones, John W., A.B., M.A.; English; 1966.

Jones, Royce Paul, B.D., M.A., Ph.D.; PhUosophy; 1971-1974.

Kelly, John D., B.M., M.M.; Music; 1960-1965.

Khan, Haris, M.A., LL.B.; Political Science; 1968-1970.

Kies, Carolyn, B.S.; English; 1965.

Klein, Larry Dean, M.A., Ph.D.; History; 1975-

Kohlhepp, Virgil, Jr., B.A., M.F.; Biology, Environmental Center; 1970-1972.

Kowalsky, James, B.M., M.M.; Music; 1966-1969.

Kringen, Wendell B., M.S., Ph.D.; Biology; 1970-1976.

Kurtz, Herman P., M.A., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1962-1965.

Lay, Mary Alice, B.S., M.S.; Home Economics; 1961-

Lemley, Dawson, A.M., Ph.D.; Education; 1960-1961.

Lindley, Lester, M.A., Ph.D.; History; 1970-1975.

Linger, Bernard, M.M., Ph.D.; Music; 1963-1967.

Lockett, Mary (Mrs. Richard), M.A., M.S.L.S.; Librarian; 1974-1977.

Lockett, Richard, A.B.; Political Science, Experiential Education; 1975-

McClung, Judy Lu, A.B., M.A.; English; 1966-1969.

McCuUen, Kevin, B.S., M.A.; Political Science, AIDP Coordinator; 1970-

McFerrin, James, B.A., B.S. in L.S., M.S.; Librarian; (1958)-

McMahon, Dorothy (Mrs. WUliam), B.A.; English; 1961-1963.

McMahon, William E., M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1961-1963.

McRae, Russell C, B.F.A., M.F.A.; Art; (1957)-1961.

Manis, Mary, B.B.A., M.B.A.; Business; 1974-

Marigold, Constance (Mrs. W. C), B.A., Certificat, E.S.P.P.P.F.E. (Paris);

French; 1960-1964.

Marigold, W. Gordon, M.A., Ph.D.; German, French; (1956)-

Marshall, G. Edward, M.S., Ph.D.; Biology; 1968-1970.

Martin, Sadie Worley, B.S., M.A.; Business; (1940-1943); 1966-1971.

Matthews, Robert D., S.T.B., Ph.D.; Religion; 1960-

Maxwell, Donald Jay, M.A., D.Mus.; Music; (1956)-1966.

Mays, Deril, M.A., Ed.D.; Psychology; 1968-

Mays, Doris (Mrs. Deril), B.S., M.A.; Education, Dean of Women, Dean of

Students; 1968-

Merchant, Christine B. (Mrs. Frank), A.B., M.A.; Physical Science; 1961-1965.

Merchant, Frank E., M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1960-1976. Emeritus.

Miles, Gayle, A.B., M.A.; Education; 1964-1976.

MUlen, J. Larue, B.S., M.Ed.; Social Sciences; (1955)-1973.

MUler, Mahlon A., B.S., B.D., S.T.M., D.D., L.L.D.; President; 1959-

Miller, Pamela, B.A., M.S.W.; Social Work; 1974-1976.

Miller, Robert G., A.B., M.A.; Speech, Drama; 1967-1969.

MUliken, Rena, A.B., M.A.; Business; (1946)-1975. Emeritus.

Mills, Terry, B.A., M.A.; Coach, Physical Education; 1973-1974.
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Mitchell, Charles Reed II, A.B., M.A.; English; 1967-1969.

Mitchell, Joseph, B.D., Ph.D.; Religion, Campus Minister; 1962-1965.

Mitchell, Maurice, A.B., M.A.; Education, Dean of Students; 1963-1965.

Moore, Kathleen, A.B., M.A.; Education; (1937)-1973. Emeritus.

Moore, Paul S., M.S., Ed.D.; Health, Physical Education, Recreation; 1959-

Mosley, Julian D., B.S., M.S.; Sociology, Appalachian Semester; 1970-1975.

Myers, Dale K., A.B., Ph.D.; Chemistry, Experiential Education; 1970-

Myers, John P., B.M., M.S.W.; Social Work; 1969-1970.

Myrick, Sharon E., B.A., M.A.; Sociology; 1971-1972.

Neeley, James L., B.D., M.A.; History; 1960-1961.

Neudecker, Thomas E., Jr., B.S., M.S.S.W.; Social Work; 1972-1974.

Newport, J. C, A.B., M.A.; Business; 1965-1978.

Oh, Ki Song, LL.B., M.A., Ph.D.; PoHHcal Science; 1966-1968.

Orth, Mary E., B.M., M.M.; Music; 1963-1964.

Owen, Mary C, M.A., Ph.D.; English, Dean of Women; (1957)-1963.

Oxendine, William Sherman, A.B., M.A.; History, Appalachian Semester; 1964-

Parr>', Helene, B.S., M.S.S.A.; Sociology; (1957)-1964.

Patridge, Frances, B.S., M.A.; Health, Physical Education, Recreation, Director of

Student Center, Director of Student Activities; (1947)-

Peacock, Melvin, B.S., M.A.; English; (1956)-1960.

Pease, Kathie, B.S., M.S.; Sociology; 1973-1974.

Perr>', Patricia, M.Ed., Ed.S., Ed.D.; Education, Assistant \'ice-President

for Graduate Affairs; 1975-1976.

Pettus, Mary, A.B., M.A.; Mathematics, Physics; (1954)-1967. Emeritus.

Pickett, Joseph C, B.S., M.A.C.T.; Sociology; 1972-1973.

Pogorelskin, Milton A., A.B., M.S.; Chemistry; 1961-1963.

Poulos, Nicholas A., B.S., Ph.D.; Chemistry; 1965-1970.

Priestley, Mary Ellen (Mrs. Gerard), M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1964-1968.

Priestley, S. E. Gerard, B.D., S.T.M., B.S., M.A., Ph.D., M.S.Sc;

Political Science; 1964-1968.

Price, Houston M., B.A., M.M.; Music; 1966-1975.

Richter, Fred R., Jr., A.B., M.A.; English; 1968-1969.

Riesz, Robert R., A.B., M.A.; Physics; 1963-1973.

Bobbins, H. Warren, M.A., Ed.D.; Education, Dean of the Faculty',

Director of Graduate Studies; (1957)-

Rogers, Lillian, B.A., M.A.; Sociology; 1974-1976.

Rose, Robert E., M.A., Ph.D.; Business Administration, Vice-President for

Academic Affairs; 1974-1978.

Roten, Ruby, B.A., M.S.; Physical Education; 1964-1966.

Saddler, Charles C, Jr.; A.B., M.A.; History and Political Science,

Assistant to the President; 1962-1977.

Saddler, Virginia B. (Mrs. Charles), B.A., B.S. in L.S., M.S.; Librarian; 1962-

Salkover, Meyer, M.A., Ph.D.; Mathematics; 1967-1968.

Sanders, A. Dewey, B.D., M.A.; Psychology, Campus Minister; 1969-1971.

Santaram, see Chilukuri.

Schultz, John A., B.A., M.M.; Music; 1975.

Scott, Floyd, M.A., Ph.D.; Biology; 1974-1977.

Shaw, Donald L., B.S., M.S.; Coach, Physical Education; (1956)-1961.

Shelton, Jean, M.A., Ph.D.; Education; 1975 and 1976.

Simms, Charles W., M.A., Ph.D.; Education; (1951)-1975. Emeritus.

Simpson, Robert J., M.A., Ph.D.; Mathematics; 1972-

Smith, Karla Kay, A.B., M.A.; Art, Education; 1976-

Sommer, Francis X., B.S., M.D.; Health; 1966-1973.
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Spencer, Grace G., B.S., M.S.; Chemistry; 1960-1961.

Stair, Nancy Brown, B.S., M.A.; Home Economics; (1958)-1961.

Stallcup, Billy M., B.S., M.A.; EngUsh; 1966-

Stead, Barbara Lewis, B.A., M.S.W.; Social Work; 1973-1974.

Steiner, Leonard, B.A., M.A.; Reading Specialist; 1977-

Steinkraus, Warren E., S.T.B., Ph.D.; Philosophy; 1959-1964.

Stewart, Dwight, B.D., A.M., Ph.D.; Philosophy, Dean of L'ndergraduate

Academic Affairs; 1974-

Storey, Mildred P., A.B.; English, Pohtical Science; 1959-1962.

Swartz, Stanley, M.Ed., Ph.D.; Education; 1976-1977.

Talbert, Dorothy, B.A., B.Lib.S.; Librarian; 1966-1968.

Thedford, Edwina, B.M.Ed., M.C.M.; Music; 1967-1969.

Thomas, Gerald D., B.S., M.A.; Sociology; 1972-1973.

Thomas, Joe G., B.S., M.A.; Business Administration; 1975-1977.

Thomas, Phyllis (Mrs. Joe), B.S., M.S.; Mathematics, Chemistry; 1975-1977.

Thompson, Betty (Mrs. Charles), B.S., M.S.; Physical Education; 1961-1963.

Thompson, Charles, B.S., M.S.; Coach, Physical Education; 1961-1963.

Tilton, Suzannah, A.B., M.A.; Biology, Director, Environmental Center; 1975-

Todd, Elizabeth Ann, A.B., M.A.; English; 1962-1966.

Townsend, Betty (Mrs. Milton), A.B., M.A.; English; (1958)-1973.

Townsend, Milton, A.B., M.A.; History, Vice-President for College Relations

and Development; (1951)-

Trauger, C. Lenora (Mrs. Wilmer), B.S.. M.S.: Art: 1967-1968.

Trauger, Wilmer, A.M., Ph.D.; English, Appalachian Linguistics; 1967-1968; 1970-1973.

Tremblay, Ralph, B.A., M.S.S.S.; Social Work; 1974-1975.

Turner, Donald L., B.A., M.A.; German; 1970-1972.

Upchurch, Wendell, M.A., M.F.A.; Art; 1972-1974.

Waer, Richard D., B.S., M.S.; Biology, Environmental Semester; 1972-1974.

Watson, James A., A.B., M.A.; Mathematics, Science; 1959-1964.

Watts, Winifred, M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1961-1972.

Welch, Donald, A.B., B.D.; Religion, Philosophy, Dean of Men, Campus
Minister; (1956)-1962.

Wesley, J. Rue, A.B., B.D.; Campus Minister; 1970-1972.

Wessler, Carole, B.M., M.M.; Music; 1966-1967.

White, Anna Laura, B.A., M.A.; Foreign Languages; 1977-1978.

White, Richard E., B.S., Ph.D.; Biology; 1964-1965.

Wilkes, Ella Ophelia, A.B., B.S., M.S., Social Studies; 1962-1969.

Wilhams, Irene, A.B., M.A.; English; (1949)-1961.

WUson, Robert, Jr., A.B., M.A.; Sociology; 1976-1978.

Wilson, Robert K., A.B.; Laboratory Instructor, Biology; 1966-1971.

Winquist, Charles E., A.B., M.A.; Philosophy; 1968-1969.

Winter, Kenneth, B.A., M.A.; Coordinator, Appalachian Regional Studies Program; 1975-

1978.

Wittlin, Kurt, Ph.D.; French; 1966-1967.

Wolf, Fred, M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1959-1961.

Wolfe, Stephen L., B.S., M.S.; Biology; 1976-

Wood, Andelys, M.A., Ph.D.; English; 1977-

Woody, Lester G., M.A., Ph.D.; EngHsh; 1974-

Wright, Audrey K., B.S., M.A.; Sociology; 1965-1966.

Wright, N. Walker, B.S., M.A.; Chemistry; 1959-1961.

Yatros, John, M.A., Ed.D.; Psychology; 1966-1970.

Zuger, Harry, M.A., Ph.D.; Enghsh; 1972-1974.
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n.61, 223 n. 12

American Chemical Society, 222

American Council on Education, 181, 224

n.29

American Library Association, 155

American School of Classical Studies

(Athens), 162

American School of Oriental Research

(Jerusalem), 162

American Studies Institute, 188

American Ihiiversity, 188

Amherst College, 130

Amis, Otis, 135, 136

Ammerman, Cynthia, 12

Anderson-Dowis Graveyard, 20

Anderson Hotel (Barbourville), 39

Anderson, W. B., 30

Anderson, W. F., 91

Andrews, Paul, 214, 215

Apollo Glee Club, 87

Appalachian Leadership and Community
Out Reach, Inc. (ALCOR), 192

Appalachian Music Day, 204

Appalachian Regional Studies, 177, 192, 194

Appalachian Semester, 191, 192, 204

Appalachian \'olunteers, 202

Articles of Incorporation of Union College,

18, 20, 78, 79

Asbury College, 71, 72, 95

Ashburn, W. D., 161 n.l9

Asher, T. J., 67

Ashland District, 68

Association of College and Research

Libraries, 184

Association of Colleges and Universities for

International Intercultural Studies

(ACUIIS), 189

Association of Colleges and I'niversities of

Kentucky, 79, 80

Association of Colleges and I'niversities of

the Southern States, see Southern

Association.

Association of Women Students (AWS), 209,

220, 222

Athletic Banquet, 218

Augusta College, 33, 34, 41 n.l9, 91

Ayers Academy, 27

Bacon, Barry, 109

Bacon, James Richard, 104, 107, 139, 141, 170
Bacon, Mrs. James Richard, 107
Bacon Room, 170

Bain, Gordon P., 44, 97
Baker Unixersity, 144
Baldwin, Anna G. (Mrs. Francis E.), 92
Baldwin, Francis E., 83, 91, 92, 94 n.37

Baldwin Place, 20, 91, 92, 112, 163, 165, 166

Bank of Harlan Scholarships, see Harlan,

Bank of.

Barbourville Baptist Institute, 34, 72

Barbourville Brick Company, 113

Barbourville Chamber of Commerce, 205

Barbourville Christian Church, 17, 24, 39, 63,

68

Barbourville City School, 143, 187

"Barbourville College," 16

Barbourville District of the Methodist

Church, 107

Barbour\ille Methodist Church (name varies

in text), 17, 20, 23, 27, 30, 56, 68, 76, 95, 107,

108, 143

Barbourville Mountain Advocate, 28 n.42, 48,

55, 60, 120, 231

Barbourville Mountain Echo, 15, 17, 49

Bareilly Theological Seminary, 118

Barker, Horace, 75

Battelle Institute, 196

Bell Laboratories, 196

Belle Canto, 221

Belyea, John, 161 n.l9

Bender, E. A., 107, 112

Bennett, A. S., 81 n.36

Berea College, 49, 97, 108, 142, 214

Berea Cup Award, 141

Berlin Conservatory of Music, 26, 87

Beta Chi Alpha (BXA), 105, 220, 222

Big Richland Creek (Ky.), 62

Black, Alexander, 62

Black and White, The, 216

Black, Charles G., 59

Black, Edward H., 12, 189, 209, 232

Black, J. W., 53

Black, James Dixon, 18, 19, 25, 30, 54, 55, 59,

62-65, 66, 69 n.lO, 72, 73, 77, 78, 81 n.36, 94

n.43, 96, 97, 100, 120

Black, John A., 20, 27, 53, 54, 67, 112

Black, P. D., 69 ;i.l5

Black, Read, 69 ;i.l5

Black Student Movement, 222

Black, William C, 42 n.47

Black's (Hotel in Barbourville), 25

Blacketor, Paul G., 207

Blackwell, Robert Lee, 117, 126, 150, 158,

159, 1&4, 176 n.l8, 226, 227

Blair, Ina, 109

Blair, James F., 88, 123, 159

Blair, Janey, 187
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Blair, Marty, 109

Blair, Robert, 88

Bland, Edwin (Edward?) ()., 19, 24

Bletzer, Harriet, see Gross, Harriet Bletzer.

Blevins, Sandra, 12

Bleyl, Karl, 144, 205

Board of Education, see Board of

Education of the Kentucky Conference of

the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Board of Education of the Kentucky

Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Church {also Board of Education; Board

of Education of the Kentucky Methodist

Episcopal Conference), 27, 31, 32, 33, 34,

38, 39, 40, 43, 44, 47, 48, 49, 51, 54, 55, 56, 59,

62-69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80 rj.3,

82, 91, 92, 98, 99, 100, 111; see also listings

under Kentucky Conference of the

Methodist Episcopal Church.

Board of Education of the Kentucky
Methodist Episcopal Conference see

Board of Education of the Kentucky
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Church.

Board of Education of The Methodist (later

United Methodist) Church [Nashville]

[also General Board of Education
[Nashville]; Methodist Board of

Education), 116 ri.51, 125, 127, 146, 158,

159, 193, 226

Board of Education of the Methodist

Epi.scopal Church {also New York Board),

68, 69, 70, 71, 76, 77, 78, 80 n.3, 83

Board (Division) of Higher Education of The
I'nited Methodist Church [Nashville]

{also Methodist Board of Higher
Education), 175 n.5, 182, 186, 200 n.41

Board of Trustees (I'nion College), 25, 27,

77, 78, 79, 80, 91, 92, 95, 96, 97, 100, 105,

110, HI, 112, 113, 114, 115, 117, 118, 119,

120, 121, 12.3, 12.5, 126, 127, 1.30, 1.39, 140,

146, 148 n.27, 150, 152, 153, 154, 155, 158,

159, 160, 163, 164, 165, 169, 172, 174, 198,

201 n.66, 208, 210, 215, 222, 225, 226, 227,

230

Boards of Home and Foreign Missions, 76

Boatman, Caroline Brasher (Mrs. Conway),
118, 123, 155, 159

Boatman, Conway, 7, 110, 117-120, 123-131,

134-141, 143-146, 150-160, 162, 166, 226,

229
Boatman, John Paul, 118

Boatman, Joseph Brasher, 118

Boatman, Wilson Morehead, 118

Boggs Construction Company, 176 n.21

BoUes, W. S., 163

Bolyard, Bill, 142

Boreing, Amon, 67

"Boss Anderson," 22

Boston Theological Seminary, 46, 49

Boston l^niversity, 95, 191

Bovard, W. S., 97

Bovd, John H., 154, 161 ii.l9, 185, 191, 198, i

201 H.68, 212, 233
I

Bracken Academv, .34

Bradley, Erwin s!, 7, 8, 10, 11, 149 n.56, 159,
|

161 n.l3 M.19, 185, 198, 2.33
j

Bradley L'nixersity, 191 t

Branstutter, Eugene (Jody), 231, 232
{

Brasher, Caroline, see Boatman, Caroline

Brasher.

Bridge Club, 221 I

Bristol, Frank Milton, 72
Britch, Carroll, 184

j

Brogan, John, 25 i

Brooker, Walter, 156 I

Brown I'nixersitv, 184

Broyles (Dr.), 117
'

Bruce, J. G., 31
1

Bryant and Stratton Business College, 68 I

Buckaroos, 222

Budd, Henry G., 52

Bullock, Harry E., 81 n..36, 114, 118, 120, 123

Bunton, G. W'., 67, 68

Burkett, Thaddeus, 27 n.lO

Burleigh, David, 184

Bush, Herman S., 158, 176 n.l9, 2.33

Butler, Herbert, 234 n.l2

Buzzard's Roost, 28 n.22

Byrely, John H., 38

"Cabaret," 218, 219

California, Los Angeles, University of

(UCLA), 50 n.27

Callihan Estate, 66

Camp Ground (Ky.), 69 n.l5

Campbell, W illiam A., 161 n.l9

Campbell, William W'., 219

Campus Cottage, .39, 42 n.43; see also (Old)

Stevenson Cottage; Music Hall.

Candler School of Theology, 149 n.53

Cannon, William, 149 n.53

Carr, Paul, 214

Carr, Sue Tuggle, 12

Carson-Newman College, 190

Carter, Clevis, 233

Case Institute of Technology, 162

Catron, Isaac, 21

Catron, John H., 21, 97

Cauldron, The, 216

Cawood, Carlo B., 127, 159, 230

Cawood, Mrs. Carlo B., 127

Cawood, Edward L., 2.30

Cawood, Eugene, 230

Cawood, Hiram, 127



Centre College, 26

Cercle Fran^ais, Le, see French Club
Chandler, Peggy, 224 n.43

Chang, Y. Z., 189

Chapman, Jessie, 19

Chase, Richard, 200 n.43

Cheerleaders and Drill Team, 221

Chicago, University of, 108, 118

Childers, Ellis, 214

Christmas, Donald, 156

Cincinnati Central Methodist, 16

Cincinnati, Liniversity of, 95
Circle-K International, 202, 221, 222

Clagett, Annie, 26

Clagett, J. H., 26

Clark, Buford, 146

Clark, Mitchell, 231

Clark, Sibyl, 200 n.43

Classroom Building, 171, 173, 230, 231; see

also Administration Building.

Clay County Club, 108

Clements, Earle C, 125, 132 n.36

Clyde, J. M., 17

Cobb, Glenda, 187

Cocks, David, 175 n.7

Coe Foundation, 186

Coffee House Circuit, 220

Colaw, Emerson S., 213

Colclough, Bucky, 214

Cole, Charles C, 59

College Courts, 130, 152, 165, 167, 176n.l7,

230
College Park, 165-167, 176 n.l9, 203, 205
Collegial journal, 93 n.l7

Columbia University, 72, 118, 157

Commission on Higher Education
Emphasis, 158

Committees:
Board of Education of the Kentucky
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church:

Education, 65

Property, 74

Schools, 66

Board of Trustees of Union College:

Buildings and Grounds, 175 n.7

Development, 140

Endowment, 227
Estate Planning, 182

Executive, 114, 164

Finance, 183

Honorary Degrees (Trustee-Faculty),

163

Long-Range Development, 164

Long-Range Financing (special), 183

Personnel and Policy, 164

Faculty and Administration of Union
College:

Administrative, 210

261

Building, 47, 48
College Administrative Council, 130
Dancing, 155, 161 n.l8

Extracurricular Activities, 142
Faculty Relations, 208
Faculty Status, 154, 161 n.l3

Faculty Welfare, 141

Library, 155, 175

Publications, 215, 216
Special Study, 130

Student Conduct, 207
Student Government, 156, 161 n.l9
Student Union, 168

Task Force, 193

Community AcHon Program (CAP), 202, 203
Community Methodist Church, Redwood

City, California, 160

Connley, PhiUip, 223 n.lO

Constance Literary Club and Echo, 105

Conway Boatman Chapel, 126, 134, 144, 146,

171

Corbin Club, 108

Corbin High School, 107

Corbin Times-Tribune, 114

Cornell University, 190

'

Cornett, A.B., 81 n.36, 116 n.45, 127

Cornett, Robert N., 114

Corson, Fred P., 146

Corwin, Euphemia, 109, 121

Corwine, Sarah, see Stevenson, Sarah

Corwine.
CosmopoHtan Club, 222

Costellow, Annie, see Albright, Annie

Costellow.

Costellow, Martha (Mrs. M. S.), 19, 28 n.23

Costellow, W. F., 32

Countiss, Tascal, 158

Covington District, 68

Cozy Cottage, 116 n.35, 130

Craig, Katie, 25

Creasy, A. F., 147, 231

Creasy, Ethel (Mrs. A. F.), 147, 231

Croley, Elma, 231

Croley, Lenore, 231

Culton, Ella, 23

Cumberland Chronicle, 24, 93 n.l7

Cumberland College, 179, 204

Cumberland Courier, 114

Cumberland Gap Job Corps Center, 172

Cumberland Gap National Historical Park,

172

Cumberland River, 56, 205, 223 n.4

Cumberland Valley Bank (Barbourville), 39,

46

Cumberland Valley News, 32

Cumberland Valley Tennis Tournament, 87

Curd, Larry, 214

CWENS, 221
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Dains, George H., 34, 45
Daniel Boone Festival, 144, 205, 218

Darlington, U. V. \V., 120, 124

Davies, Ellen ("Miss Ellen"), 230, 231

Davies, T. R., 158, 175 n.l, 230

Davis, Arthur Vining, 130, 159, 229, 230
Arthur Vining Davis Foundation, 230

Davis, Es, 106

Davis, John O., 17

Davis, W. H., 69 71.15

Decker, A. M., 23, 47, 53, 54, 60 n.l5, 63, 67,

68, 72-79, 81 n.36, 91, 97-100, 120, 139,229
Decker, A. M., Jr., 59, 61 n.39, 229
Decker, Andrew and Ehza J., 99
Decker, Elmer, 20, 28 n.29 n.30

Decker House and property, 113, 139, 176
n.l9

Decker, Lida Sawyers (Mrs. A. M.), 97, 99,

100, 229

Decker, Ralph, 175 n.5

Demosthenes Debating Club, 89
Dewey, Florence, 154, 156

Diadelphic Society-, 89
Diamond Jubilee, 146, 150
Dickey, J. H., 167

Dickey, Laura (Mrs. J. H.), 167
Dickinson College, 52, 57, 103 n.8, 120
Dishman,— (Colonel), 19

Dishman,— (Mrs.), 58
Dishman Cottage and property, 20, 91, 112
Dishman Flat, 54

Dishman, John, 18, 20
Dishman, S. B., 69 n.l5

Dishman, S. B., Jr. (Ben), 59, 61 n.39
Dishman, William (Judge), 55
Dishman, William M., 59, 61 n.39
Distinguished Alumni Service Award, 229
Distinguished Professor Award, 208, 233
Division of Higher Education of The United

.Methodist Church [Nashville], see Board
of Higher Education of The I'nited

Methodist Church [Nashville].

Donovan, Eleanor P., 131 n.ll

Dontchos, Leo, 219

Dontchos, Pat, 193, 219
Dotson, John, 185, 203
Douce, Bob, 214
Dowis, Mahala P., 21, 30-32

Drake l^niversity, 143

Drama Banquet, 218
Dramatic Arts Center (DAC), 170, 219,

220; see also Soldiers' and Sailors'

Memorial Cyinnasium.
Drew Theological Seminary-, 52, 118
Drew l^niversity, 162
Drexel Institute, 61 n.37

Duckworth, Robinson, 40
Dugan, \lar>- Kyle, 167
Dunn, Van Bogard, 213

Dunning, James E., 144, 149 n.47

Easley, James W., 42 n.47, 49, 51-60, 64, 113
144

Easley, Joan, 60 n.4, 61 n.42, 93 n.l4

Easley, Joanna Matthews (Mrs. James W.)
52

Easley, Laura Green, 42 n.47

Easterly, Marjorie Donnell (Mrs. Tom), 146
Economic Opportunitv Act, 202
Education Club, 105, 142
Educational Jubilee Movement, 76, 77
Edwards, Hattie, 28 n.l5

Eickhoff, Andrew, 191

Eickhoff, Mrs. Andrew, 212
Elam, Dorothy Gene, 218, 229
Elam, Gene Decker, 229
Elam, Mary Ann, 229
Ellington, Duke, 220
Elliott, Green, 18, 20, 30, 31, 32
Eminence College, 52
Emmerich, (Mr.), 158
Emor>- University, 158, 154, 185
England, Ed, 5.3

Engle, W. L., 2,3

English, F. C, 60

Environmental Education Center, 172, 192
Environmental Studies, 192
Equal Opportunity' Act, 182, 201 n.64

Erb, J. Laurence, 144

Estilow, Mrs. U. S., 185

Eta Pi Sigma, 221

Eversole, John C, 26

Faith and Life Week, 213

Faith and Work Week, 174, 226
Fanny Speed Hall, see Speed Hall.

Fanny Speed Society {also Invincibles), 36,

37, 68

Faulconer, J. B., 153

Faulkner, (Judge), 55
Faulkner, Clarence, 59, 61 n.39

Faulkner, Claude, 229
Faulkner, Ellen, 50 n.27

Faulkner, Ernest (W. E.), 53, 59, 61 n.39

Faulkner, H. C, 16

Faulkner Hotel, 166

Faulkner, J. E., 229

Faulkner, James Perry, 8, 19, 20, 22, 26, 27,

34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 43-50, 51-53, 55, 56, 65, 90,

97-99, 121, 134, 229
Faulkner, Josh, 88
Faulkner, Maureen, 8, 49, 50 n.27

Faulkner, Robert T., 228
Faulkner, Roy, 112
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'aulkner, T. F., 97, 229
"aulkner, Vernon, 54

aulkner, Mr. and Mrs. W. D., 50 n.8 n.ll

'ederal Emergency Relief Administration

(FERA), 112

ederal Housing Act, 152, 175 n.3, 176 n.l4

'ederal Housing and Home Finance
Agency, 131

'ederal Old Age and Survivors Insurance

Act (Social Security), 140, 182

'ederal Works Agency, 124

eedback, 217

ellovvs, Ray, 59, 61 n.39

ellowship Room, 169

idelity and Columbia Trust Company, 111

idelity Mutual Life Insurance Company
(Philadelphia), 49

idelity Trust Company (Louisville), 56, 66,

67,82
"ields, Betsy, 217

"iftieth Anniversary JubOee Celebration, 97

'ighting Creek, (Ky.), 20

'ine Arts Building, 165, 168

'irst Methodist Church, Somerset, Ky., 160

'irst National Bank of Chicago, 111

"irst United Methodist Church,
Barbourville, Ky., see Barbourville

Methodist Church,

'irst United Methodist Church, Lexington,

Ky., 159, 175

'ischer, Steve, 200 n.43

ish and Game Club, 163

"ish and Game Commission, 163

'lat Lick (Ky.), 17, 24, 34

Vedg/ing, The, 88, 91

'leming, Darrell, 161 n.l9

lemming, Arthur S., 163

'letcher College, 118

'lorida Southern College, 127

oley's, 168

ord Foundation, 153

'ore, Wilham, 36

ort, John Lowe, 94 n.43, 97, 112

'ort Scott and Memphis Railroad, 27

'orum, 216

'onvard Program, 119, 123, 129, 131

'ounders' Day, 97, 120, 123, 124, 149 n.56,

218

'ounders' Memorial (Gates), 98

'ounders' Week, 99

420 College St.," 109, 113, 116 n.35, 143; see

also White Hall,

'rankhn, Ezra T., 31, 70-80, 81 n.36, 83-93,

95-97, 104, 106, 107, 110, 115, 120, 123,231

'ranklin, Grace (Mrs. Ezra T.), 73, 80

'ranklin, Samuel P., 73, 81 n.ll, 89

•"rasey,— (Professor), 24

''rench Club (also La Societe Francaise; Le
Cercle Frangais), 89, 108, 142, 157, 222

''rench Language Institute, 186

Freshman Orientation, 218
Friendship (Ky.), 20
Frutchey, James, 188

Fulbright Fellowships, 162, 184
Fuller, Thomas, 60 n.22

Funk, T. M., 89

Caller, Dieter, 197

Gambit, The, 216

Gamma Beta Phi, 221, 222
Gardiner, Wesleyana, 38

Gardner, (Miss), 35
Garret, The, 216

Gates, Elizabeth, 112

Gatlinburg Summer Music Festival, 190

Geiss, Leo A., 159, 163, 174, 182, 227

Geiss, Mrs. Leo A., 159

General Assembly Program (GAP), 210,211

General Board of Education [Nashville], see

Board of Education of The Methodist

(later LInited Methodist) Church
[Nashville].

General Conference of The Methodist

Church (Minneapolis, 1956), 158

George Peabody College, 185

Georgetown College, 142

Georgia, University of, 185

German Club, 157, 222

German Government Scholarships, 184

Gibbs, John, 213

Gibson, B. E., 28 n.l3

Gibson Building and Annex {abo Gibson's

Store; Miller and Ball Building), 19, 20, 28

n.21, 44

Gibson, Byron, 109

Gibson, Mrs. Byron, 109

Gibson, Charles H., 28 n.l3, 38

Gibson, Edward G., 186

Gibson, Jack, 109

Gibson, James T., 18, 19, 20, 28 n.l3, 100

Gibson, R. W., 175

Gibson, Ray ("The Rev"), 12, 213

Gibson's Store, see Gibson Building and

Annex.

Gilbert, E. Reid, 188

Gilbert, Frank, 167, 196, 233

Gillis, Ezra, 80

Glee Club, 64, 108; see also Apollo Glee Club.

Godby, W. B., 17

Goetz, Francis, 27, .34

Goff, Sudduth, 126

Golden, J. E., 67

Golden Stespean, 105, 216

Golden, Steve, 15

Golden, "Uncle" Ike, 32

Good, Mrs. J. H., 92

Good Samaritan Hospital, 227
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Gordon, Sara (Anna?), 25
Grangers, The, 17

Gray, Lois and Lowell, 109
Gray, Wayne T., 105, 109
Gray, Mrs. Wayne T., 109

Graz, University of, 189

Greathouse, (Professor), 24
Green, Allan, 12, 193, 196, 219

Greene, Donald R., 185

Grider, Frederick, 27

Grider, Hartford P., 26, 27, 29 n.63 n.70, 44
Grider, John P., 26, 29 n.66

Grider, Mollie (Mrs. Hartford P.), 26
Griffin, Gerald, 159

Griffing, Blanche, 25, 29 n.59 n.60

Griffing, Sara, 25
Grimstead, W. E. and Company, 20
Gross, Birney, 109

Gross, Charles J., 186

Gross, George, 109

Gross, Harriet Bletzer (Mrs. John Owen), 95,
213

Gross, John Owen, 31, 78, 94 rj.43, 95-101, 103
n.4, 107-115, 116 n.51, 117, 120, 140, 142
162, 175 n.5, 213, 229, 231

Gross, Lucille, 109

Guidance Club, 142

Gum, Walter, 170

Gunn, (Mrs.), 90

Hacker, Joe, 233
Haggard, Carl, 159, 176 n.26

Haggard, G. M., 124

Haggard, Patience, 196
Hail Estate, Eustace A., Ill
Hale, Jack, 59, 61 n.39

Hall, E. P., 81 fi.36, 86, 97, 99
Halloween Carnival, 108, 219, 222
Hammons, Anne, 231

Hampton, Ernest, 175 n.l

Hancher, John W., 76
Hancock, George E., 37
Hanover College, 189
Hanson, William, 41 n.l3 n.l8
Hardin-Simmons I'niversity, 160
Harlan, Bank of, 159, 230
Harlan County Club, 108
Harlan Enterprise, 114
Harpst, Ethel E., 126

Harris, (Professor), 24
Harris, J. William, 149 n.55, 157
Harritt, Abraham [Abram] H., 17-20, 23-25,

27 n.l2, 29 n.57, 30, 32, 93 rj.l7, 103 n.9
Harritt, Burt, 19

Harritt, Frank, 19

Harritt, Josephine (Mrs. Abraham H.), 19, 20
Harritt, William L., 28 n.l2

Harrop, F. W., 73, 75, 78, 81 n.36, 91
Hartley, Loyde, 208
Harvard University, 49, 164
Hatz, Jo Ann, 217
Haynes, Ben, 88
Hays, B. P., 156, 188, 231
Hearne, John D., 83
Heggan, Janice, 217
Heidrick Fund, 157

Helm, Bruce, and Helm, 47, 49
Helton, Ada, 23

Hembree, Sillous G., 81 n.39, 105
Henderson, Theodore S., 96
Henning Heirs, see Speed Heirs.

Hensley, Cecil, 161 n.l9

Heritage Room, 11, 173
Hemdon, Ben, 22, 25
Herndon, Richard, 15

Herren, Donald R., 159

Hewitt, Mrs. A. D. Grider, 29 n.64
Hicks, John R., 22
Higher Education Act, 181, 183
Hill, Billy, 214

Hinkle, Elmer, 175 n.l

Hinkle, Sally, 21

Hinson, Ronald, 188
Historic Augusta and Augusta College

(Rankins), 41 n.l9

Historical Sketches of Institutions of
Learning Within. . . Kentucky Annu
Conference. . . (Savage), 29 n.58

History Club, see International Relations
Club.

"History of Educational Institutions in

Augusta, Kentucky, A" (Hanson), 41 n.l3
n.l8

History of Kentucky, A (Kerr), 69 n.lO
"History of Union College, A" (Hembree),

81 n.39, 105

Hoeltje, Hubert, 196

Hoffman, Bill, 214
Hoffman, Ron, 219
Holbrook College, 109

Holt, D. D., 158

Home Economics Building, 166, 227; see also

Senior House; Tye House.
Home Economics Club, 142, 221, 222
Homecoming, 109, 110, 120, 151, 217, 218,

222, 229

Honors Day, 157, 218, 233
Hopper, A. W., 66
Hoskins, Sallie, 28 n.26, 97
Howard Family, 20
Howes, Charles L., 68
Howes, Grace, 60 n.lO

Howes, Robert, 59, 61 n.39

Hub, The, 169

Hudnut Perfumery Companv, 127
Hudson, W. S., 72
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Hughes, (Dr.), 117

Hultz, Marv, 25

Humfleet, Violet, 88

Hunsinger, Frank, 59

Hunter Hills Amphitheatre, 190, 191

Hyde, A. M., 92

Illinois, University of, 184

Indiana University, 72

Inkster, Larry, 214

Institute for College and University

Presidents (Harvard), 164

Institute of American Studies, 186

Institute of Indian Civilization, 189
Institute of Religion, 171

International Relations Club (IRC) {also

History Club), 105, 142, 144, 222
Invincibles, see Fanny Speed Society.

Iota Sigma Nu, 105, 221, 222
Iowa National Training School, 118

Iowa, University of, 191

Jackson, David, 219

Jackson, Dennis, 219

Jackson, James H., 113

Jarv'is, James, 96

Jarvis, Will D., 59

Jennings, Judith, 233

Job Corps, 202

Johnson, Faith, 217

Johnson, Keen, 123

Johnson, Mayme, 60 n.9

Johnson, Mildred, 50 n.26

Jones, Dave, 133

Jones, J. R., 69 n.l5

Jones, Joseph D., 126

Jones, Lucy B., 185

Journalism Club, 105

Jubilee Steering Committee, 146

Junior-Senior Banquet, 218
Junior Year Abroad, 188

Keeneland Foundation, 153

Kelley, Samuel F., 20, 30, 31, 41 n.l n.4, 44,

100

Kellogg Foundation, 181, 184

Kennedy Property, 113

Kentucky and Louisville Conferences of The
Methodist (later United Methodist)
Church [after 1939], 128, 129, 130, 134, 152,

153, 158, 226
Kentucky Arts Council, 220
Kentucky Cardinals (Quartet), 87

Kentucky Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church [to 1939], 30-34, 38, 39,

40, 43, 46, 47, 48, 51, 54, 55, 63, 67, 68, 70,

75-79, 83, 90, 91, 95, 99, 100, 108, 113, 114,

128; see also listings under Board of

Education of the Kentucky Conference of

the Methodist Episcopal Church.
Kentucky Department for Human

Resources, 192

Kentucky Department of Education, 185,

200 n.58

Kentucky Education Association (KEA), 218
Kentucky Educational Television (KET),
219

Kentucky Heritage Commission, 173

Kentucky Independent College Foundation
(KICF), 153

Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference (K.LA.C), 104, 141, 142, 157,

214, 215

Kentucky State Board of Health, 65
Kentucky State Board of Regents, 74
Kentucky, University of, 73, 78, 79, 80, 95,

104, 105, 120, 154, 186, 200 n.50, 214

Kentucky Wesleyan College, 25, 128, 129, 158

Kentucky Youth Orchestra, 220

Kenyon Building, 56, 63, 66, 67, 77, 82, 83, HI
Kiadelphic Society, 68, 89

Kilbourne, Earl, 106

Kincaid, (Dr.), 132 n.23

Kiwanis Club, 157, 202, 221

Knott, J. Proctor, 25

Knox Central High School (Barbourville),

187

Knox Circuit Court, 27, 32

Knox County, 17, 20, 32, 44, 50, 62, 75, 99, 151,

159, 202, 203, 230

Knox County Bowling Lanes, Inc., 169

Knox County Economic Opportunity

Council (EOC), 202, 203

Knox County Head Start Program, 202, 203

Kresge Foundation, 127

Kronk, Jeffrey, 185

Kronk, Mr. and Mrs. Walter, 185

Lakeside Bowhng Lanes, 169

Lakeside Residence Hall for Men, 167, 169

Lambuth College, 160

Landrum, Francis, 91

Francis Landrum Memorial Professorship

of Ethics and Moral Conduct, 91

Lane, Barbara, 224 n.l5

Langdon, E. J., 92

Langdon, Mrs. E. J., 92

Langford Apartments, 167

Langford, George, 167

Langford, Mary Gilbert (Mrs. George), 167
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Latin Club, 89

Laurel Seminary, 17, 24, 26, 27 n.6

Laurel Seminary, The (Dyche), 27 n.6, 29

n.65

Lawson, John H., 69 n.l5

Laymon, C. M., 114

Laymon, Douglas, 109

Leidecker, Kurt, 189

Lewis, B. C, 68

Lewis, Charlotte, 216

Lewis, T. C, 104

Lexington Herald, 114

Library Services and Construction Act, 181

Lighthouse, 174, 212

Lighthouse Singers, 213, 221

Lilly Endowment, 127

Lincoln, Abraham, 46, 184

Lincoln Collection, 185

Lincoln Memorial LIniversity, 104, 132 n.23

Lincoln Savings Bank and Trust Company,
82

Lindsey Wilson College, 128, 135, 158

Literal, J. M., 81 n.36

Literary Society, 89

Lock, James S., 38

Lock, May E., 46

Lock, Sarah Elizabeth, see Wilson, Sarah

Elizabeth Lock.

Logan, Doug, 214

London District, 17

London Echo, 18, 19, 23, 24, 26, 32, 34

Long, Bob, 214

Looking Forward: Union College 1954-1979,

132 n.54, 146

Louisville and Nashville Railroad, 32, 96

Louisville Bach Society, 220

Louisville Cement Company, 83, 110

Louisville Conference, see Kentucky and
Louisville Conferences of The Methodist

(later United Methodist) Church [after

1939].

Louisville Courier-] oiirnal, 103 n.7, 159

Louisville Herald-Post, 114

Louisville Hotel Company, 83

Louisville Symphony Orchestra, 144, 220

Louisville Trust Company, 160

Louisville, University of, 104, 154

"Loyal Eighteen," 33, 46

Lucas, Dorothy, 232
Luke, Thomas J., 162

Lyttle, David, 22

McClellans (Ky.), 20

McClurkan, E. L., 132 n.24

McCullen, Kevin, 12, 200 n.55

McDermott, (Mr.), 53

McDonald, Vader C, 59, 61 n.39

McDonald, W. H ., 69 n.l5

McFerrin, James B., 12, 155

McGovem, John P., 8

McPherson, H. W., 124, 132 n.22

McVey, Frank, 120

Mack the Bulldog, 214

Madigan, Carolyn, 216

Magsam, Janet, 217

Mahlon Miller Science Center, 172, 173, 174,

176 n.31 n.32, 181, 205, 230

Maintenance Building, 109, 173, 174

Mandolin Club, 64

Mansfield, B. D., 37

Mansfield Normal School, 120

Margaret Hall School, 227

Marigold, Connie (Mrs. W. G.), 12, 189

Marigold, W. C, 8, 156, 188, 189, 190, 201

n.62, 233

Mary Washington College, 189

Mathematics Club, see Alpha Delta.

Matheny, Francis E., 90

Matthews, Joanna, see Easley, Joanna
Matthews.

Matthews, Robert, 213, 233
Matthews, Mrs. Robert, 213

Maxwell, Donald, 190, 219

Mayes, Lillian B., 23

Mayhew, Earl, 96

Mays, Doris, 12

"Maze, The," 220
Meadows, John O., 186

Means, Mary E., 92

Meibers, Kenneth, 214, 215

Merchant, Frank E., 201 n.62, 233

Meredith, Morley, 190

Messer, Harold, 231

Messer, Helen, 231

Methodist Board of Education, see Board of

Education of The Methodist (later United

Methodist) Church [Nashville].

Methodist Board of Higher Education, see

Board of Higher Education of The L^nited

Methodist Church [Nashville].

Methodist Crusade for Higher Education,

165, 169, 172

Methodist Episcopal Church, 30, 33, 75, 90;

see also United Methodist Church and

more specific listings.

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 17, 33

Methodist Evangelical Hospital, 226

Methodist Leonard Theological Seminary,

118

Methodist Youth Fellowship Assembly, 134

Michigan, L^niversity of, 184
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Mid-Appalachia College Council, Inc.

(MACCI), 189

Milesian Frag,ments, 216

Milesians, 216, 221, 222

Miller and Ball Building, see Gibson Building

and Annex.

Miller, Jim Wayne, 200 n.43

Miller, Kenneth S., 186

Miller, Laura (Mrs. Mahlon A.), 162, 226

Miller, Mahlon A., 10, 12, 155-159, 161 n.l9,

162-164, 166, 171-175, 175 n.4, 178, 180, 183,

188, 189, 196, 202-205, 210, 226, 227, 228,

229, 230, 231, 233

Miller, R. T., 76, 83

Miller, Samuel, 15

Milliken, Rena, 154, 161 n.l5, 173, 198, 203,

233

Minimum Foundation Program, 154

Minton, Myrtle, 58, 60 n.l8

Mitchell, Nicholas, 125

Modem Culture Study Group, 221

Montell, Lymond, 200 n.43

Moore, Ben David, 185

Moore, Kathleen, 126, 161 n. 13 n. 18, 198, 201

n. 68, 233

Moore, Paul S. ("Pete"), 12, 158, 214, 215, 224

n.40, 233
Moores, Harry C, 159

Morehead, Thelma, 93 n.l5

Moreland, (President), 158

Morris, Love, 93 n.l5

Mothers' Weekends, 227

Mountain Laurel Festival, 218

Mountain Lodge 187 (F and A Masons), 22

Mountain Rehabilitation Program, 114

Mu Alpha Delta, 221

Mu Omega Beta, 221

Muncy Company, John, 119

Muncv, Paul E., 159

Murphy, William S., 182

Music Hall, 56; see also Campus Cottage;

(Old) Stevenson Cottage.

Myers, Dale, 233

National Register of Historic Places, 173

National Science Foundation, 183, 189

National Youth Administration (NYA), 112

Nebraska, University of, 144

Neighborhood Youth Corps, 202
New England Conservatory of Music, 144

New England Mutual Life Insurance

Company, 140
New, Freda, 12

New York Board, see Board of Education of

the Methodist Episcopal Church.
New York, Buffalo, State University of

(SUNY at Buffalo), 184

Nicholson, Thomas, 70, 71, 72

Nield, C. S.,69n.l5

Nippert, Edward W., 159

Noble Order of Red Men, The, 55
Noe, J. T. C, 72

Nordeman, C. B., 66, 70, 74, 81 n.36, 82

Northcott (Northcut?), Lula, 26

Northern Colorado, University of, 191

Northwestern University, 89, 184

Norton, Robert, 113

Nunvar, Francis A., 87

Oak Ridge Institute for Nuclear Studies, 189

Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO),
202

Office of Student Affairs, 224 n.45

Ohio Wesleyan l^niversity, 57, 65

"old Baptist Church" (Barbourville), 16

Olivet College, 72

Oraiifie and Black, 85, 86, 88, 89, 92, 105, 112,

120, 121, 143, 156, 157, 215-216

Osburg, Frank, 223 n.lO

Overley, Emery R., 67-69, 69 n.l9, 71, 77, 79,

81 n.36, 90

Owens, Hiram, 103 n.ll

Oxendine, Sherman, 192

Oxford Club, 145, 158, 212, 221, 222

Oxford Club Auxiliary, 142, 145

Nail, Tomey O., Jr., 126

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), 186

National As.sociation of Intercollegiate

Athletics (N.A.I.A.), 214, 215

National Association of Schools of Music, 154

National Defense Education Act (NDEA),
157

National Defense Student Loan Program,

157, 178

National Environmental Educational

Development (NEED), 172

National Park Service, 172, 173

Parents' Association, 165, 169, 175, 176 n.l2,

184, 226, 227

Parents' Weekend, 218, 227

Parks, S. Laws, 161 n.l3

Pate, M. E., 226

Patridge, Franes ("Miss Pat"), 12, 156, 161

n.l8, 169,218,223,2.32,233

Patridge Theta Pi Delta Award, 232

Patterson, "Runt," 104

Patton, Patsy, 156

Peace Corps, 214

Pearson, Bob and Mary, 134

Pearson, Clyde, 144
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Peavy, I. B., 107

Peavy, Mrs. I. B., 107

Pen Club, 108

Pentecostal Orphanage, 205

Perkins, (Mr.), 75

Perkins, Carl D., 218

Perkins, Leslie, 185

Perkins, Nan, 185

Perry, Glenn, 184

Peters, PhiUip I., 134, 143, 144

Peters, Robert, 85, 86

Peters, Willa Rumbley (Mrs. Phillip I.), 134

Pfeiffer, Annie Merner (Mrs. Henry), 119,

120, 123, 124, 125, 127, 143, 146, 159

Pfeiffer Hall, 20, 109, 113, 123, 124, 129, 152,

156, 159, 163, 165-168, 174, 176 n.l9, 209,

212, 218
Pfeiffer, Henry, 120, 123, 127

Phi Lambda Sigma, 221

Phi Mu Alpha, 221

Philomathean Society', 89

Philoneikeans, 36, 37, 45, 68, 89

Photozetean Society, 58

Physical Education Building, 165, 169, 170

Physical Education Club, 222

Pi Gamma Mu, 157

Pi Upsilon Beta, 221

Pierce, Ed, 214

Pierce, Robert B., 126

Pikeville Hospital, 112

Pineville Community Hospital, 195

Pineville Sun, 114

"Pitchforks, The," 217

Pittsburgh Reduction Company, 130

Pittsburgh, University of, 81 n.ll, 162

Pittser, Bob, 214

Pitzer, Thomas J., 19, 24, 30

Playlikers, 89, 105, 108, 154, 221, 222

Pollyanna Club, 108

Ports, Percy L., 55, 58, 59, 61 n.39, 63-67, 69

n.6 n.l5, 82, 131 n.9

Ports, Bessie Wood (Mrs. Percy L.), 59, 65

Potter, Marshall B. ("Bob"), 159, 205, 231

Poundstone, Otis C, 123

Poynter, Thomas Clay, 25, 26

Poynter, \V. T., 25

President's Council, 156

Pridemore, Frank, 161 n.l9

Priestley, S. E. Gerard, 189

Priestley, Mrs. S. E. Gerard, 189

Procter and Gamble, 110

"Prudential, The," 70

Public Speaking Club, 142

Purdue University, 184

Queen City Hotel (Barbourville), 32
Quill Club, 142

Rado, Joseph A., 175, 176 n.34

Raine (Raines?), James Watt, 97, 108
Randolph Macon College, 158

Rankin, Delia J., .35, 36, 41 n.32

Rankins, Walter, 41 n.l9

Raoul Foundation, 49

Rector, Ella Tinsley (Mrs. Fred), 35
Rector, Fred C, 127

Rector Little Theater, 127, 170, 210
Reibold, George H., 53, 60 n.9, 93 n.l7

Religious Emphasis Week, 145, 158, 213
Remarks, R. R., 59, 61 n.39

Rice, '^amuel C, 163

Rich, Perma, 109

Richardson, Ernestine, 160, 232
Richland Creek (Ky.), 27 n.lO

Ridgway, Florence, 109

Riesz, Robert, 189, 196

Riesz, Mrs. Robert, 189

Riggs, Judy T., 186

Rippere, John B., 87

Riverside Seminary, 26

Robbins, Jane, 158

Robbins, Warren, 185, 233
Roberts, Capitola W., 185

Robertson, Frank L., 174, 213
Robinson Foundation, E. O., 181, 184, 186

Robsion, John M., 66, 174, 188

Robsion, John M., Jr., 124, 174, 188

Robsion Political Science Scholarship, 188

Rockefeller Foundation, 71

Rockport Art Colony, 144

"Roman Holiday," 219

Rose, Robert E., 191

Rose, Steve, 12

Rural Loans Project, 202

Rutledge, Charlie, 214

Ryder, George E., 88

Saddler, Charles C, Jr., 165

Saddler, Virginia B. (Mrs. Charles C), 8, 10,

12, 175 n.4

Sage Foundation, Russell, 65
Sageser, J. W., 17

Salkover, Meyer, 196

Sammons, Marge, 156

Sammons, Mike, 215

Sampson, Flem D., 54, 55, 60 n.l4 n.l5, 69

n.l5, 97, 99

Sampson, Mrs. Flem D., 112, 123

Senders, Dewev, 211

Sanders, Harland, 214, 218, 230
Sanders, Mrs. Harland, 230
Sandy Valley Seminary, 66

Saunders, Charlene, 161 n.l9

Sawyers, Elbert E., 22, 97

Sawyers, Mrs. Elbert E., 97
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Sawyers, Lida, see Decker, Lida Sawyers.

Sawyers, W. W., 18, 20-22, 26, .34, 36, 99, 218,

229

Scheirich, H. J., 176 n.26

Schmidlapp Trust Fund, 159

Scholarly Community, The, 201 n.62

School of P'ine Arts (Iowa), 144

Schulz, Ernst, 213

Schweitzer, David, 169

Science Center, see Mahlon Miller Science

Center.

Science Club, 105, 142

Science Hill Academy, 25, 46

Scribblers Club, 86, 88

Scale, Linda, 187

Secret Pals, 108

Secretarial Science Club, 142

Seelbach Hotel, 110

Seelbach Realty Company, 83

Senior House, 124; see also Tye House;

Home Economics Building.

Sevier, Alexander, 53, 69 n.l5, 74

Sevier, Cora, 86, 87

Sevier Property, 113

Sexton, John, 26

Shapland, Art, 161 n.l9

Shaw, Dorothy, 232

Shaw, Leslie, 187

Shaw, William E., 36, 41 n.30, 99

Shearon, Ella Mae, 185

Shelton, Jean, 215

Shepherd, \V. W., 81 n.36, 91

Sigma Alpha lota (SAI), 221

Simms, C. W., 161 n.l3, 198, 201 n.68, 233

Simpson College, 108, 110, 114, 116 n.51

Singer, Catherine Faulkner, 12, 105, 115 n. 13,

134, 165, 228, 229, 234 n.8

Singer, Marcia, 229

Slater Food Service, 203, 231

Sloan, Anna Mae, 88

Small Business Loans Project, 202

Smith, A. D., 69 n.l5

Smith, Charles Clark, 91, 106

Smith, H. Lester, 97, 117, 118

Smith, Herbert B., 109, 143, 154, 160

Smith-Hughes Act, 137

Smith, Meda, 217

Smith, Virgil, 143

Smith, Vivian, 2.31

Smokey Creek (Ky.), 21

Smoky Mountain Athletic Conference, 141,

142, 157

Snack Shack, 131, 168

Snead Junior College, 127

Snead Seminary, John H., 118

Soccer Club, 221

Social Security, see Federal Old Age and

Survivors Insurance Act.

SociSti Francaise, La, see French Club.

Sociology Club, 142
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"Soda Water," 17

Soldiers' and Sailors' Memorial Gymnasium,
20, 74, 75, 170, 23.3, n.6; see also Dramatic
Arts Center (DAC).

South Dakota Conference, 118

Southern Association {includes Association

of Colleges and Universities of the

Southern States, Southern Association of

Colleges and Secondary Schools, Southern

Association of Colleges and I'niversities,

Southern Association of Schools and
Colleges), 80, 92, 96, 103 n.4, 104, 109, 113,

118, 141, 152, 164, 185, 187, 200 /i..36 n.58

Southern California-Arizona Annual
Conference of the Methodist Church, 149

n.47

Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association

(S.I.A.A.), 104, 109, 142

Southern Pacific Railroad, 83

Southwestern College, 92, 107

Space Science Institute, 186

Spade, Donna, 187

Spahr, Lilian C, 28 n.l8

Spanish Club {also La Tertulia), 142

Speed, Belle, 40

Speed, Fanny Henning, 30, 31, 33, 38-39, 43-

50, 52, 54, 56, 63, 72, 82, 89, 97, HI, 120,

131, 146, 159

Speed Hall {also Fanny Speed Hall), 20, 47-

52, 54, 55, 56, 63, 74, 84, 85, 91, 106, 107,

113, 123, 125, 171, 173, 176 n.l9, 185, 211,

212, 231.

Speed Heirs {also Henning Heirs), 47, 48

Speed, Joshua, 46

Speed Memorial Hall, 37, 45

Speed-Stevenson Library, 45, 92, 121

Sprague, Horace, 120

Stackhouse, Arva, 109, 121

Staley Distinguished Christian Scholar

Program, 213

Staley Foundation, Thomas F., 213

Stallcup, Billy M., 8, 12

Standard Oil of Kentucky, 175 n.7

Stanley, A. Owsley, 65

Steele, S. C, 41 n.34

Steinkraus, Warren, 188, 207, 233

Sterling College, 118

Stespean, 88, 89, 105, 143, 198, 210, 216, 229,

232, 233

(Old) Stevenson Cottage, 54, 56, 91; see also

Campus Cottage; Music Hall.

Stevenson, Daniel (father of Dr. Stevenson),

32
Stevenson, Daniel, 27, 29 n.72, 30-41 , 4.3-48,

53, 58, 60, 68, 89, 97, 99, 101, 108, 120, 121,

1.30, 133, 144

Stevenson Hall, 20, 55, 59, 84, 91, 106, 108,

109, 131, 152, 1.53, 159, 165, 174, 209, 230,

231
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Stevenson, Richard, 37, 40

Stevenson, Sarah, 163

Stevenson, Sarah Corwine (Mrs. Daniel), 33,

42 n.41, 45

Stevenson, Thomas, 32

Stevensonian Literary Society, 89

Stewart, Abbie E. (Mrs. George B.), 122

Stewart, Donald, 143

Stewart, George B., 122

Stickley House and property, 20, 39, 47, 48

Stickley, J. G. and Manda, 47

Stinking Creek (Ky.), 99

Stratton, Jettie, 93 n.l5

Stratton, T. B., 55, 56

Stratton, Wendell, 59

Strunk, Judy, 156

Student Center, 165, 168, 169, 189, 209, 222,

223, 227, 232

Student Center Board, 169, 219, 220, 221

Student Judicial Council, 207

Student National Education Association

(SNEA), 221, 222

Student Senate, 156, 157, 207, 208, 229, 232,

233

Students for Appalachia, 202, 222

Sturdivant, Betty, 109

Sturdivant, Harwell, 109, 112

Sturdivant, Mrs. Harwell, 109

Sue Bennett College, 204, 205

Sullivan, Dan, 161 n.l9

Summer Music Festival, see Gathnburg
Summer Music Festival.

Sutchffe Cup, 104

Sutphen, Katherine Van Deusen, 57, 59, 98,

144

Sutton, Charles W., 38

Swan-Abram Hat Company, 100

Swan Pond (Ky.), 44

Sweazy, C. A., 159

Sweazy, L. D., 226, 227

Swim, Cliff, 142
Swim, Gerald, 142

Syracuse University, 52

Tate, E. Mabry, 189

Taylor, Joshua S., 69

Joshua S. Taylor Fund, 69, 90
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association

of America (TIAA), 140, 141

Teague, Martha, 149 n.57

Tennessee, University of, 86, 191, 200 n.40

Tertulia, La, see Spanish Club.
Tevis, John, 46
Texas, Universitv of, 184

Thedford, Edwina, 219
Thespian Society, 23
Thomas, Ellen, 46

Thomas, John Elbert, 38, 39, 46
Thompson, C. M., 96
Thornbury, Ronald, 156

Three W Circle, 89

Tinsley, Alex, 54, 59

Tinsley, Daisy C, 46

Tinsley, Ella, see Rector, Ella Tinsley.

Tinsley, James H., 15, 18, 20, 31, 43, 47
Tinsley, Thomas D., 98, 99

Tinsley, W. W., 30

Todd, Boyd, 12

Todd, Elizabeth, 157

Too Short the Days (Wesley), 132 n.20

Toronto, University of, 186
Townsend, Betty (Mrs. Milton), 232, 233

Townsend, Milton, 12, 134, 146, 228, 232
Trace Branch (Ky.), 20

Transylvania University {also Transylvania

College), 33, 227

Treadway, Lois, 219

Treadway, Sallie Frederick, 93 n.l9

Treble Clef Club, 87

Trent, H. E., 97

Trent, Willie, 214

Trinity Church, Louisville, Ky., .33, 46, 48
Trinity Methodist Church, Lafayette,

Indiana, 162

Trosper, W. B., 87

Trueblood, D. Elton, 213

Trustee Wives Organization, 158, 227

Tubingen, L'niversity of, 162

Tuggle, James, 19, 28 n.l2 n.20 n.41

Tuggle, Mr. and Mrs. James, 41 n.2

Tuggle, Mrs. James Brittain, 41 n.34

Tuggle, Jesse, 28 n.41

Tuggle, Kenneth, 88, 113, 227

TulHs, Edward L., 213

Turner, Donald L., 184

Turner, J. H., 67

Turner, Jerry, 184

Tusculum College, 62
"28.50 Club," 205

Tye, George W., 28 n.26, 46, 60 n.l5, 66, 69

n.l5

Tye House, 124, 165, 171; see also Home
Economics Building; Senior House.

Tye, Virginia, 28 n.31

Tye, William, 69 n.l5

"U" Club, 89, 108

Union and You, 224 n.l7 n.22

Union Church, Covington, Ky., 79
Union College 1879-1954 (Bradley), 7, 10
Union College Alumnus, 134, 228; see also

Alumni Newsletter.

Union College Bulletin, 227



Union College Christian Association

(UCCA), 142, 145, 158, 212, 222

Union College Corporation, 18, 21, 22, 26, 27,

34, 78, 91, 125

Union College, Male and Female, 23

Union College News, 134

Union College Science Society', 221

Union College Stage Band, 219, 220

Union Literary Society, 26

Union Normal School College (Flat Lick,

Ky.), 34

Union Sabbath School, 23

United Methodist Church, 172, 181, 208,

223 n.ll; see also Methodist Episcopal

Church and more specific listings.

United States Department ot Health,

Education, and Welfare (HEW), 163

United States Office of Education, 183, 189,

194

University Associates, 193, 194

LTniversity Senate of the Methodist Board of

Higher Education, 163, 164, 165, 187

University Senate of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, 37, 44, 79

Upper Cumberland Education Association

(UCEA), 110, 135, 154

Upward Bound, 202

Utopian Society, 89

V^alparaiso University, 72

Vance, T. C. H., 17

Vanderbilt University, 184

Van Hoose, Lee, 59, 61 n.39

Veterans' Building, 124, 171, 176 n.32

Viall, Oscar H., 127, 171

Viall, Robert E., 159, 160, 175 n.l, 230

Vincent, Lila, 86

Virginia, LJniversity of, 19

Vocational Club, 142

Vocational Guidance Club, 105

Vogel, Carl, 85, 125

Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA),

202

Walker, John and Mireille, 186

Walker, Mary, 12

Wallace, Aunt Mae, 112

Walsh, J. D., 50, 70, 75

Ward, Stella, 105, 160

Wareing, E. C, 92

Warner, Bennie, 213

Warner Drug Company, 127

Washington Semester, 188

Washington, University of, 144

Watkins, W. I., 51

271

Watkins, William T., 125, 126, 132 n. 36, 146
152, 162

Watson, Roger, 214
Watts, James D., 186

Watts, Winifred, 171, 196, 233
Wayne State University, 188
Weaver, Horace, 145, 161 n.l3 n.l8 n.l9

Weber State Lhiiversity, 191

Weeks, Abigail E., 28 n.37, 53, 57, 60n.l0, 63,

69 n.21, 74, 83, 85, 86, 88, 96, 103 n.8, 107,

108, 120, 121, 131 n.9, 144, 149 n.47

Welch, Donald, 210, 212, 219

Wesley, Edgar B., 123, 124, 132 n.20

Wesley, John, 184

Wesley, Oscar, 54, 58, 61 n.37

Wesley, Ralph C, 160

West Virginia Conference, 66
Westerhoff, John III, 213

Western Christian Advocate, 92, 114

Western Reserve University, 162

Western State College, 154

Whitaker, Howard, 184

White, C. Nevil, 120, 121, 131 n.l2, 227, 234

n.3

White Family, 20

White, Goodrich C, 164

White Hall, 168, 171, 209; see also "420

College St.
"

Whiteside, Constance, 105

Whittenberg, H. G., Sr., 175 n.l

Wicke, Myron, 158, 164, 193, 200 n.36

Wiley, Owen, 109

Wilkes, Ella O., 233

Williams, Anna G., 112

Wilhams, Juanita, 184

Wilhamsburg Institute, 59

Willson-Gross Lectures, 213

Willson, James H., 213

Willson, Mrs. James H., 213

Wilmington Conference, 52, 60

Wilson, Amanda Landrum (Mrs. Obed J.),

90,91
Wilson, Cecil H., 175 n.l, 223 n.9

Wilson, George H., 41 n.32, 42, n.47, 46, 49, 98

Wilson, John F. and Associates, 152, 168, 175

n.3

Wilson, John Henry, 15, 49

Wilson, John L., 114

Wilson, Lena, 59

Wilson, Margaret, 93 n.l5

Wilson, Sarah Elizabeth Lock (Mrs. George
H.), 42 n.47, 49

Wilson, Thomas, 17

Wilson, Thomas (father of George H.

Wilson), 49

Wilson, Tilly, 58

Wimmer, C. R., 109

Wimmer, Molly, 109

Winthrop, John, 33
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In this update of Union's

history Dr. Marigold has

continued Dr. Bradley's
pioneer work, combining
scholarship and the light touch

and creating a highly readable

book without forsaking
devotion to truth as he found
it.

I stayed up most of the night

reading this book as it

rekindled memories of my 32

years at Union College. No
history could possibly tell

everything exactly as you
remember life at Union, but

Dr. Marigold has documented
numerous incidents which will

serve as stimuli to start you on
your own journey through

yesteryear. You will be
reminded of people, incidents,

and even private jokes long

since forgotten. Happy
Reminiscing!

Frances Patridge

"Miss Pat"
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